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Abstract
The progress of technology, the easy access to powerful machines and electronic
devices, social networks, the unlimited storing space on the Internet and ultimately,
all that encompasses the new Digital Era, have driven a huge increase of the amount
of contents that are created and publicly shared on a daily basis. These contents
may include text, images, video and/or audio.

The generation of such vast amount of contents has led to the advancement of
new methodologies for their optimal indexing and mining and for the automatic
extraction of semantic information in different applications and domains, such as
the security, surveillance, information access and retrieval, audiovisual or forensics
sectors, among others.

Concerning audio analysis, it can be used in a wide range of applications considering
the large amount of information that can be extracted from each audio content.
Depending on the type of application, audio analysis can encompass information
extraction at different levels, such as the linguistic level (speech transcription),
language identification, the paralinguistic level (e.g. emotions), the speaker level
(number, genre, segmentation, identification), the acoustic level (background or
isolated noises, etc.), classification of audio segments (e.g. music, noise, speech) or
music analysis. Audio analysis has to continually deal with the variability created
by the particularities of each speaker, the acoustic environment, volume changes,
accents, types of speech, overlappings, etc. Most of these aspects still pose a great
challenge for the speech community. Besides, given their statistical nature, most of
the solutions implemented for audio analysis are still highly domain-dependent and
require adaptation when the application domain notably differs from the training
data conditions.

This dissertation work involves several advanced audio and speech processing technologies that can be applied to the audiovisual and human-computer interaction
environments. It includes an analysis of their applicability, their current state and
details of the main contributions made to the fields. Finally, various of the developed
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technological solutions are described, as well as their transfer to several companies
for use in Industry.

Resumen
El progreso de la tecnología, la disponibilidad y fácil acceso a potentes máquinas y
dispositivos electrónicos, las redes sociales, el espacio ilimitado que ofrece Internet
para almacenar contenidos y, en definitiva, todo lo que engloba la nueva era digital,
ha provocado un incremento ingente de los contenidos multimedia que se generan
cada día y que son compartidos públicamente para su consumo. Estos contenidos
multimedia pueden contener texto, imágenes, videos y/o audio.
La creación de estas enormes cantidades de contenidos ha provocado la necesidad
de avanzar en nuevos mecanismos de almacenaje, en la gestión e indexación de
estos contenidos y en la extracción de información semántica a través de análisis automáticos para diferentes aplicaciones y dominios, como el de seguridad, vigilancia,
consulta y recuperación, el sector audiovisual o el ámbito forense, entre otros.
En lo referente al análisis del audio, su campo de aplicación es muy amplio, así
como la cantidad y tipo de información que puede extraerse de un sólo contenido.
Dependiendo del tipo de aplicación, el análisis del audio puede englobar la extracción de información a nivel lingüístico (transcripción del habla), idiomático,
paralingüistico (emociones, estados de ánimo), de hablantes (número, género, segmentación, identificación), acústico (entorno, ruidos de fondo, ruidos específicos o
aislados), clasificación de audio (por tipo de segmentos) o de análisis musical. El
análisis del audio debe lidiar continuamente con la amplia variabilidad originada
por la diversidad en las fuentes del sonido a nivel de hablantes, entornos acústicos,
volúmenes, acentos, tipos de habla, solapamientos, etc. Muchos de estos aspectos
representan todavía un reto científico en la comunidad. La naturaleza estadística de
las tecnologías desarrolladas para el análisis del audio hace además que la necesidad
de adaptación de la tecnología sea todavía una necesidad cuando ha de aplicarse en
dominios dispares al de los datos de entrenamiento.
En esta memoria de tesis, se analiza el estado actual de algunas tecnologías de
análisis del audio y procesamiento del habla aplicadas a sectores como el audiovisual
y el de interacción persona-máquina, y se describen tanto su aportación a las
mismas como las nuevas contribuciones realizadas al estado del arte. Finalmente,
se describen soluciones tecnológicas desarrolladas y su transferencia a diferentes
entidades para su uso en la Industria.
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Introduction

1

"The possession of speech is the grand distinctive character of man" (T.H. Huxley, 1871).
Speech involves great cognitive skills, which include not only the ability to invent
words and construct grammars for a language, but also the capacity of pronouncing
them, processing them, and thinking and understanding the world with them. All the
issues above make human beings unique in the animal kingdom at communication
level.

Since speech fossils are not available, there is no real consensus regarding the
origin of speech and language, which remains a mystery without clues. Most
researches agree that language may have gradually emerged about a couple of
hundred thousand years ago. And that, considering found evidence of creation arts
and burials of dead [Hol+04], fluent language should have been somehow present
at least 50,000 years ago.

As more complex languages were generated by human beings, speech became the
most natural communication mode between people, since it provides the fastest rate
of information transfer. At scientific level, the mechanisms for the realization and
perception of speech have intrigued engineers and researches for centuries. In this
sense, the first known attempt dates from the 2nd half of the 18th century, when the
Russian scientist Christian Kratzenstein, a professor of physiology in Copenhagen,
succeeded in producing vowel sounds using resonance tubes connected to organ
pipes [Kra82]. After a few more advanced solutions, in the 1930’s the electric
speech synthesizer VODER (Voice Operating Demonstrator) [DRW39] was developed,
considered an important milestone in the evolution of speaking machines. Following
these advances and those achieved in the theory of acoustic-phonetics, it was not
until the mid-twentieth century when the research activity on speech recognition
started. In 1952, Bell Laboratories pioneered a system that could recognize single
digits from a single speaker. Since then and to date, great efforts have been done
in the scientific community to improve speech technologies, thanks to important
contributions from IBM and AT&T laboratories, Carnegie Mellon University (CMU),
SRI International, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) through different programs, among
many others.
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Nowadays, speech technologies have evolved enough to be usual in our common
tasks. Applications like Google Voice Search or Siri are used daily by millions
of people in different languages. Nevertheless, speech technologies still decrease
performance when dealing with more challenging situations, as it will be addressed
in this work.

1.1 Context of this research work
This PhD dissertation is a compendium of both basic and applied research activities,
which have been carried out at Vicomtech-IK4 and the University of the Basque
Country over the last 12 years. These activities are focused on speech processing
and encompass two main application environments and four fields of contribution:
Automatic Subtitling and Rich Transcription within the Audiovisual Environment
(Chapter 3) and Speech Emotion Recognition and Speech-driven Facial Animation
within the Multimedia Interaction Environment (Chapter 4).
Whereas work on Speech Emotion Recognition was performed as basic research in
the Computer Engineering Faculty in collaboration with the departments of Computer
Science and Artificial Intelligence and Computer Architecture and Technology, the
Automatic Subtitling, Rich Transcription and Speech-driven Facial Animation work
was carried out at Vicomtech-IK4 as a combination of basic research and R&D
projects. This way, some basic research activities have been published in journals
and conference proceedings, whilst some other technologies developed in R&D
projects have been transferred to Industry as new services and/or through the
creation of new companies that are exploiting the implemented solutions.

1.2 Vicomtech-IK4
Most of the research activities described in this work have been realized at VicomtechIK4, an applied Research Center located in San Sebastian (Basque Country, Spain)
that combines basic and applied research with the aim of transferring technology
to Industry. More specifically, one of the main missions of Vicomtech-IK4 involves
meeting the applied research, technology development and innovation requirements of local companies and institutions in Computer Graphics, Visual Computing
and Multimedia fields to enhance their competitiveness and improve society’s economic development and quality of life. To this end, Vicomtech-IK4 promotes the
development of innovative visual interaction and communications technologies,
creating product prototypes and applications in collaboration with Industry. Besides,
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Vicomtech-IK4 aims at contributing to universal knowledge through the publication
of its scientific results.
Nowadays, Vicomtech-IK4 is composed of seven technological departments, each
seeking to develop and apply technology in different fields and industries, as listed
below:

• Industry and Advanced Manufacturing
• Digital Media
• Human Speech and Language Technologies
• eTourism and Cultural Heritage
• Intelligent Transport Systems and Engineering
• Interactive Computer Graphics
• eHealth and Biomedical Applications

This dissertation work corresponds to the first PhD project originated within the
Human Speech and Language Technologies (HSLT) group and greatly reflects the
evolution and growth of the speech technologies area, which has become one of the
main four research lines of the department. This evolution has been given mainly by
(1) the expertise acquired throughout the execution of several local and European
projects, (2) the strong collaboration with other technological fields, departments
and the University, (3) the knowledge of the market and Industry needs of such
technologies, and (4) all the linked research and development activities.

1.3 Human Speech and Language Technologies
department
In response to the growing demand to integrate language engineering in other
applications, Vicomtech-IK4 opened in 2008 a new emerging department focused on
the research, development and integration of speech and language technologies in
other areas. This new department aimed at offering added value and at contributing
to the intelligence of the applications developed in the fields of Digital TV, Multimedia

1.3 Human Speech and Language Technologies department
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Services, Tourism and Cultural Heritage, Biomedical Sciences, Industrial Applications
and Human-Computer Interaction.
At the beginning, the emerging department was focused on integrating solutions
mainly related to speech processing technologies. It did not aim to develop proprietary synthesizers and/or recognition engines, but to integrate existing commercial
solutions and adapt them to the context. In this sense, the initial main technological
solutions that the department offered were as follows:
• A subtitling prototype: which included a commercial Automatic Speech Recognition engine connected to a professional subtitling software to generate
subtitles automatically from Spanish TV contents.
• A Voice Transformation toolkit: which provided the possibility of transforming
a source voice into a target voice.
• A Speech-driven animation system: which was capable of producing suitable
data for the animation of a virtual character from natural voice in Basque using
open source technologies.
As new markets and research interests continued to grow, the emerging department kept gaining more relevance, until it became the current Human Speech and
Language (HSLT) department.
Nowadays, the objectives of the HSLT group are more ambitious and involve research and development of proprietary technology in the fields of speech processing,
machine translation, natural language processing and dialogue systems, with the
aim of transferring such technology to Industry through innovative applications and
solutions.
Regarding the Speech Processing research line, its more prominent technologies
correspond to Automatic Subtitling, Rich Transcription and Voice Biometrics. In
addition, other technologies such as Speech Emotion Recognition and personalised
Text-to-Speech systems are part of the technological roadmap as well.
During its professional path, the Speech Processing research line has transferred
technology to different customers with the aim of improving their internal production
workflows. Some of such clients are Mixer Servicios Audiovisuales S.L., Ubertitles
S.L., Irekia and Serikat Consultoría e Informática S.A., among others. In addition,
Mira lo Que te Digo S.L.U. (MQD), Natural Vox, Synthema and Voice Interaction are
some of its local, national and European technological partners.
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1.4 Main publications
The current PhD project is mostly based on the contributions published in the
journals and conference proceedings compiled in Section 7. Such publications
include scientific contributions to the Automatic Subtitling, Rich Transcription,
Speech Emotion Recognition and Speech-driven Facial Animation fields. The list of
the main publications per field is presented below.

1.4.1 Automatic Subtitling

All the activities related to the research and development of technology for Automatic
Subtitling were performed at Vicomtech-IK4 within R&D and Industrial projects.

Automatic live and batch subtitling systems
• [ÁPA10] Álvarez, A., del Pozo, A., and Arruti, A. (2010). APyCA: Towards
the automatic subtitling of television content in Spanish. In Proceedings of the
2010 International Multiconference on Computer Science and Information
Technology (IMCSIT) (pp. 567-574). IEEE. (see Section 7.1)

This paper describes the subtitling prototype developed within the APyCA
project (Section 2.1.1). This protoype was developed in an attempt to automate
the process of subtitling television content in Spanish through the application
of state-of-the-art speech and language technologies.

• [Álv+15] Álvarez, A., Mendes, C., Raffaelli, ..., and del Pozo, A. (2015).
Automating live and batch subtitling of multimedia contents for several European
languages. Multimedia Tools and Applications, 1-31. (see Section 7.2)

This article describes the contributions carried out along the FP7 EU-funded
SAVAS project (Section 2.1.4). It contains a detailed description of the live and
batch automatic subtitling applications developed by the SAVAS consortium
for several European languages based on Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech
Recognition (LVCSR) technology specifically tailored to the subtitling needs,
together with results of their quality evaluation.
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SAVAS corpus
• [Poz+14] del Pozo, A., Aliprandi, C., Álvarez, A., ... , and Raffaelli, M. (2014).
SAVAS: Collecting, Annotating and Sharing Audiovisual Language Resources
for Automatic Subtitling. In LREC Proceedings of the Ninth International
Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC’14) (pp. 432-436).
(see Section 7.3)
This paper describes the data collection, annotation and sharing activities
carried out within the European SAVAS project. The project aimed to collect, share and reuse audiovisual language resources from broadcasters and
subtitling companies to develop LVCSR engines in specific domains and new
languages, with the purpose of solving the automated subtitling needs of the
media industry.

Long Audio Alignment
• [Bor+16] Bordel, G., Penagarikano, M., Rodriguez-Fuentes, L., Alvarez, A.,
and Varona, A. (2016). Probabilistic Kernels for Improved Text-to-Speech Alignment in Long Audio Tracks. In IEEE Signal Processing Letters, vol. 23, no. 1, pp.
126-129. (see Section 7.4)
In this article, an alternative approach to deal with text-to-speech alignment of
long audio tracks is presented. To this end, probabilistic criteria based on the
confusion matrix provided by a phone decoder are used as informative kernels
to align the phone transcription of the reference text and the phone recognition of the input audio. These probabilistic kernels outperform our baseline
kernels and other alternatives, including a reference ASR-based approach and
a knowledge-based kernel, in experiments on the Hub4-97 dataset.
• [ÁRA14] Álvarez, A., Ruiz, P., and Arzelus, H. (2014). Improving a Long Audio
Aligner through Phone-Relatedness Matrices for English, Spanish and Basque. In
Text, Speech and Dialogue (pp. 473-480). Springer International Publishing.
(see Section 7.5)
In this work, the system presented in [ÁAR14] for long audio alignment in
an automatic subtitling scenario is improved and extended. Phone-decoder
accuracy is enhanced using context-dependent acoustic models, besides implementing an adaptation of the generic language models to the script of
the contents to subtitle. The system is also extended to Basque, its original
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languages being English and Spanish, and additional linguistic resources are
created for the Spanish aligner.
• [ÁAR14] Álvarez, A., Arzelus, H., and Ruiz, P. (2014). Long audio alignment
for automatic subtitling using different phone-relatedness measures. In IEEE
International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP),
2014 (pp. 6280-6284). IEEE. (see Section 7.6)
In this paper, long audio alignment systems for Spanish and English are
presented in an automatic subtitling scenario. Pre-recorded contents are automatically recognized at phoneme level by language-dependent phone decoders.
A dynamic-programming alignment algorithm finds matches between the automatically decoded phones and the ones in the phonetic transcription from the
script. The accuracy of the alignment algorithm is evaluated when applying
three non-binary scoring matrices based on phone confusion-pairs from each
phone decoder, on phonological similarity and on human perception errors.
• [RÁA14] Ruiz, P., Álvarez, A., and Arzelus, H. (2014). Phoneme similarity
matrices to improve long audio alignment for automatic subtitling. In LREC,
Ninth International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation. (see
Section 7.7)
This work was our first attempt to enhance the work presented in [Bor+12]
for long audio alignment. In this paper, we showed that, as compared with
results for a binary matrix, scoring alignment operations with a matrix based
on phoneme-similarity improved alignment results at phoneme level, word
level and subtitle level.

Automatic Segmentation of Subtitles
• [Álv+16c] Álvarez, A., Martínez-Hinarejos Carlos-D., Arzelus H., Balenciaga
M., and del Pozo A. (2016) Improving the Automatic Segmentation of Subtitles
through Conditional Random Field. Speech Communication, Elsevier. Status:
In 2nd revision. (see Section 7.8)
In this article, a method based on Conditional Random Field (CRF) is presented
to deal with automatic subtitling segmentation. This is a continuation of
a previous work [ÁAE14] in the field, which proposed a method based on
Support Vector Machines and Logistic Regression classifiers to generate possible
candidates for breaks. For this study, two corpora in Basque and Spanish are
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used for experiments, and the performance of the CRF-based method is tested
and compared with the previous solution through several evaluation metrics.
• [Álv+16b] Álvarez, A., Balenciaga, M., del Pozo, A., Arzelus, H., Matamala,
A., Martínez-Hinarejos, Carlos-D. (2016). Impact of automatic segmentation
on the quality, productivity and self-reported post-editing effort of intralingual
subtitles. In Proceedings of the 10th international conference on Language
Resources and Evaluation (LREC2016), pp. 3049-3053. (see Section 7.9)
This paper describes the evaluation methodology followed to measure the
impact of using a CRF-based algorithm to automatically segment intralingual
subtitles. The segmentation quality, productivity and self-reported post-editing
effort achieved with such approach are shown to improve those obtained by
the technique based in counting characters, mainly employed for automatic
subtitle segmentation currently.
• [ÁAE14] Álvarez, A., Arzelus, H., and Etchegoyhen, T. (2014). Towards
customized automatic segmentation of subtitles. In Advances in Speech and
Language Technologies for Iberian Languages (pp. 229-238). Springer International Publishing. (see Section 7.10)
In this study, we presented a novel approach to automate the segmentation
of subtitles through machine learning techniques, allowing the creation of
customized models adapted to the specific segmentation rules of subtitling
companies. Support Vector Machines and Logistic Regression classifiers were
trained over a reference corpus of subtitles manually created by professionals
and used to segment the output of speech recognition engines.

1.4.2 Rich Transcription
All the activities linked to the research and development of technology for Rich Transcription were performed at Vicomtech-IK4 within R&D and Industrial projects.

Proprietary Rich Transcription systems for Basque and
Spanish
• [Álv+16a] Álvarez, A., Arzelus, H., Prieto, S., and del Pozo, A. Rich Transcription and Automatic Subtitling for Basque and Spanish. In: Advances in Speech
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and Language Technologies for Iberian Languages. 2016. Status: Submitted.
(see Section 7.11)
In this paper, complete rich transcription and automatic subtitling systems for
Basque and Spanish are described. They enable the automatic transcription
and/or subtitling of bilingual contents, through the integration of a language
tracker that discriminates between segments spoken in Basque and Spanish.
The technology is accessible through a web platform hosted on the Internet.
The paper details the architecture of the systems and focuses on the description
and evaluation of each technological component. Performance results are
reported for the parliamentary domain.

1.4.3 Speech Emotion Recognition
The basic research done within this field was carried out in collaboration with the
University of the Basque Country, as a result of the work begun in the RekEmozio
project (see Section 2.3.1).

Feature Subset Selection in Basque and Spanish
• [Arr+14] Arruti, A., Cearreta, I., Álvarez, A., Lazkano, E., and Sierra, B.
(2014). Feature Selection for Speech Emotion Recognition in Spanish and Basque:
On the Use of Machine Learning to Improve Human-Computer Interaction. PloS
one, 9(10), e108975. (see Section 7.12)
This article shows an attempt to select the most significant features for emotion
recognition in spoken Basque and Spanish using different methods for feature
selection. Experiments were executed in three phases, using different sets
of features as classification variables in each phase. Besides, Feature Subset
Selection technique through the Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA)
was applied at each phase in order to seek for the most relevant feature subset.
• [Álv+07a] Álvarez, A., Cearreta, I., López, J. M., Arruti, A., Lazkano, E.,
Sierra, B., and Garay, N. (2007, September). A comparison using different
speech parameters in the automatic emotion recognition using Feature Subset
Selection based on Evolutionary Algorithms. In Text, Speech and Dialogue (pp.
423-430). Springer Berlin Heidelberg. (see Section 7.13)
This paper presents a study where, using a wide range of speech parameters,
improvement in emotion recognition rates is analyzed. Using an emotional
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multimodal bilingual database for Spanish and Basque, emotion recognition
rates in speech have significantly improved for both languages comparing with
previous studies.
• [Álv+07b] Álvarez, A., Cearreta, I., López, J. M., Arruti, A., Lazkano, E.,
Sierra, B., and Garay, N. (2007). Application of feature subset selection based
on evolutionary algorithms for automatic emotion recognition in speech. In
Advances in Nonlinear Speech Processing (pp. 273-281). Springer Berlin
Heidelberg. (see Section 7.14)
In this paper, we present a study performed to analyze different machine
learning techniques validity in automatic speech emotion recognition area.
In this particular case, techniques based on evolutive algorithms (EDA) have
been used to select speech feature subsets that optimize automatic emotion
recognition success rate.
• [Álv+06] Álvarez, A., Cearreta, I., López, J. M., Arruti, A., Lazkano, E.,
Sierra, B., and Garay, N. (2006, September). Feature Subset Selection Based on
Evolutionary Algorithms for Automatic Emotion Recognition in spoken Spanish
and Standard Basque Language. In Text, Speech and Dialogue (pp. 565-572).
Springer Berlin Heidelberg. (see Section 7.15)
In this work, different speech parameters have been computed for each audio
recording of a bilingual data set in Basque and Spanish. Then, several Machine
Learning techniques were applied to evaluate their usefulness in speech emotion recognition. We improved the initial results through the use of feature
subset selection techniques, and a study of the most relevant features was
performed for each language in the data set.

Classifier Subset Selection for the Stacked Generalization
• [Álv+16d] Álvarez, A., Sierra, B., Arruti, A., López-Gil, J. M., and GarayVitoria, N. (2015). Classifier Subset Selection for the Stacked Generalization
Method Applied to Emotion Recognition in Speech. Sensors, 16(1), 21. (see
Section 7.16)
In this article, a new supervised classification paradigm, called classifier subset
selection for stacked generalization (CSS stacking), is presented to deal with
speech emotion recognition. The new approach consists of an improvement of
a bi-level multi-classifier system known as stacking generalization by means
of an integration of an estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA) in the first
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layer to select the optimal subset from the standard base classifiers. The good
performance of the proposed new paradigm was demonstrated over different
configurations, speech features and datasets.

1.4.4 Speech-driven Facial Animation
All the activities related to the research and development of technology for this field
were performed at Vicomtech-IK4 within R&D and Industrial projects.
• [Oya+10] Oyarzun, D., Mujika, A., Álvarez, A., Legarretaetxeberria, A., Arrieta, A., and del Puy Carretero, M. (2010). High-realistic and flexible virtual
presenters. In Articulated Motion and Deformable Objects (pp. 108-117).
Springer Berlin Heidelberg. (see Section 7.17)
This paper presents the mixed reality prototype called PUPPET, which provides
a 3D virtual presenter that is embedded in a real TV scenario and is driven
by an actor in real time. The key modules of this prototype improve the stateof-the-art in such systems in four different aspects: real time management
of high-realistic 3D characters, less equipment needs, and flexibility in the
real/virtual integration, and animations generated from actor’s speech.
• [Muj+13] Mujika, A., Diez, H., Alvarez, A., Urteaga, M., and Oyarzun, D.
(2013). Realistic visual speech synthesis in WebGL. In Proceedings of the 18th
International Conference on 3D Web Technology (pp. 207-207). ACM. (see
Section 7.18)
This paper presents the work carried out to develop a web application that
shows the face of a virtual character pronouncing the sentences the user
sets. The level of realism was high and the performance was fast enough.
The application makes use of WebGL, speech processing, text to speech and
co-articulation technologies to obtain the virtual pronunciation.

1.5 Thesis Structure
This PhD memory is divided into seven main chapters, considering this introductory
chapter and the remaining six that are introduced below.
Chapter 2
This chapter is focused on describing the R&D projects which have mainly led to this
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dissertation work. An initial description and the results obtained are included per
project, in addition to the publications that have resulted from each project. The
description contains the main objectives and the context in which the project was
created. The results describe the work and the technological solution developed.
Chapter 3
The aim of this chapter is to describe the work that has been done within the
audiovisual environment and the technological contributions made in terms of
speech processing technologies to this domain. This environment encompasses the
technological fields linked to Automatic Subtitling and Rich Transcription. The
chapter is divided into five sections, including (1) an Introduction; (2) a State-of-theArt section; (3) the main Challenges faced by the speech technologies proposed to
enhance solutions within the audiovisual environment; (4) the main Contributions
of this work; and (5) final Conclusions from the technological point of view.
Chapter 4
In this chapter, two main technologies are combined to describe their contribution
to the Multimedia Interaction environment. More specifically, it explains how
Speech Emotion Recognition and Speech-driven Facial Animation can contribute
to improving Human Computer Interaction. This chapter is also structured in five
sections. An Introduction provides context to the chapter, whilst the State-of-theArt looks at the current state of the main technologies included. The current and
future main Challenges of these technologies are also presented in the third section.
Finally, the main Contributions of this dissertation work and the final technological
Conclusions are detailed in the last two sections.
Chapter 5
As an applied research center, the transfer of technology to Industry is one of the
main missions of Vicomtech-IK4. In this chapter, some examples of how the speech
solutions based on the technology described in this memory have been integrated
within several companies and entities are given. In some cases, technology has served
to enhance internal processes. In others, the developed technological solutions have
become the main technological core of the companies.
Chapter 6
This chapter describes the main conclusions of this PhD project and provides a look
to the future of the addressed fields, both from the market and technological points
of view.
Chapter 7
The main publications which support the current dissertation work are presented
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in this last chapter. The articles and conference proceedings are listed in the same
order as they have been mentioned in Section 1.4.
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2

This dissertation work is the consequence of many basic research activities and
several R&D projects, which started in 2004 at the University of the Basque Country.
Many of these research activities are still running and the technology keeps evolving,
as there is still room for improvement.
In the following Sections, the R&D projects linked to this work are presented for
each of the four main contribution fields. Each project includes a brief description,
looks at its objectives and describes its main contributions through a summarized
conclusion and a list of the resulting scientific publications.
It should be noted that not all the projects have reported scientific publications.
The technology implemented in some of the projects has served to develop stateof-the-art components or complete solutions to be transferred to companies. These
developments have also helped to grow, enhance and evolve the speech processing
line of the HSLT department in Vicomtech-IK4. In addition, basic research activities apart from the R&D projects at Vicomtech-IK4 have also reported scientific
publications that are referenced in the Section 2.1.7.

2.1 Automatic Subtitling
2.1.1 APyCA
• Title: Hacia la subtitulación automática: Asignación de Puntuación y Color
Automática
• Tipology: Industrial Project supported by the Innotek program of the Basque
Government
• Period: 2007-2009
• Consortium: MIXER Servicios Audiovisuales, S.L. Irusoin, S.A., Euskal Irrati
Telebista (EiTB)

15

Description and Objectives
The main objective of the APyCA project was the development of a platform for the
automatic subtitling of audiovisual contents. The platform had to be constructed
over an open and modular architecture in order to allow the integration of new
modules in the future.
From the technologically point of view, the platform had to include three main
modules:

• A commercial state-of-the art speech recognition engine.
• An Autopunctuation module, which included methods based on acoustic,
prosodic, and linguistic characteristics.
• A Speaker Diarization module, including speaker segmentation and clustering
algorithms.

From the technical and application side, the platform had to accomplish the following
issues:
• It had to include the most adequate commercial software for subtitle generation.
• The final platform had to be ready to work correctly in real subtitling scenarios.
• The technology had to work in batch and semi-live subtitling modes. In
addition, the performance of the platform when dealing with live contents had
to be evaluated.

Results
Four main components were developed and integrated into the APyCA prototype for
the automatic subtitling of Spanish audiovisual contents:

1. Voice Activity Detection (VAD): This module segmented and classified the
input audio into four acoustic categories (speech, speech and noise, noise and
silence). It was based on the speech detection functionality of the open source
LIUM_SpkDiarization tool [MM10].
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Fig. 2.1: APYCA prototype architecture

2. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Alignment: the Windows Speech
Recogniser (WSR version 8.0) was employed as the principal ASR engine. In
addition, in those cases for which transcriptions already existed, an alignment
module built with the HTK toolkit [You+97] was constructed to automatically
synchronize audio and text.
3. Discourse Segment Detection (DSD): The output of the ASR engine could be
segmented into discursive segments using four different techniques based on
(1) acoustic information, (2) prosodic information, (3) linguistic information
and (4) combined information from the previously described techniques.
4. Speaker Diarization (SD): the LIUM_SpkDiarization tool was used to perform
the speaker diarization task.
Objective evaluation of the different modules showed that the developed prototype
was capable of generating automatically time-coded and colour-assigned Spanish
subtitles for post-editing in bounded domains.
More information about this project can be found in the related publication presented
in Section 7.1.

Related publication
• [ÁPA10] Álvarez, A., del Pozo, A., and Arruti, A. (2010). APyCA: Towards
the automatic subtitling of television content in Spanish. In Proceedings of the
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2010 International Multiconference on Computer Science and Information
Technology (IMCSIT), (pp. 567-574). IEEE.

2.1.2 BerbaTek, Ber2Tek, Elkarola
• Title: BerbaTek, Ber2Tek, Elkarola
• Tipology: Strategic research projects supported by the Elkartek program of the
Basque Government
• Period: 2009-2016
• Consortium: Elhuyar Foundation, IXA Group (UPV/EHU), Aholab (UPV/EHU),
Vicomtech-IK4, Tecnalia Research & Innovation.

Objectives
The aim of the BerbaTek project (2009-2011) was the research and development
of language, voice and multimedia technologies so that they could provide the
technological basis to support the economic sector of the Basque language industries,
composed by the translation, teaching and content sectors.
Ber2Tek (2012-2014) aimed at advancing the research and development of the
technologies of analysis of cross-media contents, high quality machine translation
and natural spoken multimodal interaction. Ber2Tek also focused on the generation
of knowledge and training of a qualified critical mass which would allow to face the
future of R&D in this strategic line.
Finally, Elkarola (2015-2016) is focused in basic research for the application of
speech and language technologies to the strategic priorities for smart specialization (RIS3) of the Basque Country, such as advanced Manufacturing, Energy and
Biosciences, and additionally some niches related to Territory.

Results
Throughout these strategic projects, the HSLT department of Vicomtech-IK4 has
investigated, developed and evolved speech processing technologies mainly in the
fields of automatic speech recognition, rich transcription, automatic subtitling and
spoken term detection.
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These activities have driven the implementation of the speech processing demonstrators described below.

• Video search engine demo
http://bideobilatzailea.ber2tek.eus:8086/Ber2Tek_Web/eu/demo.html
This web application included many speech and language technologies with
many applications which are detailed in the following points:
– Automatic transcription: the integration of proprietary ASR technology
based on the KALDI toolkit [Pov+11], allowed the automatic generation
of transcriptions from the original videos in Basque, Spanish and English,
and thereby the creation of subtitles. In addition, it enabled keyword
search to retrieve specific videos or to automatically point to an exact
time position within the videos.
– Machine Translation: it allowed the translation of the original automatic
subtitles of the videos to other languages (Basque, Spanish and English).
– Speech Synthesis: this technology enabled vocalizing the translated subtitles in Basque, Spanish and English.
– Voice Transformation: allowed the synthetic voices in the translated
languages to imitate the voice of the original speaker.
– Image Processing: this module allowed searching information related to
lightness, colour, change of scenes or faces within the videos.
• Cross-lingual subtitling demo
http://212.81.220.68:8086/berbatek/eu/
This web application integrated speech technology to (1) automatically align
Basque video contents and transcriptions in order to generate word level timecodes, (2) generate subtitles using such time level information, (3) translate
the original Basque subtitles into Spanish, and (4) synthesize the Spanish
subtitles using text-to-speech technology with the aim of listening to videos in
the translated language. This demo mainly promoted accessibility generating
intra- and inter-lingual subtitles of Basque videos.
More information about the Berbatek project can be found in the related
publication included in Section 7.19.1.
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Related Publication
• [Azk+13] Azkarate, I. L., Cordón, E. N., Moncalvillo, I. S., Baranda, D.,
Iturraspe, U., Gabiola, K. M. S., Arregi, X., de Ilarraza, A., del Pozo, A. and
Álvarez, A. (2013). BerbaTek: euskararako hizkuntza teknologien garapena
itzulpengintza, edukien kudeaketa eta irakaskuntza arloetan. Euskalingua, (23),
66-76.

2.1.3 SUSA
• Title: Subtitulación Semi-Automática
• Tipology: Industrial project
• Period: 2010-2013
• Consortium: MIXER Servicios Audiovisuales S.L.

Objectives
The main goal of SUSA was the development of a system to speed up the manual
creation of subtitles. MIXER is an audiovisual company which provides dubbing
and subtitling services to broadcasters. Its professional subtitlers generated subtitles
manually from scratch, taking them between 8 and 10 hours to generate subtitles per
hour of content. With the SUSA solution, MIXER was seeking to improve productivity
of its subtitle creation process.

Results
Most of the contents MIXER had to subtitle also had to be dubbed. This implied the
creation of the target language transcription, which could be exploited for automatic
subtitle generation. Hence, the developed solution involved the integration of
technology which allowed the automatic alignment between the dubbed audio and
its existing transcription.
Following the approach used in APyCA, an HTK-based alignment system was built for
Basque and Spanish. This enabled to obtain time-codes at word level automatically
for each content and transcription. Then, subtitles were generated following several
specific rules defined by MIXER. These rules were mainly related to spacing features
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(number of lines and maximum number of characters per line), timing features
(minimum and maximum time of each subtitle on screen), segmentation features
(mainly related to punctuation marks), and conventions regarding the colors to be
assigned to each speaker. The main advantage of developing a system based on
automatic alignment was that there were no text errors to be corrected by posteditors. The post-edition work was mainly focused on the correction of the possible
desynchronization errors due to imperfect transcriptions or highly noisy segments.
This system helped MIXER professionals subtitle each hour of content in 3-4 hours,
being 50-60% faster and therefore more productive.
The SUSA solution inspired the creation of UBERTITLES S.L., a company which
was born in 2012 to provide an automated solution to the subtitling community.
UBERTITLES launched a product based on the SUSA technological solution, which
allowed subtitling English, Spanish and Basque videos in a fast, simple and automatic
way based on their existing transcriptions.

More information about this company and its technological solution can be found in
Section 5.1.

2.1.4 SAVAS
• Title: Sharing AudioVisual language resources for Automatic Subtitling
• Tipology: European Project supported within the Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development (FP7-ICT-2011-SMEDCL)
• Period: 2012-2014
• Consortium: Vicomtech-IK4(ES), Voice Interaction (PT), Synthema (IT), EiTB
- Euskal Irrati Telebista (ES), MIXER Servicios Audiovisuales S.L. (ES), RTP Radio e Televisao de Portugal S.A. (PT), RAI - Radiotelevisione Italiana (IT),
SWISSTXT - Schweizerishe Teletext A.G. (CH).

Objectives
The SAVAS project was focused on providing an automatic subtitling solution to
broadcasters and subtitling companies, which were seeking for more productive
alternatives than the traditional method of subtitling due to the high quantity of
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the demand and the high cost of the manual process. In this context, the SAVAS
partners aimed to acquire and share data, and develop automatic subtitling systems
based on LVCSR (Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition) technology
for the following nine European languages: Basque, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian,
French, German and the swiss variants of the latter three. The SAVAS consortium
built a META-SHARE repository with the audiovisual language resources collected
and annotated within the project.
From the technological point of view, the SAVAS project aimed to advance the stateof-the-art in the following fields: (a) automatic data collection, transcription and
annotation; (b) data sharing; (c) LVCSR technology for automated subtitling; (d)
punctuation and capitalization technology to enrich transcriptions; (e) real-time
subtitling systems based on LVCSR technology.

Fig. 2.2: SAVAS project

Results
Data resources suitable to train acoustic and language models of LVCSR systems in
addition to technology for automatic subtitling were compiled and developed for
nine European languages within the SAVAS project [Poz+14; Álv+15].
Concerning data resources, 200 hours of annotated audio and 1000 million words of
text were collected for each language, with the exception of Basque, due to the more
limited availability of Basque digital news texts, and Portuguese. All the audio and
text data collected from broadcasters and subtitling companies was shared through
the META-SHARE repository under research and commercial licenses.
Regarding the technology developed, three types of applications were implemented
for each language; (1) S.Scribe!, a batch Speaker Independent Transcription system
for offline subtitling; (2) S.Live!, a Speaker Independent Transcription System, with
real-time performance for live subtitling; and (3) S.Respeak!, a dictation engine
for live and batch production of subtitles. The systems were developed following
subtitling requirements, and considering the needs of the subtitling companies and
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market. Besides, they were further evaluated using several metrics related to LVCSR
technology and subtitling quality specific features.
More information about this project, the development of the systems and the compiled SAVAS corpora can be found in the related publications included in Sections
7.2 and 7.3.

Related Publications
• [Álv+15] Álvarez, A., Mendes, C., Raffaelli, M., Luís, T., Paulo, S., Piccinini,
N., Arzelus, H., Neto, J., Aliprandi, C., anddel Pozo, A. (2015). Automating
live and batch subtitling of multimedia contents for several European languages.
Multimedia Tools and Applications, 1-31.
• [Poz+14] del Pozo, A., Aliprandi, C., Álvarez, A., Mendes, C., Neto, J. P.,
Paulo, S., Piccinini, N., and Raffaelli, M. (2014). SAVAS: Collecting, Annotating
and Sharing Audiovisual Language Resources for Automatic Subtitling. In LREC
Proceedings of the Ninth International Conference on Language Resources and
Evaluation (LREC’14) (pp. 432-436).
• [Ali+14a] Aliprandi, C., Gallucci, I., Piccinini, N., Raffaelli, M., del Pozo, A.,
Álvarez, A., Cassaca, R., Neto, J., Mendes, C. and Viveiros, M. (2014). Assisted
subtitling: a new opportunity for access services.The International Broadcasting Conference 2014 (IBC2014), September 10-15 2014, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands
• [Ali+14b] Aliprandi, C., Scudellari, C., Gallucci, I., Piccinini, N., Raffaelli,M.,
del Pozo, A., Álvarez, A., Arzelus, H., Cassaca, R., Luis, T., Neto, J., Mendes,
C., Paulo, S., Viveiros, M. (2014). "Automatic Live Subtitling: state of the art,
expectations and current trends.",NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference, April
5-10 2014, Las Vegas.

2.1.5 HBB4ALL
• Title: Hybrid Broadcast Broadband for All
• Tipology: European Project supported within the Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development (CIP-ICT-PSP-2013-7)
• Period: 2013-2016
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• Consortium: UAB - Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona (ES), RBB - Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg (DE), IRT - Institut fuer RundfunkTechnik (DE),
RTP - Radio e Televisao de Portugal (PT), TVC - Televisio de Catalunya (ES),
Schweizerische Teletext (CH), Vsonix (DE), Vicomtech-IK4 (ES), Screen Subtitling Systems (UK), Holken Consultants and Partners (FR), People’s Playground
(NL), UPM - Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (ES).

Objectives
The project HBB4ALL addressed media accessibility possibilities in different platforms, including the new Hybrid broadcast-broadband TV (HbbTV) environment
and Internet-based video services for PC and mobile devices. The project has tested
access services thorough the following four interlinked pilot implementations (from
the definition to the operational phase):
• Pilot-A: Multi-platform subtitle services.
• Pilot-B: Alternative audio production and distribution.
• Pilot-C: Automatic user Interface (UI) adaptation.
• Pilot-D: Sign-language translation services.
Besides, implicit and explicit user feedback has been gathered in order to assess the
acceptance and the achievable quality of service across the several scenarios.
Regarding the Pilot-A, a new trend known as automatic multilingual generation
of subtitles has been explored, considering the maturity of technologies such as
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Machine Translation (MT) to support
professional multilingual subtitling and increase productivity of broadcasters and
subtitling companies. This pilot has integrated technology developed in the European SME-DCL SAVAS1 and CIP-PSP SUMAT2 projects, both led by Vicomtech-IK4,
which addressed the development of technology for the automatic generation and
automatic translation of subtitles respectively for several European languages. The
HBB4ALL project has served as a new use-case scenario to test the integration of
both technologies into a unique platform with the aim of generating multilingual
subtitles in real-time on the news domain.
1
2
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Results
Three main components have been integrated into the developed pilot for the
automatic generation of HbbTV compatible multilingual subtitles in real-time, as
they are described below:

• Automatic Subtitling Component. It generates subtitles from the input audio
signal. It applies Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR)
technology from an English audio and creates EBU-TT-D format intralingual
subtitles.

• Machine Translation Component. It works on top of Statistical Machine Translation technology. This component takes the English transcription created by
the Automatic Subtitling Component and translates it into Spanish, creating
EBU-TT-D Spanish subtitles.

• Live Broadcast-Internet Subtitle Viewer and Synchroniser Component. It
creates an HTTP media stream from a broadcast video and audio source, and
injects the automatically generated EBU-TT-D subtitles. The output of this
component is an MPEG-DASH stream with the synchronized video, audio and
the automatically generated intra- and inter-lingual subtitles in English and
Spanish respectively.

In Figure 2.3 an overview of the integration of the main components into the
developed pilot is presented.

Fig. 2.3: High-level integration overview of the Automatic HbbTV multilingual subtitles
pilot
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The Automatic Subtitling Component has been developed to work in real-time and
as it is shown in Figure 2.4, it is composed of a pipeline of processing modules,
each providing a set of operational capabilities needed to automatically subtitle
live audio-visual contents. The main LVCSR component is based on a DNN (Deep
Neural Network) acoustic model trained using KALDI [Pov+11] and following the
C++/CUDA DNN implementation written by Karel Vesely [Ves+13]. The language
model (LM) is a trigram language model trained with the KenLM toolkit [Hea11].

Fig. 2.4: Automatic Subtitling Component system

More information about this pilot can be found in the publication included in Section
7.19.4. This paper also presents the results of a preliminary experiment aimed
to determine whether the automatically generated interlingual and intralingual
subtitles help to better understand news content.

Related Publication
• [Mat+15] Matamala, A., Álvarez Muniain, A., Azpeitia Zaldua, A., and Oliver
Moreno, A. (2015). The reception of intralingual and interlingual subtitling. In
Translating and the Computer Conference (No. 37).

2.1.6 SSAB

• Title: Servicio de Subtitulación Automática Bilingüe

• Tipology: Industrial project

• Period: 2016

• Consortium: Irekia (Basque Government)
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Objectives
The goal of the SSAB project has been the adaptation and transfer of the automatic
subtitling technology to the Irekia use case. Irekia, as the embryo of the Open
Government policy development in the Basque Country, serves as the direct communication channel between the general public and the Administration. Among other
activities, Irekia records video contets with Government information and makes them
available on its website. Although Irekia promotes web and content accessibility,
it does not have enough resources to generate subtitles manually and sought for
technology that could help them automate the process.

Results
Technology for automatic subtitling of video contents has been transferred from
Vicomtech-IK4 to Irekia. The technology has been adapted with in-domain data,
gathered from the contents produced by Irekia over previous years. The solution
has followed the architecture of the Web Platform for automatic transcription and
subtitling developed by Vicomtech-IK4, described in more detail in Section 3.4.6,
and it is composed by the following five main technological components: Language
Tracker, Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition, Capitalization and Punctuation, Normalization and Segmentation. The components were developed using
the Transkit toolkit (Section 3.4.6), but exploiting texts from Irekia in order to adapt
the technology to its domain.

2.1.7 Internal Research Activities

• Tipology: Internal Basic Research projects
• Period: 2012-Present

Objectives
These activities are not linked to any particular project, but are part of the work
carried out at Vicomtech-IK4 to address a new research field and/or to improve
proprietary technology with the aim of being more competitive. These research
activities are commonly driven when a market need is detected and the proprietary
technology is not mature enough to meet it.
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Results
In the last years, we performed promising advances in the fields of automatic
forced-alignment of long audios (see Section 3.4.4) and automatic segmentation of
subtitles (see Section 3.4.5). Even if the automatic forced-alignment corresponds to
a technology that has been extensively studied in the speech processing community
over decades, the automatic segmentation of subtitles can be considered as a novel
research field without known references in the literature. Research activities in both
technologies have enabled us to improve proprietary baseline systems for automatic
subtitling (see Section 3.4.6), and also to obtain promising results that have been
published in scientific papers.

Related Publications - Long Audio Alignment
• [Bor+16] Bordel, G., Penagarikano, M., Rodriguez-Fuentes, L., Alvarez, A., and
Varona, A. (2016). Probabilistic Kernels for Improved Text-to-Speech Alignment
in Long Audio Tracks. In IEEE Signal Processing Letters, vol. 23, no. 1, pp.
126-129.

• [ÁRA14] Álvarez, A., Ruiz, P., and Arzelus, H. (2014). Improving a Long Audio
Aligner through Phone-Relatedness Matrices for English, Spanish and Basque. In
Text, Speech and Dialogue (pp. 473-480). Springer International Publishing.

• [ÁAR14] Álvarez, A., Arzelus, H., and Ruiz, P. (2014). Long audio alignment
for automatic subtitling using different phone-relatedness measures. In IEEE
International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP),
2014 (pp. 6280-6284). IEEE.

• [RÁA14] Ruiz, P., Álvarez, A., and Arzelus, H. (2014). Phoneme similarity
matrices to improve long audio alignment for automatic subtitling. In LREC,
Ninth International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation.

Related Publications - Automatic Segmentation of Subtitles
• [Álv+16c] Álvarez, A., Martínez-Hinarejos Carlos-D., Arzelus H., Balenciaga
M., and del Pozo A. (2016) Improving the Automatic Segmentation of Subtitles
through Conditional Random Field. Speech Communication, Elsevier. Status:
In 2nd revision.
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• [Álv+16b] Álvarez, A., Balenciaga, M., del Pozo, A., Arzelus, H., Matamala, A.,
Martínez-Hinarejos, Carlos-D. (2016). Impact of automatic segmentation on the
quality, productivity and self-reported post-editing effort of intralingual subtitles.
In Proceedings of the 10th international conference on Language Resources
and Evaluation (LREC2016), pp. 3049-3053.
• [ÁAE14] Álvarez, A., Arzelus, H., and Etchegoyhen, T. (2014). Towards
customized automatic segmentation of subtitles. In Advances in Speech and
Language Technologies for Iberian Languages (pp. 229-238). Springer International Publishing.

2.2 Rich Transcription
2.2.1 CAPER
• Title: Collaborative information Acquisition Processing Exploitation and Reporting for the prevention of organized crime
• Tipology: European Project supported within the Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development (FP7-SEC-2010-1)
• Period: 2011-2014
• Consortium: S21sec (ES), Vicomtech-IK4 (ES), Synthema (IT), Fraunhofer-IGD
(GR), Voice Interaction (PT), ALTIC (FR), Technion (GR), IKUSI (ES), ALMA
(FR), Cnr-IIT (IT), UAB (ES), Studio Professionale Associaton a Baker & McKenzie (IT), Ministero dell’Interno (IT), Ministério da Justicia (PT), Ministerio del
Interior (ES), Departament d’Interior - Generalitat de Catalunya (ES).

Objectives
CAPER’s objective was to build a common collaborative and information sharing
platform for the detection and prevention of organised crime. The techniques and
technologies developed in CAPER had to be applied to Open Source Intelligence
(OSI), including tools associated with the Social or Semantic Internet, and Close
Source Intelligence, i.e., existing information systems in use by the Low Enforcement
Agencies (LEAs). The technical components responsible of analyzing contents
had to support multilingual and multimedia content processing, including speech,
audio, text, image, video and biometrics. CAPER had to provide LEAs with a
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common operational platform for OSI complemented by standards-based interface
sets. This platform also had to allow easy integration with legacy systems and future
applications.

Results
Within the whole architecture of CAPER, the Audio Analysis component was responsible of obtaining information from audio data sources, with the aim of being
useful for inferring intelligence and to prevent organized crime. The Audio Analysis
component supported the following 12 languages: English, Spanish, Basque, Catalan,
Italian, Portuguese, French, German, Hebrew, Russian, Arabic and Romanian. Both
proprietary (Audimus [Net+08]) and commercial Large Vocabulary Continuous
Speech Recognition (LVCSR) systems were included in the CAPER platform, in order
to obtain text transcriptions from the audio sources in all the supported languages.
With the aim of selecting the appropriate LCVSR system for each audio file, a Language Identification module was included in the Audio Analysis component. This
module identified the language in which a particular audio file was spoken.
The output of the Audio Analysis component was an XML file including information
concerning audio segmentation and classification, speaker clustering and automatic
speech transcription.

Fig. 2.5: CAPER Audio Analysis’ workflow

The workflow of the Audio Analysis component of the CAPER prototype is presented
in Figure 2.5. Considering the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) implemented
within the CAPER project, the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) orchestrator model was
responsible of calling the Audio Analysis Web Service (WS) component to launch any
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process in which an audio file had to be transcribed. This WS retrieved the content
to be processed from the Normalized Repository. First, a Language Identification
process was done using proprietary technology. Seven languages (English, Spanish,
Italian, Portuguese, Basque, French and German) were transcribed through the
Audimus system. For Hebrew, Russian, Arabic and Romanian the SailLabs ASR engine
was integrated, whilst Verbio ASR technology was employed to transcribe Catalan
contents. The XML result file was finally saved in the Knowledge Repository.

2.2.2 TE-PARLA
• Title: Transcripción Enriquecida de contenidos PARLAmentarios
• Tipology: Industrial project supported by the Hazitek programme
• Period: 2014-2016
• Consortium: SERIKAT Consultoría e Informática S.A.

Objectives
TE-PARLA aims at developing proprietary technology for the automatic rich transcription of contents generated during the Basque Parliament sessions. Within this project,
SERIKAT is seeking for new methods to make its manual transcription processes
more productive. In order to be useful, the TE-PARLA solution has to deal with the
following constrains imposed by the Basque Parliament:
• Speed. For every 15 minutes of audio content, the transcription has to be ready
and sent back in 75 minutes.
• Accuracy. The final transcriptions delivered to the Basque Parliament cannot
contain mistakes. Hence, a post-editing process by SERIKAT is necessary to
verify and/or correct possible automatic errors.
• Format. The transcriptions have to be delivered following specific format
guidelines.
In addition to transcription, the technology has to provide information about the
speaker turns and if possible identify specific speakers.
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Results
The TE-PARLA solution has to provide technology for automatic rich transcription in
the Basque Parliament domain including information about speakers (identification),
and it has to work over bilingual contents, in which Spanish and Basque can be
mixed interchangeably. To this end, a data set containing audio tracks and text
minutes from the Basque Parliament sessions has been first collected. The compiled
audio contains 10 hours and 19 minutes of Basque and 13 hours and 44 minutes
of Spanish content annotated at transcription level. In addition, in-domain texts
totaling 7.2 and 12.4 million words for Basque and Spanish were gathered.
Most of the integrated components have been taken from the proprietary rich
transcription systems for Basque and Spanish (see Section 3.4.6) developed at
Vicomtech-IK4; such as, the speech-non-speech detection, language tracker, capitalization and punctuation, and Normalization modules. All these components were
trained and evaluated using the SAVAS corpus [Poz+14] and the data set collected
within this project.
The technological components for the TE-PARLA solution have been adapted or
generated from scratch as follows:
• Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition. Specific LVCSR engines
adapted to the final domain have been developed for the TE-PARLA solution.
While the acoustic models are the same models integrated in the proprietary
rich transcription systems (see Section 3.4.6), the language model and, therefore, the vocabulary have been adapted using the in-domain texts collected
from the Basque Parliament sessions. A WER (Word Error Rate) of 16.73% has
been reached for Basque on a test set of 91 minutes, while a WER of 9.47%
has been obtained for Spanish in 164 minutes of test set.
• Speaker Identification. Given that the Transkit SDK provides technology just
for speaker segmentation and clustering, a speaker identification module has
been developed for the TE-PARLA solution with the aim of identifying specific
speakers in the audio tracks. This component has been constructed following
the i-vectors (identity vectors) paradigm, for which a Universal Background
Model (UBM) and a Total Variability (TV) matrix estimated with an in-domain
corpus of 16 hours and 50 minutes and 105 speakers, have been used to
collect statistics for i-vector extraction, and a probabilistic linear discriminant
analysis (PLDA) back-end computes the similarity between i-vectors. With this
approach, an accuracy of 85.34% has been achieved during the identification
of speakers in an in-domain test set of 110 minutes.
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A pipeline of the TE-PARLA solution is shown in Figure 2.6.

Fig. 2.6: TE-PARLA rich transcription solution pipeline

More information about this project can be found in the recently submitted paper
included in Section 7.11.

Related Publication
• [Álv+16a] Álvarez, A., Arzelus, H., Prieto, S., and del Pozo, A. Rich Transcription and Automatic Subtitling for Basque and Spanish. In: Advances in Speech
and Language Technologies for Iberian Languages. 2016. Status: Submitted.

2.3 Speech Emotion Recognition
2.3.1 RekEmozio

• Title: Reconocimiento automático de emociones humanas basado en el análisis
de la voz y la expresión facial
• Tipology: University-Industry call funded by the University of the Basque
Country (UPV/EHU)
• Period: 2004-2005
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• Consortium: University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU) and Innovae Vision
S.L.

Description and Objectives
The RekEmozio project was focused on the emotional computation field. With
the idea of developing more naturalistic interfaces, it aimed at recognizing human
emotions automatically in real-time. The emotion recognition system had to be
multimodal, including face expressions, speech and a combination of both sources.
The technology was intended to be integrated into a modular prototype, which
had to be evaluated and validated by end users and subsequently employed in
commercial applications developed by Innovae Vision S.L.
The main objectives of the RekEmozio project were the following:
• To develop an emotion recognition system for Basque and Spanish based on
the analysis of features extracted from speech.
• To develop an emotion recognition system based on the analysis of visual facial
expressions of human beings.
• To implement a decision-making process to combine the data obtained from
both of the above recognition systems. Following the studies presented in
[PP97], it was estimated that this combination was useful to improve the
emotion perception and recognition.
• To validate the emotion recognition systems with end-users, as well as to
integrate them in a final prototype to be delivered to Innovae Vision S.L.

Results
Due to the scarcity of public data resources to train and evaluate emotion recognition
systems, an affective dataset called RekEmozio [Lóp+09] was recorded in Spanish
and Basque using actors. The recognition systems were trained and evaluated over
this multimodal dataset, which was composed by audios, images and videos.
Several Machine Learning (ML) algorithms were applied to evaluate their performance on the Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) field. More specifically, Feature
Subset Selection (FSS) techniques based on Estimation of Distribution Algorithms
(EDA) were employed with the main objective of selecting the most significant
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features for SER in Basque and Spanish. More recently, EDA was applied for the
selection of the most relevant classifiers within a bi-level multi-classifier system
known as Stacking Generalization.
Regarding facial expression analysis, some advances were carried out on the combination of frontal and profile facial image landmark tracking, facial feature fusion
and combined facial expression recognition.

Related publications
• [Álv+16d] Álvarez, A., Sierra, B., Arruti, A., López-Gil, J. M., and Garay-Vitoria,
N. (2015). Classifier Subset Selection for the Stacked Generalization Method
Applied to Emotion Recognition in Speech. Sensors, 16(1), 21.
• [Arr+14] Arruti, A., Cearreta, I., Álvarez, A., Lazkano, E., and Sierra, B. (2014).
Feature Selection for Speech Emotion Recognition in Spanish and Basque: On the
Use of Machine Learning to Improve Human-Computer Interaction. PloS one,
9(10), e108975.
• [Álv+07a] Álvarez, A., Cearreta, I., López, J. M., Arruti, A., Lazkano, E., Sierra,
B., and Garay, N. (2007, September). A comparison using different speech
parameters in the automatic emotion recognition using Feature Subset Selection
based on Evolutionary Algorithms. In Text, Speech and Dialogue (pp. 423-430).
Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
• [Álv+07b] Álvarez, A., Cearreta, I., López, J. M., Arruti, A., Lazkano, E.,
Sierra, B., and Garay, N. (2007). Application of feature subset selection based
on evolutionary algorithms for automatic emotion recognition in speech. In
Advances in Nonlinear Speech Processing (pp. 273-281). Springer Berlin
Heidelberg.
• [Álv+06] Álvarez, A., Cearreta, I., López, J. M., Arruti, A., Lazkano, E., Sierra,
B., and Garay, N. (2006, September). Feature Subset Selection Based on Evolutionary Algorithms for Automatic Emotion Recognition in spoken Spanish and
Standard Basque Language. In Text, Speech and Dialogue (pp. 565-572).
Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
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2.4.1 PUPPET

• Title: Presentadores virtuales para aplicaciones de realidad mixta
• Tipology: Industrial project supported by the Gaitek program of the Basque
Government
• Period: 2008-2010
• Consortium: Pausoka, Delirium Studios

Objectives
PUPPET aimed at embedding a virtual character in the real world to be easily handled
by an actor/actress. This project mixed virtual reality and real image with real-time
voice analysis. A simplified architecture of PUPPET is presented in Figure 2.7.

Fig. 2.7: Simplified PUPPET architecture

In order to reach the aim of the project, its main objectives were defined as follows:

• Easy-to-use: given that the platform could be employed by non-expert users,
the system had to be non-intrusive and easy to use, including a simple and fast
configuration process.
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• Real-time avatar animation: besides having to be animated in real-time, the
virtual character had to be of high quality in order to achieve a smooth mix
between the virtual and real images.
• Speech-driven facial animation: the avatar had to be animated by the speech
of the user in real-time.

Results
The PUPPET prototype provided a 3D virtual presenter that was integrated in a real
TV scenario and could be handled by an actor in real-time, so that it could interact
with real presenters and/or the public. It included a Speech Analyzer component,
which provided the synchronization between the actor’s speech and the avatar’s lips
as well as some facial expressions and animations.
The analyzer captured the speech signal from the standard audio input using a microphone and recognized the phonemes in real-time through a developed application
based on the ATK API toolkit [You07]. As phonemes were recognized, they were
mapped to their corresponding visemes, which correspond to the mouth shapes that
represent phonemes. In a parallel process, the speech signal was processed by a
pitch and energy tracking algorithm, in order to analyze its behavior and decide
nonverbal facial movements.
More information about this component and the whole project can be found in the
related publication included in Section 7.17.

Related Publication
• [Oya+10] Oyarzun, D., Mujika, A., Álvarez, A., Legarretaetxeberria, A., Arrieta, A., and del Puy Carretero, M. (2010). High-realistic and flexible virtual
presenters. In Articulated Motion and Deformable Objects (pp. 108-117).
Springer Berlin Heidelberg.

2.4.2 SPEEP
• Title: Sistema Para el Estudio y Entrenamiento de la Pronunciación
• Tipology: Industrial project supported by the Gaitek program of the Basque
Government
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• Period: 2011-2013
• Consortium: Mondragon Lingua, The Movie, Conexia

Objectives
The main objective of the SPEEP project was the development of a Computer Assisted
Language Learning (CALL) platform to help students improve their pronunciation of
a foreign language through the use of speech, NLP and virtual reality technologies.
The SPEEP platform is presented in Figure 2.8.

Fig. 2.8: The main platform of the SPEEP solution

The platform had to deal with the following requirements:

• Input. The solution had to allow voice and/or text as standard inputs. In the
case of voice, it had to be processed by a speech recognition engine to obtain
the transcription automatically.
• Languages. The platform had to operate for Basque and English.
• 3D reconstruction. The animation had to be done at two levels; the first one
employing the natural videos and audio recorded from the webcam and the microphone, and the second one using a Text-to-Speech engine and an animated
avatar. This way, through the use of advanced techniques of co-articulation
and 3D graphics, the platform had to generate 3D virtual reconstructions
considering both the correct way to pronounce the input and the way in which
the user had pronounced it.
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• Error analysis. The solution had to compare the canonical pronunciation
with that generated by the user, and it had to report pronunciation errors
automatically at graphical and phoneme levels.
• Progress and history. The user could practice indefinitely. The platform had
to evaluate the progress of the student and propose new sentences and words
to help improve his/her most common pronunciation errors.

Results
With regard to speech processing, pronunciation evaluation was performed at alignment level following the work presented in [SS12b]. This work was based on
computing the distance of the acoustic alignment scores and durations of phonemes
between the input pronunciation and its related canonical representation. To this
end, 10 native speakers recorded 21 sentences per language that were stored in the
platform. These canonical recordings were force-aligned to obtain the two main
parameters corresponding to the alignment scores and durations at phoneme level.
Afterwards, for each sentence and main parameter, statistics such as the mean, standard deviation and the maximum and minimum z − score values (see Formula 2.1)
were computed at phoneme level including all the native speakers in the database.
The resulting values were finally stored in a reference matrix.
During evaluation, the alignment score, duration and z − score values for each
phone in the test were computed. The first two values were calculated through
a force-alignment process, whilst the z − score was estimated using the following
formula:

z − score =

x − µi
σi

(2.1)

where x describes the value of the main parameter (alignment score or duration)
of the current phone, and µi and σi correspond to the mean and standard deviation of this particular phone and parameter in the reference matrix. This way,
one z − score value was computed for each parameter and phone in the test file.
This value was then normalized from 1 to 5 for each parameter considering the
maximum and minimum z − scores values of each phone in the reference. The final
evaluation score corresponded to the sum of the two normalized z − score values
of each main parameter. Forced-alignment was carried out using the CMU Sphinx
recognition system [Lam+03] and triphone-based HMM acoustic models trained
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with the TIMIT corpus [Gar+93] for English and an internal database of 21 hours of
Basque recordings.
On the other hand, in order to deal with the co-articulation effect, a syllabification
process was performed over the phones, and the animation was launched using 3grams of syllables and following the facial synthesis method described in [CM93].

Related Publication
• [Muj+13] Mujika, A., Diez, H., Alvarez, A., Urteaga, M., and Oyarzun, D.
(2013). Realistic visual speech synthesis in WebGL. In Proceedings of the 18th
International Conference on 3D Web Technology (pp. 207-207). ACM.

2.5 Other Related Projects
2.5.1 SABioV
• Title: SABioV
• Tipology: Industrial project
• Period: 2015-2016
• Consortium: Bantec Group

Objectives
The aim of the SABioV project was to delevop a Speaker Verification system for
secure authentication applications. This system had to be implemented for mobile
environments and devices, allowing users to use it from iOS and Android operating
systems. The main constrains of the solution to be developed were as follows:
• Enrollment and Authentication. The SABioV solution had to integrate technology for both Enrollment and Authentication processes. During Enrollment, the
speaker’s voice is recorded, analyzed and a number of features are extracted
to create a voice print or model. This model will then be employed in the
Authentication phase, in which a new voice will be recorded, processed and
compared with the previously generated model.
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• Language and Domain. The SABioV solution had to work for English utterances,
which had to be composed of five digits from 0 to 9.
• Performance. The system had to work fast (less than five seconds for each
process), and obtain accuracy rates higher than 90%.

Results
The SABioV solution was developed following a distributed architecture, composed
by a mobile device (front-end) and a server (back-end). The Mobile App included the
components needed to manage users and to provide them with the functionalities
to perform the enrollment and authentication processes. In addition to the user
interface, the front-end also included the functions needed to record the user’s voice
and to extract and normalize the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), as
they were the features selected for the parametrization of the audio signals.
The MFCC coefficients were processed on the server (back-end), where the biometric
technology was installed, and i-vectors were generated for both Enrollment and
Authentication processes.
The Figure 2.9 describes the main distributed architecture used for SABioV.

Fig. 2.9: SABioV distributed architecture for Voice Biometrics

The technology was developed using Spro [Gra03] for parametrization and the ALIZE
toolkit [BWM05] to train models and implement the Enrollent and Authentication
processes. The models were trained and evaluated using the RSR2015 [Lar+12]
corpus, in addition to an internally recorded dataset, which was created following
the project specific needs. One hundred speakers volunteered to participate in the
generation of this dataset, each speaker recording 10 sentences in two acoustic
conditions (clean and noise). The biometric technology was constructed following
the i-vector paradigm and several configurations and normalization techniques were
tested within the project. The model with best performance was estimated using the
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Eigen Factor Radial (EFR) normalization function and the Probabilistic Discriminant
Analysis (PLDA) scoring technique. This model achieved accuracies of 97.51% and
97.25% for the True Acceptance Rate and True Rejection Rate metrics on a test set
composed by 601,400 one-to-one comparisons of speaker models.
Regarding the VAD (Voice Activity Detection) module, it was based on a timeframe analysis and the computation of the Fundamental Frequency (autocorrelation
method) and the Energy (Root Mean Square) values, which were taken as the basis
features to estimate the presence of speech.

2.6 Summary
The projects described above encompass the two main technological environments
and four contribution fields presented in the current dissertation work. Following
a chronological order, RekEmozio on the one hand, and PUPPET and SPEEP on
the other, supplied the Multimedia Interaction Environment with thorough Speech
Emotion Recognition and Speech-driven facial animation technologies respectively.
RekEmozio was a first attempt to the Speech Emotion Recognition field, which
triggered many posterior research activities related to different feature extraction
and classification methods. PUPPET allowed the development of a real-time phone
decoder based on the ATK/HTK speech recognition toolkit with the aim of synchronizing the natural voice of the user with the lips of a virtual character. In addition,
and employing the knowledge acquired in RekEmozio, an online prosody analysis
module was integrated for facial animation. The co-articulation and facial animation
techniques were further improved in the SPEEP project, in which a module for the
evaluation of the pronunciation for Basque and English was also implemented.
The rest of the projects belong to the Audiovisual Environment and are mainly
related to the Automatic Subtitling and Rich Transcription fields. APyCA can be
considered the first project in which a whole platform for automatic subtitling
was developed in Spanish, employing state-of-the-art and commercial tools. The
developed HTK-based alignment module was then used and extended to Basque
within the SUSA solution, in which automatic subtitles were created from aligning
audio and its transcript following predefined specific rules. The European SAVAS
project allowed the development of pioneer systems for live and batch automatic
subtitling for several European languages, including Basque and Spanish, in addition
to the collection of large Basque and Spanish corpora, prepared and annotated for
the development of several speech processing components. Exploiting such data
resources, proprietary automatic subtitling and rich LVCSR transcription technology
was developed within the TE-PARLA, HBB4ALL and SSAB projects, in which the
corresponding adaptation tasks were performed in order to adjust the technology
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to each specific use case and domain. SABioV served as a framework to carry out
research in Speaker Verification technology based on the state-of-the-art i-vector
paradigm. The knowledge acquired in this project was employed for the Speaker
Identification component developed in TE-PARLA.
The complementarity of all the projects above has driven the continuous improvement of the technological components integrated within the various automatic
subtitling, rich transcription and speaker verification systems developed. As a result, two Software and Development Kits (SDK) have been implemented within
the Speech Technologies research line at Vicomtech-IK4: Transkit3 and BioVoice4 ,
which include the functions needed to train, build and evaluate all the technological
components involved in the development of Automatic Subtitling, Rich Transcription
and Voice Biometrics applications. Both toolkits are licensed by Vicomtech-IK4 for
their transfer to Industry.
A high-level schema of the relationship between the aforementioned projects and
the developed technological components can be seen in Figure 2.10.

3
4

http://www.vicomtech.org/resources/archivosbd/sdks_documentos/Transkit.pdf
http://www.vicomtech.org/resources/archivosbd/sdks_documentos/BioVoice.pdf
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Fig. 2.10: Schema of the relationship between the R&D projects and the technological
components
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3.1 Introduction
As technology progresses, increasingly competitive open source tools are available
and novel modeling paradigms overcome previous techniques, more sophisticated
speech and audio applications are being developed and gently introduced to extract
information from audio contents. In this sense, Audio Content Analysis (ACA) can
be defined as the automatic extraction of semantic information from audio clips
[Bur+08], which may include segments of speech, music and/or noise. One of the
aims of ACA is therefore to implement a set of technologies such as audio classification, speech recognition, speaker segmentation or music analysis, among others,
which solve specific needs of semantic access. Rich Transcription and Automatic
Subtitling can be considered two applications of ACA, since they focus on annotating
spoken content and optionally recovering information about speakers and some
required particular noises.
Whereas classical speech recognition focuses on converting a sequence of spoken
words into a sequence of textual words, Rich Transcription aims to produce more
highly annotated and informative output. Rich Transcription can be defined as the
technology that allows the automatic generation of a transcript from an audio clip
along with metadata to enrich the word stream with useful information such as
punctuation, capitalization, speaker identification, sentence units and proper names,
among others. Due to the increasing amount of digital media on the Internet, Rich
Transcription has become a widely used technology for applications such as spoken
document retrieval, spoken term detection, summarization, semantic navigation,
speech data mining and annotated automatic transcription.
Automatic Subtitling refers to the technique of producing subtitles without human
intervention. It was born in response to a high subtitling demand, as a more productive alternative to the manual process. The aim of Automatic Subtitling is, on the one
hand, to assist professionals produce subtitles faster, either generating final subtitles
or post-editing automatic draft subtitles, and on the other, to enable subtitling in
challenging situations, such as live broadcasts, where traditional subtitling was not
directly applicable. Automatic Subtitling includes many technological components,
mostly related to speech processing technologies, in order to automatically generate
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subtitle text from audio. Its core component corresponds to a Large Vocabulary
Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) engine, which is in charge of transcribing
the spoken content into text.
Subtitles have acquired great relevance during the last few years, mainly after
the adoption of the new audiovisual directive (Article 7 of the Audiovisual Media
Services Directive1 ) of the European Parliament and Council in March 2010. This
legislation regulates the rights of people with visual or hearing disabilities, and is
pushing member states to take the necessary measures to guarantee that the services
of audiovisual providers under their jurisdiction are gradually more accessible by
means of sign-language, audio-description, easily menu navigation and subtitling.
As a result of this new legal framework, broadcasters and subtitling companies have
been moved to subtitle a high percentage of their broadcast content, and this has
forced them to seek for automatic solutions to speed up the subtitle generation
process. The large effort in research and development of LVCSR over the last decade
has resulted in significant improvements on multimedia data transcription, making it
the most powerful technology available to increase productivity in several automated
intralingual subtitling tasks.
In order to comply with the new audiovisual legislation, broadcasters started focusing
their increased subtitling effort on quantity. However, an increasing demand driven
by society and disability organizations to improve the quality of subtitles has arised
recently as well. The quality of subtitles involves several features linked to subtitle
layout, duration and text editing [Álv+15], subtitle segmentation being one of the
most relevant ones. As proved in [Raj+13], a correct segmentation by phrase or by
sentence significantly reduces the time needed to read subtitles. Furthermore, the
strong need for proper segmentation is supported by the psycholinguistic literature
on reading [DR89], where the consensual view is that subtitle lines should end
at natural linguistic breaks to improve readability and reduce the cognitive effort
produced by poorly segmented text lines [Per+10].
This chapter presents the main contributions made to the fields of automatic subtitling and rich transcription. Regarding automatic subtitling, the work has been
mainly focused on (1) the implementation of pioneer subtitling systems for several
European languages, (2) the collection of a vast amount of audiovisual resources
to train speech processing based systems, (3) the definition of a new metric to
evaluate the overall quality of subtitles, (4) new methods to improve long audio
alignment, and (5) novel methodologies for the automatic segmentation of subtitles.
1
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Concerning rich transcription, proprietary systems for Basque and Spanish adapted
to the Basque Parliament domain are presented.

3.2 State of the Art
There is extensive research focused on automatic subtitling, mainly through the use
of LVCSR technology for the recognition and alignment tasks [Net+08; Bor+12;
Álv+15]. Most of the work in the area has been focused on improving recognition accuracy and producing well-synchronized subtitles. In this sense, Audimus [Net+08]
can be considered as a pioneer and reference system in the field, as it provides a
complete framework for the automatic subtitling of broadcast news in both batch and
live modes in several languages. This framework is composed by a pipeline of technological modules, including (1) an Audio Pre-Processing block, which discriminates
between Speech and Non-speech segments and performs speaker clustering, speaker
gender and identification of relevant speakers, (2) a LVCSR engine, (3) a Normalization module that converts sequences of words representing digits, connected
digits and numerals into numbers and additionally capitalizes proper names and
introduces punctuation marks, and finally (4) a Subtitling Generation component
that generates subtitles according to the subtitling rules and specifications of each
broadcaster. The current system is described in more detail in the work presented in
[Álv+15].
Recently, Google has also started to support the automatic generation of timealigned draft transcriptions and subtitles of the videos uploaded to Youtube [Goo09;
LMS13]. Nevertheless, for the moment Youtube’s automatic transcriptions do not
include punctuation and capitalization marks nor follow standard professional
subtitling practices [Álv+15]. Other companies such as Koemei2 , SailLabs3 , Vecsys4
and Verbio5 commercialise automated transcription solutions for varying pools of
languages and application scenarios, but do not produce subtitles.
LVCSR technology has been exploited commercially mainly for dictation and commandbased interaction applications through well-known solutions, such as Microsoft Windows Speech Recognition6 and Nuance Dragon Naturally Speaking7 . However, the
unsuitability of these dictation engines for automatic audio transcription has limited
their integration into automatic subtitling systems so far.
2

https://koemei.com/
https://www.sail-labs.com/
4
https://www.bertin-it.com/vecsys/
5
http://www.verbio.com
6
http://www.windows.microsoft.comen-uswindows7dictate-text-using-speech-recognition
7
http://www.nuance.com
3
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Over the last few years, advances in both machine learning algorithms and computer hardware have led to significant improvements in LVCSR technology, mainly
through the use of Deep Learning. Thereby, different research groups have shown
that DNNs (Deep Neural Networks) can outperform traditional GMMs (Gaussian
Mixture Models) at acoustic modeling for speech recognition on a variety of data
sets [Hin+12].
A wide range of approaches have made important contributions in the past decade
to the four main components of LVCSR systems, which correspond to (1) front-end
processing, (2) acoustic modeling, (3) language modeling, and (4) back-end search
and system combination.
1. Regarding front-end processing, much work has been done on several areas such as feature transformation using LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis)
[Sao+00] and STC (Semitied Covariance Transform) [Gal98], noise robust
features using SPLICE [LG08] or QE (Quantile-based histogram Equalization)
[HN06], speaker-adaptative features using VTLN (Vocal Tract Length Normalization) [LR98] and fMLLR (feature-space Maximum Likelihood Linear
Regression) [Gal98], and discriminative features using fMPE (feature-space
Minimum Phone Error) [Pov+05], Neural Networks [HES00] and bottleneck
features [Gré+07]. All these techniques have led to improvements on various
LVCSR tasks.
2. In the field of acoustic modeling, feature- and model-space discriminative
training based on BMMI (Boosted Maximum Mutual information) [Pov+08]
on the one hand, and MPE-based speaker adaptation [WW04] on the other,
achieved competitive recognition results. More recently, DNN acoustic models using generalized maxout networks [Zha+14] have brought significant
improvements.
3. Regarding language modeling, backoff smoothing using HPYLM (Hierarchical
Pitman-Yor Language Model) [Teh06], large-span modeling using Maximum
Entropy [Ros96], and syntactic and Recurrent Neural Network language models [Mik+11] obtained competitive performances.
4. Finally, in the area of hypothesis search, dynamic and WFST Viterbi decoding [SS09] and system combination using boosting [SS12a] have recently
demonstrated their suitability for LVCSR systems.
All these technological advances and the availability of toolkits such as Kaldi
[Pov+11], which includes recipes for front-end processing, acoustic model training
and for the construction of WFST decoders following the last paradigms of the
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research community, plus other tools such as RNNLM [Mik+11] that allow the
estimation of Recurrent Neural network based language models, have fostered the
development of sophisticated LVCSR engines, enabling their integration into automatic subtitling frameworks with high performances and low error rates in bounded
domains.

Another efficient approach when the script or transcription of the content is available,
is the application of a speech-text alignment algorithm, which relies on aligning
audio with its script to automatically recover time-stamps. The synchronization of
text transcripts and audio tracks is typically solved by a forced-alignment algorithm
at phonetic level. However, forced-alignment becomes challenging with long audio
signals, because of the widely-used Viterbi algorithm, which forms very large lattices during decoding, requiring a lot of memory. Besides, acoustically imperfect
transcripts demand more complex methods.

Much work has been done in the field of automatic alignment of audio tracks and
their transcripts. Many of the related studies have taken the work presented in
[Mor+98] as reference, where the forced-alignment task was turned into a recursive
and iteratively adapted speech recognition process. They used dynamic programming
to align the hypothesis text and the reference transcript at word level. Subsequent
works proposed improvements of this system to deal with imperfect transcripts
[Lec+06; HK07]. More recently, other approaches have been focused on developing
simple alignment procedures for long audio recordings [HP13; Ahm+13; ALG14].
In this context, an efficient and simple long audio alignment approach was presented
in [Bor+12]. They developed a system based on Hirschberg’s dynamic programming
algorithm [Hir75] to align the phone decoder output with the transcription at
phoneme level, using a binary matrix to score alignment operations.

Concerning the quality of subtitles, several studies collect good subtitling practices
[Kar98; IC98; DR07; For09; Aen12; Ofc15]. Although according to our experience
each broadcaster and subtitling company uses its own subtitling conventions and
rules, the above studies agree that the main characteristics of good subtitles can be
classified into the following features:

• Spacing features: distributing the text in one or two lines between 4 and 43
characters.

• Timing features: showing subtitles at a speed of 130-170 words per minute
and keeping them on screen between 1 and 6 seconds, while synchronizing
with the audio and inserting short pauses between consecutive subtitles.
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• Linguistic features: keeping the original terms and avoiding more than two
sentences per subtitles, one per line.

• Orthotypographic features: following the general guidelines of printed text.

As technology is increasingly integrated into the subtitling field, objective metrics
need to be defined to evaluate the quality of the automatically generated subtitles.
In this context, the NER model [RM11] has been used in recent years to measure
live subtitle errors. Based on the NERD model presented in [Rom11], it was adapted
to suit the needs of different live subtitling techniques, and re-speaking in particular.
The NER model employs the following formula to determine the quality of live
re-spoken subtitles:

N ER =

N −E−R
× 100
N

(3.1)

where N is the number of words in the re-spoken text, E corresponds to the edition
errors caused by the respeaker's strategies, and R are the errors committed by the
recognizer. Computing the formula, a NER value of 100 indicates that the content
was subtitled entirely correctly. Good quality live subtitles are expected to go beyond
98% accuracy according to this formula.

Since it was devised mainly for quality assessment of re-spoken subtitles, the NER
model only considers recognition and editing errors. However, speaker color, timing
and splitting information is also relevant in automatic subtitling and helps to establish
subtitle quality.

Finally, concerning methods to perform automatic subtitle segmentation, a survey
of the literature provides no references in the field. A few studies were carried out
on related topics, as for instance [Per08], which explores the way line-breaking is
commonly performed or [Per+10], which studies the impact of arbitrary segmented
subtitles on readers. The importance of segmentation has been noted by [Raj+13],
a study whose aim was to verify whether text chunking over live re-spoken subtitles
had an impact on both comprehension and reading speed. They concluded that even
though significant differences were not found in terms of comprehension, a correct
segmentation by phrase or by sentence significantly reduced the time spent reading
subtitles. None of the related works includes technology to automatically segment
subtitles properly.
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3.3 Challenges in the fields
The current challenges linked to automatic subtitling and rich transcription involve improving the various technological components which compose the common
pipeline of these systems. These components correspond to (1) the module responsible for generating raw text transcriptions with time-stamps from the source
audio using a LVCSR engine or audio-to-text forced-alignment technology, (2) the
enrichment of the raw text with capitalization and punctuation marks, (3) the
segmentation and identification of specific speakers, (4) text normalization, (5)
subtitle segmentation, in the case of automatic subtitling, and final presentation.
Besides, these systems can work in batch and live modes, providing subtitles and
transcriptions for pre-recorded contents or in real-time respectively. The latter mode
holds more difficulties, since all the information has to be extracted in the shortest
time with the smallest possible delay.
In the following subsections, the current main challenges for each of the technological
modules described above are presented.

LVCSR and Audio-To-Text Alignment
Even if automatic recognition technology has evolved enough to provide competitive
results for speech dictation in clean environments, its performance still degrades
for spontaneous speech and in noisy environments. Its low performance in such
situations can result in automatic subtitles with serious errors that can change the
meaning of a sentence or turn it unintelligible.
Several techniques and approaches have been proposed in the last decades to deal
with robust speech recognition in noise environments, both at feature- [SC12;
Yu+08] and model-levels [Tac+13; SYW13; Wen+14], but there is still room for
improvement on the construction of acoustically noise robust LVCSR systems. In a
similar way, recognition error rates for spontaneous speech are still unacceptably
high [Sin+13].
Since forced-alignment is based on speech recognition technology, this technique
also degrades performance under acoustically noisy environments and when facing
spontaneous speech. Furthermore, forced audio-to-text alignment becomes problematic with long audios due to the associated higher memory demand, increased
processing time and lower reliability of the commonly employed Viterbi search
algorithm when aligning long sequences.
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In this memory, significant contributions are proposed in the field of long-audio
forced-alignment for several languages and acoustic conditions (see Section 3.4.4),
with the aim of overcoming the computational and technical problems described
above.

Capitalization and Punctuation
Recovering capitalization and punctuation marks of spoken transcripts is still a challenging task for the speech and natural language processing community. Automatic
capitalization is commonly context-dependent and has been studied in several works
through different approaches based on language models [GJB09], rule-based taggers
[Bri94], maximum entropy Markov models [CA06] and condition random fields
[WKM06]. However, the ambiguity of the context and unseen words during training
produce more errors than desired, especially in open domains.
Autopunctuation is even more domain-dependent than Capitalization, especially
with different types of speech (expressive, planned, dictate, etc.) and if acoustics and
prosody are employed as features to train models. Therefore, in order to guarantee
a correct performance, autopunctuation models are usually built per domain and/or
speech type. Although different punctuation marks can be used, most studies have
focused on recovering the most frequent full stop and comma, although comma is
quite problematic due to its multi-functionality [Bat+12].
The Capitalization and Punctuation results achieved by the automatic subtitling
systems presented in [Álv+15] can be considered a reference for languages such as
Basque and Spanish. In these systems, both Capitalization and Punctuation were
treated as a classification problem, sharing the same technical approach based on logistic regression classification models, which corresponded to the maximum entropy
classification for independent events. F1-score values of 83.5% and 85.7% were
achieved for Basque and Spanish respectively, concerning automatic capitalization.
With regard to the automatic recovery of punctuation marks (full stops and commas),
F1-score values of 50,90% were reached for Basque and 39,90% for Spanish. New
processing techniques with more competitive results for automatic Capitalization
and Punctuation have been developed and integrated into the proprietary automatic
subtitling and rich transcription systems presented in Section 3.4.6.

Speaker Segmentation and Identification
As it was pointed out by [HW07] some years ago, results of a speaker diarization
system were (and still are) dependent on both evaluation data and the performance
of other integrated components, such as the Voice Activity Detection module. Five
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years later, [Mir+12] reported that Speaker Diarization was not yet mature enough
for models to be portable across domains without suffering a performance drop.
However, the main challenge nowadays is probably dealing with overlapping speech,
not only during the clustering process, but also when identifying speakers within such
type of complex segments. In this sense, systems which do not consider overlapping
speech will always produce significant segmentation and speaker identification errors
[SK13]. Besides, issues such as background noise, reverberation, short speaker turns
and interruptions may also degrade the performance of a speaker diarization system.
Recently, work in the field has focused on two other open challenges: speeding up
the diarization process and performing cross-show speaker diarization [Del+15].
The first line of work derives from the need of processing the increasingly large
amount of audiovisual content being produced, whilst cross-show speaker diarization
expands the task to a broader context, in which recurrent speakers participate in
different audio tracks of a specific database and have to be identified with the same
label.
In most of the state-of-the-art systems, Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) and
metrics like Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) or Generalized Likelihood Ratio
(GLR) are commonly used for the detection of speaker change points, and for
speaker cluster modeling, cluster merging and as the stopping criterion. Recently,
factor-analysis based techniques, such as i-vectors, which are popular in the speaker
verification domain, have been adapted to the speaker diarization task with the aim
of discriminating the variability posed by channel characteristics, ambient noises
and spoken phonemes. This way, a state-of-the-art diarization module based on
the i-vector paradigm was developed and integrated in the proprietary automatic
subtitling and rich transcription system presented in Section 3.4.6.

Text Normalization
The Text Normalization module aims at converting numbers, numerals, dates and
amounts (e.g. money and percentage) to their digit representation. This operation
is commonly performed through rule-based functions per each language, and it does
not mean any particular challenge for the community.

Subtitle Segmentation
Automatic segmentation of subtitles is a novel research field which aims at providing
syntactically coherent breaks so that viewers can read subtitles as quick as possible.
Although it can be seen as a text segmentation problem, there are several features
related to subtitling that have to be considered at the same time, and that makes this
task challenging. Apart from the text analysis, a correct segmentation of subtitles
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depends on (1) the amount of characters allowed per line, (2) timing issues related
to long pauses and speech rhythm, (3) speaker changes, (4) the preceding and
posterior words in order to select the most appropriate type and point of break
and (5) the persistence of the subtitle on screen, which has a real impact in its
readability.
To date, most of the developed automatic subtitling solutions have not been able
to discriminate the natural pauses, syntactic and semantic information relevant for
quality segmentation and, thus, automatic segmentation in stenotyping, respeaking or audio transcription applications is mostly performed only considering the
maximum number of characters allowed per line or through manual intervention
[Álv+16b]. With the aim of automating this task and providing the first automatic
subtitle segmentation solutions with syntactically coherent breaks to the community,
two machine learning based approaches have been proposed as main contributions
to the field (see Section 3.4.5).

3.4 Main contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation work to the fields of automatic subtitling
and rich transcription are described in the following subsections.

3.4.1 Automatic Live and Batch Subtitling systems
As technological part of the European SAVAS project, LVCSR based full systems for
automatic subtitling of audiovisual contents were developed for several European
languages, such as Portuguese, Spanish, Basque, Italian, French, German and the
Swiss variants of the latter three. All the systems were initially trained and adapted
to the Broadcast News domain, whilst the Portuguese system was further extended
to interviews and debates, which encompass a more difficult domain due to artifacts
such as repetitions, hesitations, disfluences, unfinished sentences, overlapping speech
etc.
Three types of applications were built for several subtitling purposes. The first application was a batch Speaker Independent Transcription and Subtitling application
(S.Scribe!), capable of automatically transcribing pre-recorded audio and video files
into time-aligned enriched subtitles. The second application corresponded to an
Online Subtitling System (S.Live!) and was able to automatically transcribe live
audio into configurable and well-formatted subtitles. The final application involved a
Respeaking engine (S.Respeak!) for dictation, which could be easily integrated into
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Tab. 3.1: LVCSR based SAVAS systems and applications per language

Language

S.Scribe!

S.Live!

S.Respeak!

Portuguese

Broadcast News
Interview/debate

Broadcast News
Interview/debate

News
–

Spanish

Broadcast News

Broadcast News

News

Basque

Broadcast News

Broadcast News

Sports and News

Italian

Broadcast News

Broadcast News

Sports and News

Swiss Italian

Broadcast News

Broadcast News

News

French

Broadcast News

Broadcast News

News

Swiss French

Broadcast News

Broadcast News

News

German

Broadcast News

Broadcast News

News

Swiss German

Broadcast News

Broadcast News

News

any commercial subtitling solution and was capable of producing subtitles with an
acceptable delay. Table 3.1 summarizes the LVCSR based systems and applications
that were developed per language and domain within the SAVAS project.
All the systems were trained using the SAVAS corpus [Poz+14] compiled within the
project (see Section 3.4.2). As it is shown in Figure 3.1, the SAVAS systems can be
represented as a pipeline of processing blocks, which represent the different technological components involved. Each of the technological components is described in
detail in [Álv+15].

Fig. 3.1: Pipeline of the SAVAS subtitling systems

On the other hand, a number of metrics were employed, some of which were
designed specifically for this work, with the aim of measuring the performance of
the SAVAS applications with regard to the subtitling quality features accepted by the
Industry, including the delay of showing subtitles and their persistence on the screen.
Besides, each technological component was individually evaluated, and measures
of the global quality of the systems were computed following the metrics described
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in [Álv+15]. In addition, a productivity gain evaluation was performed with posteditors. In this sense, subtitling professionals in all languages were asked to post-edit
automatic subtitles and to create them from scratch, using their usual subtitle editing
software and quality standards. Finally, the S.Scribe! systems developed for Spanish,
Italian, French and German were compared to the Google speech transcription
technology integrated in the Youtube platform. Since the Google transcriptions do
not include punctuation and capitalizaton, results were compared at WER level,
improving the error rates from more than 4 points in German to 12 in French, as it
can be seen in Table 3.2.
Tab. 3.2: WER metrics for S.Scribe! and Youtube application

Language

Duration

S.Scribe!

Youtube

Spanish
Italian
French
German

2H
2.5 H
2H
2H

16.50%
17.81%
25.81%
26.92%

24.91%
27.80%
37.61%
31.10%

The SAVAS systems were considered pioneer offering a solution for full transcription and subtitle generation for different types of applications and languages, and
covering live and batch working modes.
The main publication describing the development of the SAVAS systems is given
below:
• [Álv+15] Álvarez, A., Mendes, C., Raffaelli, M., Luís, T., Paulo, S., Piccinini,
N., Arzelus, H., Neto, J., Aliprandi, C., anddel Pozo, A. (2015). Automating
live and batch subtitling of multimedia contents for several European languages.
Multimedia Tools and Applications, 1-31.

3.4.2 SAVAS corpus
Besides the development of technology for automatic subtitling, one of the main
goals of the SAVAS European project was to collect and annotate a huge amount of
audio and text corpora in several European languages to develop LVCSR systems for
automatic transcription.
The development of robust LVCSR systems for automatic transcription and subtitling
in the audiovisual domain requires considerably large audio and text corpora for
acoustic and language modeling. Based on previous experience [Net+08], it was
estimated that the development of good performance transcription systems would
ideally require at least 200 hours of audio and 1000 million words of text. Besides,
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Tab. 3.3: Collected audio and text corpora per language and domain within the SAVAS
project

Language

Variant

Domain

Audio

Text

Portuguese

European

Broadcast News
Interview/debate (adaptation)

113H
20H

1012M
200K

Spanish

European

Broadcast News

200H

1009M

Basque

Standard Basque

Broadcast News
Sports (adaptation)

200H
20H

329M
500K

Italian

Italian
Swiss Italian

Broadcast News
Sports (adaptation)
Broadcast News

162H
–
50H

950M
500K
100M

French

European
Swiss French

Broadcast News
Broadcast News

150H
50H

932M
100M

German

European
Swiss German

Broadcast News
Broadcast News

151H
51H

808M
100M

the adaptation of an already existing transcription systems to a new domain was
estimated to be achievable with 20 hours of audio and at least 500k words.
As it can be seen from the Table 3.3, most of the targeted amounts were almost
reached, except for Basque text corpora in the broadcast news domain and Portuguese in the interview/debate domain for adaptation purposes. As a minority
language, the availability of Basque text corpora in the news domain was limited.
For each audio content, transcriptions, speaker turns and identification, background
conditions, isolated noises and linguistic information (name entities, foreign words,
syntactic errors and mispronunciations, among others) were annotated. Transcriber
1.5.1 [Bar+01] was used as annotation tool, and the methodology employed aimed
at making the annotation process as productive as possible with the help of automatic
tools to produce annotation drafts that annotators post-edited to correct mistakes
[Poz+14]. The corpora collected has been shared with the community through the
SAVAS META-SHARE8 repository, which has became one of the biggest available
audio and data sources exploitable for LVCSR development.
Collecting the Spanish and Basque corpora has allowed the research and development
of the speech processing technology integrated in Transkit SDK and in most of the
developed proprietary subtitling and transcription solutions (see Sections 3.4.6 and
5).
The main publication related to the collection of the SAVAS corpus is shown bellow:
8

http://www.meta-net.eu/meta-share
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• [Poz+14] del Pozo, A., Aliprandi, C., Álvarez, ..., and Raffaelli, M. (2014).
SAVAS: Collecting, Annotating and Sharing Audiovisual Language Resources
for Automatic Subtitling. In LREC Proceedings of the Ninth International
Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC’14) (pp. 432-436).

3.4.3 Metric for Subtitling Quality
As explained in Section 3.2, the NER model can be considered the unique metric in
the community to measure the quality of live subtitles generated through respeaking.
This metric takes into account the errors made by the respeaker and the recognition
engine. Nevertheless, other parameters such as punctuation, speaker turns, timing
and splitting also need to be considered when measuring the quality of automatic
subtitles.
With the aim of taking these features into account, the NER model was extended as
follows within the SAVAS project:

eN ER =

(N × P ) −

PN

i=1 (R + SD + T + S)
× 100
(N × P )

(3.2)

where N is the number of test subtitles, P is the number of parameters to be
evaluated (configurable), R corresponds to the recognition errors, SD represents
the speaker change errors, T is the timing persistence errors that can score 0 (no
error) or 1 (error) values, and S represents the splitting errors, which can be 0 (no
error), 0.5 (inter-9 or cross-10 subtitle error) or 1 (inter- and cross-subtitle errors).
All the parameters have a maximum value of 1.
This metric was employed to evaluate the overall quality of the developed SAVAS systems [Álv+15]. During such evaluation, recognition (R) and speaker change (SD)
errors were calculated using Word Error Rate and F1-measure metrics respectively.
Timing (T ) and splitting (S) parameters were evaluated manually by subtitling
professionals.
The extended eNER metric was integrated in the commercial NERStar tool11 in
order to assess the quality of automatic subtitles, and it is described in detail in
[Álv+15].
9

It denotes a splitting error between the first and the second line of the same subtitle
It corresponds to a splitting error between the last line of the current subtitle and the first line of the
next subtitle
11
http://www.nerstar.com
10
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3.4.4 Long-audio alignment
The need of an efficient method for the alignment of long audio tracks in the
automatic subtitling context is established by the fact that there are many cases
in which the transcript exists or otherwise it is created manually with the aim of
avoiding recognition errors. This transcripts have to be further synchronized with
the original audio to recover time-stamps at word level. This methodology is still
currently employed by many companies which provide methods and technology to
automatically align audios and transcripts to generate well-synchronized subtitles,
such as SyncWords12 , eCaption13 , 3Play Media14 , WebCaptioning15 and Ubertitles16 ,
which was created as a spin-off of Vicomtech-IK4 in the automatic subtitling field.
The technological starting point was the work in [Bor+12], in which alignment results were reported for 3-hour long audios. They turned the audio-to-text alignment
task into a text-to-text alignment problem, by applying a phonetic decoder to the
long speech signal and aligning the recognized sequence of phones to the phonetic
transcript derived from the reference text. Their alignment method was based on
Hirschberg’s algorithm [Hir75], originally used for genetic sequence alignment, and
they managed to develop a system which worked fast and was light in terms of the
required computational cost and resources. They used a binary scoring matrix for
alignment operations, where all the insertions, deletions and substitutions bore a
cost of 1, and matches bore a cost of 0.
Taking this system as a reference, an attempt to improve it was carried out employing
the information provided by several phoneme-relatedness scoring matrices, instead
of using binary scoring matrices. Systems and matrices were developed for Spanish,
English and Basque. It was an incremental work that was published over three
publications [RÁA14; ÁAR14; ÁRA14].
In the final system described in [ÁRA14], context-dependent phone decoders, based
on cross-word triphone acoustic models trained with the HTK [You+97] tool were
included. In addition, with the aim of reducing linguistic variability, the language
model consisted of an interpolation of a generic language model and a specific model
created for each transcript to be aligned.
Regarding the phoneme-relatedness matrices, they provided information to the
aligner about how likely it was for an alignment between two phonemes to be
12

https://www.syncwords.com/
https://www.ecaption.eu/
14
http://www.3playmedia.com/
15
http://webcaptioning.com/
16
http://www.ubertitles.com/
13
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correct. The matrices favored aligning similar phonemes, by giving such alignments
higher scores than to alignments between less similar phonemes. The matrices
gave the lowest scores to alignments between highly dissimilar phones, which
were unlikely to be correct. We created different scoring matrices for each language, applying different phoneme-relatedness criteria. The first scoring matrix was
decoder-dependent, based on errors made by the phone decoder. The second matrix
was decoder-independent, and based on phonological similarity, assessed by comparing largely articulatory features. The final matrix was also decoder-independent,
and relied on phoneme confusion in human perception.

Matrices based on Phone-decoding Errors
These matrices were based on the phone decoders’ confusion matrices. They were
created based on HTK’s HResults logs, when aligning the phone-decoding output
and the phone transcription for sequences of a huge quantity of phonemes per
language. For each phone in the phone-set, the matrices contained the percentages
of misrecognitions and correct recognitions by the decoder.

Matrices based on Phonological Similarity
The phonological similarity scores were based on the metric devised by Kondrak in
[Kon02]. Phonemes were described with Ladefoged’s [LJ14] multivalued features,
and a salience factor weighted each feature according to its impact for phoneme
similarity.
The scoring function used to define the similarity between two phonemes is presented
in Figure 3.2.

Fig. 3.2: Similarity function

where Cvwl represents the relative weight of consonants and vowels. Values for
Csub and Cvwl are set heuristically and the function dif f (p, q, f ) yields the similarity
score between phonemes p and q for feature f , and the feature-set R is configurable.
Last, σskip (p) returns the penalty for insertions and deletions used in the aligner. We
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defined heuristically a Csub value of 3,500 (i.e. a maximum similarity score of 35),
and a gap penalty of 9 for alignment, which corresponds to ceiling(|Csub /400|).

Matrices Based on Perceptual Errors
The English matrices were based on human perceptual error data from [Cut+04].
They performed a phoneme identification study with native speakers of American
English, asking them to identify the initial or final phoneme of 645 syllables of
types CV (ConsonantVowel) and VC, at signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of 0, 8 and 16.
The Spanish matrix was based on an extended version, provided by the authors
directly, of the corpus of human misperceptions in noise developed in [Lec+13].
The methodology involved presenting 69 native speakers of Spanish with over
20,000 single-word stimuli, under different masking-noise conditions, and asking
the speakers to write the word they had heard. Perceptual-relatedness matrices were
not created for Basque, since we were not aware of appropriate data that could be
exploited for their creation.
The phonesets used for the three languages, in addition to samples for all types of
matrices and a discussion about the features, values and saliences employed are
given in more detail in the projectś website17 .
The results show the effectiveness of our long audio alignment system and the
non-binary similarity matrices, even with contents containing noisy-speech and
imperfect transcriptions [ÁRA14]. The improvements using non-binary matrices are
clearly proved comparing the accuracies obtained with the binary matrix at word and
subtitle-level. Within an acceptable maximum deviation of 1 second, near-perfectly
aligned subtitles were obtained for the three languages. In fact, alignment accuracies
of 96.72%, 91.30% and 95.18% at subtitle level were reached for Spanish, English
and Basque respectively at this maximum deviation time [ÁRA14].
All the work described above was even further extended through matrices based on
probabilistic kernels, as it is explained in the following subsection.

Matrices based on probabilistic kernels
In the study [Bor+16] we also took advantage of the information provided by a
confusion matrix from a phone decoder, but in a probabilistic way. In this sense,
several probabilistic kernels were defined and evaluated, understanding a kernel as
a similarity function used by a sequence alignment algorithm to evaluate different
17

https://sites.google.com/site/similaritymatrices/
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possible subsequence alignments. Each kernel was composed by three values, which
were the piece of information needed by the aligner to perform one editing operation:
Krh for pairing, Kr for deleting r, and Kh for inserting h, where rR and hH are
phonetic symbols from the reference R and hypothesis H respectively, and the
deletion and insertion values Kdel and Kins will not depend on their corresponding
context symbols, h and r, respectively. Thus, each of the kernels evaluated in this
work was defined as:

K = {Kpair , Kdel , Kins }

(3.3)

The computation of each kernel value was based on the probabilities of the three
editing operations; being Ppair the probability of pairing the symbols r and h, Pdel
the probability of deleting the symbol r and Pins the probability of inserting h. These
three values can be estimated as the frequency of occurrence of each event in the
master alignment:

Ppair = P (pair|r, h) =
Pdel = P (del|r) =
Pins = P (ins|h) =

cr +

crh
crh +

cr
N

+

cr
∀h (crh +

ch
N )

ch
∀r (crh +

cr
N )

P

ch +

ch
N

P

(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

where N is the total amount of phonetic symbols, crh corresponds to the number of
times the pair of symbols r and h have been paired together, cr denotes how many
times a symbol r has been deleted and ch is the number of times a symbol h has
been inserted.
The sequence alignment algorithm aims to find the path that minimizes or maximizes
the accumulated kernel value in terms of costs and benefits respectively. Both
representations could be valid and we can switch from one to the other by inverting
the sign of the values. In this sense, the two baseline kernels considered in this work
were as follows:
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(3.7)

KM inDist_Cost = {1 − δrh , 1, 1}

(3.8)
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where KM axM atch was a benefit kernel, KM inDist_Cost was a cost kernel, and δrh
took the value 1 if r = q, and 0 otherwise. In addition, we inverted the values of
the KM inDist_Cost kernel to adopt its benefit maximization representation as other
kernel for this work:

KM inDist = {δrh − 1, −1, −1}

(3.9)

Besides, we generalized the KM axM atch kernel by using the previously defined
probability Ppair instead of δrh , creating the KExpectedM atch kernel:

KExpectedM atch = {Ppair , 0, 0}

(3.10)

Similarly to the KM axM atch kernel generalization, the KM inDist kernel can be directly
converted to a probabilistic kernel as follows:

KExpectedDist = {Ppair − 1, Pdel − 1, Pins − 1}

(3.11)

Finally, considering the symmetry of costs and benefits, we mapped the [0, 1] domain
p
), proposing the following
to (∞, −∞) through the logit function logit(p) = log( 1−p
kernel:

Klogit = {Ppair − 1, Pdel − 1, Pins − 1}

(3.12)

With the aim of comparing the results with the ones obtained in [ÁRA14], the
kernel based on the Kondrak’s metric was included in the experiments, which
were performed over the Hub4-97 dataset [GFG02], and using a confusion matrix
estimated on the Wall Street Journal [PB92] training corpus. The results in Figure 3.3
demonstrated that the probabilistic kernels KExpectedM atch and KExpectedDist clearly
outperformed their non-probabilistic versions KM axM atch and KM inDist respectively.
Besides, the Klogit reached the best results because of the wide range of values
(∞, −∞) considered. Finally, given the performance of the kernel based on the
Kondrak metric, we concluded that the information provided by the confusion
matrix is good enough to avoid the use of information related to phonological
similarity.
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Fig. 3.3: Alignment accuracy (tolerance interval: 0.1 seconds) for all the kernels regarding
the different acoustic conditions within Hub4-97 (F0:Baseline Broadcast Speech,
F1: Spontaneous Broadcast Speech, F2: Telephone Speech, F3: Noisy Speech, F4:
Speech under degraded acoustic conditions, F5: Speech of non-native speakers,
Fx: All other speech).

The main publications related to the work performed on the long audio alignment
field are listed bellow:

• [Bor+16] Bordel, G., Penagarikano, M., Rodriguez-Fuentes, L., Alvarez, A., and
Varona, A. (2016). Probabilistic Kernels for Improved Text-to-Speech Alignment
in Long Audio Tracks. In IEEE Signal Processing Letters, vol. 23, no. 1, pp.
126-129.

• [ÁRA14] Álvarez, A., Ruiz, P., and Arzelus, H. (2014). Improving a Long Audio
Aligner through Phone-Relatedness Matrices for English, Spanish and Basque. In
Text, Speech and Dialogue (pp. 473-480). Springer International Publishing.

• [ÁAR14] Álvarez, A., Arzelus, H., and Ruiz, P. (2014). Long audio alignment
for automatic subtitling using different phone-relatedness measures. In IEEE
International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP),
2014 (pp. 6280-6284). IEEE.

• [RÁA14] Ruiz, P., Álvarez, A., and Arzelus, H. (2014). Phoneme similarity
matrices to improve long audio alignment for automatic subtitling. In LREC,
Ninth International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation.
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3.4.5 Automatic Segmentation of Subtitles
The contributions presented in [ÁAE14] and [Álv+16c] can be considered the two
first research approaches in the field of automatic segmentation of subtitles.
In [ÁAE14], Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Logistic Regression (LR) classifiers
were built over a Basque corpus consisting of TV cartoon programs and subtitles
generated by professionals. To this end, subtitles with correct or incorrect segmentation were divided into two classes. Positive (correct) feature vectors were extracted
from professionally-created subtitle data and contained the segmentation marks
found in the corpus, whilst negative (incorrect) vectors were generated by manually
inserting improper segmentation marks. Classifiers where then trained on balanced
sets formed with these two types of vectors and employed for the segmentation
task. The feature vectors were composed by 4 types of characteristics related to
timing, number of characters, speaker change and a perplexity value given by a
language model built over the training data. During decoding, an iterative algorithm was in charge of generating all the possible candidates for a break at each
iteration. These candidates included sequences of consecutive words that did not
exceed the maximum allowed length in characters before and after segmentation
points. Feature vectors were then computed from these candidates and measured
against the machine-learned classifiers and optimal candidates selected according to
the obtained score. Similar performance was obtained for the two classifiers under
evaluation, with an average F1-measure score of 74.71% and 76.12% for the SVM
and LR classifiers, respectively.
However, in this work the possible segmentation points were only estimated, without
distinguishing between different types of breaks. This implies considering linebreaks and subtitle-breaks, which is critical information to automatically generate
final subtitles correctly. Finally, the computation time needed to generate all the
candidates and select the optimal ones was inefficient for a real application.
With the aim of improving the results and performance of the system described
in [ÁAE14], a new approach has been presented in [Álv+16c]. In this case, we
have decided to turn the automatic segmentation of subtitles into a text sequence
labeling problem, in which each word corresponded to a specific category defining its
function and position within the subtitles. Following a statistical approximation, the
objective was to obtain the optimal categorical assignment from an input sequence
of words.
If we consider the sequence of words as W = w1n = w1 , w2 · · · wn , and the sequence
of labels as L = l1n = l1 , l2 · · · ln , the problem can be statistically stated as follows:
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L̂ = argmax Pr(l1n |w1n )

(3.13)

l1n

The problem can be solved by defining a model to estimate Pr(l1n |w1n ) from training
data (training) and applying a search algorithm on that model for a given sequence
of words (decoding). In this sense, Conditional Random Fields (CRF) offered an
appropriate framework to model conditional probabilities between input-output
sequences, as well as search algorithms that allow obtaining the decoding results.
Following a similar representation of the linear CRF chain given in [SM11], considering that the input was a sequence of feature vectors derived from the sequence of
words to be segmented, and the output corresponded to a sequence of labels that
represented the position of each word in the subtitle, the final CRF model for subtitle
segmentation can be stated as follows:

L̂ =

argmax Pr(l1n |w1n )
l1n

= argmax
l1n

n
Y
i=1

exp

K
X

!

θk fk (li , li−1 , w
~ i)

(3.14)

k=1

where ~x and ~y represent input and output sequences, respectively; fk (with k =
1, . . . , K) is the set of features functions, which established the correspondence between input and output elements, and they actually form the probability distribution;
and θk (with k = 1, . . . , K) is the set of weights associated to each feature function
fk . Feature functions fk and weights θk were obtained during the training process.
In order to determine a dependence structure for automatic segmentation through a
graphical CRF model, eight class labels were created to define the function of each
word within the subtitle, as listed below:

• B-SU (Begin-Subtitle): For each first word in subtitles.
• I-LI (In-Line): For each word in a subtitle which is not the first or last word of
a line or subtitle.
• E-LI (End-Line): For each word which represents the last word of a line which
does not correspond to the end of a subtitle (e.g. last word of the first line in a
subtitle with two lines).
• B-LI (Begin-Line): For each first word in a line that is not the first word in a
subtitle (i.e., first word in second line for subtitles with more than one line).
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• E-SU (End-Subtitle): Each final word of a subtitle composed by one or more
lines.
• BE-SU (BeginSubtitle-EndSubtitle): For words in an one-word subtitle.
• BS-EL (BeginSubtitle-EndLine): For words in the first one-word line of subtitles
with more than one line.
• BL-ES (BeginLine-EndSubtitle): For words in the second one-word line of
subtitles with more than one line.
00:00,166 - 00:05,333
Come here,
Mum come here
Example 1: Subtitle example composed by 6 words and 2 lines

Fig. 3.4: Graphical model of the executed CRF over Example 1. Transition factors depend
on the surrounding two observations.

In Figure 3.4, a practical execution of the defined Markov dependence structure is
presented, given the example subtitle shown in Example 1, which is composed by
6 tokens and formatted in 2 lines. Given this input example, the target of the CRF
model would be to predict an output vector y = {y0 ,y1 ,..., yN } through the observed
feature vectors {x0 ,x1 ,..., xN } extracted from the sequence of words {w0 ,w1 ,..., wN }.
In the graphical CRF models constructed for this work, each variable yj corresponds
to one of the class labels described above for each word at position j. For its part,
each xj contains the feature vector values about the word at position j. The transition
factors of the CRF models depend on the surrounding two observations on the left
and the right.
The features used to describe each of the words at position j were composed of a
total of 15 characteristics, including the current and the neighboring two words
(5 features), the current and neighboring two words’ Part-Of-Speech (5 features),
two Boolean values to control if the amount of characters per line and subtitle has
exceeded (2 features), speaker change (1 feature), and time difference between the
current and the neighboring two words (2 features).
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The CRF based approach has been tested for Basque and Spanish, and compared
to the SVM-based method employed in the previous work [ÁAE14]. In addition,
the Counting Character (CC) method was also applied over the test sets and results
were computed. The latter method can be considered as the most simple technique
to perform segmentation, as it only considers the maximum number of characters
allowed per line. We used two corpora composed by TV series in Basque and Spanish.
Subtitles were manually created by professionals following specific rules based on
keeping linguistic and syntactic coherence. The Basque corpus contained a total
amount of 109,006 subtitles (80% for train and 20% for test), whilst the Spanish
corpus was composed of 81,802 subtitles; 80,058 were used to train models and the
remaining to test them.
Four main evaluation metrics have been used for testing purposes, as they are briefly
described below:
• F1-LINE: it measures segmentation errors (false negatives and false positives)
and correct segmentations (true negatives and true positives), and computes
the accuracy through the F1-Score metric. It does not distinguish between line
and subtitle breaks.
• NIST-SU: it computes the number of segmentation errors (missed segments
and false alarm segments) divided by the number of segments in the reference.
For this work, it was computed at line level (NIST-SU-LI), which included both
line-breaks and subtitle-breaks, and at subtitle level (NIST-SU-SUB).
• DSER: This metric is computed dividing the number of incorrectly segmented
portions in the reference by the total of segments in the reference. In this
work, it was computed at line level (DSER-LI), composed by line-breaks and
subtitle-breaks, and at subtitle level (DSER-SUB).
• SegER: It is computed as the edit distance between sequences of reference
positions and hypothesis positions (those obtained automatically by the classifiers), using Insertion, Deletion, and Substitution as edition operations. It was
also computed at line level (SegER-LI), which included both line-breaks and
subtitle-breaks, and at subtitle level (SegER-SUB).
In the following Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, the results obtained for the three segmentation techniques under evaluation are presented for each language.
Comparing the results from Tables 3.4 and 3.5, the general remarkable issue is that
using CRF for assigning the different subtitle labels to words is a valid alternative,
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Tab. 3.4: Segmentation scores of the CRF-, SVM- and CC-based methods for the Basque
corpus.

CRF
SVM
CC

F1-LINE
83.0
74.7
36.2

NIST-SU-SUB
26.5
81.6
120.4

Segmentation score
NIST-SU-LI DSER-SUB DSER-LI
28.3
47.1
47.4
56.1
110.5
79.1
174.9
136.4
132.6

SegER-SUB
22.6
59.0
83.2

SegER-LI
21.6
33.7
70.6

Tab. 3.5: Segmentation scores of CRF-, SVM- and CC-based methods for the Spanish test
data, without including speaker change information

CRF
SVM
CC

F1-LINE
80.7
41.4
15.2

Segmentation score - No Speaker Change
NIST-SU-SUB NIST-SU-LI DSER-SUB DSER-LI SegER-SUB
39.4
38.2
58.0
61.6
38.8
146.6
119.2
159.4
140.0
82.7
142.9
136.2
148.9
148.1
91.1

SegER-LI
28.4
66.6
87.8

since in both languages average F1-Line accuracy is higher than 80%. Comparing
with the previous SVM approximation employed in [ÁAE14], it supposes a large
improvement on subtitling quality, specially for Spanish (where SVM results present
an accuracy lower than 50%), although Basque presents a significant improvement
as well. Regarding the CC-based method, as it was expected, it achieved the worst
results, mainly due to the lack of a model built with training data and adapted to
the characteristics of the domain.
Overall, the use of CRF has allowed improving the results obtained in the previous work in the following points: (1) differing between the type of breaks (lineand subtitle-breaks), (2) obtaining much higher scores and thus generating more
and better segmented subtitles and (3) much faster processing time (less than 0.1
milliseconds per subtitle against 16 seconds per subtitle on the same machine)
[Álv+16c].
The main publications related to the work performed on the automatic segmentation
of subtitles are listed bellow:
• [Álv+16c] Álvarez, A., Martínez-Hinarejos Carlos-D., Arzelus H., Balenciaga
M., and del Pozo A. (2016) Improving the Automatic Segmentation of Subtitles
through Conditional Random Field. Speech Communication, Elsevier. Status:
In 2nd revision.
• [Álv+16b] Álvarez, A., Balenciaga, M., del Pozo, A., Arzelus, H., Matamala, A.,
Martínez-Hinarejos, Carlos-D. (2016). Impact of automatic segmentation on the
quality, productivity and self-reported post-editing effort of intralingual subtitles.
In Proceedings of the 10th international conference on Language Resources
and Evaluation (LREC2016), pp. 3049-3053.
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• [ÁAE14] Álvarez, A., Arzelus, H., and Etchegoyhen, T. (2014). Towards
customized automatic segmentation of subtitles. In Advances in Speech and
Language Technologies for Iberian Languages (pp. 229-238). Springer International Publishing.

3.4.6 Proprietary Rich Transcription and Automatic Subtitling
systems for Basque and Spanish
As a result of all the developments performed in the R&D projects and research activities described in Section 2, proprietary systems for rich transcription and automatic
subtitling have been implemented for Basque and Spanish. These systems comprise
several technological components that can be built, improved or adapted separately
depending on the final application and domain. These adaptation capabilities are
achievable through the methods provided by the proprietary Transkit SDK18 . This
toolkit aims at integrating all the tools and functions required to build and evaluate
the whole set of technological modules involved in these kind of subtitling and
transcription solutions; such as automatic speech recognition, speech-non speech detection, language tracking, punctuation, capitalization, speaker diarization, subtitle
segmentation and normalization modules.
Our baseline rich transcription and automatic subtitling systems for Basque and
Spanish were trained with the SAVAS corpus (see Section 3.4.2), and they were then
adapted to the Basque Parliament domain within the TE-PARLA project (see Section
2.2.2).
• Regarding automatic speech recognition, LVCSR engines for Basque and Spanish were built using the open-source Kaldi toolkit[Pov+11]. Acoustic models
were trained following the implementation given in [Ves+13], which corresponds to a hybrid Deep Neural Network (DNN)-Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) implementation, were DNNs are trained to provide posterior probability estimates for the HMM states. Two types of language models (LM) were
integrated per language: trigram Arpa-format LM for decoding and 9-gram
constant Arpa-format LM for rescoring of the final lattices. The constant Arpa
LM, which has been recently implemented in Kaldi, makes LM rescoring faster
and requires less memory. The decoding LM were estimated with Kneser-Ney
modified smoothing using the KenLM [Hea11] toolkit.
Baseline LVCSR engines were trained using the SAVAS corpus. Regarding the
Spanish engine, it was trained using 172 acoustic hours and 1,009 million
18
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words from the news domain. An average WER of 15.13% was achieved on a
test set of 2 hours. The Basque engine was trained using 151 acoustic hours
and 329 million words from the news domain, and achieved an average WER of
18.40% on a test set of 2 hours. These results were reached for both languages
over generic test sets which included a number of unseen topics, speech types
and background acoustic conditions. The positive impact of domain adaptation
at language and vocabulary level has been shown within the TE-PARLA project
(see Section 2.2.2), in which WER values of 9.47% and 16.73% were achieved
for Spanish and Basque respectively in the Basque Parliament domain.
In Figure 3.5, a schema of the tools and functions of the proprietary Transkit
toolkit to train and evaluate LVCSR engines is presented.

Fig. 3.5: Tools and functions to train, build and evaluate LVCSR engines based on Kaldi

Each module in the Figure 3.5 corresponds to a method that performs one
specific function. The initial methods ’Validate Text Corpus’ and ’Validate
Acoustic Corpus’ check that the data provided to train language and/or acoustic
models are correct and have been provided in the required format. The function
’Prepare Data’ generates the necessary auxiliary files from the input texts and
audios. Once the text data is prepared, it can be used to create the lexicon and
estimate LMs through the ’Create Lexicon’ and ’Train N-Gram LM’ methods
respectively. The first method outputs the words with their corresponding
phonetic transcription obtained from a Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) module,
whilst the second method is configurable to train N-gram LMs with any N
order and the desired pruning at each order. Pruning techniques were used to
produce the smallest model while keeping the performance loss as small as
possible. The ’Train N-Gram LM’ method works on top of the KenLM [Hea11]
toolkit. Besides, constant Arpa-format and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
LMs can also be estimated through the ’Create Const Arpa’ and ’Train RNN-LM’
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methods. The constant Arpa LMs are estimated using functions of Kaldi, and
the RNN LMs are built with the RNNLM toolkit [Mik+11]. Both LMs are
employed for rescoring purposes. Acoustic models are trained through the
methods ’Train AM’ and ’Train DNN’. The ’Train AM’ method can be used to
train GMM-HMM models, whilst the ’Train DNN’ method estimates DNN-HMM
acoustic models based on the implementation provided in [Ves+13]. Finally,
the central ’Create Graph’ method constructs the decode HCLG graph, where
H contains the HMM definitions, C represents the context-dependency, L is the
lexicon and G is an acceptor than encodes the grammar or language model. In
addition, instead of a language model, the Transkit toolkit allows the creation
of finite grammars through the ’Create Grammar’ method in order to build
grammar-based ASR engines. The ’Decode File’ and ’Decode Test’ functions
enable user to process files separately or in batch mode respectively.
• Speech-Non Speech detection. This component aims at segmenting the audio
input into speech and non-speech segments for posterior recognition and/or
diarization processes. The Transkit toolkit includes the necessary functions
based on the UBM/GMM (Universal Background Model/Gaussian Mixture
Model) approximation described in [SCP15] to train and evaluate a SpeechNon Speech detection module.
Our proprietary Speech-Non Speech detection system is capable of discriminating between three types of categories, such as speech, silence and noise.
It was trained using 2 hours per audio category from the Basque Parliament
sessions, and reached an accuracy of 94.1% at segment level in an in-domain
test set with a total duration of 105 minutes. Its accuracy was computed using
a reference ground truth which was manually split and annotated over the
same evaluation segments.
• Language Tracker. This component aims at segmenting a multilingual audio
track by language. In the Transkit toolkit, methods for the development of a
phonotactic based language tracker have been implemented and integrated.
This approximation aims at identifying phoneme boundaries which could
be candidates of language turns, following the work presented in [LCL13].
The technical approach consisted in constructing an unique phone decoder
combining the languages involved in the task. In our case, a language tracker
to split audio tracks mixing segments in Basque and Spanish was developed.
To this end, an hybrid DNN-HMM acoustic model was trained using audios in
both languages, totaling an acoustic corpus of 86 hours (39 hours of Basque
and 47 hours of Spanish), whilst the LM was a trigram model at phone level
estimated using bilingual texts composed by 4.3 million phones (1.9 M for
Basque and 2.4 M for Spanish). The phone set was composed by all the phones
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in both languages, and a distinctive language tag was added to each phone to
avoid mixing those that were shared along both languages.
We employed the Language Error Rate (LER) metric to evaluate the performance of the developed Language Tracker system. This metric was computed
in the same way as the well-know Diarization Error Rate (DER) metric, commonly used in speaker diarization systems, but using languages instead of
speakers. Thus, the LER metric aims at measuring the ratio of incorrectly
detected language time to total language time. Our system was evaluated on a
test set of the Basque Parliament, in which many bilingual contents are usually
generated. In this case, an average LER of 10.29% was obtained on a test set
of audios lasting 255 minutes, where 92 minutes were spoken in Basque and
163 minutes in Spanish.
• Punctuation. The objective of this component is to enrich the output of the
LVCSR engine with punctuation marks. Within the Transkit toolkit, automatic
punctuation is treated as a text sequence labelling task. As a result, the
developed automatic punctuation technology has been constructed on top of a
CRF (Conditional Random Field) model, in which each token is tagged with
one category (NP: No punctuation; CO: Comma; FS: Full Stop) depending
on whether the next token corresponds to a punctuation mark or not. In this
sense, the number of labels which compose the dependency structure of the
CRF graphical model depends on the amount of categories to be labelled. In
our punctuation system, three categories have been defined, which correspond
to Full Stop, Comma and No Punctuation.
Regarding the features employed, each word is characterized by the following
vector of values representing acoustic and linguistic features: (1) the current
and the surrounding 2 words on the left and right (5 words), (2) the current
and the surrounding 2 words’ POS information on the left and right (5 categories), (3) time between the current and the next word (1 feature), (4)
Speaker Change (1 Boolean), and (5) Language Change (1 feature).
Two CRF punctuation models for Spanish and Basque were developed and
integrated in the proprietary baseline rich transcription and subtitling systems.
Models were trained on two corpora of the Basque Parliament domain containing 11 hours and 55 minutes in Spanish, and 6 hours and 30 minutes
in Basque. Their evaluation was carried out using the well-known Precision,
Recall and F1-measure metrics and over a test set composed of 2 hours in each
language, scoring macro-average F1-measure values of 64.34% and 65.89%
for Spanish and Basque respectively. CRF models were constructed using the
CRFSuite tool [Oka07].
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• Capitalization. The Capitalization module aims at re-casing the lower-cased
text output of the LVCSR engine. Within the Transkit toolkit, automatic
capitalization is done through a tool provided by the Moses open-source toolkit
[Koe+07] for statistical machine translation. This tool essentially employs
a word-to-word translation model and a cased language model to capitalize
an input text, and requires a cased and tokenized input text and a language
model to estimate the recasing model.
Transkit’s current capitalization models for Spanish and Basque have been
trained on the digital newspapers collected within the SAVAS corpus, which
were extended with new texts from the Politics domain composed of 12 million
words in Spanish and 7 million words in Basque. These models reached a
F1-score of 89.94% and 82.80% on a test set of 28K and 10K words for Spanish
and Basque respectively.
• Speaker Diarization. This technological component is responsible for segmenting and clustering speakers within an audio track. Initial segmentation is done
at acoustic level through the Speech-Non Speech detection module, which classifies each 10 millisecond segment as speech, silence or noise. The consecutive
speech segments are then joined, and the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR)
[GSR91] distance measure is applied to detect close speaker changes within
the same speech segment. Each individual speech segment is modelled through
an i-vector representation. To this end, an Universal Background Model (UBM)
and a Total Variability (TV) matrix have been estimated using a corpus from
the Basque Parliament sessions composed of 105 speakers with a total duration
of 16 hours and 50 minutes. The UBM was estimated using 512 gaussians,
whilst in the TV space the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) compensation
method was applied to reduce variabilities. LDA attempts to transform the
axes to minimize the intra-class variance due to channel effects and maximize
the variance between speakers. With the help of an iterative algorithm, the
extracted i-vectors are compared using the cosine similarity scoring and those
i-vectors with a similarity score higher than an empirically fixed threshold are
clustered together as the same speaker. The developed technology has been
evaluated over an in-domain test set composed of 5 contents and 110 minutes,
with an average Diarization Error Rate (DER) of 4.58%.
• Subtitle Segmentation. This component is integrated only in the automatic
subtitling system, and is in charge of segmenting subtitles according to syntactical coherence. The module has been built for Spanish and Basque using
a Conditional Random Field (CRF) model, for which several categories to
describe the function of each word within each subtitle were defined and
connected through a graphical dependence model. The defined categories
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represent the function of the first word of a subtitle (B-SU), the end word
of a line (E-LI), the first word of the second line (B-LI), the final word of a
subtitle (E-SU), inline words (I-LI), a single word in a subtitle (BE-SU), single
word in the first line (BS-EL), and single word in the second line (BL-ES). The
feature vectors used to describe the information extracted from each word
were composed of 15 characteristics related to words, Part-of-Speech, Speaker
Change, time differences between surrounding words and two parameters to
control the amount of characters per line and subtitle. The Spanish corpus
was composed of 98 episodes of a TV series with a total amount of 81,802
subtitles, while the Basque corpus contained subtitled TV cartoon programs
totaling 109,006 subtitles. In both corpora, subtitles were manually created by
professionals following specific rules to keep linguistic and syntactic coherence.
The corpora were split into train and test sets, and accuracies of 80.7% and
83% were obtained for Spanish and Basque respectively.
More information regarding the construction and evaluation of the Subtitle
Segmentation component can be found in the previous Section 3.4.5 and in
[Álv+16c].
• Normalization. Comprises all the tasks related to (1) converting numbers into
their digit representation, (2) removing filled pauses, and (3) generating abbreviations. Rule-based functions are used within Transkit and the proprietary
subtitling and rich transcription systems to perform this task.

In order to make the subtitling and rich transcription systems accessible through the
Internet and to allow external companies to check the performance of the technology
with their own contents, a web platform has been developed as a service. This
platform is further explained in the following subsection.

Web Platform for Automatic Transcription and Subtitling
The goal of this web platform is to provide companies, entities and customers an
online service to test by themselves if the automatic subtitling and rich transcription
technology may help improving their internal services. As it can be seen in Figure 3.6,
the automatic rich transcription and subtitling technology is hosted in an internal
server at Vicomtech-IK4 (internal network), whilst the web platform is installed
in a server allocated on the Internet, in order to be accessed by any external user.
A monitoring daemon continuously checks a shared folder where the uploaded
contents are saved. In case there is a new content, it is copied to the internal server
to be processed automatically. The result is then sent back to the user via email. This
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type of architecture has been implemented to avoid exposing the technology in a
server located in the Internet.

Fig. 3.6: Main architecture schema of the web platform for automatic transcription and
subtitling

The user accesses the platform through a web application19 , which first presents a
login interface to authenticate the user. The main characteristics of the platform are
listed below:
• Multi-language: It integrates technology for English, Spanish and Basque.
• Multi-user: Depending on the user, the platform can be limited to process
larger or smaller contents.
• Multi-format: the FFmpeg20 tool has been integrated for transcoding purposes
in order to support as many audio-video formats as possible. Besides, the
output can be presented in four different text formats, including plain TXT, XML
(eXtensible Markup Language), RTF (Rich Text Format), and SRT (SubRip).
• Configurable: The platform includes many options that are linked to each of
the integrated technological components. In this sense, the user can choose
whether (1) to punctuate and/or capitalize the output of the LVCSR engine
automatically, (2) to apply speaker diarization, and (3) to try to automatically
improve the LVCSR output through the rescoring technique. Besides, the user
can also decide the format of the output file.
• Parallel Processing: The platform has been designed to allow parallel processing of many input contents.
• Transparency: The user is unaware of the technological processing involved.
S/he only needs to choose the preferred options for transcription or subtitling.
19
20
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• Accessible: The platform can be reached from any device with access to the
Internet.
From the technological point of view, the platform includes the components for
automatic speech recognition, language segmentation, punctuation, capitalization,
speaker diarization, subtitle segmentation and normalization presented above.
The platform is always operational for any customer or user which would want to
check its performance on specific audio contents and has already been transferred
as-is to some entities (see Section 5).
The main publication related to the development of these proprietary rich transcription and automatic subtitling systems is listed bellow:
• [Álv+16a] Álvarez, A., Arzelus, H., Prieto, S., and del Pozo, A. Rich Transcription and Automatic Subtitling for Basque and Spanish. In: Advances in Speech
and Language Technologies for Iberian Languages. 2016. Status: Submitted.

3.5 Conclusions and Future Work
Due to the increasing transcription and accessibility needs driven by the Society
and the Governments during the last few years, automatic subtitling and rich transcription solutions are being requested to the scientific community. The goal of
such technologies is to help professionals cover a greater amount of transcription
and subtitling tasks in several sectors and domains; such as the broadcast, Internet,
parliament, Healthcare or eLearning domains, among others.
In this chapter, the current state and main challenges of the principal components
involved in automatic subtitling and rich transcription technologies have been presented, in addition to the main contributions of this dissertation work to the fields. In
this sense, pioneer live and batch automatic subtitling systems for several European
languages adapted to different type of applications have been described, in addition
to a new huge corpus to train LVCSR based systems in the audiovisual domain and
an extended metric to measure the quality of the automatically generated subtitles.
Besides, a new method for the forced-alignment of long audio tracks has been
proposed, with low computational load and high performance in several acoustical
conditions. Two new methods to perform automatic subtitle segmentation have
also been presented, showing that CRF-based approaches outperform SVM-based
techniques in terms of precision and computational cost. Finally, complete and
proprietary rich transcription and automatic subtitling systems have been described
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in detail. These systems have been built using the functions and methods included
in the proprietary Transkit toolkit, which serves as the basis to generate automatic
subtitling and rich transcription systems adapted to other domains and sectors. A
Web Platform aiming to provide a bridge between companies and the developed rich
transcription and automatic subtitling technology has also been presented. Using this
platform, interested companies and customers can directly subtitle and transcribe
contents automatically and check if the technology can help them make their internal
processes more productive.
Much work still needs to be done in the fields of automatic subtitling and rich
transcription. Future work should aim to resolve current challenges, which mainly
concern dealing with acoustically noisy environments, spontaneous and overlapping speech. All of these issues directly affect audio alignment, speech recognition,
speech-non speech detection and speaker diarization. Following recent advances in
Natural Language Processing with Neural Networks for sentence boundary detection
[Col+11], new methods to improve automatic punctuation could be investigated,
especially for the prediction of commas. In addition, the eNER metric could be
extended to include punctuation and capitalization features. Future work on automatic subtitle segmentation could involve experimentation with Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) and exploiting new features such as stop words, syntactic functions
or grammatical relations of the different clauses within a sentence. Finally, as an
alternative to manual live subtitling, the development of future automatic subtitling
implementations should be optimized to work in real-time scenarios.
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Multimedia Interaction
Environment

4

4.1 Introduction
Computers, electronic devices and the Internet have become an essential part of
people’s life since we entered the Digital Era. Technology is integrated in our most
common daily activities, since we use it to work, communicate with other people, buy,
seek out information, do sports and entertain ourselves. In this sense, the increasing
integration of computers and technology in society has pushed the relevance and
interest of the Human-Computer Interaction field.
Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) studies the way in which computer technology
influences human activities [Dix09]. An important issue of the HCI discipline is
the concept of usability, which evaluates the clarity and elegance with which a
software application has been designed for its interaction with a user, providing a
quality measure that assesses how easy its user interfaces are to use. Nevertheless,
in systems designed for personal use, the idea of user experience; which refers to how
people feel when they use them, is equally or even more important than the notion
of usability [Dix09].
As introduced by Picard [PP97], Affective Computing is the discipline that develops
devices to detect and respond to users’ emotions. Its main objective is to capture
and process affective information with the aim of enhancing the user experience
and naturalizing the communication between the human and the computer. The
area of Affective Computing covers topics such as emotion recognition, emotion
understanding or emotional synthesis.
Emotion recognition by the computer is still a challenging field, especially if the
recognition process is only based on the analysis of the voice. This is due to multiple
issues. Sometimes not even humans are able to classify natural emotions, thus,
we cannot expect machines to perform the same classification correctly. Besides,
emotion expression is highly speaker, culture and language dependent. Moreover,
a spoken utterance may include more than one emotion, either as a combination
of different underlying emotions in the same portion or as individual expressions
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of each emotion in different speech segments. Another interesting aspect is that
there is no definitive consensus in the research community regarding the most
useful speech features for emotion recognition. A possible reason may be the high
variability introduced by different speakers in commonly-used prosodic features.
Finally, selecting the set of emotions to classify is also an important decision, which
can affect the performance of the speech emotion recognizer. Many works on the
topic agree that any emotion is a combination of primary emotions. The primary six
emotions include anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise [Cow+01].

On the other hand, in many HCI applications, virtual characters are used as the
main interface or interaction agent between the user and the computer, with the
aim of making communication more pleasant and effective. In fact, as reported in
[OW04], the attention of humans to the computer can increase by 30% when they
communicate through avatars or talking heads.

Depending on the type of input, virtual character animations can be text- or speechdriven. Whereas text-driven animations use speech synthesizers to generate artificial
voices, speech-driven systems employ natural human voices to animate the virtual
characters, resulting in more natural and emotional speech. Nevertheless, the latter
approach requires more advanced technology to convert the incoming audio in facial
gestures and animations. In this sense, audio-to-visual conversion can be considered
the core of speech-driven facial animation [LYW14].

In this section, the main contributions made to the speech emotion recognition and
speech-driven facial animation fields are presented. On the one hand, research
work on speech emotion recognition has been focused on feature extraction and
on the selection of the best characteristics for emotion recognition in Spanish and
Basque, as well as on the application of a new classification method to improve
the state-of-the-art recognition accuracies achieved in two datasets. On the other
hand, a real-time system for the facial animation of a virtual character is presented,
which integrates technology for automatic lip synchronization and facial gesture
generation and which deals with co-articulation effects.

4.2 State of the Art
The expression of emotions by humans is multimodal [Lan95]. Apart from verbal
information, emotions are transmitted through speech, facial expressions, gestures
and other nonverbal psycho-physiological clues. Concerning Speech Emotion Recognition (SER), it is still a very active research field [KR12; RE13; HYT14] that refers
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to the analysis of spoken behavior as a marker of emotion, with a focus on the
nonverbal aspects of speech [Sch+13].
Speech carries both explicit linguistic information and implicit paralinguistic information. Whereas linguistic information is linked to the words that have been spoken,
the latter derives information about the way in which they were spoken. SER is commonly performed without considering linguistic information (which would require
an automatic speech recognition system), but through the extraction, selection and
classification of paralinguistic characteristics, mainly related to prosodic and voice
quality features.
The literature regarding SER is really rich and extensive, as many studies have examined vocal expressions of emotions. The studies in [Sch03; SJK03; Sch+11; KR12]
and more recently [Sch+13; RE13] and [Eyb+16] have reported wide reviews of
the main related work in the field. Although a number of different types of systems
haven been developed over time using a wide range of dissimilar features and machine learning algorithms, all studies have converged in a similar operative schema
which includes a feature extraction front-end followed by a classification/regression
module.
Concerning the speech features employed, the bibliography shows that for a long
time there was no real consensus on which would be the most suitable characteristics.
[GS10] demonstrated empirically that features such as intensity; mean, variability
and range of the fundamental frequency; the high frequency energy, as well as the
articulation rate are all linked to emotional states such as stress, anger, sadness and
boredom. The study in [EWS13] also demonstrated the high impact of the MFCC
(Mel-Frequency-Cepstral-Coefficients) parameters and the particular relevance of
the lower order coefficients. Nevertheless, the general tendency in most studies of
automatic emotion classification is the use of very large sets of features [EBS15],
with the hope that the machine learning algorithms will be able to discriminate the
most relevant parameters. However, large feature sets may produce an overfitting
effect, reducing their generalization capabilities on unseen test data [Sch+10]. Very
recently, a minimalistic set of parameters has been proposed in [Eyb+16], which is
available through the OpenSmile toolkit [EWS10].
The extracted speech features are then used to train machine learning algorithms
that carry out automatic classification. The literature exposes a wide range of
classifiers that have been applied to speech emotion recognition. Such classifiers
may be generative or discriminative. Generative classifiers model the distribution of
the training data features from each emotion class individually, which means that
each model is trained exclusively with data from that class, and not from any other
class. The generative classifiers most commonly employed for SER include Gaussian
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Mixture Models [SEA13], Hidden Markov Models [Sha13] and Probabilistic Neural
Networks [Set09]. On the other hand, discriminative classifiers do not model the
distribution of the entire feature space and try to maximize a function to discriminate
between the different classes. Some examples of discriminative classifiers used on the
SER field are Support Vector Machines [Eyb+16], Decision Trees [SR10] and Neural
Networks [Wöl+09]. Even though discriminative classifiers tend to outperform the
generative ones, the optimal algorithm often depends on the application scenario,
the feature set and the data employed [PR11]. Another trend today is the fusion
of different machine learning algorithms with the aim of combining the benefits of
several classifiers [WL11; Che+12; AD13; AW14; HZG14]. Finally, some studies
have also tried to model and deal with the phonetic and speaker variability that can
affect SER systems designed to work on speaker-independent application domains
[SEA15].

Regarding speech-driven facial animation, its importance stems from the fact that
speech recognition is more accurate when auditory and visual sources are combined
during the communication process. Speech understanding improves if in addition
to the acoustic cues, visual cues such as lip movements or facial expressions are
involved. Consequently, there has been a lot of research effort incorporating coherent
facial motions linked to speech in HCI applications. In this sense, lip movements
are one of the most important components in spoken facial animation [RTS06]. A
convincing lip sync improves the realism of the virtual character, making it seem
alive and turning the animation more credible [HYS08]. Several studies have
proposed various techniques to synthesize lip sync animations, such as the use
of Hidden Markov Models to manage contextual information at phoneme-level
[WHS12; HYS08] or the application of Neural Networks [Tak09] and Gaussian
Mixture Models [Han+12; TBT08] for direct audio-visual conversion without the
use of phonetic information. Determining how to model the speech co-articulation
effect is essential to generate realistic lip sync movements. Approaches based on
the use of visemes conventionally employ interpolation techniques [CM93] or rulebased functions [WEF07]. Other data-driven studies focus on the optimal selection
and concatenation of motion units from a pre-collected database [Tay+12; MD12],
whilst some other approaches employ statistical models learned from data [EGP02].
All these approaches have shown reasonably good performance on pre-recorded
audios, through the exploitation of global techniques and functions and the use
of contextual information. However, in live speech-driven lip-sync scenarios the
forthcoming speech is not available and global algorithms are not applicable. Several
approaches have been proposed in the literature for the generation of live lip-sync
animations, mainly based on pre-designed phoneme-viseme mappings [Xu+13]
or statistical models like Neural Networks [HWH02] and nearest-neighbor search
[Gut+05], among others.
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On the other hand, empirical rules [GB06; MH07] or statistical models learnt from
pre-recorded human motion data [Bus+05; CB05] have been employed for offline
synthesis of facial motions such as eye, eyebrow and/or head movements. More
recently, works like [LTK09; Lev+10] have implemented solutions for live speechdriven body gesture and movement generation and [LMD12] proposed a framework
to generate realistic and synchronized eye and head movements on-the-fly.

4.3 Challenges in the fields
For any research field to evolve properly within the scientific community, an initial
agreement of the formulation of the problem to be resolved needs to be defined.
Despite considerable previous work has been done in emotion recognition, the lack
of a proper formulation may be the reason why the field is still in its infancy. A look
at the most recent survey papers shows that there is still no agreement on how the
emotion recognition problem should be addressed. This may be due to the lack of a
fully established theory of emotions and a general consensus on how to label them
[Moo+13; SEA15]. In this sense, some works carry out a categorical classification,
while others turn the task into a regression problem. Whereas solutions based
on regression use a dimensional approach to label emotions, systems that follow
the classification approach commonly employ both categorical and/or dimensional
labeling. Moreover, the great variety of the features, classifiers, data sets and
evaluation metrics employed across experiments poses an additional problem. These
issues, among others, are the basis of the current main challenges in the SER field
that are listed below:
• Formulation. Although categorical classification over the ’big six’ emotions
(Happiness, Sadness, Fear, Disgust, Anger, Surprise) is the most common
approach, there is no universal method formulated that could be employed
across experiments.
• Technical agreement. Despite all studies follow the same schema based on
feature extraction and classification/regression and despite SVMs can be considered the most commonly employed machine learning algorithm, the set of
most relevant features and/or classifiers needs to be defined. Together with the
exploitation of common datasets, such definition would allow the comparison
of different systems and approaches.
• Spontaneous speech. Emotion recognition on spontaneous speech over naturalistic databases containing real-life speech is a hot topic in the community, since
most previous work has been carried out on acted speech and on sentences
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containing one isolated emotion. Real-life speech has the particularity of
containing audio tracks with more dynamic, blended and less pure emotions,
which represents a more difficult challenge.
• Speaker-independent. Nowadays, the availability of rich acted data of a certain
speaker allows training highly accurate speaker-dependent models. Nevertheless, there is still a wide gap between the performance of speaker-dependent
and speaker-independent systems.
• Real-time. Since one of its main applications is extracting information about
the user state in HCI systems, accurate SER technology working in real-time
will be needed in order to assess the mood of the conversational partner as
fast as possible.
• Portability. As more accurate SER solutions with low computational cost are
developed, they will need to be adapted to be integrated in small electronic
devices.
With regard to real-time speech-driven lip-sync and facial animation, a number of
approaches have been explored in the field but it is still a challenging topic in the
speech community. First, optimal speech motion requires contextual information
from the past and from the future. Despite such kind of information can be used to
apply global techniques and find the optimal facial animation at each time in prerecorded speech, the approach is not feasible in live visual speech synthesis because
forthcoming speech is not available at synthesis time. This makes it very difficult, if
not impossible, to achieve the same level of realism in offline and real-time scenarios.
Second, live speech-driven facial animation algorithms must be highly efficient to
ensure good performance in real-time speed. When audio-to-visual conversion is
carried out at phoneme level, the speed of the system is set by the delay of the online
phoneme recogniser. Obviously, phoneme recognition accuracy will also impact the
quality of the final animations. The real-time issue becomes even more challenging
when paralinguistic information (e.g. prosody) is used to generate other expressive
facial motions. Furthermore, since paralinguistic information is speaker, language
and culture dependent, the development of speaker-independent live speech-driven
visual animation technology is a great challenge for the future.
On the other hand, dealing with the co-articulation effect can be considered the
other main challenge of the field. Although several works have tried to address
this problem, modeling how the pronunciation of each phoneme affects that of the
adjacent ones is still challenging and becomes even more difficult when emotional
states and/or significant prosody variations (e.g. speech rate) are involved. Finally,
given the wide spread use of the Internet and the smart electronic devices, developing
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technology that integrates expressive avatars and/or talking heads in such kind of
environments is a trend that will have to tackle all the challenges described above in
computationally limited conditions.

4.4 Main contributions
The main contributions made to the SER field in this PhD project are linked to
the principal feature extraction and classification components. Regarding feature
extraction, several techniques have been implemented with the aim of selecting
the most relevant features for emotion recognition of acted speech in Basque and
Spanish. This work was performed over the Rekemozio data set [Lop+07], and the
selected features were divided by language and genre.
On the other hand, a new multi-classifier based on the Stacked Generalization
method for the fusion of single machine learning algorithms applied to the SER field
was proposed and evaluated with different sets of features, data sets and languages.
Two sets of features were used in the experiments, including an in-house defined
set of 123 features, and the extended Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set
(eGeMAPS) [Eyb+16]. The Rekemozio data set (Basque and Spanish) and the
well-known Berlin Emotional Speech database (German) [Bur+05] were employed
in the experiments and the performance of the new classifier was compared with
other classification methods.
All of the studies described in this dissertation work were focused on the classification
of emotions at categorical level, including the six primary emotions plus the neutral
one.
With regard to speech-driven facial animation, research work carried out to animate
a virtual character in real-time through the application of techniques for lip sync,
co-articulation and facial motion generation is presented.

4.4.1 Feature Subset Selection for Speech Emotion Recognition in
Basque and Spanish languages
The goal of this work was to take a step forward in the search for the most relevant
emotional speech features for Spanish and Basque. The experimentation was divided
in three phases, each including a different set of features. Four well-known supervised classification algorithms were applied in each phase, including two Decision
Trees, Instance-Based Learning and Naive Bayes classifiers. The results obtained by
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each classifier at each phase were then intended to be outperformed by applying
a Feature Subset Selection (FSS) technique through the Estimation of Distribution
Algorithm (EDA). The final results confirmed the good performance of the EDA
based FSS technique in the selection of the most relevant features to obtain the best
classification scores.
This work was performed over the Rekemozio data set, which contains instances
of both Basque and Spanish. It consists of a multimedia database with video and
audio recordings and is described in more detail in [Lop+07]. In these experiments,
only the spoken material was employed. Rekemozio uses a categorical model based
on the six basic and universal emotions defined by Ekman and Friesen [EFP75],
which correspond to Sadness, Fear, Joy, Anger, Surprise and Disgust. The Neutral
emotion category was also added to the dataset. Recordings were carried out by
skilled actors and actresses using semantically and non-semantically relevant words
and sentences. They were then validated by fifty-seven volunteers who selected the
audio tracks which most closely reflected the corresponding emotion. The validation
concluded that 78% of audio stimuli were valid to express the intended emotion as
the recognition accuracy percentage was over 50% [Lóp+06].
Regarding feature extraction, a number of features which had been frequently used
in other similar studies in the literature [Iri+00; Nav+04] were selected and checked
in the first phase. Information related to prosody, such as the fundamental frequency,
energy, intensity and speaking rate was extracted using a 20 ms frame-based analysis
with an overlapping of 10 ms, obtaining a total set of 32 features. The computed
features are described in more detail in [Álv+06].
In the second phase, 91 new features were extracted following the work presented
in [Tat+02], which proposed new interesting formulas to extract information from
speech, and also defined a novel technique for signal treatment, not only extracting
information by frames, but by regions consisting of more than three consecutive
frames, for the analysis of both voiced and unvoiced parts. The features extracted in
this phase are described in more detail in [Álv+07a].
In the third phase, the whole set of features of the previous two phases was compiled,
obtaining a total of 123 speech features.
Four supervised machine learning algorithms were applied in each phase, including
the ID3 [Qui86] and C4.5 [Qui14] decision trees, IB [AKA91] as the Instance-Based
Learning paradigm and a Naive-Bayes (NB) [Min61] classifier. Using the 10-fold
cross-validation method, accuracies for each of the described classifiers over the
three sets of features presented above were first computed separately for the Basque
and Spanish audio recordings of the Rekemozio dataset.
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With the aim of reducing dimensionality, removing irrelevant or redundant characteristics, selecting the most relevant speech features and improving results, a Feature
Subset Selection (FSS) approach was then applied over each machine learning
algorithm. The feature selection task can be exposed as a search problem, where
each state in the search space identifies a subset of possible features. In this sense,
Genetic Algorithms [Hol75] are one of the best known techniques to solve optimization problems, and propose a population-based search method. An interesting
adaptation is the Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) [Inz+00], where the
new population is sampled at each iteration from a probability distribution which
is estimated from the selected individuals. This way, a randomized, evolutionary,
population-based search can be performed using probabilistic information to guide
the search. In Figure 4.1, the main computation scheme of the EDA algorithm is
presented.

Fig. 4.1: Main scheme of the Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDA) approach

All the accuracies obtained through the application of machine learning algorithms
with and without applying the EDA-based FSS technique are shown and explained
in detail in [Arr+14].
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the scores reached for Basque and Spanish in the three
phases respectively, for each of the machine learning algorithms without EDA-FSS.
In addition, Figures 4.4 and 4.5 present the scores achieved when the EDA-FSS
technique is applied to each of the machine learning algorithms for Basque and
Spanish. Results are shown divided by phases. In these figures, the accuracies
obtained when applying a greedy FSS search algorithm (FSS-Forward) instead of
EDA are also given. This method was tested only for the third phase feature set, and
was included for comparison purposes with the aim of emphasizing the goodness of
the EDA search process.
If we compare the results in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 with the ones shown in 4.4 and
4.5, the clear improvements achieved when applying the EDA-FSS method can be
observed. It is worth emphasizing that the difference between the classification
accuracies obtained with the initial set of 32 features without FSS and those obtained
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Fig. 4.2: Scores for each of the machine-learning paradigms without EDA-FSS for Basque.
Results correspond to the mean accuracy computed over all the actors in the
database for each phase of the experiments

Fig. 4.3: Scores for each of the machine-learning paradigms without EDA-FSS for Spanish.
Results correspond to the mean accuracy computed over all the actors in the
database for each phase of the experiments

with the whole set of 123 features after applying FSS sum up notable average
increases of 30.62 and 30.61 percentage points for Basque and Spanish respectively.
Concerning the FSS-Forward method, its best results seem to be obtained with
NB classifier for both languages. Nevertheless, the classification performances are
disappointing, since they are similar to those obtained using the initial set of 32
features without applying EDA-FSS, and they are thus far from the best scores
obtained with the EDA-FSS method.
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Fig. 4.4: Scores for each of the machine-learning paradigms when EDA-FSS is applied to
Basque. Results correspond to the mean accuracy computed over all the actors in
the database for each phase of the experiments. Results obtained with a standard
FSS-Forward approach are also shown.

Fig. 4.5: Scores for each of the machine-learning paradigms when EDA-FSS is applied to
Spanish. Results correspond to the mean accuracy computed over all the actors in
the database for each phase of the experiments. Results obtained with a standard
FSS-Forward approach are also shown.

The EDA-FSS method allowed us to select the best set of speech features that achieved
the highest accuracies for each language. This selection was performed over the set
of features of the third phase, where the best classification rates were reached and
the classifiers achieved the best accuracies. In this sense, the IB paradigm was the
classifier which obtained the best results for most of the actors.
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Given that speaker-dependent models were constructed, each actor may have different relevant features. These features were analyzed by grouping actors per language
and gender aiming at obtaining a partial independence of the actor. The purpose
of this grouping was to shed more light on the impact that gender and language
can have in the final features of each subgroup. The criterion to consider a feature
relevant within a subgroup was that more than 50% of the actors had to have that
feature selected by the algorithm.
It must be highlighted that several features were common for both languages and
genres. These features mainly corresponded to prosodic features, such as the
Fundamental Frequency (the mean, variance, the mean square error of the regression
coefficient and mean of the pitch means in every voiced region); Energy (maximum,
mean and variance); RMS energy (maximum and mean), and Loudness. The
voice quality features shared by both languages and genres were less and mostly
corresponded to the third formant mean, the first and second formant bandwidths
and the activation level of the speech signal; where, the maximum and mean stand
out among all the voiced regions.
These shared prosodic and voice quality features can be considered to be the most
relevant features for developing speaker- and language-independent systems, at least
for Basque and Spanish. The rest of the more relevant features for each language
and genre are presented in [Arr+14].
The main publications related to the work described above are listed bellow:
• [Arr+14] Arruti, A., Cearreta, I., Álvarez, A., Lazkano, E., and Sierra, B. (2014).
Feature Selection for Speech Emotion Recognition in Spanish and Basque: On the
Use of Machine Learning to Improve Human-Computer Interaction. PloS one,
9(10), e108975.
• [Álv+07a] Álvarez, A., Cearreta, I., López, J. M., Arruti, A., Lazkano, E., Sierra,
B., and Garay, N. (2007, September). A comparison using different speech
parameters in the automatic emotion recognition using Feature Subset Selection
based on Evolutionary Algorithms. In Text, Speech and Dialogue (pp. 423-430).
Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
• [Álv+07b] Álvarez, A., Cearreta, I., López, J. M., Arruti, A., Lazkano, E.,
Sierra, B., and Garay, N. (2007). Application of feature subset selection based
on evolutionary algorithms for automatic emotion recognition in speech. In
Advances in Nonlinear Speech Processing (pp. 273-281). Springer Berlin
Heidelberg.
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• [Álv+06] Álvarez, A., Cearreta, I., López, J. M., Arruti, A., Lazkano, E., Sierra,
B., and Garay, N. (2006, September). Feature Subset Selection Based on Evolutionary Algorithms for Automatic Emotion Recognition in spoken Spanish and
Standard Basque Language. In Text, Speech and Dialogue (pp. 565-572).
Springer Berlin Heidelberg.

4.4.2 Classifier Subset Selection for the Stacked Generalization
applied to Speech Emotion Recognition

Besides the feature extraction component and the selection of the most relevant
features for the SER area, the search for the most suitable classification method is
also a hot trend in the field.
With the aim of improving previous results of different studies, a new classification
approach was proposed to deal with emotion recognition in speech, following the
current tendency of fusing classifiers to take advantage of their individual benefits
(see Section 4.2).
In this work, stacked generalization [Wol92] was employed as the main method to
construct a multi-classifier system. Whereas ensemble strategies, such as bagging or
boosting, obtain the final decision after a vote among the predictions of individual
classifiers, Stacked Generalization applies another individual classifier to these initial
predictions with the aim of detecting patterns and enhancing the performance of the
vote. The Stacked Generalization can be considered a framework for the combination
of classifiers, in which each layer of classifiers is used to combine the predictions of
the classifiers of its preceding layer. A single classifier at the top-most level outputs
the final prediction.
In this work, a two-level system was employed, composed of a first layer (level-0)
with several single classifiers, and a second layer (level-1) with a single meta-classifier
which returns the final decision. While the data to train the single classifiers of the
first layer corresponds to the features extracted from the emotional audio tracks, the
data used to build the meta-classifier is obtained after a validation process, where
the outputs of the first layer classifiers are taken as attributes, and the class is the
real class of the example (emotion). This implies the creation of a new dataset in
which the number of predictor variables corresponds to the number of classifiers
of the bottom layer, and all of the variables have the same value range as the class
variable. Figure 4.6 presents an example of the implemented Stacked Generalization
(SG) multi-classifier.
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Fig. 4.6: Stacked Generalization schemata

Following a similar approach to that employed with the Feature Subset Selection
method, using many classifiers in the first layer of the SG classifier can be very
effective, but selecting an optimal subset can reduce the computational cost and
improve accuracy, assuming that the selected classifiers are diverse and independent
enough. To this end, the Classifier Subset Selection (CSS) concept was included as it
is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.7.
As shown in Figure 4.7, an intermediate phase is added to the multi-classifier to
select a subset of the best classifiers in the first layer. In this scenario, evolutionary
approaches are often employed as the method to make the optimal selection. Following the work in [Inz+00] an Estimation of Bayesian Network Algorithms (EBNA)
[EL99] were integrated. EBNA adopt Bayesian networks as the probabilistic model
and can be considered one of the most sophisticated algorithms in the Estimation of
Distribution Algorithms (EDA).
The focus of the work was to compare the CSS-based SG classifier with single
classifiers and other multi-classifier systems, such as Bagging, Boosting and Standard
Stacking Generalization. The experimentation was divided into three main phases,
each designed to test several classifiers, feature sets and databases.
The first two phases were performed over the Rekemozio dataset. In the first phase,
the following ten initial supervised classifiers were selected: Bayesian Network
(BN), C4.5, k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), KStar, Naive Bayes Tree (NBT), Naive Bayes
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Fig. 4.7: Stacked Generalization with Classifier Subset Selection

(NB), One Rule (OneR), Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction
(RIPPER), Random Forest (RandomF) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). These
classifiers were also used to construct the multi-classifiers. Besides, the whole set of
123 features employed in our previous work [Arr+14] were used as the principal
speech characteristics. Results obtained in this phase concluded that the CSS-based
SG classifier achieved higher accuracies than most of the single and multi-classifiers.
In fact, results clearly outperformed 14 of the 17 actors in the database. In addition,
the SVM classifier was shown to be the meta-classifier which provided the best
results.
The aim of the second phase was to verify the efficiency of the CSS-based SG classifier
on the RekEmozio dataset using: (1) the well-known set of acoustic parameters
called eGeMAPS [Eyb+16], instead of the set of 123 features; and (2) a different
configuration of the base classifiers in the first layer. Only the best meta-classifier of
the first phase (SVM) was used to construct multi-classifiers in this second phase.
Regarding base classifiers, the following two artificial neural networks were added:
MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) and Radial Basis Function (RBF). The average accuracy
of the CSS-based SG classifiers in this phase outperformed the mean accuracy of the
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first phase by 4.56 percentage points, which demonstrated the effectiveness of the
eGeMAPS parameters and the new classifiers included in the first layer.

Once a suitable configuration of the CSS-based SG classifiers concerning the features
(eGeMAPS) was obtained, the configuration of the first layer and the optimal metaclassifier (SVM) was tested on the publicly available EmoDB database [Bur+05] and
results were compared with those obtained by other studies in the literature. On average, the CSS-based SG classifier with the SVM acting as the meta-classifier reached
an average accuracy of 82.45% for all of the actors in the EmoDB database. Considering that the human perception rate for this database was set to 84% [Esp+12], this
mean value can be seen as a promising result. Moreover, this score outperforms the
results of other works in the literature over the same EmoDB database, such as the
scores obtained in [Esp+12; Cos+14], which reached accuracies of 79% and 77%,
respectively, although these works analyzed the whole database and used different
machine learning algorithms and audio features. Table 4.1 shows the results of the
three best classifiers of each system in the third phase. The best result of the three
classification systems is highlighted in bold per actor. Interestingly, MLP, RandomF
and SVM are the best three classifiers for each of the classification systems.
Tab. 4.1: Third phase. Accuracy percentages per actor for the best three classifiers of each
system built on the Berlin Emotional Speech database (Emo-DB). Mean and SD
rows represent the average and standard deviation considering all of the actors.
Single

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
Mean
SD

Standard Stacking

CSS Stacking

MLP

RandomF

SVM

MLP

RandomF

SVM

MLP

RandomF

SVM

79.59%
94.82%
74.41%
84.21%
63.63%
77.14%
78.68%
78.26%
67.85%
74.64%
77.32%
8.52

73.46%
87.93%
62.79%
84.21%
80.00%
74.28%
75.40%
75.36%
82.14%
83.09%
77.87%
7.17

77.55%
86.20%
67.44%
81.57%
72.72%
80.00%
72.13%
78.26%
66.07%
76.05%
75.80%
6.28

63.26%
79.31%
62.79%
68.42%
56.36%
71.42%
67.21%
73.91%
69.64%
73.23%
68.55%
6.56

71.42%
89.65%
67.44%
71.05%
65.45%
68.57%
70.49%
76.81%
71.42%
71.83%
72.41%
6.76

61.22%
72.41%
62.79%
68.42%
54.54%
68.57%
65.57%
78.26%
64.28%
76.05%
67.21%
7.13

79.59%
93.10%
74.42%
89.47%
67.27%
82.86%
77.05%
82.61%
76.79%
83.10%
80.63%
7.41

81.63%
94.83%
74.42%
84.21%
72.73%
82.86%
80.33%
86.96%
75.00%
80.28%
81.32%
6.57

79.59%
96.55%
76.74%
86.84%
78.18%
82.86%
78.69%
85.51%
75.00%
84.51%
82.45%
6.33

In [Álv+16d], the confusion matrices obtained by the CSS stacking classifiers in the
second and third phases are also presented for each actor.

In summary, the overall results demonstrate the good performance of the CSS-based
SG classification paradigm and confirm the robustness of this classification system to
deal with speech emotion recognition over several conditions and datasets.

The main publication related to the work described above is given bellow:
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• [Álv+16d] Álvarez, A., Sierra, B., Arruti, A., López-Gil, J. M., and Garay-Vitoria,
N. (2015). Classifier Subset Selection for the Stacked Generalization Method
Applied to Emotion Recognition in Speech. Sensors, 16(1), 21.

4.4.3 Speech-driven facial animation
The first contribution is related to the development of a mixed reality prototype,
which provided a 3D virtual presenter embedded in a real TV scenario driven by an
actor in real-time. The prototype solved some of the gaps regarding the applicability
of 3D real-time virtual presenters to the TV environment; such as (1) character
flexibility, allowing the reuse of characters that had not been created exclusively
for the mixed reality system; (2) equipment need, letting the computer create the
real/virtual mix directly without the need of any chroma, (3) mixed reality flexibility,
allowing the cameraman to change the camera parameters (zoom, movements, etc.)
in real-time, and (4) actor’s comfort, integrating voice analysis for the automatic
animation of the character instead of using motion capture systems.
The voice analysis module aimed at processing the actor’s speech in real-time and
obtaining phonemes and prosodic information to generate synchronized lip and facial
motions for the virtual character animation. Phonemes were obtained through an
HTK/ATK-based online recognition system. Once recognized, phonemes were then
mapped to their corresponding visemes in order to carry out lip-synchronization. In
parallel, the speech of the actor was processed to extract paralinguistic information
related to the pitch and RMS energy of the signal. In order to make the component
adaptable to each user, the initial seconds of speech were used to generate a speaker
model containing the maximum, minimum and mean values of the pitch and energy
features. These values were then employed to shoot facial animations linked to
head, eye, eyebrow and mouth movements following heuristically predefined rules.
The communication interface between the speech application and the animation
platform was developed using sockets based on TCP/IP. This way, the animation
module was fed with the recognized unit and the facial movements needed to
realistically animate the character through real speech.
On the other hand, a system to learn foreign language pronunciation was developed
and integrated within a web application (see Section 2.4.2 for details). It was
composed of an expressive talking head, which was able to pronounce any text
sentence in Basque and English. Speech was generated through a text-to-speech
synthesizer and lip-synchronization was carried out automatically after a forcedalignment process, which allowed obtaining time-tamps at phoneme level. For the
lip animation, the co-articulation problem was tackled considering syllables instead
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of phonemes during the actual audio-to-visual conversion process. In this sense,
the current, previous and next syllables were employed at each time in order to
smooth the co-articulation effect. The syllabification module was rule-based and was
developed ad-hoc for Basque considering all the pronunciation rules of the language.
The facial synthesis was performed following the method in [CM93].
Following the challenge of integrating expressive avatars and/or talking heads in
the Internet environment, the pronunciation learning prototype focused on directly
using the web browser to render the virtual head exploiting the WebGL standard, so
that the animation process was entirely performed in the cloud.
The main publications related to the work performed on the field are listed bellow:
• [Oya+10] Oyarzun, D., Mujika, A., Álvarez, A., Legarretaetxeberria, A., Arrieta, A., and del Puy Carretero, M. (2010). High-realistic and flexible virtual
presenters. In Articulated Motion and Deformable Objects (pp. 108-117).
Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
• [Muj+13] Mujika, A., Diez, H., Alvarez, A., Urteaga, M., and Oyarzun, D.
(2013). Realistic visual speech synthesis in WebGL. In Proceedings of the 18th
International Conference on 3D Web Technology (pp. 207-207). ACM.

4.5 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter has focused on describing the current status, challenges and main
contributions to the fields of speech emotion recognition and speech-driven facial animation, both aimed at enhancing the interaction between computers and
humans.
Although significant advances have been done in the last decades in other speech
processing fields such as speech recognition or speaker verification, the community
is still far from achieving natural human-computer interactions. Apart from the
current limitations of dialogue systems, many of which are still rule-based instead of
statistical, the inability of machines to understand the users’ emotional states is one
of the main reasons for such unnatural interactions.
A huge number of studies have presented speech emotion recognition systems,
many of them following the same processing pipeline, including a feature extraction
module and a subsequent classification process. This dissertation work has attempted
to give a step forward in both components. First, a new Feature Subset Selection
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method was introduced to obtain the most relevant features for emotion recognition
of Basque and Spanish audio tracks. Experiments have shown that there are some
speech features common to both languages (Basque and Spanish) and the genres
involved. Besides, the presented EDA-FSS approach has shown to be a suitable
method to select the most relevant features that improve accuracy and applicable
to other languages. Furthermore, a new classification approach based on fusing
the benefits from several single classifiers has also been proposed. Such classifier
was tested over several features and corpora, outperforming the results obtained by
previous studies on the same data sets.
Future work in the field should involve carrying out new experiments on naturalistic
databases which include real-life spontaneous speech, in order to test the goodness
of the presented feature selection and classification paradigms in other data set
conditions and domains. Besides, new standard classifiers should be explored to
be included in the first layer and as meta-classifiers, and a combination of data
from several databases could be used, with the aim of exploring speaker- and
language-independent classification systems.
Regarding speech-driven facial animation, two solutions were presented for different
environments. The first solution embedded a 3D virtual presenter in a real TV
scenario. The virtual character was animated in real-time through the voice of an
actor, both linguistically (lip-synch) and paralinguistically (face motions), combining
online phone recognition and speech prosody analysis technologies. The second
solution broke the barrier of the Internet and presented a web application where the
browser was used to render an expressive talking-head. In addition, a pronunciation
evaluation system was implemented and integrated for the Basque and English
languages.
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As a non-profit applied research center, Vicomtech-IK4 aims to work in the benefit
of enterprises and society. One of its main goals is the transfer of technology to
Industry in order to provide companies with high-value technological assets within a
collaborative framework, which guarantees that clients can implement their business
models exploiting the transferred results and Vicomtech-IK4 can continue to enhance
and specialize the technology.
Along its professional path, Vicomtech-IK4 has succeed with a high number of
technology transfers to Industry. And several of the developments described in this
dissertation work have also provided solutions to various companies, either as core
technology or as a means to improve internal workflows and processes.

5.1 Mixer Servicios Audiovisuales S.L.
Mixer is one of the principal dubbing and subtitling service providers of the Basque
Country’s public broadcast corporation, Euskal Irrati Telebista (EITB, Basque Radiotelevision). One of their main activities is focused on dubbing TV contents from
several languages into Basque and on generating the corresponding subtitles. For
many years, they first translated the original script into Basque and adapted it for
dubbing purposes. Then, they created the Basque subtitles based on the translated
script. These two tasks were carried out manually.
With the aim of improving its workflow, Mixer integrated long-audio alignment
technology provided by Vicomtech-IK4. To this end, a standalone application was
implemented and adapted to the particular needs of Mixer. The application was
designed to be installed locally in different computers. And the technology was
adapted to the specific subtitling rules of the company, including features related
to segmentation and the persistence time of subtitles on screen. As Mixer reported,
they achieved a productivity gain greater than 60%. While previously they needed
around 10 hours to generate subtitles for each hour of content, the transferred
technology allowed them to reduce this time to less than 4 hours. It needs to be
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noted that the resulting automatic subtitles, were revised and post-edited to correct
possible errors.
http://www.mixer.com.es/es/mixer/

5.2 Ubertitles S.L.
Ubertitles S.L. was born in 2012 as a spin-off of Vicomtech-IK4 with the main
objective of providing a service to subtitle videos rapidly, simply and automatically.
The core technology of the company was transferred by Vicomtech-IK4 and is
based on the long-audio alignment approach described in subsection 3.4.4. Users
can provide contents with their transcriptions and the corresponding subtitles are
generated automatically on the spot. Ubertitles also offers a manual transcription
service for contents for which transcriptions are not available. Ubertitles’ solution
adapts to the specific needs of each user, as the number of lines per subtitle or the
amount of characters per line can be adjusted for segmentation purposes. Ubertitles
also provides functionalities to automatically assign colors to the subtitles of the
different characters. This information is particularly useful to generate subtitles for
the deaf and the hard of hearing.
Ubertitles provides a SaaS service in the cloud that operates from any computer with
Internet acces. The service does not involve any monthly costs or licenses and users
only pay for its actual use.
http://www.ubertitles.com/

5.3 Irekia
As briefly introduced in section 2.1.6, Irekia is the Open Government (oGov) portal
of the Basque Government and as such, it serves as the direct communication
channel between the Basque Administration and the citizens. They disseminate the
activities carried out by the Basque Government through their website and across
dissemination events that aim to break barriers and keep people aware of all the
political activities carried out by their government.
At the moment, Irekia is making a great effort in order to make their contents accessible through the integration of technologies such as ReadSpeaker1 , which includes
1
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text-to-speech for web reading or the interaction tools offered by Inclusite2 . Irekia
also sought for solutions to generate subtitles automatically, since they do not count
with the resources to accomplish such work manually. As a result, Vicomtech-IK4
has integrated a subtitling platform similar to that described in section 3.4.6 in the
facilities of Irekia. The platform was installed on a server connected to their internal
network, so that any user with permissions can access it. In addition, the transferred
automatic subtitling technology has been adapted to Irekia’s domain including new
models trained on in-domain texts. Irekia is currently using the platform to generate
automatic subtitles and publish them online with minor post-editing. Automatically
subtitled contents include a message that warns and apologizes about the potential
errors.
http://www.irekia.euskadi.eus/

5.4 Serikat Consultoría e Informática S.A.
Serikat is the company responsible for transcribing the Basque Parliament sessions.
Serikat’s professionals transcribe the sessions manually. Along each session, they
need to keep transcribing 15 minute audio segments as they are produced and return
the corresponding transcriptions within a 75 minute time frame. In order to meet
the required deadline, Serikat’s team transcribes shorter segments in parallel and
then joins them together before delivery. Transcriptions have to comply with the
specific format requested by the Basque Parliament.
With the aim of increasing productivity and competitiveness, Serikat is integrating
Vicomtech-IK4’s rich transcription technology in its workflow. A platform similar
to that detailed in section 3.4.6 is being transferred, adapted to the domain and
requirements of the Basque Parliament. Serikat’s transcription team is starting to use
the platform to create draft transcriptions for post-editing, instead of transcribing
the parliament sessions from scratch.
http://www.serikat.es/

2

http://www.inclusite.com/
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This dissertation work describes how speech technologies can contribute to the
audiovisual and multimedia interaction environments. As technology and computers
improve and more data resources and tools are available to build robust statistical
components, speech and natural language processing technologies are increasingly
being integrated in several Industries and domains. In this sense, the new audiovisual
law approved by the European Parliament and the Council in 2010 to guarantee
the accessibility of audiovisual contents to all the people prompted the need to
develop technology that can automatically generate accessible information in a more
effective and productive way. This is also being extended to contents shared through
other media channels such as the Internet and to contents linked to public services or
related to the political and social life. Besides, it is worth mentioning that subtitles
are not just useful for the deaf and hearing impaired but for all those people who
are learning new languages or for anyone who cannot hear the audio due to adverse
acoustic conditions.

Although an increasing amount of broadcast content is being subtitled, some broadcasters do not yet comply with the European audiovisual law. Producing subtitles
of pre-recorded and live contents is expensive and hardly achievable in some cases.
Live subtitling requires professionals to type subtitles in extreme time constraints
or to re-speak a summary version of the spoken content to a LVCSR engine, which
involves a high cognitive effort. The amount of professionals qualified for the live
subtitling task is limited and, thus, the related economical rates are high. On the
other hand, subtitling pre-recorded contents takes no less than 6-8 hours per hour,
depending on the content and the skills of the subtitler. These issues along with
the good performance achieved by current LVCSR technology in bounded domains,
have positioned automatic subtitling as one of the most promising solutions for the
present and the future.

The speech technology employed for automatic subtitling can also be used for
automatic rich transcription. There is an emerging demand from parliaments and
political institutions, whose sessions need to be transcribed. In these domains,
technology helps reduce transcription time and make the task more pleasant, as only
automatic transcription errors need to be revised and post-edited.
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Other markets such as the e-learning, healthcare, call center, defense or enterprise
markets are also critical for the evolution of speech technologies and their integration
in Industry and people’s common lives. In fact, according to BCC research1 , the
speech recognition market will continue to grow from a size of USD 47 Billion in
2011 to USD 113 Billion in 2017, which means a CAGR2 of 16.2%.

Future work on the speech technologies applied to the audiovisual environment will
most probably focus on further improving automatic subtitling and rich transcription
systems, as they are two of the most demanded technological resources needed
to generate accessible contents and extract their semantic information in a rapid
and economic way. These improvements will be centered on enhancing current
performance and also on extending them to more languages. The basic resource
required to develop robust automatic subtitling and rich transcription systems is
annotated corpus. And the size of such corpus has to be large, both at acoustic
and textual level. As an example, the SAVAS corpus consisted of 200 hours and
texts containing 1,000 million words per language. A look at the corpus resources
distributed by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)3 gives references mainly for
languages such as English, Arabic and Mandarin Chinese, in addition to a few others
such as Czech, Korean, Turkish and Spanish in the broadcast domain. Such scarcity
of available data resources definitely affects the development of technology for more
languages in this domain.

Speech technology will also evolve in constructing more robust automatic subtitling and rich transcription solutions. From the speech recognition point of view,
DNN-HMM acoustic models have outperformed the widely used GMM-HMM based
acoustic approach and have enabled the construction of LVCSR engines that work
robustly in speaker-independent and acoustically different conditions. However,
adverse and noisy environments still pose a great challenge. And the recognition of
spontaneous speech also needs to be improved, especially at language model level.
N-gram language models usually require the application of smoothing techniques
such as Kneser-Ney [KN95] when big vocabularies and high N orders are involved.
New language modelling paradigms based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
have recently emerged to overcome the limits of the traditional N-gram models
[Joz+16], such as the use of a short history of previous words to predict the next
word or their limitations to model long context dependencies. Nevertheless, the
research community needs to continue exploring new paradigms and techniques to
overcome these limitations in the coming years.
1

http://www.bccresearch.com/
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) is the mean annual growth rate of an investment over a
specified period of time longer than one year.
3
https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
2
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The other components of the automatic subtitling and rich transcription systems also
need to be improved, with the aim of reaching human quality performance. Taking
current results into account, those components that involve a greater technological
challenge are automatic punctuation and speaker diarization/identification. And in
particular, comma prediction and dealing with acoustically adverse conditions.
Overall, automatic subtitling and rich transcription technology is expected to increasingly evolve towards domain-, acoustic- and speech type-independent modelling and
to reach the same performance levels in batch and live operation modes.
Speech emotion recognition and synthesis (e.g. facial animation) is not as mature
as automatic subtitling and rich transcription. As in real life, the interpretation
of paralinguistic information is more subjective and its interest has emerged more
recently. Although the roots of emotional intelligence can be traced back to Darwin’s
early work on the importance of emotional expression for survival and adaptation
in the 19th century, the term only appeared in 1964 in [Dav+64] and did not gain
popularity until 1995 with Goleman’s famous book [Gol95]. Emotions have also
gained relevance in Human-Computer Interaction applications and are considered
essential to enhance communications between computers and humans and to endow
machines the ability to understand the emotional state of the user at all times. As for
the market, emotion recognition and synthesis is considered an emerging field which
is expected to grow from USD 5.66 Billion in 2015 to USD 22.65 Billion in 2020,
with a CAGR of 31.9%. Apart from the HCI environment, several other rising sectors
such as the marketing, advertising and security sectors and vertical markets such as
the banking, defense or the commercial security markets among many others, have
contributed to the emergence and growing interest in this technology.
Future directions in the SER field shall center on agreeing the focus of the problem
and also on obtaining the definitive set of speech features which more accurately
describe the human emotional state. In the same way, new classification paradigms
and modelling techniques should be tested, with the aim of evolving the SER technology to make it capable of working efficiently in speaker-independent environments.
In this line, pioneer studies that model and use phonetic and speaker variability
information have emerged recently. All these possible improvements would bring
the SER technology closer to real-life speech, in which more challenging issues such
as spontaneous speech, short speech segments, adverse acoustic conditions, blended
emotions or the mix of several emotions in the same spoken utterance occur. The
lack of naturalistic databases for different languages is a problem that also needs to
be tackled in order to advance research in this field. Existing databases of this kind
are the Belfast naturalistic emotion database [Dou+03] for English, the Vera am
Mittag audio-visual emotional speech database [GKN] for German and the FAU Aibo
Emotion Corpus [BSN08] for German also. The sophistication of SER will allow its
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integration in a wider set of HCI applications, with the aim of improving the user
experience and understanding the user needs in a more natural way.
Finally, main future work in Speech-driven Facial Animation will be centered in
dealing with the constrains posed by a real-time scenario, naturalizing the lip-sync
and co-articulation effects and generating natural and expressive facial motions
linked to the paralinguistic information carried in human speech.
The four fields addressed in this work will continue to evolve and improve, thanks
to several emerging markets that are betting on these technologies with the aim of
enhancing their products, being more competitive and responding to the needs of
the new social and digital life.
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Abstract
This paper describes the data collection, annotation and sharing activities carried out within the FP7 EU-funded SAVAS project. The
project aims to collect, share and reuse audiovisual language resources from broadcasters and subtitling companies to develop large
vocabulary continuous speech recognisers in specific domains and new languages, with the purpose of solving the automated subtitling
needs of the media industry.
Keywords: audio and text corpora, speech recognition, automatic subtitling

1.

Introduction

System type
Transcription

Language(s)
Basque, Spanish,
Italian, French
and German
Interview/debate Portuguese
Dictation
Broadcast news
Italian, French,
German
Sports domain
Basque, Italian
Table 1. SAVAS systems, domains and languages

Due to recently approved European and National
directives and laws, the subtitling demand has grown fast
in the past few years throughout Europe. As a result,
broadcasters and subtitling companies are seeking for
subtitling alternatives more productive than the traditional
manual process.
Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition
(LVCSR) is proving to be a useful technology for such a
purpose. Respeaking is consolidating as the main
subtitling technique employed for live and pre-recorded
broadcast productions. Another trend in use today is the
application of speech recognition to automatically
generate a transcript of a programme’s soundtrack
without the need of a respeaker [1], and to use this as the
basis of subtitles in order to increase subtitling efficiency
and reduce costs. Unfortunately, the high expenses
associated to the collection and annotation of the audio
and text corpora required to train each LVCSR system for
respeaking or automatic transcription has hindered the
development of new languages and application domains.
Within the SAVAS project1, data is being collected and
annotated and LVCSR technology for automated
subtitling is being developed for the languages and
domains shown in Table 1.
The consortium is formed by a mix of broadcasters,
subtitling companies and technology developers with
expertise in the targeted languages. Given the
participation of a Swiss partner, Swiss Italian, Swiss
French and Swiss German data is also being collected and
annotated and the development of Swiss variants of the
Italian, French and German systems is being explored.
In addition, the consortium is striving to share the
collected language resources for which intellectual
property rights can be cleared, without compromising the
1

Domain
Broadcast news

business plan of the main results of the project. In this
paper, we describe the data collection, annotation and
sharing activities carried out within the project.

2.

Data collection

The development of robust LVCSR systems for automatic
subtitling, capable of producing transcriptions with word
error rates (WER) below 20%, requires considerably large
audio and text corpora for acoustic (AM) and language
modeling (LM).

2.1 Data targets
Table 2 summarizes the targeted amounts of audio and
text data aimed to be collected within the project.
Based in previous experience [2,3], we estimated that the
development of transcription systems for automatic
subtitling in new languages within the broadcast news
domain would ideally require at least 200 hours of audio
and one billion words of text. The same data could also be
exploited to develop dictation systems in the same domain
for the considered languages. On the other hand, the
adaptation of an already existing transcription system for
automatic subtitling to a new domain was estimated to be
achievable with 20 hours of audio and 500k words.
Finally, 20 hours and 500k words of audio and text were
deemed enough to adapt existing transcription systems for
automatic subtitling to a different dictation domain.

http://www.fp7-savas.eu/
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System type

originally targeted amounts have been distributed
according to previous experience on dialect adaptation
[3].

Data
Audio for AM Text for LM
200 hours
1B words

Transcription/Dictation
in the broadcast news
domain
Transcription in the 20 hours
500k words
interview/debate
domain
Dictation in the sports [ 20 hours ]
500k words
domain
Table 2. Targeted audio and text data

3.

3.1 Tools & methodology
Transcriber 1.5.1 [4] has been chosen as annotation tool,
since it has been developed for the creation and
management of speech corpora closely following the
Linguistic Data Consortium’s 2 annotation conventions
and recommendations which SAVAS follows.
The methodology employed has aimed at making the
annotation process as productive as possible, following an
incremental automation approach. The first 50 hours per
language have been annotated manually from scratch,
with the support of autocue scripts as a basis for
transcription when available. Such manual annotations
have then been used to develop a set of automation tools
described in Section 0, for the automatic generation of
transcriptions and annotations that can be imported into
Transcriber. From then on, annotators only needed to
correct the errors produced by the automatic tools instead
of transcribing and annotating audio content from scratch.

For existing dictation systems with robust enough
acoustic models, the text alone was estimated sufficient
for adaptation.

2.2 Collected data
Most of the required audio data has been gathered from
programs produced by the broadcasters in the consortium.
The text sources are a mix of autocue scripts and subtitles
provided by the broadcasters and subtitling companies in
the consortium, plus newswire and sports text crawled
from the Internet. In addition, the transcriptions of the
collected audio content have also been used as text data
for language modeling. Table 3 shows the final amounts
of audio and text corpora collected for each language and
domain.
Language
Basque
Spanish
Portuguese
Italian

Domain
Broadcast news
Sports
Broadcast news
Interview/debate
Broadcast news
Sports
Broadcast news
Broadcast news
Broadcast news
Broadcast news
Broadcast news

Audio
200h
20h
200h
20h
150h
-50h
150h
50h
150h
50h

Data annotation

The annotations used in the SAVAS project are composed
of spoken utterance transcriptions combined with speaker
turn and background noise segmentations.

3.2 Quality assurance

Text
350M
200k
1B
200k
1B
500k
100M
1B
100M
1B
100M

The consistency and accuracy of the annotations has been
ensured through personalized training and a centralized
review methodology. An annotation core team has been
established per language, responsible for training the rest
of annotators and reviewing the consistency and quality of
their annotations.
Training courses have been organised for annotators to
learn the SAVAS annotation guidelines and carry out their
first annotation tasks in a supervised manner. Each
annotator’s initial set of annotations were then thoroughly
reviewed by the core annotation team in each language.
This intensive review-and-feedback process was repeated
with each annotator until the core team considered that the
quality of their annotations was good and consistent.
After that, core teams kept reviewing all annotations and
reporting on repeated mistakes annotators may have
produced.

Swiss Italian
French
Swiss French
German
Swiss
German
Table 3. Collected audio and text corpora per language
and domain
As it can be seen from the table above, most of the
targeted amounts have been reached, except for Basque
and Portuguese text corpora in the broadcast news, sports
and interview/debate domains, respectively.
As a minority language, the availability of Basque text
corpora in the news and sports domains is limited.
With Portuguese, the difficulty has been to find text
resources containing the type of spoken information
common in the interview/debate domain: repetitions,
hesitations, disfluencies, unfinished sentences, etc. Thus,
the text corpus from the conversational domain has been
compiled based on the transcriptions of the corresponding
20 audio hours.
For Italian, French, German and their Swiss variants, the

3.3 Automation tools
3.3.1
For transcriptions
The first batch of manually annotated 50 hours was used,
together with the text material available at the time, to
develop full LVCSR systems for each language.
Annotators started employing the output of these systems
as draft timed-transcriptions to be post-edited with
Transcriber. As more annotated audio and text became
available, updated versions of the LVCSR systems were
2
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 AVG STD
28
60 48.45 14.08
P1 45 50 60 50 70 30 60 30 50
21
48 38.18 13.72
P2 32 40 50 35 65 20 45 24 40
18
32 30.63 11.02
P3 28 35 40 30 55 18 35 18 28
16
22 25.45 9.18
P4 26 30 40 25 43 16 26 18 18
Table 4. Annotators’ effort across phases: P1=first annotations from scratch; P2=use of autocue scripts; P3=experienced;
P4=use of automation tools
trained with more data. This kept improving transcription
accuracy.
Automatic punctuation and capitalization modules were
also iteratively trained with the data available in each
cycle, which further improved the quality of the automatic
transcriptions for post-edition.

work carried out within the project, the consortium has
made an effort to clear intellectual property rights (IPR)
and maximize the amount of resources to be shared with
the rest of the community without compromising its
business plan. It is worth to note that the call5 under which
the SAVAS project is funded seeks among other things for
the financed consortia, in particular SMEs, to
commercially exploit project results.
A SAVAS META-SHARE repository that hosts the
project data has been developed and can be accessed
through http://metashare.synthema.it:8000. The legal
status of the shared audiovisual resources has been
cleared and their licensing foundations have been
established.
Table 5 summarizes the type, amounts and license
schemes of the data shared for each language. As it can be
seen, all audio and text data collected from the consortium
broadcasters and subtitling companies is shared. In
addition to raw audio and text, two transcribed audio test
sets are also shared per language. These test sets will
allow other LVCSR technology developers compare the
performance of their systems with that of the SAVAS
engines, which we plan to publish in other relevant
conferences.
Because the consortium SMEs are looking into the market
exploitation of automated subtitling and transcription
applications trained on the compiled annotations, these
will not be made available in the repository.
In those cases in which data sources external to the
consortium such as French and German audio or Internet
text crawls have had to be exploited, data sharing
permission has been requested to the respective owners.
Unfortunately, this process has resulted highly
time-consuming and little productive. More than 20
broadcasters and newspapers have been contacted
following an approach based in [6]. Among those, only
the main Basque newspaper, Berria6, has agreed to clear
its copyright for sharing purposes. Our experience has
shown that most data owners fear undue competition and
brand damaging derived from misuse of their data and, in
general, rather not risk. Although data sharing
negotiations with some IPR owners are still pending, we
do not expect big changes from the figures reported in
Table 5 by the end of the project.
The commercial license established for the SAVAS
sharable resources is the META-SHARE C_NoReD_FF7

3.3.2
For annotations
Audio segmentation and speaker diarization modules
were implemented to allow the creation of draft
background noise and speaker turn labels.
In addition, already annotated named entity labels were
exploited to allow their automatic tagging in the
remaining data.
The development of these modules was also carried out in
an iterative manner, based on the annotated data available
per language and cycle.
3.3.3
Achieved productivity gain
Table 4 shows the effort, measured in terms of reported
average hours needed to annotate one hour of content,
required by a control group of 11 annotators, A1-A11,
across several languages and annotation phases.
Annotation effort has resulted to be heavily linked to each
particular annotator. As shown in the table, the quickest
annotator, A10, is almost three times faster than the
slowest one, A5.
The numbers in the table also show that all annotators
managed to reduce the required effort with automation
and experience. On average, productivity increased 21%
from P1 to P2, which suggests that the use of autocue
scripts as draft transcriptions markedly speed up the
annotation process. The experience gained between P2
and P3 further improves productivity in 16% on average,
so we can conclude that the more content an annotator
annotates, the more productive he/she will become.
Finally, the use of automatic tools for transcription and
annotation also increased productivity from P3 to P4 in
11% on average. The overall productivity gain achieved
on average from P1 to P4 was thus a considerable 48%.

4.

Data sharing

Most of the resources present in the existing data
infrastructures and repositories such as ELDA3, LDC2 or
META-SHARE4 are textual (i.e. written corpuses, lexical
resources and treebanks). In comparison, oral resources
such as those required to build LVCSR systems are less
common [5], since their collection is in general more
costly.
In order to leverage the audio and text data compilation

5

FP7-ICT-2011-SME-DCL
http://www.berria.info/
7
Commercial_NoReDistribution_For-a-Fee

3

6

http://www.elda.org/
4
http://www.meta-share.eu/
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Basque

Language Resource
Audio
Text
Transcribed
audio
Audio
Text

Spanish

Portuguese
Italian

Swiss Italian

Swiss French

Swiss
German

Transcribed
audio
Audio
Transcribed
audio
Audio
Text
Transcribed
audio
Audio
Text
Transcribed
audio
Audio
Text
Transcribed
audio
Audio
Text
Transcribed
audio

Amount

Broadcast news
Sports
Autocues, scripts and
subtitles
Crawled news
Test sets I and II

Research license

200h
20h
143M

Commercial
license
C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF

176M
5h+5h

C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF

CC BY NC SA
CC BY NC SA

CC BY NC SA
CC BY NC SA
CC BY NC SA

Broadcast news
Autocues, scripts and
subtitles
Crawled news
Test sets I and II

200 h
178M

C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF

CC BY NC SA
CC BY NC SA

17M
5h+5h

C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF

CC BY NC SA
CC BY NC SA

Interview/debate
Test sets I and II

20h
2h+2h

C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF

CC BY NC SA
CC BY NC SA

Broadcast news
Crawled news
Test sets I and II

150h
9M
4h+4h

C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF

C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF

Broadcast news
Autocues, scripts and
subtitles
Test sets I and II

50h
6M

C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF

CC BY NC SA
CC BY NC SA

2h+2h

C-NoReD-FF

CC BY NC SA

50h
31M

C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF

CC BY NC SA
CC BY NC SA

2h+2h

C-NoReD-FF

CC BY NC SA

50h
32M

C-NoReD-FF
C-NoReD-FF

CC BY NC SA
CC BY NC SA

2h+2h

C-NoReD-FF

CC BY NC SA

Broadcast news
Autocues, scripts and
subtitles
Test sets I and II
Broadcast news
Autocues, scripts and
subtitles
Test sets I and II

Table 5. SAVAS META-SHARE repository data
8

license . On the other hand, the Creative Commons CC
BY NC SA license has been established mainly for
research purposes. In a nutshell, language resources with
the C-NoReD-FF licensing schema cannot be
redistributed, require the payment of a fee and allow
derivatives which can be used for commercial purposes.
Resources with CC BY NC SA schemes cannot be
redistributed either, require attribution, are free and allow
derivatives which can only be used for non-commercial
purposes and need to be shared under the same terms.

5.

ensure high quality annotations and improve the
productivity of the task. Finally, the consortium has
worked to share the greatest number of compiled
resources with the rest of the community. The compiled
SAVAS META-SHARE repository can be currently
considered one of the biggest available multilingual audio
and text data sources exploitable for LVCSR
development.
The final types, amounts and license schemes of the
shared resources do not match the total collected for two
main reasons. On the one hand, data can be considered a
commercial asset by owners looking into its exploitation.
On the other hand, data owners fear competition and
damage from its misuse. We believe considerable work
remains to be done to inculcate the data sharing culture
among data owners. Future data collection, annotation
and sharing approaches of this kind aiming to achieve
higher impact in data compilation for open technology
research and development should devote special efforts to
negotiate and clear copyright issues with the
corresponding data owners.

Conclusions and future work

This paper has described the data collection, annotation
and sharing activities of the SAVAS project. A
considerable amount of audio and text data has been
collected for each of the targeted languages. In addition,
the followed annotation methodology has managed to

8

http://www.meta-net.eu/meta-share/licenses
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Alignment in Long Audio Tracks
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Aitor Álvarez, and Amparo Varona, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The synchronization of text transcripts with audio
tracks is typically solved by forced alignment at the phonetic
level. However, when dealing with either very long audio tracks
or acoustically inaccurate text transcripts, more complex methods
are needed, usually based on heavy and costly ASR systems. In a
previous work, we showed that a simple and lightweight method
could be effectively applied, based on a free phonetic decoding
of the speech signal and the alignment of the free and reference
phonetic sequences, allowing the transfer of timestamps from the
former to the latter. This method has yielded competitive results
on the Hub4-97 dataset and is currently applied to synchronize
the videos and minutes of the Basque Parliament plenary sessions.
In this paper, probabilistic kernels (similarity functions) are applied, based on the hypothesis that a confusion matrix computed
from a large corpus of speech conveys key information about
the behavior of the phonetic decoder, and that the probabilistic
interpretation of this information may help design informative
kernels leading to improved alignments. The probabilistic kernels
proposed in this work outperform our baseline kernels and other
alternatives, including a reference ASR-based approach and a
knowledge-based kernel, in experiments on the Hub4-97 dataset.
Index Terms—Long audio tracks, probabilistic kernel, text-tospeech alignment.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE need to technically address accessibility issues is
making video captioning an increasingly demanding area
for speech and language technologies. In 2007, the European
Parliament established new rules for the audiovisual industry
that posed a signiﬁcant pressure to the video producers and
broadcasters. At that time, there was no economically reasonable solutions to ﬁt the new exigence levels: manual processing
would be too intensive and costly, whereas automatic technology was not applicable due to the low quality of automatic
speech recognition (ASR) techniques when applied without restrictions. In these situations, a mixed approach can be applied

T
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by manually producing a text transcript and then automatically
aligning audio and text. In fact, this problem had been already
addressed in the late nineties by several authors [1][2]. Shortly
afterwards, the method proposed in [3] achieved good quality
results, provided that relatively clean speech segments and
accurate text transcripts were available. The approach worked
by ﬁrst detecting fairly good matches between the text and the
output of an ASR system customized to the transcript, and then
recursively processing smaller portions of the problem. More
recently, other related works have been reported which address
different objectives, such as correcting human transcripts [4],
or dealing with highly imperfect transcripts [5]. In [6], an
open source toolkit was presented based on a complex strategy
similar to [3]. More recently, different approaches aiming to
also obtain simple alignment procedures have been proposed
[7], [8], [9], mostly related to the generation of resources for
training ASR systems.
The method proposed in [3] was really successful but required a large amount of resources and was computationally
costly. In [10], the same author presented a different approach,
where the segmentation of long sequences was performed at
the acoustic level, rejecting noisy regions, and focusing on the
nearly-forced alignment of the selected portions. In [11][12],
we applied an unconstrained phonetic decoder to a long speech
signal and aligned the recognized sequence of phones to the
phonetic transcript derived from the reference text (see Fig. 1).
The accuracy ﬁgures obtained in word-level alignment experiments on the widely known Hub4-97 dataset [13] were only
slightly lower than those reported in [3]. Being fast and comparatively light in terms of both computational costs and required
resources, we have been using this system since 2010 to add subtitles to the videos of plenary sessions of the Basque Parliament.
These sessions include speech in both Spanish and Basque, and
speakers switch frequently from one to the other. Transcripts
come from the ofﬁcial minutes, which are clean versions of the
speech actually uttered (sometimes disﬂuent or grammatically
incorrect). Note that the lack of correspondence between text
transcripts and audio recordings increases the difﬁculty of the
alignment task.
The two alignment strategies applied in [11] were: (1) maximum number of matches (MaxMatch), which is related to the
longest common subsequence problem [14]; and (2) the minimum edit (Levenshtein) distance (MinDist) [15]. Taken as an
optimization problem, the ﬁrst strategy evaluates exact symbol
matches as positive events and tries to maximize the number
of them, whereas the second strategy evaluates mismatches
(substitutions, deletions and insertions) as negative events and
tries to minimize the number of them. When comparing both

1070-9908 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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TABLE I
HUB4-97 DATA DISTRIBUTION PER CATEGORIES, AND PHONE ERROR RATES
ON THE SIX MAIN CATEGORIES USING OUR PHONETIC DECODER

III. CONFUSION MATRIX AND KERNELS

and
in a dataset, we can get the counts
representing
the number of times that symbols
( coming from
and from ) have been paired together in those alignments.
Similarly, we can get the counts representing the number of
times that a symbol from
has not been paired with any
symbol (i.e. deleted), and the counts representing the number
of times that a symbol from has no counterpart in (i.e. it
has been inserted).
The pairings
can be matches (
) or substitutions
(
), but this fact is irrelevant for the rest of the work. We
introduce the symbol in order to represent all these counts
under a single structure commonly known as a confusion matrix
(
) considering
and
.
A perfect decoder processing a perfectly labeled corpus
should output a sequence of symbols identical to the reference
transcript, so that all counts in the confusion matrix would
be zero except for the diagonal elements. Any deviation from
this unrealistic situation is somehow informed by the non-zero
counts outside the diagonal.
To take advantage from the information provided by the confusion matrix in the alignment procedure, we must interpret and
transform it into a kernel. Here we use the term “kernel” in the
sense it is used in pattern analysis, meaning a similarity function over pairs of data. This kernel is the piece of information
used by a sequence alignment algorithm to evaluate different
possible subsequence alignments. The simplest one will evaluate different ways of confronting just two symbols, each one
coming from one of the aligned sequences. This can be done by
considering the primitive editing operations: matches, substitutions, deletions and insertions; or by considering different (particularized) evaluations for each symbol, in a similar manner as
that considered in the confusion matrix.
When confronting a symbol from the reference and a
symbol from the hypothesis, the aligner will need three kernel
values:
, for the case of pairing them,
, for the case of
deleting (not taking into account the presence of ), and
,
for the case of considering as an insertion (not taking into
account the presence of ).

Let us consider a speech corpus for which text transcripts are
available. Then, phonetic transcripts can be easily extracted by
applying either a pronunciation dictionary or a set of rules (or
both). Let be the set of phonetic symbols,
the reference
phonetic transcript of a speech utterance and
the phonetic
sequence hypothesized by a phonetic decoder when processing
the speech utterance. Then, by aligning all the pairs of sequences

The kernels proposed in this work are based on the probabilities of the three alternatives:
, the probability of pairing
and ;
, the probability of deleting ; and
, the probability of inserting . They can be estimated as the frequency of
occurrence of each event in the master alignment:

Fig. 1. Speech-to-text alignment is performed in this work by aligning a recognized phone sequence to the phonetic transcript of the reference text (a). A
straightforward approach consists in minimizing a distance metric like Levehnstein’s, but more informative metrics may lead to better results (b).

strategies in terms of time deviations with regard to a reference
ground-truth, we observed that the MinDist approach provided
slightly better performance than the MaxMatch approach.
As suggested in [11], a potential way for improvement is the
use of information about the phone decoder confusion probabilities (see Fig. 1). In [16], this information is used along with
two knowledge-based probability functions.
In this paper, we present an alternative approach, where the
information provided by the phone decoder confusions is transformed according to probabilistic criteria. Three baseline systems will be considered for comparison: the MaxMatch and
MinDist systems, and the ASR-based system described in [3].
II. DATABASE AND PHONETIC DECODER
The Hub4-97 database contains about 3 hours of transcribed
broadcast audio, classiﬁed into six categories according to the
acoustic conditions, plus a seventh category (Other) and an additional set of Unclassified segments (see Table I).
The phonetic decoder used in this work is based on a
40-phone set for English. Acoustic models were initialized on
the TIMIT database [17] and then re-estimated on the Wall
Street Journal database [18]. Left-to-right monophone continuous Hidden Markov Models, with three states and 64 Gaussian
distributions per state, were used. It must be noted that, to keep
things simple, the decoder was not particularly suited to the
Hub4-97 dataset, that is, no adaptation was performed. Phone
error rates attained on the six main Hub4-97 categories are
shown in Table I. We would like to emphasize, at this point, that
our alignment approach is able to achieve competitive results
even though a low performance phone decoder is used.

IV. PROBABILISTIC KERNELS
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(1)
(2)

TABLE II
ALIGNMENT ACCURACY AT THE WORD LEVEL FOR DIFFERENT KERNELS.
THE FIGURES REPRESENT THE PERCENTAGE OF WORDS WITH HYPOTHESIZED
BOUNDARIES CLOSER THAN A GIVEN DISTANCE
(IN SECONDS)
TO THE TRUE BOUNDARIES

(3)
is the number of phonetic symbols. N is used to
where
normalize the counts in cases where all possible contexts (represented by ) have been added up. Note that these
values
do not sum up to one, that is, we are not calculating the probability to take one of the three possible actions given a confronted pair
, since the deletion and insertion probabilities do not depend on both symbols (i.e.
,
). This fact will result in probabilistic kernels where the deletion and insertion values,
and
,
will not depend on their corresponding context symbols, and
, respectively. Hereinafter, any kernel will be deﬁned as:
(4)
The sequence alignment algorithm aims to ﬁnd the path that
minimizes or maximizes the cumulated kernel value, depending
on the meaning of their ﬁgures, that can be costs or benefits
respectively. Regardless of which of the two representations is
considered more natural, we can switch from one to the other by
inverting the sign of the values. For example, the two baseline
kernels considered in this work can be expressed as:
(5)
(6)
is a cost kernel, and
is the
where is a beneﬁt kernel,
Kronecker delta (
if
; otherwise
).
In this work, we adopt the beneﬁt maximization representation, where the minimum distance kernel is given by:
(7)
Next we deﬁne the three kernels that will be evaluated in this
work.
A. Expected Match Kernel
The MaxMatch kernel can be directly generalized to a proba(i.e. the probbilistic kernel just by using the probability
ability of and being paired in an alignment) instead of
:
(8)
B. Expected Edit Distance Kernel
Similarly to the MaxMatch generalization, the MinDist kernel
can be directly converted to a probabilistic one that minimizes
the expected number of editing operations (the expected edit
distance). Given the probability of an event (a pairing, a deletion or an insertion), the probability of an edit error is
,
and therefore, the beneﬁts-based probabilistic kernel is:
(9)

C. Logit Kernel
The direct translation of probabilities to beneﬁts (or costs)
is a way of introducing some information that could improve
the alignment results, but a kind of logarithmic transformation
converting the multiplicative probabilities into additive beneﬁts
could better match the nature of the algorithm. Moreover, given
the symmetry of costs and beneﬁts, a symmetric function mapping the [0, 1] domain to
seems a good candidate to
be tried. The logit function:
fulﬁlls
these requirements, so we propose a logit kernel:
(10)
.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The different approaches presented in Section IV have been
tested on the Hub4-97 dataset, using a confusion matrix estimated on the WSJ training corpus. The alignment effectiveness
is evaluated in terms of the time deviation of each word hypothesized boundary with respect to the reference timestamps. This
reference was built by carefully performing forced alignment in
small pieces and checking the results by both hearing and visualizing them. The linguistic knowledge-based Kondrak kernel
[16][19] was also tested in order to evaluate the amount of phonetic information provided by the probabilistic kernels.
Table II presents the results of the tested kernels for different
tolerance intervals. Both the ExpectedMatch and the ExpectedDist kernels clearly beat their non-probabilistic versions
(MaxMatch and MinDist), whereas the results of the Kondrak
kernel are halfway between them. The Logit kernel gets the
most competitive results, outperforming all the previous ones.
Furthermore, at a much lower computational cost and required
resources, the Logit kernel attains the same performance than
the reference method [3] for both 0.5 and 2.0 seconds tolerance
intervals.
The improvement provided by probabilistic kernels with respect to their non-probabilistic counterparts can be easily explained by the fact that they include information about the confusability of the phone decoder. If two different symbols and
present a high confusion rate, they should be considered closer
to a match than another pair with a lower confusion rate, so the
beneﬁt of accepting a substitution should be higher.
On the other hand, given that the simple ExpectedMatch
kernel beats the Kondrak kernel, we can hypothesize that the
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As a potential line for future research, after using the system
to align a speech signal to its text transcript for the ﬁrst time,
a new confusion matrix may be estimated and used to realign
the sequences. In this way, the second matrix would be adapted
to the speciﬁc problem being treated. The new matrix would
carry information about speciﬁc phonetic confusability due to
the particular acoustic conditions of the signal, and about any
speciﬁcity of the text sequence, which may eventually lead to a
better result in the new realignment. It would be interesting to
check whether this iterative procedure would effectively converge to a stable point with maximum alignment performance.
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Abstract. A multilingual long audio alignment system is presented in the
automatic subtitling domain, supporting English, Spanish and Basque. Prerecorded contents are recognized at phoneme level through language-dependent
triphone-based decoders. In addition, the transcripts are phonetically translated
using grapheme-to-phoneme transcriptors. An optimized version of Hirschberg’s
algorithm performs an alignment between both phoneme sequences to find
matches. The correctly aligned phonemes and their time-codes obtained in
the recognition step are used as the reference to obtain near-perfectly aligned
subtitles. The performance of the alignment algorithm is evaluated using different
non-binary scoring matrices based on phone confusion-pairs from each decoder,
on phonological similarity and on human perception errors. This system is an
evolution of our previous successful system for long audio alignment.
Keywords: Long audio alignment, automatic subtitling, phonological similarity
matrices, perceptual confusion matrices.

1 Introduction
Subtitling is one of the most important means to make audiovisual content accessible.
To promote accessibility, current European audiovisual law is forcing TV channels
to subtitle a huge proportion of their contents. To address this increased demand,
broadcasters and subtitlers are seeking alternatives more productive than manual
subtitling. Speech recognition technologies have proved useful in this respect. One
efficient approach, when the script for the content exists, is speech-text alignment,
which relies on aligning audio with its script to automatically recover time stamps.
Forced-alignment is challenging with long signals, because of the widely-used Viterbi
algorithm, which forms very large lattices during decoding, requiring a lot of memory.
In this work, the system presented in [1] for long audio alignment in an automatic
subtitling scenario has been improved and extended. Phone-decoder accuracy was improved using context-dependent acoustic models, besides implementing an adaptation
of the generic language models to the script of the contents to subtitle. The system was
also extended to Basque, its original languages being English and Spanish, and additional linguistic resources were created for the Spanish aligner.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 looks at related work in long audio
alignment and in phone-relatedness measures. Section 3 describes our speech-text
alignment system, and Section 4 presents the phoneme similarity matrices created.
P. Sojka et al. (Eds.): TSD 2014, LNAI 8655, pp. 473–480, 2014.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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Section 5 discusses the evaluation method and results. Section 6 presents conclusions
and suggestions for further work.

2 Related Work
The reference for many of the related studies is the work done in [2], where the
forced alignment was turned into a recursive and iteratively adapted speech recognition
process. They used dynamic programming to align the hypothesis text and the reference
transcript at word level. Subsequent works proposed improvements of this system,
to deal with scenarios in which transcripts are not exact. In [3] a Driven Decoding
Algorithm (DDA) was proposed to simultaneously align and correct the imperfect
transcripts. At a new generated assumption of the speech recognizer in the lattice, DDA
aligned it with the approximated transcript and a new matching score was computed and
integrated with the language model for linguistic rescoring. An efficient, and simpler,
long audio alignment approach was presented in [4]. They developed a system based
on Hirschberg’s dynamic programming algorithm [5] to align the phone decoder output
with the transcription at phoneme level. They used a binary matrix to score alignment
operations, with a cost of one for insertions, deletions and substitutions, and a cost of
0 for matches. Inspired on [4], for our experiments in [1] we created several scoring
matrices, based on criteria like phonological similarity, phone-decoder confusion and
phone confusion in human perception.
Concerning literature relevant for the creation of our scoring matrices, our phonological similarity metric is based on [6], where Kondrak constructed a metric that outperformed previously available ones, evaluating it with cognate alignment tasks. The
metric was also successfully employed in spoken document retrieval in [7]. Regarding
phone confusion in human perception, our American English matrices rely on perceptual error data reported in [8], who used a phoneset that closely corresponds to our
phone-decoder’s phoneset. Our Spanish data are based on the corpus of misperceptions
developed by [9], which provides data covering our entire phoneset.

3 Long Speech-Text Alignment System
The goal of any speech-text alignment system is to obtain a perfect timing synchronization between the source audio and related text recovering the time codes for each
word in the transcript. Our multilingual long speech-text alignment system is trained to
align long audios and related transcripts for English, Spanish and Basque. For each language, a language-dependent phone decoder was developed, in addition to a graphemeto-phoneme transcriptor. The aim of the alignment algorithm is to find matches between
the phones recognized by the phone-decoder and the reference phoneme transcription.
Only the time-codes of the correctly aligned phones will be used as reference times for
further synchronization.
However, all the phonemes are not always correctly aligned during alignment; substitutions, deletions and insertions may occur. In fact, using the evaluation contents
presented in Section 5, only 34% of the phonemes were correctly aligned for English,
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while 57% and 48% of the phonemes were matched for Spanish and Basque respectively in the best-performing configuration. These time-codes at phoneme level are then
used to estimate the start time of each word and thus of each subtitle. The promising
results presented in this paper prove that the time-codes recovered by the aligner are
good enough to generate near-perfectly aligned subtitles.
3.1 Context-Dependent Phone Decoders
The phone-decoders have been improved from the last version of the system presented
in [1], in which monophone models were employed. For this study, cross-word triphone
models were built for each language to deal with coarticulation effects. With the aim
of reducing linguistic variability, the language model consisted of an interpolation
of the generic language model and a specific model created for each transcript. The
interpolated models were bigram triphone models. The triphone-based phone decoders
were trained using the HTK1 tool. The parametrization of the signal consisted of 18
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients plus the energy and their delta and delta-delta
coefficients, using 16-bit PCM audios sampled at 16 KHz.
The English triphone-based decoder system was built using the TIMIT database [11],
which is composed by 5 hours and 23 minutes of clean speech data. Texts totaling
369 million words, gathered from digital newspapers, were used to train the generic
language model. The Phone Error Rate (PER) of this decoder was 24.71%.
The Spanish triphone-based decoder system was based on 20 hours of clean-speech
from three databases; Albayzin [12], Multext [13], and records of broadcast news
contents from the SAVAS corpus [14]. The generic language model was trained with
texts crawled from national newspapers, toting up 45 million words. The PER of the
Spanish decoder was 31.79%.
The Basque triphone-based decoder system was generated using 36 hours of clean
speech records of broadcast news contents. The generic language model was built using
texts crawled from national newspaper, totaling 91 million words. The PER of the
Basque decoder was 20.92%.
For all three languages, the corpora were split between training and test sets
containing 70% and 30% of the data, respectively.
3.2 Grapheme-to-Phoneme Transcriptors
The grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) transcriptors used for English and Spanish were
the same used in the previous work [1]. The Spanish G2P was ruled based and
inspired on the tool provided by Lopez2. The English transcriptor was inferred from
the Carnegie Mellon Pronouncing Dictionary3 using Phonetisaurus4 tool. The Basque
G2P transcriptor was based on manually created heuristic rules. The phonesets for all
the languages are available on our project’s website5 .
1 http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/
2 http://www.aucel.com/pln/
3 http://svn.code.sf.net/p/cmusphinx/code/trunk/cmudict/
4 http://code.google.com/p/phonetisaurus/
5 http://sites.google.com/site/similaritymatrices/
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3.3 Algorithm for Alignment of Phoneme Sequences
Our alignment algorithm is a slightly modified version of the well-known divideand-conquer Hirschberg’s algorithm. These modifications were established once their
effectiveness in the alignment process was tested.
Given the two phoneme sequences X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } and Y = {y1 , . . . , ym } to be
aligned, the algorithm forces them to be recursively divided at indexes x mid and ymid
respectively. Hirschberg defined x mid as round(length(x)/2). Nevertheless, following
the procedure several candidates can arise for ymid . In our algorithm, ymid always
corresponds to the candidate-index closest to the middle of Y . The other modification
relies on forcing a substitution operation, even if the phonemes do not match, when the
recursive algorithm only has sequences of one symbol left to align.
Four edit-operations are allowed in the alignment algorithm: matches, substitutions,
deletions and insertions. The scores for matches and substitutions are defined by the
scoring matrices (See Section 4), while deletions and insertions incur a gap penalty.
Since each matrix-type tested has a different range of values, the gap penalties are also
different for each matrix-type. In our binary matrix, the gap penalty was 2. For all other
matrices, the penalty was a quarter of the matrix’ maximum value, following one of the
practices for gap penalties referenced in [6].

4 Phoneme-Relatedness Scoring Matrices
The phoneme-relatedness matrices provide information to the aligner about how likely
it is for an alignment between two phonemes to be correct. The matrices favour aligning
similar phonemes, by giving such alignments higher scores than to alignments between
less similar phonemes. The matrices give the lowest scores to alignments between
highly dissimilar phones, which are unlikely to be correct.
We created different scoring matrices for each language, applying different
phoneme-relatedness criteria. The first scoring matrix is decoder-dependent, based on
errors made by the phone decoder. The second matrix is decoder-independent, and
based on phonological similarity, assessed by comparing largely articulatory features.
The final matrix is also decoder-independent, and relies on phoneme confusion in human perception. Samples for all types of matrices are available on our project’s website.
4.1 Matrices Based on Phone-Decoding Errors
The matrices were created based on HTK’s HResults logs, when aligning the phonedecoding output and the G2P transcription for sequences of approx. 200,000 phonemes
in English, 1,000,000 in Spanish and 2,000,000 in Basque. For each phone in
the phoneset, the matrices contain the percentages of misrecognitions and correct
recognitions by the decoder, normalized to a 1–1000 integer range. For instance, if
4% of the occurences of /ñ/ were misrecognized as /n/, the matrix shows a score of 40
for the [ñ,n] phoneme pair. In order to prevent substitutions between phonemes never
mistaken by the decoder, a score of −500 was entered in the matrix for such phonemepairs. This score corresponds to 1/2 × (0 – max({Score Range}).
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4.2 Matrices Based on Phonological Similarity
Our phonological similarity scores are based on the metric devised by Kondrak in [6],
as part of the ALINE cognate alignment system6 . Phonemes are described with
Ladefoged’s [14] multivalued features, and a salience factor weights each feature
according to its impact for phoneme similarity. The features, values and saliences
employed for each language are available on our project’s website.
σsub ( p, q) = (Csub − δ( p, q) − V ( p) − V (q))/100
0
if p is a consonant or p = q
where V ( p) =
Cvwl otherwise

diff ( p, q, f ) × salience( f )
δ( p, q) =
f ∈R

σskip ( p) = ceiling(|Csub /400|)
Fig. 1. Similarity function, based on Kondrak (2002)

Fig. 1 shows equations with our scoring function. σsub ( p, q) returns the similarity
score for phonemes p and q, Csub /100 being the maximum possible similarity score.
Cvwl represents the relative weight of consonants and vowels. Values for Csub and Cvwl
are set heuristically as described in [15]. The function diff( p, q, f ) yields the similarity
score between phonemes p and q for feature f , and the feature-set R is configurable.
Last, σskip ( p) returns the penalty for insertions and deletions used in the aligner. We
defined heuristically a Csub value of 3,500 (i.e. a maximum similarity score of 35), and
a gap penalty of 9 for alignment, which corresponds to ceiling(|Csub/400|).
Kondrak’s original function was designed for cognate alignment. We modified the
function, for coherence with our audio aligner, and to adapt it to audio alignment tasks,
achieving better results with the modified version than with the original. Details about
the modifications are discussed in [1] and in the project’s website.
4.3 Matrices Based on Perceptual Errors
The English matrices were based on human perceptual error data from [8]. They
performed a phoneme identification study with native speakers of American English,
asking them to identify the initial or final phoneme of 645 syllables of types CV
(ConsonantVowel) and VC, at signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of 0, 8 and 16. The
noise type was multi-speaker babble. Participants chose a response among several
possibilities presented to them visually. The phoneme-set in the study covers all of
our decoder’s phoneset except schwa. We only used the SNR 16 data, since a matrix
based exclusively on this subset of the data yielded better alignment results than when
considering data at other SNR for building the matrix.
The Spanish matrix was based on an extended version, provided by the authors
directly, of the corpus of human misperceptions in noise developed in [9]. The
6 ALINE is available at

http://webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/~kondrak/#Resources
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methodology involved presenting 69 native speakers of Spanish with over 20,000
single-word stimuli, under different masking-noise conditions, and asking the speakers
to write the word they had heard. Only stimuli for which certain agreement thresholds
were reached among participants’ responses were kept for the final misperception
corpus, which consists of 3,294 stimuli and their associated responses. The study is thus
a free-response error-elicitation task, not a closed-response task like [8]. However, we
chose [9] as our data source, since, unlike other Spanish perception studies, it provides
data for all phonemes in our decoder’s phoneset. For coherence with our English data,
we based our matrices on the 1,838 stimuli where multi-speaker babble was used as
the masker. SNR in these stimuli ranged between −8 and +1. For computing our
confusion matrix, we compared the corpus’ stimulus and responses in cases where
the response involved a single-phoneme error. We recorded the percentage of matches
and mismatches between each stimulus and each response in the stimulus’ responseset (a maximum of 15 responses were available per stimulus). Match and mismatch
percentages were normalized to a 1–1000 range. For phoneme pairs where no confusion
had taken place, a score of −500 (i.e. 1/2 × (0 – max({Score Range}) was entered in the
matrix. The matrix was based on 6,807 stimulus-response pairings.
Perceptual-relatedness matrices were not created for Basque, since we are not aware
of appropriate data that could be exploited for their creation.

5 Evaluation and Results
The English test-set totaled 21,310 phonemes, 4,732 words and 471 subtitles, and
contained non-clean speech from television audios. Its reference subtitles contained
some stretches where transcription was imperfect, with subtitles missing for some parts
of the audio. The Spanish test-set consisted of 47,480 phonemes, 8,774 words and 1,249
subtitles, and was composed of clean speech from documentaries. The Basque test-set
totaled 26,712 phonemes, 4,331 words and 726 subtitles, containing a concatenation of
a documentary and a film, and included noisy-speech.
Long audio alignment accuracies using different phone-relatedness matrices for
English, Spanish and Basque are presented in Table 1. The results present the
percentage or words and subtitles correctly aligned within the specified deviation range
from the reference. The real time-codes at word level were obtained applying a forcedalignment algorithm for each subtitle in the reference material, which was composed
of time-coded subtitles manually created by professional subtitlers. For subtitle-level
evaluation, the deviation of the first and last words of the subtitles were measured.
The results show the effectiveness of our long audio alignment system, even with
contents containing noisy-speech and imperfect transcriptions. Besides, the improvements using non-binary matrices are clearly proved comparing to the accuracies obtained with the binary matrix. Considering that a maximum deviation of 1 second is
not long enough for listeners to have difficulties associating the subtitle and the audio,
near-perfectly aligned subtitles were obtained for all three languages. In fact, alignment accuracies of 91.30%, 96.72% and 95.18% were obtained for English, Spanish
and Basque respectively at this maximum deviation time.
Regarding non-binary matrices performance, the PDE matrices achieve the most
accurate alignment results for English and Basque. It was expectable since these
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Basque

Spanish

English

Table 1. Alignment accuracy at word and subtitle level. PDE: Phone-decoder-error based matrix,
PHS: Phonological similarity, PCE: Perceptual error matrix.
Word-level deviation (seconds)
Matrix
0 ≤0.1 ≤0.5 ≤1.0 ≤2.0
Binary 0.25 8.13 28.12 40.36 56.14
PDE
1.02 29.88 60.17 72.94 84.52
PHS
0.87 25.41 56.10 69.55 79.73
PCE
0.72 26.66 57.26 70.31 82.57
Binary 2.47 47.70 69.11 75.55 80.21
PDE
5.55 77.42 92.21 94.39 95.93
PHS
5.44 77.45 92.17 94.31 95.97
PCE
5.22 74.83 92.03 94.48 96.35
Binary 1.55 34.98 56.63 61.06 65.25
PDE
2.34 48.91 76.21 80.91 85.05
PHS
2.49 49.97 77.00 82.10 86.45

Subtitle-level deviation (seconds)
0 ≤0.1 ≤0.5 ≤1.0 ≤2.0 Matrix
0.42 4.46 38.64 83.65 100 Binary
0.85 14.86 54.35 91.30 100 PDE
0.64 11.25 53.50 88.54 100 PHS
0.64 14.65 53.29 90.02 100 PCE
0.48 21.06 63.49 92.47 100 Binary
1.12 40.19 80.22 96.64 100 PDE
1.20 40.67 80.14 96.64 100 PHS
1.28 38.83 78.78 96.72 100 PCE
0.83 24.24 64.05 92.29 100 Binary
1.65 44.63 75.76 95.18 100 PDE
1.38 35.54 74.24 95.04 100 PHS

matrices were based on each phone-decoder phone confusion-pairs. However, the
improvements with the PDE matrix comparing to improvements with the other nonbinary matrices are not relevant. For Spanish, the PCE matrix obtained the best results,
although the PDE and PHS matrices achieved very similar accuracies.

6 Conclusions and Further Work
The adequate performance of our multilingual long audio alignment system in the automatic subtitling scenario was presented in this work. We established the effectiveness
of a customized version of the well-known Hirschberg algorithm, and proved that using
several scoring matrices based on different phoneme-relatedness criteria obtains wellperformed alignments.
Since the current system works with triphone-based phone decoders, ongoing work
is focused on the development of context-dependent phoneme scoring matrices. The
goal behind this approach will be to improve the alignment process considering not
only phones, but also biphones and triphones, to deal with coarticulation effects.
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ABSTRACT
In this work, long audio alignment systems for Spanish and
English are presented in an automatic subtitling scenario.
Pre-recorded contents are automatically recognized at
phoneme level by language-dependent phone decoders. A
dynamic-programming alignment algorithm finds matches
between the automatically decoded phones and the ones in
the phonetic transcription for the content’s script. The
accuracy of the alignment algorithm is evaluated when
applying three non-binary scoring matrices based on phone
confusion-pairs from each phone decoder, on phonological
similarity and on human perception errors. Alignment
results with the three continuous-score matrices are
compared to results with a baseline binary matrix, at word
and subtitle levels. The non-binary matrices achieved clearly
better results. Matrix samples are given in the project’s
website.
Index Terms— Long audio alignment, phonological
similarity matrices, perceptual confusion matrices,
automatic subtitling.
1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the huge subtitling demand generated by current
accessibility policies, broadcasters and subtitling companies
are looking for solutions to automate subtitling.
Speech processing technologies are proving helpful in
speeding up the subtitling process. A widespread approach
for subtitling pre-recorded contents exploits existing text
transcriptions for the content (scripts). Under this approach,
automatic speech-text alignment systems recover word-level
time-codes from the audio for the scripts. Although speechtext alignment is an interesting approach for automatic
subtitling, aligning long audio signals is challenging, given
memory demands, processing time, and the decreased
reliability of the commonly employed Viterbi search
algorithm when aligning long sequences.
For the present work, the successful system for long
audio alignment described in [1] was taken as the basis.
Their alignment method was based on Hirschberg’s
algorithm [2], using a binary matrix for scoring alignment
operations. Our study deployed a similar algorithm, but
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using three types of non-binary scoring matrices, based on
different phoneme-relatedness criteria. Alignment systems
were developed for Spanish and English.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 looks at
related work in long audio alignment and in phonemerelatedness measures. Section 3 presents our system, and
Section 4 describes the similarity matrices created. Section 5
discusses evaluation methods and results. Section 6 presents
conclusions and suggestions for future work.
2. RELATED WORK
Speech-text alignment has been extensively studied. Many
studies follow work by [3], where forced alignment was
turned into a recursive speech recognition process,
iteratively adapted to the content. Dynamic programming
was used to align the hypothesis text and the reference
transcript at word level. Subsequent works proposed
improvements to this system: [4], [5].
A different approach, which does not require adapting
the models and vocabulary, is in [1]. They developed an
aligner based on Hirschberg’s algorithm, a dynamic
programming algorithm used in bioinformatics for genetic
sequence alignment. They used a binary matrix to score
alignment operations: insertions, deletions and substitutions
had a cost of 1, while matches received a score of 0.
Whereas [1] used binary matrices, our study tested
non-binary scoring matrices, based on phone-confusion
ratios in our phone decoder, on phonological similarity, and
on phone confusion in human perception. Our phonological
similarity metric was based on [6], where a metric was
presented that outperformed previously existing measures,
applied to the task of cognate alignment. The metric was
also successfully employed in spoken document retrieval
[7]. Regarding phone confusion in human perception, [8]
provided phone confusion results for American English,
using a phoneset that is very close to our aligner’s phoneset.
3. LONG AUDIO ALIGNMENT SYSTEM
The goal of an audio alignment system is to recover timecodes from the audio for words in the audio’s script. To this
end, our speech-text alignment system aligns two sequences
of phonemes obtained from different sources. A language-
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dependent phone-decoder recognizes the phones and their
time-codes from the audio. The decoder’s output usually
contains mistakes due to common recognition errors.
Besides, a grapheme-to-phoneme module translates the
input transcript into the reference phoneme transcription. An
alignment algorithm finds phoneme matches between the
phones recognized by the phone-decoder and the reference
phoneme transcription. Correctly aligned phonemes will
receive the time-codes obtained by the phone-decoder.
Phonemes are not always correctly aligned; substitutions,
deletions and insertion errors may occur. Nonetheless, the
results of this study suggest that the number of matching
phonemes found by our aligner is sufficient to recover
enough time-codes to create near-perfectly aligned subtitles.
3.1. Phone recognition system
The phone recognition systems were trained using HTK, a
toolkit for building hidden Markov models. The acoustic
models were based on a monophone model, with three leftto-right emitting states using 32 Gaussian mixture
components. The language models were bigram phoneme
models. The parametrization of the signal consisted of 18
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients plus the energy and
their delta and delta-delta coefficients, using 16-bit PCM
audios sampled at 16 KHz.
The Spanish phone recognition system was trained and
tested with 20 hours of audios from three databases;
Albayzín [9], Multext [10] and records of clean-speech
broadcast news contents. The contents were mixed and
divided into training (70%) and test (30%) sets. Texts
totaling 45 million words were crawled from national
newspapers to train the language model. The Phone Error
Rate (PER) for the Spanish phone-decoder was 40.65%.
The English phone recognition system was trained and
tested on the TIMIT database [11], which consists of 5
hours and 23 minutes of speech data. 70% of the database
was used for training, leaving the rest for testing. Texts
totaling 369 million words, collected from digital
newspapers, were used to train the language model. The
PER for the English phone-decoder was 35.52%.
3.2. Grapheme-to-phoneme transcriptors
Two language-dependent grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P)
transcriptors were developed for Spanish and English. The
Spanish transcriptor was rule-based. It was inspired on the
tool provided by López (www.aucel.com/pln/), and adapted
to our phonelist. The English transcriptor was inferred from
the
Carnegie
Mellon
Pronouncing
Dictionary
(svn.code.sf.net/p/cmusphinx/code/trunk/cmudict/)
using
Phonetisaurus
(code.google.com/p/phonetisaurus/),
a
grapheme-to-phoneme framework driven by Weighted
Finite State Transducers (WFST). The Spanish and English

phonesets are available on our project’s website (see
sites.google.com/site/similaritymatrices/).
3.3. Algorithm for long sequences alignment
For our study, Hirschberg’s algorithm was modified in two
respects. (1) Given the sequences
= { , … , } and
Y= { , … , } which have to be recursively divided at
indexes xmid and ymid respectively, Hirschberg defined that
xmid will always correspond to X’s middle index, i.e.
round(length(X)/2). However, for sequence Y, when
determining the ymid index with Hirschberg’s function,
several candidate-indexes can arise. Our modification
consists in always choosing as ymid the candidate-index that
is closest to the middle of Y. (2) During the recursive
application of the algorithm, when both sequences have a
length of 1 and their phones do not match, a substitution
operation is forced, in order to avoid excessive gaps. Both
modifications were applied once their effectiveness was
established.
In our alignment algorithm, four edit-operations are
allowed: matches, substitutions, deletions and insertions.
The scores for the first two operations are defined by the
scoring matrices (See Section 4), while deletions and
insertions incur a gap penalty. Since each matrix-type tested
has a different range of values, the gap penalties are also
different for each matrix-type. In our binary matrix, the gap
penalty was 2. For all other matrices, the penalty was a
quarter of the matrix’ maximum value, following one of the
practices for gap penalties referenced in [6].
4. SIMILARITY MATRICES
Our scoring matrices provide the alignment algorithm with
phoneme-similarity information. Depending on the scoring
matrix, the alignment will be different, since scores for
phoneme matches and mismatches (substitutions) differ
across matrices. We developed three types of matrices,
applying different phoneme-relatedness criteria. These
matrices can help the alignment algorithm consider
mismatches between similar phonemes as possible correct
substitutions. They also prevent substitutions between very
dissimilar phonemes, which are unlikely to be correct. The
phone-decoder error based matrix achieves these ends by
providing information about the phone decoder’s phone
confusion-pairs. The phonological similarity matrix is
decoder-independent and estimates similarity based on
common articulatory characteristics between phonemes. The
perceptual matrix, also decoder-independent, reflects phone
confusion-pairs in human perception. Its use is justified by
the way the signal was parameterized: The frequency
warping scale used for filter spacing in MFCC computation
is the Mel scale, which was originally created through
human perception experiments. Our project’s website
provides samples for the three types of matrices.
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Alignment results with the three matrix-types were
compared to results with a baseline binary matrix where
matches had a score of 1 and mismatches had a score of 0.
4. 1. Phone-decoder error-based matrices
Our phone-decoder error-based matrix was computed from
the output of HTK’s HResults tool, when aligning the
phonetic recognition and G2P transcription for sequences of
ca. 25000 phonemes in Spanish and ca. 12700 phonemes in
English. The matrix represents the percentage of times each
phone in the phoneset was recognized correctly or
misrecognized. Percentages were normalized to a 1-1000
integer range. E.g. if 8.5% of the occurrences of /θ/ were
misrecognized as /f/, the matrix shows a score of 85 for
phoneme pair [θ, f]. For pairs where phonemes were never
mistaken for each other, we stipulated a score of –500, i.e.
½ × (0 – max({Score Range}), preventing substitutions
between members of such phoneme pairs.
4.2. Phonological similarity matrices
The phonological similarity scores were based on the metric
described by Kondrak [6] as part of a cognate alignment
system. Phonemes are described with Ladefoged’s [12]
multivalued features, and weighted according to their
salience: the feature’s impact for similarity. Our feature set,
feature and salience values are on our project’s website (see
sites.google.com/site/similaritymatrices/).
( , )=(
where
( )=

− ( , ) − ( ) − ( ) ) / 100
0 if p is a consonant or p = q
C otherwise

( , )= ∑

∈

( ) = ceiling( |C

diff( , , ) × salience( )
/ 400| )

Figure 1: Similarity function, based on Kondrak (2002)

Figure 1 shows our scoring function: σsub(p, q) yields
the similarity score for segments p and q. Csub/100 is the
maximum possible similarity score. Cvwl defines the relative
weight of consonants and vowels. Values for Csub and Cvwl
are set heuristically. Function diff(p, q, f) returns the
difference between segments p and q for feature f. Featureset R is configurable. Finally, σskip(p) returns the penalty for
insertions and deletions used in the aligner (see Section 3.3).
We modified Kondrak’s original function, making it
more suitable for audio alignment, and for coherence with
our aligner. First, the definition of V(p) was modified. Note
that, as Cvwl, approaches 0, scores for vowel matches
become closer to scores for consonant matches, increasing
the weight of vowels in alignment. Kondrak mentions that
prioritizing consonant matches is desirable in cognate

alignment. Nonetheless, for audio alignment we obtained
slightly better results by assigning the same weight to all
matches. This can be achieved in the original function by
setting Cvwl = 0. However, as Cvwl approaches 0,
substitutions between vowels and consonants become less
clearly penalized by the matrix, which is undesirable. By
adding the or-clause “or p = q” in the definition of V(p), we
can give equal weight to all matches, while still setting
Cvwl > 0, and thus still applying an extra penalty to
vowel/consonant substitutions that is not applied to
vowel/vowel substitutions.
Further modifications were the following. First, adding
a denominator of 100 to σsub, in order to keep Kondrak’s
output range, but using integer feature values and avoiding
decimals to reduce memory use. Second, redefining σskip, for
coherence with the way the gap penalty is calculated (see
Section 3.3) when aligning with the perceptual and
decoding-error based matrices.
The final modification was omitting a clause from the
original function, which evaluates two-to-one phoneme
alignments. These are not implemented in our audio aligner.
We defined heuristically a Csub value of 3500, yielding a
maximum possible similarity score of 35 (Csub/100), and a
gap penalty of 9 for alignment: ceiling(|Csub/400|).
4.3. Perceptual similarity matrices
We created these matrices for English only. The scores were
based on perceptual confusion matrices from [8]. They
asked native speakers of English to identify 645 CV
(ConsonantVowel) and VC syllables containing a phoneme
from a 39-phoneme set (covering all of our phoneset but
schwa), at signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of 0, 8 and 16. Our
scores reflect confusion percentages at SNR 16; the scoring
matrix thus obtained yielded better results on our test-set
than data at other SNR.
We normalized the confusion percentages for each
phoneme-pair into a 1-1000 range. For phoneme-pairs
where no confusion had taken place, we stipulated a score of
–500, i.e. ½ × (0 – max({Score Range}).
5. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Our long audio alignment system was evaluated at word and
subtitle level. The Spanish test-set (47,480 phonemes; 8,774
words and 1,249 subtitles) was composed of clean-speech
audios from films. By contrast, the English test-set (21,310
phonemes; 4,732 words and 471 subtitles) consisted of
non-clean speech from television audios, containing
disfluencies, music, noise and overlapping speech.
In addition, the English reference contained segments with
imperfect transcriptions, missing subtitles for certain parts
of the audio. Due to these difficulties, lower accuracy in
English was expected and observed at all evaluation levels.
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Matrix type
Binary
Baseline
Phone-Decoder
Error-Based
(PDE)
Phonological
Similarity
(PHS)

Eval
0
≤0.1 ≤0.5 ≤1.0 ≤2.0
Level
WL 14.15 57.82 72.68 76.20 79.02
SL

10.57 45.24 73.34 94.96

WL

23.34 82.28 94.42 95.99 97.21

SL

18.01 66.85 87.99 98.96

WL

23.00 82.16 93.65 95.58 96.92

SL

17.85 66.53 87.99 98.80

Matrix type
Binary
Baseline

100

Phone-Decoder
Error-Based
(PDE)
Phonological
Similarity
(PHS)
Perceptual
Error-Based
(PCE)

100
100

Table 1: Spanish word-level (WL) and subtitle-level (SL)
alignment accuracy. Percentage of words and subtitles aligned
within each deviation range from reference.

Eval
Level
WL

0

≤0.1

≤0.5

0.28

4.81

19.02 29.67 43.20

SL

0.21

4.03

36.94 84.08

WL

2.20

25.73 52.53 65.35 76.31

SL

0.42

11.46 48.83 88.32

WL

1.97

24.23 49.81 62.71 73.89

≤1.0

43.10 85.99

≤2.0

100
100

SL

0.42

8.28

WL

1.89

23.76 50.54 63.93 76.44

SL

0.21

8.92

47.98 88.32

100
100

Table 2: English word-level (WL) and subtitle-level (SL)
alignment accuracy. Percentage of words and subtitles aligned
within each deviation range from reference.

Tables 1 and 2 present the alignment accuracy at word
and subtitle level for Spanish and English. We adopted the
evaluation method from [3] and [1]. The cumulative
percentage of correctly aligned words within several
deviation ranges was recorded: Column 0 presents the
percentage of perfectly aligned words, column ≤0.1 means
the percentage of words correctly aligned within a
maximum deviation of 0.1 sec, etc. To obtain the actual
word-level time-codes for the reference files, a forced
alignment was done subtitle by subtitle using the reference
material, which contained subtitles manually created by
professional subtitlers, as well as their time-codes. For
subtitle-level evaluation, the deviation of the subtitle’s first
and last word compared to the reference was measured.
The most salient conclusion supported by the results is
that using matrices based on phone-decoder errors (PDE),
phonological similarity (PHS) or perceptual errors (PCE)
significantly improved alignment accuracy compared to
using the binary matrices. The improvements are noticeable
at all deviation ranges.
For both languages, the best alignment accuracy was
obtained using the PDE matrix. This was expectable, since
the matrix is based on phone confusion-pairs from the
phone-decoder used by the aligner.
In Spanish, with the PDE matrix, accuracy gains of 21
and 14 percentage points (ptp) were obtained at subtitlelevel compared to the binary matrix, at 0.1 and 0.5 second
deviations respectively. Considering that 0.1 and 0.5 sec. are
acceptable deviations for subtitling applications, these gains
represent a positive impact at an actual application level.
Improvements were even higher in word-alignment
accuracy: 37 ptp and 21 ptp at the same deviation ranges.
For English, alignment accuracies are lower, given
difficulties posed by the test-set. However, the
improvements with the PDE matrix compared to the binary
matrix are also clear: 7 ptp and 12 ptp at subtitle level with
0.1 and 0.5 second deviations respectively, while at word
level accuracies reached improvements of 21 ptp and 33 ptp
for the same deviation ranges.

Regarding the PHS and PCE matrices, their alignment
accuracy was close to the accuracy obtained with the PDE
matrix. This finding suggests that the performance of
decoder-independent matrices can get close to the
performance of decoder-dependent matrices. Also note that,
even if both PHS and PCE matrices obtained similar results,
there was a small trend for the PCE matrix to be more
accurate. The nature of the PCE matrix, more closely-related
to the signal parametrization than the PHS matrix, could
explain these minimal accuracy differences.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Several scoring matrices, based on different phonemerelatedness criteria, were tested for aligning long audios
with Hirschberg algorithm, and found to improve alignment
accuracy compared to a binary matrix. As expectable, the
matrix based on phone-decoder errors achieved the most
accurate alignment results, while the matrices based on
phonological similarity and perception errors also obtained
clear improvements in alignment accuracy. Improvements
were observed at word and subtitle level for Spanish and
English, even if the English test-set posed serious
difficulties. Thus, the effectiveness of the matrices under
adverse conditions was also established.
Accuracy does not only depend on the alignment
algorithm and the scoring matrices, but also on the
performance of the phone decoders. Improving their
robustness, by using a larger training-set or adapting models
to the content or domain, will increase alignment accuracy.
Other future work would be extending the system to
more languages. For this study, a matrix based on perceptual
errors was created for English, but not for Spanish.
Regarding Hirschberg’s algorithm, it sometimes offers
more than one possible optimal alignment. In this study, we
forced the algorithm to compute just one solution.
Considering the different possible solutions, and defining
criteria to choose among them could be an interesting study.
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1

Introduction

Accessibility needs, and policies addressing them,
are stimulating a large demand for subtitling in the
broadcast industry. Manual subtitling being time
and labour-intensive, automatic subtitling is an
attractive option, as it saves time and resources.
Our approach to automatic subtitling aligns the
audio signal with a human transcript for the audio.
Aligning long audio signals is challenging, given
memory demands, processing time and errorproneness of algorithms when aligning long
sequences.
A successful system for long audio alignment is
Bordel et al. (2012). They report alignment results
for 3-hour long audios. Their alignment method is
based on Hirschberg’s algorithm (1975), originally
used for genetic sequence alignment. The scoring
matrix for alignment operations in Bordel et al. is
binary: insertions, deletions and substitutions bear
a cost of 1, while matches bear a cost of 0.
In this paper, we follow Bordel et al.’s long
audio alignment approach, improving one aspect:
We show that, as compared with results for a
binary matrix, scoring alignment operations with a
matrix based on phoneme-similarity improves
alignment results at phoneme level, word level and
subtitle level. We present results for the alignment
of long audios in Spanish and English.
Our similarity scores follow Kondrak’s metric
(2002), based on multivalued phonological features
weighted by salience. The metric has been
successfully employed in cognate alignment and
spoken document retrieval (Comas, 2012).
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents our long audio alignment system, and
Section 3 describes the similarity matrices created.
Section 4 discusses evaluation methods and results.
Section 5 contains conclusions and suggestions for
future work.

2

Speech-text alignment system

The speech-text alignment system aligns two
sequences of phonemes obtained from different
sources. Given the audio and the transcript of the
content to be automatically subtitled, a languagedependent phone decoding is used to recognize
phonemes and their time-codes from the audio. In
addition,
a
grapheme-to-phoneme
module
translates the input transcript into the reference
phoneme transcription. An alignment algorithm
finds phoneme correspondences between the
reference phoneme transcription and the phonemes
recognized by the phone-decoder, which usually
contain common recognition errors. Aligned
phonemes are assigned the time-codes obtained by
the phone-decoder. Phoneme alignment may
present substitutions, deletions and insertion errors.
However, the number of phone correspondences
found generally provides enough time-codes to
create subtitles with near-perfect alignment at
word-level.

2.1

Phone decoding module

The phone decoding module was trained using
HTK1, a hidden Markov model toolkit. The
acoustic model was based on a monophone model,
with three left-to-right emitting states using 32
Gaussian mixture components. The language
model was a bigram phoneme model. The
parametrization of the signal consisted of 18 MelFrequency Cepstral Coefficients plus the energy
and their delta and delta-delta coefficients, using
16-bit PCM audios sampled at 16 KHz.
The Spanish phone-decoder was trained and
tested with 20 hours of audios from three
databases; Albayzín (Díaz et al., 1998), Multext
(Campione and Véronis, 1998) and records of
clean-speech broadcast news. The contents were
1

http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/

mixed and divided into training (70%) and test
(30%) sets. Texts totaling 45 million words were
crawled from a national newspaper to train the
language model. The Spanish phone-decoder
yielded a Phone Error Rate (PER) of 40.65%.
The English phone-decoder was trained and
tested on the TIMIT database (Garafolo et al,
1993), which consists of 5 hours and 23 minutes.
70% of the database was used for training, leaving
the rest for testing. Texts totaling 369 million
words, collected from digital newspapers, were
used to train the language model. The English
phone-decoder yielded a PER of 35.52%.

2.2

3

Phoneme similarity matrices

Our similarity scores are based on the metric in
Kondrak’s (2002) ALINE cognate alignment
system.6 Phonemes are described with Ladefoged’s
(1995) multivalued features. Features are weighted
according to their salience: the feature’s impact for
similarity. Features place and manner need to bear
significantly higher salience than the rest.
(

2.3 Algorithm for long sequence
alignment
We used Hirschberg’s (1975) algorithm, an
optimization of Needleman and Wunsch’s (1970)
algorithm to calculate the optimal alignment of two
sequences of length n and m in n × m steps.
With Hirschberg’s algorithm, each alignment
operation receives a score, and the alignment
obtaining the best score is chosen. Substitutions are
evaluated with a scoring matrix. Gaps (insertions
and deletions) incur a penalty. When aligning with
the binary scoring matrix, our gap penalty was 2.
When using the phoneme-similarity based
matrices, our gap penalty was 10, based on
parameter Cskip from our similarity function
(Section 3).
Bordel et. al (2012) based their audio alignment
system on Hirschberg’s algorithm, showing its
suitability. Nevertheless, they used a binary
scoring matrix, while in this study matrices based
on phoneme similarity were developed.

( )
(

http://www.aucel.com/pln/
http://svn.code.sf.net/p/cmusphinx/code/trunk/cmudict/
4
http://code.google.com/p/phonetisaurus/
5
https://sites.google.com/site/similaritymatrices/
3

)

( )

( ))

{
)

∑

(

)
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Figure 1: Similarity Function

The phoneme and feature set, feature values and
salience weights need to be adapted to each
language. For each phone in our Spanish and
English
phonesets,
we
created
feature
specifications, available on our project’s website
(see footnote 5). Samples are shown in Table 5.
Salience weights are in Table 6.
The scoring function7 is in Figure 1: σsub(p, q)
returns the similarity score for segments p and q.
Csub/100 is the maximum similarity score
attainable. Cvwl determines the relative weight of
consonants and vowels. Values for Csub and Cvwl
are set heuristically. The function diff(p, q, f)
outputs the difference between segments p and q
for feature f. The set of features R is configurable.
Finally, σskip(p) returns Cskip/100, which is used to
define the penalty for insertions and deletions
employed in the aligner (see Section 2.3).
We created different matrices, varying the
settings for elements (1) through (3) below.
Table 1 and Table 2 show a summary of the
settings for each matrix. Table 3 and Table 4 show
matrix samples.
For all matrices, Csub was 3500, yielding a
maximum possible similarity score of 35
(Csub/100), and Cskip was −1000, yielding a gap
penalty of 10 when aligning (|Cskip/100|).
6

2

(

(

where

Grapheme-to-phoneme transcriptors

Grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) transcriptors
were developed for Spanish and English. The
Spanish transcriptor was rule-based, inspired on an
open-source tool2, and adapted to our phonelist.
The English transcriptor was inferred from the
Carnegie Mellon Pronouncing Dictionary3
(CMUdict) using Phonetisaurus4, a G2P
framework based on weighted finite state
transducers.
The Spanish and English phonesets are
available on our project’s website.5

)

http://webdocs.cs.ualberta.ca/~kondrak/#Resources
for Kondrak’s ALINE. A Python implementation (PyAline)
by Huff (2010) is at http://sourceforge.net/projects/pyaline/
7
The original function contains an additional clause, not used by
us, which evaluates two-to-one phoneme alignments. We added a
denominator of 100 to σsub and σskip, to use integer feature values
(not decimals) while keeping our similarity scores in the range
reported by Kondrak.

(1) Cvwl: 0 vs. 1000. A desirable outcome of
setting Cvwl > 0 is that substitutions between
vowels and consonants are more clearly penalized
by the matrix, getting lower scores than when
Cvwl = 0. However, with Cvwl > 0, vowel matches
get a lower similarity score than consonant
matches, decreasing the weight of vowels in
alignment. This is useful for cognate alignment
(Kondrak, 2002, p. 48). The question arises
whether this is also beneficial when aligning
decoded phonemes and a G2P output. We tested
this by defining V(p) in the scoring function
differently.
(2) V(p): original vs. alternative definition.
The alternative definition of V(p) in Figure 2
allows us to give equal scores to vowel matches
and consonant matches, while still setting Cvwl > 0,
and thus still obtaining the beneficial effect of
penalizing consonant/vowel substitutions more
than consonant/consonant ones.
(
( )

Figure 2: Alternative definition for V(p)

(3) Diphthongs: binary vs. continuous scores.
This applies only to our English matrices. Our
English phoneset treats diphthongs as single
phones, but in Kondrak they are two-phoneme
sequences. To score diphthong substitutions with
Kondrak’s function, we assigned them features and
values heuristically. For comparison, we created
matrices where diphthong scores were binary
(match vs. mismatch).

Cv0_VpO
Cv1K_VpO
Cv1K_VpA

Cvwl
0
1000
1000

Definition of

V(p)
original
original
alternative

Table 1: Spanish Similarity Matrices and their settings
Matrix Name

Cvwl

Cv0_VpO_DB
Cv0_VpO_DC
Cv1K_VpO_DB
Cv1K_VpA_DB
Cv1K_VpO_DC
Cv1K_VpA_DC

0
0
1000
1000
1000
1000

Definition of

V(p)
original
original
original
alternative
original
alternative

a
i
n
p
r
s
j

Diphthong
Scores
binary
continuous
binary
binary
continuous
continuous

Table 2: English Similarity Matrices and their settings

a
35
7
−50
−56
−30
−50
2

i
7
35
−26
−32
−6
−26
10

n
−50
−26
35
9
5
5
−21

p
−56
−32
9
35
−11
9
−27

r
−30
−6
−5
−11
35
−5
9

s
−50
−26
−5
9
−5
35
−21

j
2
10
−21
−27
9
−21
35

Table 3: Sample from Spanish Matrix Cv1K_VpA
IPA

æ
i:
n
p
ɹ
s
aj

æ
35
9
−46
−57
−16
−36
10

i:
9
35
−26
−37
4
−16
−46

n
−46
−26
35
4
5
5
−46

p
−57
−37
4
35
−6
14
−46

ɹ
−16
4
5
−6
35
15
−46

s
−36
−16
5
14
15
35
−46

aj
10
−46
−46
−46
−46
−46
35

Table 4: Sample from English Matrix Cv1K_VpA_DC

4

)

{

Matrix Name

IPA

Evaluation and Results

We evaluated alignment at phoneme, word, and
subtitle level, aligning long audios containing
spontaneous speech, with disfluencies. The
Spanish test-set was clean speech. The English
test-set was non-clean speech, with music, noise
and overlapping utterances. Accordingly, lower
accuracy in English was expected and observed, at
all evaluation levels. Another difficulty with
English subtitles, which also led to lower accuracy,
is that they represent a less literal transcription of
the audio than the Spanish subtitles, due to a
different subtitling approach in each language.
The test-sets are different to the ones used to
evaluate the phone-decoder, and consist of
television audios, providing results that are more
indicative of alignment quality in a real application
scenario.
The Spanish test-set contained 47,480
phonemes, 8,774 words and 1,249 subtitles. The
English test-set contained 21,310 phonemes, 4,732
words and 471 subtitles.

4.1

Evaluation at phoneme level

The number of correctly aligned phonemes,
based on the number of matches during the
alignment process, increased when using the
phoneme-similarity based matrices. Improvements
were around 11 percentage points in Spanish, from
38.14% with the binary matrix to 49.69% with the
best-performing phoneme-similarity based matrix.
Improvements in English were around 12
percentage points (15.57% with the binary matrix
vs. 27.91% with the best phoneme-similarity based
matrix).
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1
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0

0

0
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0
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ENGLISH
1

1
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Vic
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æ
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0
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0
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0
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0

0

0

0

0

0
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0
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1

To compare with each other phonemes where V=1, Place and Manner are replaced with High, Back, Round, and, if available, Long.

Shaded cells indicate features that are not used to define similarity for the segment in the language
Abbreviations

V: Vowel, Syl: Syllabic, Voi: Voice, Nas: Nasal, Lat: Lateral, Asp: Aspirated, Tri: Trill Ro: Round, Lo: Long,
Vic: ASCII-based phone code

Table 5: Samples from the Phoneset, Features and Feature Values for Spanish and English

Place
Manner
Syllabic
Voice

40
50
5
10

Nasal
Lateral
Aspirated
Trill

10
10
5
10

High
Back
Round
Long

5
5
5
1

Table 6: Salience Weights for each feature

4.2

Evaluation at word level

We adopted Moreno et al.’s (1998) measure of wordlevel alignment, also used by Bordel et al. As Table 7
and Table 8 show, we record the cumulative
percentage of correctly aligned words within a given
deviation range: Column 0 shows the percentage of
perfectly aligned words, column ≤0.1 means words
whose misalignment goes up to 0.1sec, and so on. In
the tables, we highlighted the best and worst results at
0, ≤0.1, ≤0.5 and ≤2 seconds.
Improvements with the phoneme-similarity based
matrices were observed. In Spanish, exactly aligned
words increased by ca. 9 percentage points, while
improvement at a ≤0.5 deviation range was
20.85 percentage points. In English, improvements
between ca. 20 and 30 percentage points were
observed for each deviation range.

4.3

Evaluation at subtitle level

This is the most important evaluation, since it is
indicative of the system’s alignment quality in its
application scenario: automatic subtitling. Reference
subtitles were created manually by subtitling
professionals.
For subtitle-level evaluation, we measured the
deviation, compared to the reference, of the beginning
of the subtitle’s first word and of the end of the
subtitle’s last word. Cumulative percentages are given
in Table 9 and Table 10.
In Spanish, when using the best-performing
phoneme similarity based matrix, exactly aligned
subtitles increased by 7.44 percentage points compared
to results with the binary matrix. At the ≤0.5 deviation
range, gains were 14.57 percentage points. In English,
alignment improved at each deviation range, e.g. gains
of 4.03 percentage points at ≤0.1 seconds and
8.92 percentage points at ≤0.5 seconds.

sec

≤0.1

0

≤0.2

≤0.3

≤0.4

≤0.5

≤1.0

≤1.5

≤2.0

sec

≤0.1

0

≤0.2

≤0.3

≤0.4

≤0.5

≤1.0

≤1.5

≤2.0

Binary

14.17 57.71 66.80 70.09 71.66 72.65 76.21 78.04 79.02

Binary

10.57 45.08 56.20 61.97 67.57 73.26 95.12 99.76

100

Cv0_VpO

23.17 81.08 87.87 90.27 91.42 92.17 93.96 95.01 95.64

Cv0_VpO

18.33 65.73 76.62 82.23 85.27 87.35 98.56

100

Cv1K_VpO 22.77 80.78 87.96 90.65 91.62 92.41 94.43 95.23 95.89

Cv1K_VpO

17.93 65.57 76.94 82.95 85.35 87.43 98.56 99.84

100

Cv1K_VpA 23.01 82.21 89.31 91.83 92.87 93.50 95.50 96.21 96.83

Cv1K_VpA

18.01 66.45 77.50 82.71 85.59 87.83 98.80 99.84

100

Table 7: Spanish word alignment accuracy. Percentage of words
aligned within each deviation range from reference

0

≤0.1

≤0.2

≤0.3

≤0.5

≤1.0

≤1.5

Binary

0.28

4.81

9.21

12.73 16.31 19.04 29.69 37.38 43.24

Cv0_VpO_DB

1.59

19.57 28.72 34.94 40.66 45.00 58.22 65.46 70.31

Cv0_VpO_DC

1.59

19.86 28.97 34.33 38.78 42.78 56.61 63.64 68.72

Cv1K_VpO_DB 1.67

Table 9: Spanish subtitle alignment accuracy. Percentage of
subtitles aligned within each deviation range from reference

0

≤0.1

≤0.2

≤0.3

Binary

0.21

4.25

9.77

18.26 27.18 37.15 84.29 98.73 100

Cv0_VpO_DB

0.42

7.64

16.99 25.05 33.55 43.10 86.41 98.30 100

Cv0_VpO_DC

0.42

7.43

16.14 25.48 34.39 42.46 87.47 98.73 100

20.31 29.82 36.26 41.25 45.55 58.79 66.14 70.84

Cv1K_VpO_DB

0.42

8.92

16.56 26.54 33.33 40.55 87.47 98.51 100

Cv1K_VpO_DC 1.67

20.03 28.84 33.91 38.29 42.23 54.76 61.10 64.85

Cv1K_VpO_DC

0.42

9.13

17.20 27.18 35.88 42.25 87.05 98.51 100

Cv1K_VpA_DB 1.80

22.87 33.38 39.50 44.60 48.73 61.56 68.64 73.08

Cv1K_VpA_DB

0.42

11.04 19.53 30.79 39.70 45.86 87.47 98.94 100

Cv1K_VpA_DC 1.93

23.76 34.20 40.03 44.79 48.90 61.58 68.34 72.72

Cv1K_VpA_DC

0.42

8.28

sec

≤0.4

100

≤2.0

Table 8: English word alignment accuracy. Percentage of words
aligned within each deviation range from reference

5

Conclusions and Future Work

This study shows that long audio alignment using
Hirschberg’s algorithm can be improved by using,
instead of a binary scoring matrix, a scoring matrix
based on phoneme similarity defined via phonological
features. Improvements were observed at phoneme,
word and subtitle level, when aligning both clean
speech (Spanish tests) and non-clean speech (English
tests).
As expectable, improvements at word level were
higher than at subtitle level. At subtitle level, we only
assess the position of the first and last word of each
subtitle. This restricts the set of word-alignments that
can contribute to a subtitle-level improvement.
Regarding the different matrices tested, we obtained
slightly better results with the matrices created using a
modified scoring function, that gives equal weight to
consonant matches and vowel matches.

sec

≤0.4

≤0.5

≤1.0

≤1.5

≤2.0

16.99 26.96 40.13 46.07 86.84 99.58 100

Table 10: English subtitle alignment accuracy. Percentage of
subtitles aligned within each deviation range from reference

As future work, several approaches to improve
alignment could be tested. First, our phoneme
decoding applied MFCC coefficients, based on a
perceptually motivated Mel frequency scale. However,
our phoneme-similarity metric relied on phonological
features that follow articulatory criteria. Using MFCC
parametrization together with matrices based on
perceptual similarity could be tested. The converse
approach is also possible: Keeping a similarity metric
based on articulatory criteria, but using an acoustic
parametrization that provides a good description of the
speech articulators, e.g. linear predictive coding (LPC).
Finally, since alignment quality depends on phonedecoder accuracy, similarity matrices based on phonedecoding confusion matrices could be tested.
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Abstract
Automatic segmentation of subtitles is a novel research field which has not been studied extensively to date.
However, quality automatic subtitling is a real need for broadcasters which seek for automatic solutions
given the demanding European audiovisual legislation. In this article, a method based on Conditional
Random Fields is presented to deal with the automatic subtitling segmentation. This is a continuation
of a previous work in the field, which proposed a method based on Support Vector Machine classifier to
generate possible candidates for breaks. For this study, two corpora in Basque and Spanish were used
for experiments, and the performance of the current method was tested and compared with the previous
solution through several evaluation metrics. Finally, an experiment with human evaluators was carried out
with the aim of measuring the productivity gain in post-editing automatic subtitles generated with the new
method presented.
c 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Keywords: automatic subtitling, subtitle segmentation, pattern recognition, machine learning

1. Introduction
Subtitles have acquired great relevance within the audiovisual community during the last years,
mainly after the adoption of the new audiovisual directives (Article 7 of the Audiovisual Media
Services Directive1 ) of the European Parliament and of the Council in March of 2010. This legislation regulates the rights of people with a visual or hearing disability, and moved member states
to take the necessary measures to guarantee that the services of audiovisual providers under their
jurisdiction are gradually more and more accessible by means of sign-language, audio-description,
easily menu navigation and subtitling.
Given the new audiovisual legislation, broadcasters and subtitling companies are seeking automatic solutions to be more productive than with the traditional manual subtitling. At the same
time, disability organisations are pushing for both quantity and quality of subtitles, in order to not
only increment the percentage of subtitling in the TV and the Internet, but also request quality
1 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32010L0013\&from=EN
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subtitles. As a result, the demand of automatic solutions for quality subtitling has grown fast in
the audiovisual community.
Several parameters take part in the definition of what the quality of subtitles is [1]. Apart
from features related to subtitle layout, duration and text editing, subtitling segmentation is one
of the most relevant, as it was demonstrated in [2], a study whose aim was to verify whether a
correct text chunking in subtitles had an impact on both comprehension and reading speed using
human evaluators. Even though important differences were not found in terms of comprehension,
they demonstrated that a correct segmentation by phrase or by sentence significantly reduced the
time needed to read subtitles. Furthermore, the strong need for proper segmentation is supported
by the psycholinguistic literature on reading [3], where the consensual view is that subtitle lines
should end at natural linguistic breaks to improve readability and reduce cognitive effort produced
by poorly segmented text lines [4].
In this article, a new method based on the probabilistic Conditional Random Field is applied
to the field of automatic subtitling segmentation for Basque and Spanish languages. This work is a
continuation of the previous research presented in [5], in which Support Vector Machine and Logistic
Regression classifiers were employed for the subtitling segmentation task in the Basque language.
In the present study, the same Basque corpus was used in order to compare the performance using
the new classification method. In addition, the work has been extended to the Spanish language. It
allowed us to confirm that the new classification method employed was valid for different types of
corpora and languages. Given that the results obtained in [5] by the Support Vector Machine and
Logistic Regression classifiers were very close due to its similar nature, in this work the performance
of Support Vector Machine and Conditional Random Field were compared for both languages,
leaving out the Logistic Regression classifier. The results obtained proved that the classification
method based on Conditional Random Field outperformed clearly the results obtained by Support
Vector Machine in terms of accuracy and computation time for both languages.
The article is structured as follows. Section 2 describes existing work on automatic subtitling
and segmentation. Section 3 looks at Conditional Random Field method and how it fits subtitle
segmentation task. Section 4 describes the methodology we designed and implemented to build
the new classification approach. Section 5 presents the experimental framework and the evaluation
metrics. Section 6 summarizes the evaluation results and the performance comparison between the
methods based on Conditional Random Field and Support Vector Machine. Section 7 shows the
human performance results in segmentation correction for two options of obtaining draft segmentations. Finally, Section 8 draws conclusions and describes future work.
2. Related work in Subtitle Segmentation
Automatic segmentation of subtitles is a novel line of research which has not been studied
extensively up to the present. To date, most of the automatic subtitling solutions have not been
capable of generating syntactic and semantically coherent breaks for quality segmentation and,
thus, segmentation is mainly performed considering the maximum number of characters allowed
per line or through manual intervention. A survey of the literature actually provides only one
reference in the field of automatic segmentation; the study presented in [5], where automatic subtitle
segmentation was treated as a machine learning problem. In this work, Support Vector Machine and
Logistic Regression classifiers were built over a Basque corpus consisting of TV cartoon programs
and subtitles generated by professional subtitlers. With the help of an iterative algorithm, all
the possible candidates for a line break were generated at each iteration. These candidates were
then measured against the machine-learned classifiers and optimal candidates selected according
to the obtained score. They reached promising results with an average F1-measure score of around
75% considering both classifiers. However, they estimated only the possible segmentation points,
without distinguishing between different types of breaks. This implies considering line-breaks and
subtitle-breaks, which is a critical information to automatically generate the final subtitles correctly.
It has to be noted that not all the subtitles have to have the same number of lines; there can be
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subtitles with just one line combined with others with two lines depending on the content and the
segmentation rules. It is therefore critical to differentiate between line-breaks and subtitle-breaks.
Finally, the computation time needed to generate all the candidates and select the optimal ones in
the method presented in [5] was inefficient for a real application. Computing the iterative algorithm
for one hour of content with 900 subtitles it took four hours of processing time (16 seconds per
subtitle) on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.00GHz and 32GB based server.
The rest of works in the literature regarding subtitles segmentation are focused on comparing
the comprehension and reading speech in live-respoken subtitles segmented in a correctly and poorly
manner [2], measuring the impact of arbitrary segmented subtitles on readers [4] and on studying
the way line-breaking is commonly performed [6]. None of these three last works include technology
to automatically create and segment subtitles.
3. Conditional Random Field for Segmentation
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) have been applied in different domains and applications, such
as computer vision [7], bioinformatics [8], and specially in Natural Language Processing (NLP). In
the NLP field, applications go from recognition and classification in text and speech [9, 10, 11] to
segmentation and labelling of text [12, 13, 14]. These last applications inspired this work on the
application of CRF to the subtitle segmentation problem.
Segmentation of subtitles can be seen as a label assignment to the sequence of words to be
segmented, where the labels will basically indicate if a word pertains to the extreme (beginning or
end) of a segmentation unit. Following a statistical approximation, the objective is obtaining the
optimal assignment from a sequence of words. If the sequence of words is W = w1n = w1 w2 · · · wn ,
and the sequence of labels is L = l1n = l1 l2 · · · ln , the problem can be statistically stated as:
L̂ = argmax Pr(l1n |w1n )
l1n

(1)

The problem can be solved by defining a model to estimate Pr(l1n |w1n ) from training data
(training process) and applying a searching algorithm on that model for a given sequence of words
(decoding process). CRF offer an appropriate framework for modeling conditional probability
between input-output sequences, as well as searching algorithms that allow to obtain the decoding
results.
Following a notation similar to that employed in [15], a linear chain Conditional Random Field
can be formulated as:
!
T
K
X
1 Y
exp
θk fk (yτ , yτ −1 , ~xτ )
(2)
Pr(~y |~x) =
Z(~x) τ =1
k=1

In Equation (2), the meaning of the different terms is the following:

• ~x and ~y represent input and output sequences, respectively (both of size T ).
• Z(~x) is a normalization factor in order to ensure a proper probability distribution.
• fk (with k = 1, . . . , K) is the set of features functions; these feature functions establish the
correspondence between input and/or output elements, and they actually form the probability
distribution; in this formulation, they are said to be bigram models, since output in time τ −1
(yτ −1 ) is related to output in time τ (yτ ).
• θk (with k = 1, . . . , K) is the set of weights associated to each feature function fk .
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In the case of subtitle segmentation, input is a sequence of feature vectors derived from the
sequence of words to be segmented, whereas output is a sequence of labels that represent for each
word its situation inside the segmentation. Details on the specific input features and output labels
are described in Section 4. Feature functions fk and weights θk will be obtained in the training
process.
According to this formulation, the final CRF model for subtitle segmentation can be stated as:
!
n
K
Y
X
n
n
L̂ = argmax Pr(l1 |w1 ) = argmax
exp
θk fk (li , li−1 , w
~ i)
(3)
l1n

l1n

i=1

k=1

As it can be seen, the maximization allows to avoid the normalization term Z(~x). Notice that
w
~ i is the feature vector derived from word wi in the input.
4. Methodology

4.1. Important considerations in subtitles’ segmentation
Automatic segmentation of subtitles can be treated as a text sequence labeling problem. However, it has some particularities which have to be considered carefully. Firstly, there are several
features that have to be taken into account at the same time. Apart from the text analysis, a
correct segmentation of subtitles depends on other characteristics like (1) the amount of characters
allowed per line, (2) timing issues related to long pauses and speech rhythm, (3) speaker changes,
(4) the preceding and posterior words to select the most appropriate break type and point, and
(5) the subtitle persistence on screen, which has a real impact in the readability. Moreover, it has
to be noted that although there are some standard guidelines for a correct subtitling, such as Ofcom’s Guidance on Standards for Subtitling2 ; BBC’s Online Subtitling Editorial Guidelines3 ; and
ESIST’s Guidelines for Production and Layout of TV Subtitles4 , each subtitling company tends to
have its own subtitling rules which may differ with each others in some specific points.
Secondly, besides looking upon the characteristics described above, the segmentation should be
done including a syntactic analysis to create linguistically coherent breaks. It is the preferred and
most adopted solution in the subtitling community and it follows from experiments and conclusions
in psycholinguistic research, which show that readers analyze texts considering syntactic information [16], grouping words corresponding to syntactic phrases and clauses [17]. Therefore, with the
aim of facilitating readability, subtitle lines should thus be split according to coherent linguistic
breaks and considering the highest possible syntactic node as possible.
Finally, the demand of automatic solutions for subtitling comes from the need of tools to operate
fast and provide quality results. Within an automatic subtitling solution which includes speech
recognition technology, it is expected an output with well formatted and segmented subtitles, and
few recognition mistakes. Besides, it should be executed in the shortest time as possible, requiring
optimal solutions with high performance and low processing cost.
4.2. Conditional Random Field’s configuration
Before constructing a CRF graphical model for any application, it has to be previously defined
a dependence structure, which will be obeyed by the class labels given the observed data. This
structure defines the transitions between the class labels at the graph node. In a Markov dependence
structure, each class label and its corresponding feature vectors depend on the neighboring class
labels and their features in the predefined neighborhood distance.
2 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/static/archive/itc/itc_publications/codes_guidance/standards_for_
subtitling/subtitling_1.asp.html
3 http://www.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/futuremedia/accessibility/subtitling_guides/online_sub_editorial_
guidelines_vs1_1.pdf
4 http://www.translationjournal.net/journal/04stndrd.htm
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With the aim of defining a dependence structure for automatic segmentation through a CRF
graphical model, eight class labels were created to define the function of each word within the
subtitle, as listed below:
• B-SU (Begin-Subtitle): For each first word in subtitles.
• I-LI (In-Line): For each word in subtitle which is not the first or last word of a line or subtitle.
• E-LI (End-Line): For each word which represents the last word of a line which does not
correspond to the end of a subtitle (e.g. last word of the first line in a subtitle with two
lines).
• B-LI (Begin-Line): For each first word in a line that is not the first word in a subtitle (i.e.,
first word in second line for subtitles with more than one line).
• E-SU (End-Subtitle): Each final word of a subtitle composed by one or more lines.
• BE-SU (BeginSubtitle-EndSubtitle): For words in an one-word subtitle.
• BS-EL (BeginSubtitle-EndLine): For words in the first one-word line for subtitles with more
than one line.
• BL-ES (BeginLine-EndSubtitle): For words in the second one-word line for subtitles with
more than one line.
00:00,166 - 00:05,333
Come here,
Mum come here
Example 1: Subtitle example composed by 6 words and 2 lines

Fig. 1: Graphical model of the executed CRF over the Example 1. Transition factors depend on the surrounding
two observations.

In Figure 1, a practical execution of the defined Markov dependence structure is presented,
given the example subtitle shown in Example 1, which is composed by 6 tokens and formatted in 2
lines. Given this input example, the target of the CRF model would be to predict an output vector
y = {y0 ,y1 ,..., yN } through the observed feature vectors {x0 ,x1 ,..., xN } extracted from the sequence
of words {w0 ,w1 ,..., wN }. In the CRF graphical models constructed for this work, each variable
yj corresponds to one of the class labels described above for each word at position j. For its part,
each xj contains the feature vector values about the word at position j. The transition factors of
our CRF models depend on the surrounding two observations. The features used to describe each
of the words at position j are described in Subsection 4.3.
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4.3. Conditional Random Field’s feature vectors
The feature vectors which describe the information for each word were composed of a total of
15 characteristics. They can be divided into the following subsets:
• Words: The current word and the surrounding 2 words. (5 features)
• Part-Of-Speech: The current word’s Part-Of-Speech and the surrounding 2 words’ Part-OfSpeech information. (5 features)
• Amount of characters per line and subtitle: A boolean value to control if the amount of
characters per line and subtitle has been exceeded. (2 features)
• Speaker Change: A boolean value to control if there is a speaker change in the current word
or not. (1 feature)
• Time difference between the current and the neighboring words: Two parameters to compute
the time difference between the current word and the previous and next word. We used
5 different discrete values for these parameters, including the value 0 for time differences
lower than 100 milliseconds, 0.1 for differences lower than 500 milliseconds, 0.5 for differences
between 500 and 1000 milliseconds, the value 1 for differences in the range of 1000 and 1500
milliseconds, the value 1.5 for differences higher than 1500 milliseconds and lower than 2000
milliseconds, and the value 2 for differences higher than 2000 milliseconds. The reference
values were fixed looking at the training corpus, once all the time differences at the breaks
were computed and analyzed. (2 features)
5. Experiments
5.1. Corpora description and processing
The new automatic segmentation method based on CRF graphical models was tested over two
languages, each with a particular corpus. For the Basque language, we used the same corpus of
that employed in [5]. It was composed of TV cartoon programs in Basque with manually generated
subtitles by professional subtitlers, for a total amount of 109,006 subtitles. The subtitle files were
provided in SRT format, indicating start and end time-codes for each subtitle and presented in
blocks of a maximum of two lines. The subtitles were carefully generated and segmented maintaining a linguistic coherence and splitting subtitles according to the highest possible syntactic
node.
With regard to the Spanish language, the new corpus was composed of 98 episodes of the TV
Spanish series ”Mi querido Klikowsky”, with a total amount of 81,802 subtitles. The subtitle
files, which were provided also in SRT format, were created manually by professionals, and the
segmentation was performed following specific predefined rules based on keeping a linguistic and
syntactic coherence. The contents include many segments with spontaneous speech, grammatically
incorrect sentences, and some words and expressions pronounced in several Spanish dialects, such
as Argentinian and Andalusian. This issue triggers the Part-Of-Speech technology to make more
mistakes than desired.
Since the Spanish 98 episodes do not include speaker change information, an additional subcorpora was also created to test the impact of this feature on the segmentation task. We generated two
additional subcorpora with 23 episodes from the original 98 ones, one containing speaker changes,
which were included manually by a professional, and the other without speaker change information.
With regard to the feature vectors, the computation of the POS information was performed
using the Eustagger toolkit [18] and ixa-pipe-pos [19] for the Basque and Spanish languages respectively. In addition, the time-codes at word level were obtained through the audio forced-alignment
algorithms presented in [20] for both languages. This last information allowed us to obtain the
differences in time between neighboring tokens.
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Programs
Subtitles
Lines
Words
Lines/Subt
Words/Lines
Words/Subt

CV
358
109006
166986
768394
1.53
4.60
7.05

Basque Corpus
Training
Test
283
14
86656
5307
132832
8337
610471
37579
1.53
1.57
4.60
4.51
7.04
7.08

Spanish Large Corpus
CV
Training
Test
98
96
2
81802
80058
1744
149774
146618
3156
857648
839917
17731
1.83
1.83
1.81
5.73
5.73
5.62
10.48
10.49
10.17

7
Spanish Small Corpora
CV
Training
Test
23
22
1
20154
19150
1004
37209
35356
1853
211317
200964
10353
1.85
1.85
1.85
5.68
5.68
5.59
10.49
10.49
10.31

Table 1: Distinctive features of the different corpora (CV for cross-validation corpus, Training and Test for comparative corpus).
Label
B-SU
I-LI
E-LI
B-LI
E-SU
BE-SU
BS-EL
BL-ES

CV
14.06%
56.69%
7.47%
7.52%
14.11%
0.05%
0.08%
0.02%

Basque Corpus
Training
14.06%
56.64%
7.49%
7.54%
14.12%
0.05%
0.08%
0.02%

Test
13.99%
55.79%
7.97%
8.03%
14.05%
0.04%
0.10%
0.03%

Spanish Large Corpus
CV
Training
Test
9.50%
9.50%
9.82%
65.12%
65.13%
64.43%
7.91%
7.91%
7.95%
7.91%
7.91%
7.95%
9.51%
9.50%
9.82%
0.02%
0.02%
0.01%
0.02%
0.02%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%
0.01%

Spanish Small Corpora
CV
Training
Test
9.53%
9.52%
9.68%
64.80%
64.82%
64.22%
8.06%
8.06%
8.18%
8.06%
8.06%
8.20%
9.53%
9.52%
9.70%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.01%
0.01%
0.02%
0.01%
0.01%
0.00%

Table 2: Proportion of the different labels in the different corpora (CV for cross-validation corpus, Training and Test
for comparative corpus).

Tables 1 and 2 describe the distinctive features and proportion of labels in all the corpora
respectively.
5.2. Experiments setup
The Basque and Spanish CRF models were built and evaluated in two ways. Initially, the whole
corpus for each language was used to train and evaluate models applying 10-fold cross validation
technique. This evaluation was performed at class label and segmentation levels for both languages.
Each corpus was then split in train and test sets, and results were compared with the ones
obtained with the SVM based classification method. In the case of Basque, the division followed
the partition made in [5] to evaluate the SVM based classification method. In this previous work,
about 80% (86,656 subtitles) of the corpus was used to train the SVM models, 15% to evaluate
them, and the rest (final-test) to evaluate the complete method including the iterative algorithm.
For this work, we used the train and final-test partitions in order to compare both methods with
the same size of corpus. Thus, 86,656 subtitles were used to train the basque CRF models and
5,307 subtitles to test them. For the Spanish Large corpus without the speaker change information
(98 episodes), the distribution was carried out keeping 80,058 subtitles for training and the rest
(1,744 subtitles) for testing. Finally, for the two Spanish Small subcorpora (23 episodes) with and
without speaker information, 19,150 of the subtitles were used to train models, and 1,004 subtitles
for testing purposes. The procedure followed to create segmentation breaks using the SVM based
classification method was the same explained in the work [5], as it was briefly summarized in the
previous Section 2.
All the experiments were performed using the CRF++ toolkit [21].
5.3. Evaluation metrics for segmentation
Apart from the classical metrics for label assignment (Precision, Recall, and F1-Score), since
the problem to study was the subtitle segmentation, segmentation evaluation metrics had to be
be used. Four main evaluation metrics were used to test the performance of the CRF models and
SVM based classification method, as they are described in the following subsections.
5.3.1. F1-LINE
It is the evaluation metric proposed in [5] and it was only used in this work to compare the
performance of both CRF and SVM based classification method in testing mode. It measures
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segmentation errors (false negatives and false positives) and correct segmentations (true negatives
and true positives), and computes the accuracy through the F1-Score. It does not distinguish
between line and subtitle breaks. The conlleval script5 (which is the one used for the CoNLL2000 shared task) was employed for measuring this metric, as well as for the Precision, Recall, and
F1-Score calculations presented in Section 6.
5.3.2. NIST-SU
This well-known metric was provided by NIST for the Rich Transcription Fall evaluations [22],
and it computes the number of segmentation errors (missed segments and false alarm segments)
divided by the number of segments in the reference. Its limitation is that it does not consider
position substitutions. For this work, it was computed at line level (NIST-SU-LI), which included
both line-breaks and subtitle-breaks, and at subtitle level (NIST-SU-SUB).
5.3.3. DSER
It is computed dividing the number of incorrectly segmented portions in the reference by the
total of segments in the reference. This is a more greedy metric if comparing with the NIST-SU,
and its limitation lies in that it takes segments as whole sequence, and not as limits. For this
work, it was computed at line level (DSER-LI), composed by line-breaks and subtitle-breaks, and
at subtitle level (DSER-SUB).
5.3.4. SegER
It was proposed in [14] as an alternative evaluation measure to overcome the limitations posed
by the previous NIST-SU and DSER metrics. SegER is computed as the edit distance between
sequences of reference positions and hypothesis positions (those obtained automatically by the
classifiers), using Insertion, Deletion, and Substitution as edition operations. As for the previous
two metrics, it was also computed at line level (SegER-LI), which included both line-breaks and
subtitle-breaks, and at subtitle level (SegER-SUB).
In Table 3 an example is given on how these metrics are computed taking as input the reference
and the hypothesis, both composed of the class labels defined for the segmentation task. The
computation scores of the segmentation measures are presented in Table 4.
Table 3: An example of how the different metrics are computed given a reference and the hypothesis estimated by
the classifiers. For the F1-LINE metric calculation, TN means True Negative, TP corresponds to True Positive, FP
is False Positive and FN means False Negative. The sign x corresponds to an error and Xmeans correct. Finally,
Correct and Substitution are represented by the C and S symbols respectively.

Reference:
Hypothesis:
F1-LINE
NIST-SU-SUB
NIST-SU-LI
DSER-SUB
DSER-LI
SegER-SUB
SegER-LI

B-SU
B-SU
TN

I-LI
I-LI
TN

Segmentation measures
B-LI
I-LI
E-SU
B-LI E-SU B-SU
TN
FP
FN
x
x
X
x
x
x
X
x
S1
S1
C
S1
S1

E-LI
E-LI
TP

5 http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2000/chunking/conlleval.txt

B-SU
I-LI
TN

E-LI
E-LI
TP
X
x
C

B-LI
B-LI
TN

I-LI
I-LI
TN

E-SU
E-SU
TP
X
X
x
X
C
C
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Table 4: Computation scores of the example given in Table 3. It has to be noted that the scores can be positive
(Acc, which means Accuracy) or negative (Err, which denotes Error).

Metric
F1-LINE
NIST-SU-SUB
NIST-SU-LI
DSER-SUB
DSER-LI
SegER-SUB
SegER-LI

Segmentation scores
Computation
(2*TP) / (2*TP+FP+FN)
2 Err / 3 Ref
2 Err / 5 Ref
2 Err / 2 Ref
2 Err / 4 Ref
(1S) / (1C+1S)
(1S) / (3C+1S)

Score (Acc/Err)
75% (Acc)
66.67% (Err)
40% (Err)
100% (Err)
50% (Err)
50% (Err)
25 % (Err)

6. Results and discussion
6.1. Basque Corpus
6.1.1. Training and evaluation
This subsection describes the results obtained during the training and evaluation through the
10-fold cross-validation technique of the Basque CRF model using the whole corpus of this language.
Table 5 presents the results for each class label, whilst Table 6 shows the accuracy reached and the
number of tokens correctly tagged by the classifier.

I-LI
B-SU
E-SU
B-LI
E-LI
BL-ES
BS-EL
BE-SU

Class labels evaluation
#
Precision Recall
435,575
93.5%
95.7%
108,014
87.3%
87.2%
108,441
87.4%
87.2%
57,819
69.3%
63.5%
57,392
69.0%
63.3%
161
47.0%
5.0%
589
90.1%
52.5%
403
92.4%
84.9%

F1-Score
94.6%
87.2%
87.3%
66.3%
66.1%
9.0%
66.3%
88.5%

#Correct
#Labels
Accuracy

679,347
768,394
88.4%

Table 6: 10-fold cross-validation accuracy at
class label level in the Basque corpus.

Table 5: Precision, Recall and F1-Score values for each class label
applying 10-fold cross-validation in the Basque corpus.

As it is shown in Table 5, among the most common labels in the Basque corpus, the labels
representing the I-LI, B-SU, and E-SU labels reached the best results, obtaining a F1-Score of 94.6%,
87.2%, and 87.3% respectively. It means that the CRF classifiers modeled accurately subtitles
boundaries and in-line words. However, the scores obtained at line-breaks level through the E-LI
and B-LI labels are not as precise as at subtitle-breaks. It is due to the fact that there are more
features at subtitle-level which could stand for a subtitle break, such as speaker changes, full stops
or long silences, than at line-level, which usually depends exclusively on the syntactic information to
predict a correct line break. Nevertheless, the F1-Score for the E-LI label achieved an interesting
66.1%. Besides, it has to be considered that the performance of the B-SU and B-LI labels are
entirely dependent on the E-SU and E-LI labels respectively. However, as it can be appreciated
in Table 6, if we consider the whole set of labels to be predicted (768,394 labels), an accuracy of
88.4% was achieved, given that 679,347 labels were correctly tagged.
Table 7: 10-fold cross-validation scores at segmentation level in the Basque corpus.

NIST-SU-SUB
25.3

Segmentation evaluation
NIST-SU-LI DSER-SUB DSER-LI
15.8
44.4
27.6

SegER-SUB
21.6

SegER-LI
12.8

On the other hand, Table 7 presents the results for the NIST-SU, DSER and SegER evaluation
metrics over the 10-fold cross-validation technique applied during the training of the CRF Basque
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model on the whole corpus. As it can be seen, the segmentation scores follow the same tendency as
the example given in Table 4, where the segmentation errors at line-level are lower than at subtitlelevel for any case. The CRF model achieved promising performance for Basque. The interesting
low error rates presented in Table 7 demonstrated the good performance of the labels, as it was
shown in Table 5.
6.1.2. Testing and comparison
In this subsection, the Basque CRF model is compared at segmentation level with the Basque
SVM based classification method through the metrics described in Section 5.3, and using the train
and test distributions described previously.
Initially, Table 8 presents the Precision, Recall and F1-Score values achieved with the Basque
CRF model over the Basque test data set. The CRF model was built on the train data set of the
Basque corpus. Since the amount of the BL-ES, BS-EL and BE-SU labels was insignificant in the
Basque test, we did not include their scores. As it can be seen in Table 8, the subtitles boundaries
and inline words reached high accuracies, obtaining 90.6%, 86.6%, and 86.7% F1-Scores for I-LI, BSU, and E-SU labels respectively. On the contrary, the performance of the labels related to the line
boundaries was not as precise as the ones related to subtitle boundaries. The labels B-LI and E-LI,
which correspond to begin-line and end-line words, achieved 44.4% and 44.5% F1-Scores values
respectively. However, 31,200 of the 37,579 labels were correctly classified in overall, obtaining a
global accuracy of 83.0%, as it is shown in Table 9.
Table 8: Precision, Recall and F1-Score values of each class label for
the Basque test data set.

I-LI
B-SU
E-SU
B-LI
E-LI

Class labels evaluation
#
Precision Recall
22,466
87.6%
93.9%
5,326
86.0%
87.2%
5,324
86.4%
87.1%
2,224
52.3%
38.5%
2,224
52.2%
38.7%

Table 9: Accuracy at class label level for the
Basque test data set.

F1-Score
90.6%
86.6%
86.7%
44.4%
44.5%

#Correct
#Labels
Accuracy

31,200
37,579
83.0%

Table 10 presents the segmentation scores of each classification method for the Basque test set.
As it can be seen, the low performance of the B-LI and E-LI labels presented in Table 8 had a real
impact on the segmentation scores for the CRF model. For the NIST-SU and DSER metrics, the
error rate at line level reached a higher error than the metrics related to the subtitle level. If we
compared both classification methods, the CRF model outperformed clearly the results obtained
by the SVM based classification method for all cases. The difference is even higher for the metrics
related to measure the subtitle boundaries.
Table 10: Segmentation scores of the CRF and SVM models for the Basque test set.

CRF
SVM

F1-LINE
83.0
74.7

NIST-SU-SUB
26.5
81.6

Segmentation score
NIST-SU-LI DSER-SUB DSER-LI
28.3
47.1
47.4
56.1
110.5
79.1

SegER-SUB
22.6
59.0

SegER-LI
21.6
33.7

6.2. Spanish Large Corpus
6.2.1. Training and evaluation
The results obtained during the training and evaluation of Spanish CRF models with the Spanish
Large Corpus (98 episodes) and applying 10-fold cross-validation technique are presented in this
subsection. This corpus did not include information about speaker changes. Table 11 describes the
results at class label, and the accuracy along with the number of correctly tagged labels are shown
in Table 12. Finally, the results at segmentation level are presented in Table 13.
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Table 11: Precision, Recall and F1-Score values for each class label
applying 10-fold cross-validation in the Spanish Large corpus (without
speaker change information).

I-LI
B-SU
E-SU
B-LI
E-LI
BL-ES
BS-EL
BE-SU

Class labels evaluation
#
Precision Recall
558,500
90.2%
92.6%
81,513
98.8%
93.6%
81,543
98.9%
93.6%
67,861
60.5%
57.7%
67,831
60.5%
57.8%
111
75.0%
24.3%
141
25.0%
0.7%
148
100.0%
92.6%

F1-Score
91.4%
96.1%
96.2%
59.1%
59.1%
36.7%
1.4%
96.1%

Table 12: 10-fold cross-validation accuracy at
class label level in the Spanish Large corpus
(without speaker change information).

#Correct
#Labels
Accuracy

748,270
857,648
87.3%

Table 13: 10-fold cross-validation scores at segmentation level in the Spanish Large corpus (without speaker change
information).

NIST-SU-SUB
7.4

Segmentation evaluation
NIST-SU-LI DSER-SUB DSER-LI
34.6
11.8
57.9

SegER-SUB
7.2

SegER-LI
25.9

In the case of the Spanish Large Corpus evaluation, the low accuracy of the labels at line level
particularly affects the segmentation scores for all the metrics. As it can be seen in Table 13, the
error rates of the metrics related to line boundaries are specially higher than the rates of subtitle
boundaries. It can be explained by the really good performance of the B-SU, E-SU, and BE-SU
labels involved in specifying the subtitles boundaries, achieving F1-Score of 96.1%, 96.2%, and
96.1% respectively. On the contrary, the B-LI, E-LI, and BS-EL labels scored accuracies of 59.1%,
59.1%, and 1.4% respectively.
6.2.2. Testing and comparison
In this subsection, the Spanish CRF model and SVM based classification method, both built over
the Spanish Large Corpus, which does not contain speaker changes, are compared at segmentation
level. Firstly, the results reached at label level through the CRF model are presented in Table 14
and Table 15. In this case, the impact of not having speaker changes marks is clearly appreciated
in all the labels related to describe the subtitles and lines boundaries. The performance of B-SU
and E-SU labels at subtitle level has decreased clearly when comparing with the Basque corpus.
Besides, the precision of the B-LI and E-LI labels does not reach 45%. The only label which has
kept a good performance is the I-LI label, achieving a F1-Score value of 90.4%.
Table 14: Precision, Recall and F1-Score values for each class label
for the Spanish Large corpus test set.

I-LI
B-SU
E-SU
B-LI
E-LI

Class labels evaluation
#
Precision Recall
11,966
88.3%
92.5%
1,094
98.2%
61.7%
1,093
98.2%
61.7%
1,788
44.7%
56.7%
1,789
44.8%
56.8%

Table 15: Accuracy at class label level for the
Spanish Large corpus test set.

F1-Score
90.4%
75.7%
75.7%
50.0%
50.1%

#Correct
#Labels
Accuracy

14,316
17,731
80.7%

The results obtained at segmentation level over the test data set of the Spanish Large corpus
are presented in Table 16 for CRF and SVM based classification method. Naturally, the lower
performance of the previously described labels should affect directly all the metrics which measured
segmentation of the CRF model. However, the differences at line level are not very low when
comparing with the results obtained in the training and evaluation phase, where the performance
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of the B-SU/E-SU and B-LI/E-LI labels was better. Even though, the error rates grew notably at
subtitle level if we compared with the results in Table 13.
Table 16: Segmentation scores of CRF and SVM models for the Spanish test data, without including speaker change
information

CRF
SVM

F1-LINE
80.7
41.4

NIST-SU-SUB
39.4
146.6

Segmentation score - No Speaker Change
NIST-SU-LI DSER-SUB DSER-LI
38.2
58.0
61.6
119.2
159.4
140.0

SegER-SUB
38.8
82.7

SegER-LI
28.4
66.6

As in Table 10, both the accuracy of F1-LINE and the error rates of the other metrics are
outperformed by the CRF model when comparing with the SVM based classification method,
which obtained error rates higher than the 100% for the NIST-SU and DSER metrics. The main
reason for these high error rates is that the SVM based classification method generate candidates for
any type of break, without distinguishing between line and subtitle breaks. Using the break points
proposed by the SVM based classification method, we assigned automatically labels to each word of
the test contents, generating two-lines subtitles consecutively from the beginning of each content.
This was the only way to create subtitles using the SVM based classification method’s output,
since no more information was provided by this method. This procedure could therefore generate
multiple errors in tagging words with incorrect labels, and mainly in differentiating between the
E-LI and E-SU labels. In addition, it has to be considered that the Spanish Large corpus contains
multiple segments with spontaneous speech, unfinished sentences and words, and expressions from
Spanish dialects such as Andalusian and Argentine. One of the main parameters in the SVM based
classification method, which is described in detail in [5], was the perplexity given by a language
model (LM) built on the train data and using Part-Of-Speech (POS) tags as units. The difficulties
posed by these type of contents produced mistakes in the POS information extraction, and thus in
the high perplexities given by the LM. This also affected segmentation error rates to be extremely
high for the SVM based classification method.
6.3. Spanish Small Subcorpora
6.3.1. Training and evaluation
The results reached during the training and evaluation of Spanish CRF models for the two
subcorpora (23 episodes) with and without speaker change information and applying 10-fold crossvalidation technique are presented in this subsection. This evaluation was focused on checking the
impact of having speaker change information in the accuracy of the subtitle segmentation. Table 17
describes the results at class label, and the accuracy along with the number of correctly tagged
labels are shown in Table 18. The BL-ES, BS-EL and BE-SU labels are not shown because of their
low count. Finally, the results at segmentation level are presented in Table 19.
Table 17: Precision, Recall and F1-Score values for each class label applying 10-fold cross-validation in the Spanish
Small corpora, with and without speaker change information.

I-LI
B-SU
E-SU
B-LI
E-LI

#
136,933
20,135
20,137
17,040
17,038

Class labels evaluation
With Speaker Change
Without Speaker Change
Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score
89.9%
93.4%
91.6%
89.0%
92.4%
90.7%
85.7%
71.6%
78.0%
85.4%
70.9%
77.5%
85.8%
71.6%
78.0%
85.4%
70.9%
77.5%
55.2%
57.3%
56.2%
53.0%
55.6%
54.3%
55.2%
57.3%
56.2%
53.0%
55.6%
54.3%

Although the hypothesis was that the speaker change information should help improving the
results, this issue was not clearly demonstrated for the Spanish Small corpus in 10-fold crossvalidation technique. As it can be seen in Table 17, the differences of the B-SU and E-SU labels
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Table 18: 10-fold cross-validation accuracy at class label level in the Spanish Small corpora, with and without speaker
change information.

#Correct
#Labels
Accuracy

With speaker Without speaker
change
change
176,301
174,025
211,317
83.4%
82.3%

in terms of F1-Score are minimum between the two corpora, with and without speaker changes.
The improvement is only 0.5 percentage points. The labels which represent the lines boundaries
have a similar behavior, achieving improvements of almost 2 percentage points on average. These
small improvements are also present in Table 19. Even if all the error rates for the contents with
speaker change were lower, the differences with the contents without speaker changes are not as
clear as expected. The main reason could be related to the small size of the corpus used for these
experiments. As it was described in Table 1, the Spanish Small Corpus was composed by a total
amount of 20,154 subtitles, which corresponds to a quarter of the Spanish Large Corpus.
Table 19: 10-fold cross-validation scores at segmentation level in the Spanish Small corpora, with and without
speaker change information.

With spk ch
Without spk ch

NIST-SU-SUB
40.3
41.2

Segmentation evaluation
NIST-SU-LI DSER-SUB DSER-LI
32.5
64.2
54.4
36.1
65.4
60.0

SegER-SUB
33.8
34.5

SegER-LI
25.3
28.0

6.3.2. Testing and comparison
In this last subsection, the CRF model and the SVM based classification method are compared
for the two Spanish Small Corpora. Tables 20 and 21 present the scores for each label, whilst Table
22 shows the segmentation score and error rates for each corpus and classification method.
Table 20: Precision, Recall and F1-Score values for each class label applying 10-fold cross-validation in the Spanish
Small corpora, with and without speaker change information.

I-LI
B-SU
E-SU
B-LI
E-LI

#
6,833
818
818
942
942

Class labels evaluation
With Speaker Change
Without Speaker Change
Precision Recall F1-Score Precision Recall F1-Score
89.9%
92.4%
91.1%
88.6%
90.6%
89.6%
86.1%
70.3%
77.4%
84.0%
69.2%
75.9%
86.3%
70.3%
77.5%
84.2%
69.2%
76.0%
52.4%
58.2%
55.2%
48.9%
54.8%
51.7%
52.4%
58.3%
55.2%
48.9%
54.9%
51.7%

The differences between the scores obtained with and without speaker information using separated train and test partitions are more significant than when 10-fold cross-validation technique was
applied. The improvements at subtitle and line levels are around 1.5% and 4% percentage points
respectively in Table 20. The better performance of the CRF method against the SVM based classification method is demonstrated again in Table 22 for all the metrics. It is interesting to observe
how the results of the SVM based classification method are better in this case comparing with the
rates obtained with the whole Spanish corpus given in Table 16. For instance, the F1-LINE metric
scores 45.4% of accuracy over the Spanish Small Corpus which does not include speaker changes,
whilst an accuracy of 41.4% was obtained on the Spanish Large Corpus. The same tendency is kept
for the rest of metrics. It can be explained by the fact that in the SVM based classification method
the labels are almost randomly assigned just following the break marks given in the output. Hence,
it seems that this method is prone to generate more errors as more subtitles are given to test.
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Table 21: 10-fold cross-validation accuracy at class label level in the Spanish Small corpora, with and without speaker
change information.

#Correct
#Labels
Accuracy

With speaker Without speaker
change
change
8,539
8,342
10,353
82.5%
80.6%

Table 22: Segmentation scores of CRF and SVM models for the Spanish test data, including or not speaker change
information

With
spk ch
Without
spk ch

CRF
SVM
CRF
SVM

F1-LINE
82.5
47.5
80.6
45.4

NIST-SU-SUB
40.8
115.8
43.7
118.0

Segmentation score
NIST-SU-LI DSER-SUB DSER-LI
33.2
64.5
56.2
90.8
136.6
119.7
38.5
68.2
64.2
93.6
138.6
120.0

SegER-SUB
34.4
74.2
36.2
76.1

SegER-LI
25.8
59.5
29.6
61.1

On the contrary, the results of the CRF model are more consistent with the size of the corpus
used to train and test models. In comparison with the Table 16, the metrics achieved higher
error rates for the Spanish Small Corpus. Finally, the impact of the speaker change parameter is
demonstrated in Table 22. Although the experiments were carried out with a small corpus, the
error rates were lower for all the metrics in the corpus with speaker changes. The higher difference
is given by the DSER-LI metric with a difference of 8 percentage points, reaching an error rate of
56.2% and 64.2% for the corpus with and without speaker changes respectively.
6.4. General discussion
Comparing all results from a general point of view, the first remarkable issue is that using CRF
for assigning the different subtitle labels to the words is a valid alternative, since in all cases average
accuracy is higher than 80%. Comparing with the previous SVM approximation employed in [5], it
supposes a large impact on subtitling quality, specially for Spanish language (where SVM results
present an accuracy lower than 50%), although Basque language presents a significant improvement
as well.
Examining the results, the general tendency is having a more accurate subtitle segmentation
than in-line segmentation. This is reasonable since begin and end of subtitles present more specific
clues to detect its presence (e.g., punctuation marks, silences, speaker changes, etc.) than line
breaks. When looking at the whole subtitle segmentation with respect to line segmentation (i.e., the
one that includes all lines as units, independently if they are starting or end lines for subtitles), the
general tendency is that line segmentation presents lower error than subtitle segmentation, which
is reasonable since subtitle boundaries are a subset of line boundaries, and subtitle segmentation
accuracy affects line segmentation accuracy.
However, in a few cases (Basque comparison, Table 10, and Spanish Large comparison, Table 16), differences show an irregular behavior, and even in the Spanish Large Corpus crossvalidation experiments (Table 13), the tendency is the opposite. This can be explained by the
nature of the corpora and the behavior of the classifier: Spanish Large Corpus presents a high proportion of lines in each subtitle (around 1.8 lines per subtitle, in contrast to what occurs with the
Basque corpus with around 1.5 lines per subtitle), and presents a much lower relative accuracy of
line boundaries labels (B-LI and E-LI) than the other cases (relative F1-Measure difference is about
60%, in contrast to about 30% in the Basque cross-validation and about 40% in the Spanish Small
cross-validation). The combination of the two factors (higher number of lines and lower accuracy
for detecting line boundaries with respect to subtitle boundaries) explains the different behavior,
since there are more line boundaries to detect and they are detected with less precision, making
the whole line segmentation error higher than the simple subtitle segmentation error. Similar arguments explain the irregular behavior of Basque comparison (less lines per subtitle but much lower
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detection of line boundaries) and Spanish Large comparison (same number of lines per subtitle but
not so low performance on the detection of line boundaries).
These issues allow us to suppose that, given the nature of the corpus (specially proportion of
lines by subtitle) and the classifier (accuracy in detecting line boundaries with respect to subtitle
boundaries), different performances can be expected at the two levels (subtitle- and line-level) and
decisions can be taken on the use of more specialized models for the nature of the corpus, which
will allow to obtain more accurate results for the subtitle segmentation task.
In any case, CRF represents a new milestone in this task since results are in all cases much
better than the current alternative (SVM based classification method) and the decoding time is
really fast (less than 0.1 milliseconds per subtitle in an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 computer at 3.4 GHz
with 16 GB of RAM) with respect to that provided by the SVM based classification method.
7. Productivity gain evaluation
With the aim of testing the efficiency of the CRF classifier, an experiment was carried out
with human evaluators. The experiment consisted of measuring the effort of post-editing the
segmentation of subtitles generated using two techniques: (1) subtitles segmented considering the
maximum number of characters permitted per line, which is the main technique employed in most
automatic subtitling systems currently, and (2) subtitles segmented using the information provided
by the CRF classifier. Results from both techniques were finally compared to evaluate whether using
the CRF-based classification method was more productive and facilitates the process of generating
quality subtitles.
Nine students of the Subtitling Module included in the UAB’s (Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona) METAV6 and MTAV7 Masters Programs volunteered to participate in the evaluation.
In addition to the subtitling practice acquired through the masters program, they all had further
subtitling expertise varying from one month to three years.
The experiment was performed over the Spanish corpus containing the information related to
speaker change, composed of a total amount of 20,154 subtitles, 1,004 of which were used for
testing purposes. This test set was first divided into smaller sets of 50 subtitles each, which were
generated using both the CRF-based classification method and counting characters method. Each
participant was then asked to post-edit the segmentation of two sets, each of which had been
segmented using one of the two techniques. In order not to influence the post-editing task, the
evaluation sets assigned to each post-editor contained different subtitles. The participants received
some previous guidelines on the manner they had to post-edit and correct the subtitles, including
some specific and reference rules for a proper segmentation. Subtitling Workshop8 and the Toggl9
tools were employed as subtitling and time tracking software, respectively. After finishing the task,
participants generated a Toggl report including the time required to complete it.
Figure 2 shows the time in minutes per subtitle (mps) needed by each participant to post-edit
the 50 subtitles in the two sets segmented with the described two methods.
As it can be seen in Figure 2, all post-editors needed more time to post-edit a subtitle in the
test set segmented with the counting characters technique. On average, it took them 0.3 minutes
to post-edit a subtitle segmented with the CRF-based method and 0.88 minutes to post-edit a
subtitle segmented with the counting characters method, which is almost 3 times longer overall.
These differences are more noticeable in some cases. For instance, P8 needed, on average, only 0.3
minutes to post-edit a subtitle segmented with the CRF classifier and 1.35 minutes to post-edit a
subtitle segmented with the other method under evaluation. It is worth mentioning that P8 was
one of the most experimented participant in the manual generation of subtitles.
6 http://metav.uab.cat
7 http://pagines.uab.cat/mtav
8 http://subworkshop.sourceforge.net/
9 https://toggl.com/
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Fig. 2: Productivity evaluation results

The results demonstrated that it was much faster to post-edit the subtitles segmented with the
CRF classifier, making the post-editing task an easier and more pleasant activity.
8. Conclusions and Future Work
The use of CRF for automatic segmentation of subtitles allowed us improving the results obtained in [5] in the following points: (1) differing between the type of breaks (line- and subtitlebreaks), (2) obtaining much better scores and thus generating more and better segmented subtitles
and (3) faster processing time. The first point is given by the methodology we employed to construct the CRF models, which was focused on modeling transitions between labels corresponding
to each word and its function within the subtitle. The second point was demonstrated in Section
6, in which we showed how the CRF models outperformed the results obtained by the SVM based
classification method for different types of corpora in Basque and Spanish. For the third point,
we presented computation times at subtitle level for each classification method, making clear that
CRF model (less than 0.1 milliseconds per subtitle) needed much less decoding time than the SVM
classification method (16 seconds per subtitle) on similar computers. Finally, a productivity study
was presented with human evaluators, which allowed us to show that post-editing subtitles created
through the CRF model took less time than to generate them from those obtained by using a more
naive method.
The future work will involve experimentation with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for the
task of automatic segmentation. RNNs have been proven to be useful for sequence labeling due to
their several and attractive properties, including that they are able to make use of the past and
future contextual information, and that they are robust to possible local distorsions of the input
sequence [23]. In addition, more parameters should be explored to test their impact in this labeling
task, such as stop words, syntactic functions or grammatical relations of the different clauses within
a sentence. Finally, given that automatic subtitling is an alternative for live broadcasts, for which
traditional manual subtitling is less effective, a solution for real-time automatic segmentation should
be developed. Considering their computing and decoding time, CRF graphical models would be
an interesting solution, but features like POS information should be removed because of the time
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needed for their computation. Hence, new CRF models should be built including new combinations
of different feature sets for the live broadcast environment.
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Abstract
This paper describes the evaluation methodology followed to measure the impact of using a machine learning algorithm to automatically
segment intralingual subtitles. The segmentation quality, productivity and self-reported post-editing effort achieved with such approach
are shown to improve those obtained by the technique based in counting characters, mainly employed for automatic subtitle segmentation currently. The corpus used to train and test the proposed automated segmentation method is also described and shared with the
community, in order to foster further research in this area.
Keywords: automatic subtitling, subtitle segmentation, machine learning

1.

Introduction

Society and the governments are increasingly requesting
larger amounts of subtitled TV content (Neto et al., 2008),
since subtitles are the most practical technique to guarantee
the accessibility of audiovisual material to those who cannot access the audio (AENOR, 2012).
The current demand and promising future of intralingual
subtitling has accelerated research into more productive
methods that help to cover challenging subtitling situations
such as, for example, live broadcasts. In recent years, technological advances in speech recognition have enabled automatic intralingual subtitling to be a reality (Álvarez et al.,
2015). However, automatic subtitling technology has limitations, a major one being its inability to segment subtitle
text in a logical way. Within the subtitling field, segmentation refers to the division of the original text into sections
that viewers can understand immediately (Dı́az-Cintas and
Remael, 2007), playing a fundamental role in the creation
of quality subtitles.
This work analyses the application of a machine learning
algorithm to automatically segment the text contained in
intralingual subtitles and compares its performance against
that of the main technique based in counting characters employed in most automatic subtitling systems currently. Its
impact is measured in terms of subtitle quality and regarding the productivity achieved and self-reported effort when
integrated in the subtitling process through post-editing.
Also, given the little work carried out so far in automatic
subtitle segmentation, the corpus employed to train and test
the presented machine learning algorithm is described and
shared with the aim of fostering further research and technology development.

2.

Background

2.1. From traditional to automatic subtitling
Traditional subtitling is carried out by professionals who
aim to reproduce in text on screen the original dialogues,

the discursive elements in the image and, when addressed
to those who cannot hear the original audio, the information contained in the soundtrack of audiovisual contents
(Dı́az-Cintas and Remael, 2007).
From a linguistic perspective, subtitles can be classified
as intralingual, interlingual or bilingual.
Depending
on the time available for their preparation, they can be
prerecorded, live or semi-live. And according to the
recipient, subtitles can either be for the hearing or for the
deaf and hard-of-hearing, the latter containing additional
information to facilitate comprehension, such as contextual
information or sound effects (Dı́az-Cintas and Remael,
2007).
Several studies collect good subtitling practices
(Karamitroglou, 1998; Ivarsson and Carroll, 1998;
Dı́az-Cintas and Remael, 2007; Ford Williams, 2009;
Ofcom, 2015). Also, there are some regulations governing
quality subtitling standards such as the UNE 153010
(AENOR, 2012). The main features of good subtitles can
be classified into:
• Spacing features: distributing the text into one or two
lines between 4 and 43 characters.
• Timing features: showing subtitles at a speed of 130170 words per minute keeping them on screen between
1 and 6 seconds, while synchronizing with the audio
and inserting short pauses between consecutive subtitles.
• Linguistic features: keeping the original terms and
avoiding more than two sentences per subtitles, one
per line.
• Orthotypographic features: following the general
guidelines of printed text.
All of the above features impact subtitle segmentation
and are taken into account for manual segmentation by

professional subtitlers.
Automatic subtitling was born in response to a high subtitling demand, as a more productive alternative that enabled
subtitling in challenging situations, such as live broadcasts,
where traditional subtitling was not directly applicable.
However, at present, automatic subtitling is yet not capable
of creating subtitles that equal human quality and, thus, its
focus is on facilitating the generation or post-editing of automatic subtitles by professional subtitlers, both in live and
pre-recorded settings. In this context, post-editing can be
defined as the process by which a professional edits, modifies and/or corrects the output of an automatic subtitling
system. Post-editing is increasingly gaining relevance as it
is proving to help achieve subtitles of high quality in a more
productive way.
The different types of technology that can be employed for
automatic intralingual subtitling are:
• Stenotyping: It involves using a shorthand typewriter representing syllables, words, punctuation signs
and/or phrases phonetically. Allowing the generation
of subtitles at speeds of 220 and 300 words per minute,
it is generally used for live subtitling. Its precision
reaches 97-98%, the generated delay is low and the
severity of errors medium. However, learning this
technique requires a long time (around three years)
and the cost is high (Romero-Fresco 2011).
• Respeaking: This technique involves producing realtime subtitles by means of speech recognition software transcribing a simultaneous reformulation of the
source text dictated by the respeaker to the computer
(Eugeni, 2008). Being easier to master than stenotyping and similiar in average performance, Respeaking
has recently become the most widely used method for
live subtitling in countries such as the UK, France or
Germany (Mikul, 2014).
• Automatic transcription: This technology involves
the generation of subtitles directly from the source audio, without the need of human intervention. In stateof-the-art systems, after a pre-processing step to normalize the audio and select the segments with contain
speech, a speech recognition software transcribes the
speech detected and synchronizes it with the audio.
A posterior linguistic processing normalizes the numbers, abbreviations and acronyms, and capitalization
and punctuation marks are automatically included. Finally, subtitle segmentation is performed and subtitles
are generated in the required format. Various subtitling solutions based on automatic transcription systems have been developed for several languages and
domain in recent years (Neto et al., 2008; Ortega et
al., 2009; Álvarez et al., 2015). Although they do not
perform as well as professional subtitlers, they have
achieved promising results with productivity gain experiments suggesting that post-editing automatic subtitles is faster than creating them from scratch (Álvarez
et al., 2015).

2.2.

Subtitle segmentation

While good segmentation facilitates reading and understanding subtitles (Ford Williams, 2009), bad segmentation can interrupt the natural reading flow, make the audience lose concentration and obscure the subtitle message
(Perego et al., 2010).
Good subtitle segmentation involves making each subtitle
constitute a complete linguistic unit, according to the main
rules of syntax and semantics. In traditional subtitling, the
concept of the ”highest syntactic node” (Karamitroglou,
1998) is widely employed, establishing that each subtitle
line should contain the highest possible level of syntactic
information.
The guidelines governing segmentation quality involve the
following most relevant criteria (AENOR, 2012; Dı́azCintas and Remael, 2007):
• Take advantage of silences, grammatical pauses and
punctuation signs.
• Do not divide noun-, verb- or prepositional-phrases.
• Do not split compound verb forms, and words.

• In subtitles consisting of two sentences, place each
sentence in one line. If compound sentences do not
fit into one line, use a line per proposition. Write conjunctions and nexus in the bottom line. If simple sentences require division, put the subject in the top line
and the predicate in the bottom line. With questionanswers, place the question in the top line and the answer in the bottom line, unless information is exposed
too soon this way.
To date, most of the automatic subtitling solutions have not
been able to discriminate the natural pauses, syntactic and
semantic information relevant for quality segmentation and,
thus, automatic segmentation in stenotyping, respeaking or
audio transcription applications is mainly performed considering only the maximum number of characters allowed
per line or through manual intervention. Machine learning has only recently started to be applied for automatic
segmentation. The first reference in the field (Álvarez et
al., 2014) focused in the development of Support Vector
Machines (SVM) and Logistic Regression (LR) classifiers
to automatically segment subtitle text considering the good
practices of traditional subtitling.

3.

Technical approach

With the aim of improving the results in (Álvarez et al.,
2014), a new classification approach was developed in this
study. Given that subtitle segmentation can be treated as a
text labeling problem, in which each of the words in subtitles carries a specific function, Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) were used as the main machine learning algorithm
for the automatic segmentation task. CRFs are often employed for labeling and parsing sequential natural language
text (Lafferty et al., 2001) and unlike other classifiers, such
as SVM or LR, CRFs consider the surrounding observations to predict the current label. This is an important feature, since predicting the optimal segmentation point depends not only on the current word, but also on the surrounding context.

The feature vectors, which describe the information related
to each word during classification, were composed by the
following characteristics: (1) the current an the surrounding 2 words, (2) the Part-Of-Speech (POS) information of
the current and the surrounding 2 words, (3) the amount of
characters per line and subtitle, (4) speaker change information, and (5) the time differences between the current,
previous and next words.
The CRFs were trained and evaluated with the CRFSuite
software (Naoaki Okazaki, 2007), and the POS information
was extracted using the ixa-pipe-pos toolkit (Agerri et al.,
2014).

4.

Corpus characteristics

The corpus was composed by 23 episodes of the Spanish
”Mi Querido Klikowsky” TV series, containing 1,150 minutes and a total amount of 20,154 subtitles, 90% of which
was used to train the CRF model, and the rest was kept for
testing purposes. The subtitle files, provided in SRT format,
were created manually by professionals, and their segmentation was performed following specific predefined rules to
keep linguistic and syntactic coherence. The contents include many segments with spontaneous speech, grammatically incorrect sentences, and some words and expressions
pronounced in several Spanish dialects, such as Argentinian
and Andalusian. Because of this, the POS tagger made
more mistakes than desired.
The corpus described above (EiTB Subt Corp) will be
made available to the research community through the
META-SHARE repository1 under the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike (CC-BY-NC-SA)
license.

5.

Evaluation methodology

In order to analyze the impact of the proposed CRF-based
segmentation approach described in section 3., we have carried out evaluation at three different levels. First, segmentation quality has been measured through objective metrics. Second, a post-editing experiment has been conducted
to test whether the application of the developed algorithm
affects productivity. Third, subjective feedback regarding
the post-editing task has been collected measuring the selfreported effort of post-editors through a Likert scale questionnaire.

technique based in counting characters. Then, the precision, recall and F1-score achieved with both methods were
compared.

5.2.

Whether the developed segmentation approach facilitates
and streamlines the process of generating quality subtitles
was evaluated through a post-editing task.
Nine students of the Subtitling Module included in the
UAB’s METAV2 and MTAV3 Masters Programs volunteered to participate in the test. Eight of them were Translation and Interpretation graduates, while one had a degree
in Business Administration. In addition to the subtitling
practice acquired through the masters program, several participants had further experience: three of them had been
subtitling between one and three years and other four between one and six months. One participant worked as a
professional subtitler at the time of the experiment and another participant had a six-month post-editing experience.
The post-editing task was arranged as follows. First, the
test set described in section 4. was divided into smaller sets
of 50 subtitles, which were segmented using both, the proposed algorithm and the counting characters method. Then,
each participant was asked to post-edit the segmentation of
two of these sets, each of which had been segmented using one of the two techniques under evaluation. In order
not to influence the post-editing task, the evaluation sets
assigned to each post-editor contained different subtitles.
Subtitling Workshop4 and the Toggl5 tools were employed
as subtitling and time tracking softwares, respectively. After finishing the task, participants generated a Toggl report
including the time required to complete it.

5.3.

• the self-reported effort expended post-editing each of
the subtitle sets on a 1 to 5 scale (1 being the lowest
and 5 the highest)
• their level of agreement/disagreement on a 1 to 5 scale
(1 being ”strongly disagree” and 5 being ”strongly
agree”) with the statements shown in Table 2.

6.

The segmentation quality of subtitles was calculated in
terms of precision, recall and F1-score as follows:

Recall =

correct segmentations
total number of segmentations

correct segmentations
total number of correct segmentations

F 1 − score = 2 ×

precision × recall
precision + recall

The test set described in section 4. was segmented using
both, the proposed machine learning algorithm and the
1

http://www.meta-share.eu/

Self-reported effort

In order to gather additional subjective information regarding the post-editing experience of the volunteers, they were
asked to rate:

5.1. Quality evaluation

P recision =

Productivity evaluation

6.1.

Results

Quality evaluation

Table 1 shows results of the quality evaluation. As it can
be seen, results achieved by the CRF model outperform
those of the counting character technique. With the machine learning method, 85.08% of the retrieved cuts are
correct and 80.30% of the correct cuts that should be retrieved are generated. Such results go down to 22.08% and
15.43% in the case of the counting character segmentation
technique.
2

http://metav.uab.cat
http://pagines.uab.cat/mtav
4
http://subworkshop.sourceforge.net/
5
http://toggl.com
3

Algorithm
Counting Characters
CRF model

Precision
22.08%
85.08%

Recall
15.43%
80.30%

F1-score
18.17%
82.62%

Table 1: Quality evaluation results

measured in minutes per subtitle (mps) was computed and
presented in Figure 2. On average, it took them 0.3 minutes
to post-edit a subtitle segmented with the CRF-model and
0.88 minutes to post-edit a subtitle segmented with the
counting characters method, which is 3 times longer overall. Thus, the presented machine learning algorithm allows
post-editing segmentation faster, increasing productivity,
and making the post-editing task more pleasurable.

6.3.

Self-reported effort

Figure 3 shows the self-reported effort results of postediting the segmentation of the two subtitle sets processed
with the methods under evaluation, in a 1 to 5 scale (1 being
the lowest and 5 the highest).

Figure 1: Productivity evaluation results in minutes

6.2.

Productivity evaluation

The time in minutes required by each participant to postedit the subtitle files is presented in Figure 1 for both
segmentation methods. This time only includes the postedition task; that is, the time needed to automatically segment the subtitles was not considered. The participants are
ordered considering their previous subtitling experience; P1
being the most experienced post-editor, and P9 the participant with less experience.
As it can be appreciated, all participants needed more time
to post-edit a subtitle in the test set segmented with the
counting characters technique. Participants needed 14.2
minutes on average to post-edit a subtitle file segmented
with the CRF-model, whilst it took them 63.7 minutes to
post-edit the subtitles splitted with the counting characters
method. In other words, participants needed 49 minutes
more to post-edit the same number of subtitles (50) segmented with the counting characters method.

Figure 2: Productivity results in minutes per subtitles (mps)
With the aim of comparing the average time needed per
each of participants to post-edit a subtitle in the two sets
segmented with the methods under evaluation, the time

Figure 3: Self-reported post-editing effort results
As it can be seen, there is a clear difference between the
self-reported post-editing effort of the two subtitle sets.
That segmented using the machine learning algorithm
received scores of 1 or 2, with an average of 1.66. On the
other hand, the subtitle set segmented using the counting
character technique was assessed with scores of 4 or 5,
and 4.66 in average. Thus, according to the participants’
assessment, post-editing subtitles segmented with the
method based in counting characters took them more
effort.
Participants also gave their opinion regarding the statements shown in Table 2, in a 1 to 5 scale (1 being ”strongly
disagree” and 5 being ”strongly agree”). From the gathered
results, it can be observed that in general most participants
found it more enjoyable to post-edit subtitles automatically
segmented by the machine learning algorithm, scoring its
related statements higher. In particular, participants found
it easier and less boring to post-edit, respect and use the
guidelines of good segmentation with the machine learning
algorithm on average. In addition, segmentations produced
by such algorithm were perceived to be of better quality.
And the resulting post-edited subtitles were also thought to
be better segmented.

7.

Conclusions and Future Work

This work has measured the impact of using a machine
learning algorithm to automatically segment intralingual

Statement
I found it difficult to post-edit subtitle segmentation
I have been able to respect and use the guidelines of good segmentation
I found it boring to post-edit this subtitle file
Subtitles in this file were well segmented before being post-edited
I managed to achieve subtitles with good segmentation quality after
post-editing this file

Counting characters
3.88
3.66
3
1.11

Machine learning
1.44
4.55
2
3.22

3.55

4.33

Table 2: Average subjective assessment results
subtitles in terms of quality, productivity and self-reported
post-editing effort. Quality has been evaluated objectively
through precision, recall and F1-score metrics; a postediting task has been carried out to obtain objective measures of productivity; and the self-reported effort has been
assessed subjectively through a ranking questionnaire. All
evaluations have been performed through comparison with
the main technique employed for automatic subtitle segmentation nowadays, which is based in counting characters.
The quality achieved by the proposed CRF-based classifier
has been shown to outperform that of the counting character technique by far. Post-editing productivity has shown to
increase up to three times and the self-reported effort of the
post-editing task to decrease three points. In addition, posteditors have found subtitle segmentations generated by the
machine learning method to be of better quality, easier and
less boring to post-edit respecting the guidelines of good
segmentation and their post-edited versions thought to be
better segmented. These successful results show the potential of machine learning to model the segmentation rules
employed in traditional subtitling from a relatively small
corpus of already segmented subtitles.
Future work should involve testing the proposed automatic segmentation approach more extensively on bigger
datasets, different languages and speech recognition output.
In addition, new classification methods should be tested for
the automatic segmentation task. Among others, Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) have been proven to be useful for
sequence labeling due to their explotable properties, including that they can make use of the past and future contextual
information, and that they are robust to possible local distorsions of the input features (Graves, 2012). Finally, more
parameters like stop words, syntactic functions or grammatical relations could be explored in order to check their impact on this task. The authors encourage researchers to look
into these and other challenges, exploiting the released corpus of quality segmented subtitles as necessary.
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Abstract. Automatic subtitling through speech recognition technology
has become an important topic in recent years, where the eﬀort has
mostly centered on improving core speech technology to obtain better
recognition results. However, subtitling quality also depends on other
parameters aimed at favoring the readability and quick understanding of
subtitles, like correct subtitle line segmentation. In this work, we present
an approach to automate the segmentation of subtitles through machine
learning techniques, allowing the creation of customized models adapted
to the speciﬁc segmentation rules of subtitling companies. Support Vector
Machines and Logistic Regression classiﬁers were trained over a reference
corpus of subtitles manually created by professionals and used to segment
the output of speech recognition engines. We describe the performance of
both classiﬁers and discuss the merits of the approach for the automatic
segmentation of subtitles.
Keywords: automatic subtitling, subtitle segmentation, machine
learning.

1

Introduction

Automatic subtitling has recently attracted the interest of the speech and natural language processing research communities, notably after the adoption of
new audiovisual legislation by the European Parliament in 2007. This legislation
regulates the rights of people with disabilities to be integrated in the social and
cultural life of the Community, through accessible audiovisual contents by means
of sign-language, audio-description and subtitling. As a result, the demand for
automatic subtitling has grown rapidly, with public and private TV channels
moving to produce subtitles for larger volumes of their content. The eﬀort has
focused on quantity in a ﬁrst step, in order to match legislative requirements, but
there is an increasing demand for an improvement in the quality of automatically
generated subtitles as well.
The quality of subtitles involves several parameters linked to subtitle layout, duration and text editing. Layout parameters include: the position of subtitles on screen; the number of lines and amount of characters contained in
each line; typeface, distribution and alignment of the text; colors for front and
J.L. Navarro Mesa et al. (Eds.): IberSPEECH 2014, LNAI 8854, pp. 229–238, 2014.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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background; diﬀerent colors per speaker; and transmission modes, i.e. blocks or
scrolling/word-by-word. Duration parameters involve delay in live subtitling and
the persistence of subtitles on screen. Finally, text editing parameters are related
to capitalization and punctuation issues, segmentation and the use of acronyms,
apostrophes and numerals.
Among these quality features, the strong need for proper segmentation is
supported by the psycholinguistic literature on reading [11], where the consensual
view is that subtitle lines should end at natural linguistic breaks in order to favor
readability and minimize the cognitive eﬀort produced by poorly segmented text
lines [21].
In order to address the need to tackle subtitle quality aspects beyond bare
speech recognition and to provide solutions adaptable to the standard guidelines
and speciﬁc rules of companies, we explored a ﬂexible approach based on machine
learning techniques and tested it on the automated segmentation task. Speciﬁcally, we trained Support Vector Machines and Logistic Regression classiﬁers on
subtitle corpora created by professional subtitlers and used the resulting models to ﬁlter and select optimal segmentation candidates. The results we present
involve the use of these two classiﬁers for the automatic segmentation of subtitles in Basque, although the approach is not language-speciﬁc as it only requires
properly segmented training material of the type created by subtitling companies
under their own guidelines.
This processing pipeline for segmentation has been integrated into the automatic subtitling system described in [3], taking the output of speech processing
engines to provide customized segmented subtitles.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes existing solutions and
studies regarding automatic subtitling and segmentation. Section 3 looks at standard issues and considerations for the segmentation of subtitles. Section 4 describes the machine learning approach we implemented. Section 5 presents the
experiments and evaluation results. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions and
describes future work.

2

Related Work in Automatic Subtitling

There is extensive research focused on automatic subtitling, mainly through
the using of Automatic Speech Recognition technology for the recognition and
alignment tasks [2,6,13]. Most of the work in the area has centered on improving
recognition accuracy and producing well-synchronized subtitles. Audimus [17] is
a reference system in the ﬁeld, as it provides a complete framework for automatic
subtitling of broadcast news contents with low error rates in both batch and live
modes. It includes an automatic module for subtitle generation and normalization aimed at improving readability, but segmentation is performed minimally,
using only information about the maximum amount of characters permitted
per line. The Audimus system was improved and extended to several languages
within the European project SAVAS1 . Many quality features were considered in
1

http://www.fp7-savas.eu/
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the development of the new systems, but technology for automatic segmentation
was not included.
Although considerable importance is commonly placed on most of the quality
parameters described above, proper line-breaking has generally been disregarded
[20]. A survey of the literature in the ﬁeld actually provides no references on the
topic of automatically segmenting subtitles. A few studies were carried out on
related topics, as can be found for instance in [20], which explores the way
line-breaking is commonly performed, and in [21] which studies the impact of
arbitrary segmented subtitles on readers. The importance of segmentation has
been noted by [23], a study whose aim was to verify whether text chunking over
live re-spoken subtitles had an impact on both comprehension and reading speed.
They concluded that even though signiﬁcant diﬀerences were not found in terms
of comprehension, a correct segmentation by phrase or by sentence signiﬁcantly
reduced the time spent reading subtitles.

3

Subtitle Segmentation

3.1

Standard Guidelines

A number of guidelines for subtitling have been published over the years. Among
well-known ones are: Ofcom’s Guidance on Standards for Subtitling2 ; BBC’s
Online Subtitling Editorial Guidelines3 ; ESIST’s Guidelines for Production and
Layout of TV Subtitles4 , the Spanish UNE 153010 norm [1] on subtitling for
the deaf and hard of hearing and a reference textbook on generally accepted
subtitling practice published in 2007 by Jorge Diaz-Cintas and Aline Remael
[10]. Standard guidelines cover the various aspects of subtitle quality, such as
subtitle segmentation, and standard practices along these recommendations are
shared among subtitling companies and broadcasters.
In terms of segmentation, all standard recommendations conclude that it must
beneﬁt and improve readability. For this purpose, considering syntactic information to create linguistically coherent line-breaks is the preferred and most
adopted solution in the community. This follows from results in psycholinguistic
research, which show that readers analyze texts in terms of syntactic information
[9], grouping words corresponding to syntactic phrases and clauses [8]. Reading
subtitles is a similar task and subtitles for which segmentation is not based on
coherent syntactic groups can thus be assumed to trigger sub-optimal reading
[15]. In order to facilitate readability, subtitle lines should thus be split according
to coherent linguistic breaks, and the generally accepted solution is to operate
the splits at the highest possible syntactic node. This ensures that fragments
split along these lines encompass the largest possible amount of related semantic information.
2

3

4

http://www.ofcom.org.uk/static/archive/itc/itc publications/
codes guidance/standards for subtitling/subtitling 1.asp.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/guidelines/futuremedia/accessibility/
subtitling guides/online sub editorial guidelines vs1 1.pdf
http://www.translationjournal.net/journal/04stndrd.htm
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Issues in Automatic Segmentation

Although the strong need for proper segmentation and the general constraints
that apply to it are clear, there are issues regarding the implementation of automated segmentation.
First, as the previously described guidelines are fairly general in terms of what
constitutes a proper subtitle split, there is actual variation among professional
subtitlers when it comes to executing the actual segmentation. These variants are
usually reﬂected as distinct sets of company-speciﬁc rules, which makes a generic
automated solution all the more diﬃcult to achieve as such a solution would
have to either disregard company-speciﬁc rules or require resource-consuming
adaptation of syntactic rule sets on a case by case basis.
Secondly, the automatic detection of the highest syntactic node requires language processing tools for sentence analysis. For major languages like Spanish or
English, several such tools are available, e.g. Freeling [18], OpenNLP [4] or the
parsers developed by the Berkeley [22] and Stanford [5] groups. For other languages, particularly under-resourced ones, there can be a lack of robust natural
language analyzers, which would limit the possibilities of using a syntax-based
approach for segmentation.
Finally, a correct syntactic analysis and detection of the highest nodes in
subtitles does not guarantee proper segmentation. Several other features have
to be considered simultaneously, such as the amount of characters, timing issues
and, as previously mentioned, the speciﬁc splitting rules used by each subtitling
company. All these features have a clear impact on proper subtitle segmentation
and need to be taken into account for each speciﬁc subtitle.
An ideal solution for the automatic segmentation of subtitles would thus have
to (1) correspond to the speciﬁc rules used by each subtitling company, and (2)
simultaneously consider all relevant information like character sequence length
and timing.
In the remainder of the paper, we present a possible solution that involves
the use of machine learning classiﬁers to create segmentation models adapted
to each company’s needs, thus providing a highly customizable and languageindependent solution. This approach has the additional advantage of allowing
the simultaneous integration of diﬀerent features to reach optimal segmentation.

4

Machine Learning for Automatic Segmentation

This section describes the core components of the machine learning approach we
followed. We deﬁne the automatic segmentation problem as a binary classiﬁcation task, where subtitles with correct or incorrect segmentation are split into
two classes. Positive (correct) feature vectors were extracted from professionallycreated subtitle data and contain the segmentation marks found in the corpus;
negative (incorrect) vectors were generated by automatically inserting improper
segmentation marks. Classiﬁers were then trained on balanced sets formed with
these two types of vectors and used for the segmentation task.
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Corpus Characteristics

The corpus used to train and test the classiﬁers was composed of subtitles that
were manually created by professional subtitlers for TV cartoon programs in
Basque, for a total amount of 158,011 subtitles. The ﬁles were provided in SRT
format, indicating start and end time codes for each subtitle and presented in
blocks of a maximum of two lines. The corpus was split between training and
test sets containing 80% and 20% of the data, respectively. The subtitles in the
corpus were manually generated considering subtitle layout, duration and text
editing features. In particular, the segmentation rules followed by the subtitlers
focused on maintaining linguistic coherence, splitting subtitles according to the
highest possible syntactic node.
4.2

Corpus Processing

In order to train classiﬁers, both positive and negative examples are necessary,
from which to extract feature vectors suitable for the task. We thus prepared a
balanced set of positive and negative sets by transforming the original subtitles
into a task-speciﬁc format. Positive examples were generated by merging consecutive lines in reference subtitles into a single sentence containing the original
segmentation mark. Each such transformed sentence was then used as a basis
to generate a set of negative examples, by moving the original correct segmentation symbol to other positions in the sentence. All possible negative training
examples were generated in a ﬁrst step, each with a diﬀerent segmentation point,
and a randomly selected subset of these possible incorrect examples was used to
balance the amount of positive and negative training elements.
Table 1 provides examples of transformed subtitles, including positive and
negative candidates.
Table 1. Training data. The #S# mark denotes a segmentation symbol. The
<S1> and <S2> marks correspond to speaker information marks.
Reference subtitles

Transformed data (examples)

Label

1
00:00:47,430 → 00:00:49,448
<S1>Lapitza eta erregela.
2
00:00:51,283 → 00:00:54,660
<S2>Ez dira berdinak,
ezta pentsatu ere.

Lapitza eta erregela. #S# Ez dira berdinak
Ez dira berdinak, #S# ezta pentsatu ere.
Lapitza #S# eta erregela. Ez dira berdinak
Lapitza eta #S# erregela. Ez dira berdinak
Lapitza eta erregela. Ez #S# dira berdinak
...

Correct
Correct
Incorrect
Incorrect
Incorrect
...

Training sentences were thus composed of two parts corresponding to each
line in a subtitle and divided by the #S# symbol. Features were computed on
each of the parts and on the entire sentence as well. Each feature vector was
then categorized with the corresponding label.
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Feature Vectors

The features extracted from the transformed data can be divided into four types
of characteristics related to (1) timing, (2) number of characters, (3) speaker
change and (4) perplexity as given by a language model built over the training
data. A feature vector was calculated for each of the sentences in the transformed
data and used to train the classiﬁers.
The timing feature involved the time diﬀerence between the ﬁrst and second
parts of each sentence in the transformed data. It was calculated from the start
time of the ﬁrst word of the second part and the end time of the last word of
the ﬁrst part. Since the reference subtitles provided just the time-codes of the
ﬁrst and last words at subtitle level, the forced alignment system for Basque
presented in [3] was used to obtain the start and end times-codes for all the
words.
To characterize aspects related to the number of characters, three features
were calculated from the transformed data. The ﬁrst two contained the amount
of characters of the ﬁrst part and second part of each sentence, respectively,
and the third feature indicated the total number of characters in the entire
(bi-)sentence.
Speaker change information was available in the reference subtitles and converted into a boolean value: speaker changes were deﬁned to have value 1 if true
and 0 otherwise.
The last feature indicated the perplexity value given by a language model
built on the correct sentences in the transformed data. Given that Basque is
a morphologically rich language and considering the scarcity of the training
data, the language model was built using part-of-speech (POS) information. For
this end, the Eustagger [12] toolkit was used, which includes a morphological
analyser and a POS tagger for Basque. An unpruned 9-gram language model was
estimated using the KenLM toolkit [14], with modiﬁed Kneser-Ney smoothing
[16]. The average perplexity value was 24.25 on the test set.
4.4

Segmentation Algorithm

As previously mentioned, the automatic segmentation module was integrated
into our automatic subtitling system for Basque. This system produces alignments between audio signal and transcripts, thus producing time-codes for each
word and providing a basis for the complete generation of subtitles. The segmentation module beneﬁts from the automatically aligned and time-coded words to
create candidates for segmentation. These candidates are then measured against
the machine-learned models and optimal candidates selected according to the
score obtained by their feature vectors. The algorithm for candidate generation
and selection is described below.
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INITIALIZE start index to zero;
INITIALIZE end index to one;
SET max length to maximum length of characters per subtitle;
CALL get words() RETURNING words;
while end index is less than length of words do
COMPUTE generate candidates(start index,end index);
if exist valid candidates() then
CALL get best candidate() RETURNING cut index;
COMPUTE insert cut (cut index);
SET previous maxindex to end index + 1;
SET start index to cut index + 1;
SET end index to start index + 1;
SET right block to words (start index...end index);
else
if length of right block is greater than one then
COMPUTE insert cut (previous maxindex);
SET start index to previous maxindex + 1;
SET end index to start index + 1;
else
SET start index to start index + 1;
SET end index to start index + 1;
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: Segmentation procedure
The procedure for the generation and selection of segmentation candidates is
shown in Algorithm 1. Processing of the text to be segmented is iterative, with
validated insertion points taken as new starting points for further processing
of the remainder of the text. In other words, we compute segmentation points
through short windows of text and repeat the process on the yet unprocessed
text after an optimal segmentation has been found for the current window.
Potential points of segmentation are inserted between sequences of consecutive
words, where the sole constraint is a maximum allowed sequence length before
and after segmentation points. That is, neither sequence on either side of a potential segmentation point can have more characters than this ﬁxed value, which is
computed at the beginning of the process and comes from the maximum length
in characters for a subtitle line, as observed in the training data. The candidates
are created through the subroutine generate candidates(). The initial candidates
correspond to all combinations of the current sequence of words and segmentation
points. Each candidate thus includes only one segmentation point and the set of
all candidates covers the space of potential segmentation points for the current
window of words. Feature vectors are then extracted for each candidate and classiﬁed according to the previously trained models. In order to reduce the list of
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current candidates into a more manageable set, we only retain candidates with a
model-predicted probability above a ﬁxed threshold. Empirical determination for
the task at hand yielded a ﬁxed value of 0.7 for this threshold.
The sub-function exist valid candidates() checks for the existence of any valid
candidate in the ﬁltered set. If the test is positive, the best candidate is selected
through the sub-routine get best candidate(), which returns the candidate with
the highest probability according to the model. In case of a tie, the longest
candidate is selected. The sequence of words to the right of the last segmentation
point is then stored for the next iteration. As this sequence has already been
determined to be a an autonomous sequence at this point, it is taken as an
indivisible block in the next iteration, i.e. no new segmentation points can be
set between the words that compose it.
If exist valid candidates() indicates no candidates at all, the last stored
sequence is considered. If this sequence consists of more than one word, a segmentation point is inserted by default; if it contains just one word, the case is taken to
be identical to processing the ﬁrst word of the text: new sequences and candidates
are generated from the sequences that include this word and the next ones.

5

Experiments and Evaluation

Several experiments were carried out using Support Vector Machines (SVM) and
Logistic Regression (LR) classiﬁers using the LibSVM [7] and Scikit-learn [19]
toolkits respectively. For the SVM classiﬁer, after testing and comparing diﬀerent
combinations of Kernel functions and methods to perform multi-class classiﬁcation, the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel with nu-support vector classiﬁcation (nu-SVC) algorithm was selected, as this setup gave the best results. The LR
classiﬁer was trained through Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). Fig. 1 presents
results in terms of F-1 measure for each of the test ﬁles for both classiﬁers.

Fig. 1. Segmentation accuracy using SVM and LR classiﬁers
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The results demonstrated similar performance for the two classiﬁers, with an
average score of 74.71% and 76.12% for the SVM and LR classiﬁers, respectively.
In terms of precision and recall, the SVM classiﬁer obtained scores of 82% and
69%. In contrast, the LR classiﬁer achieved a precision of 85% and a recall
of 69%. Interestingly, both classiﬁers reached identical recall, showing that on
average almost seven out of ten segmentation points are correctly identiﬁed in
this approach. Combining this result with precision scores above 80%, the general
approach can be seen as promising.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a novel approach to automatic subtitle segmentation which generates and selects optimal segmentation points according to the predictions made by
machine-learned classiﬁers. This method provides a customized solution to
company-speciﬁc segmentation guidelines and rules, as the models are strictly induced from existing segmented corpora and generate similar segmentation on new
input. Additionally, the approach ﬁlls a void as far as generating quality subtitles
is concerned, given that automatic subtitle segmentation, which is a crucial quality feature, has been somewhat neglected within the research community. Finally,
the method oﬀers a versatile solution as it permits the addition of new features
to further tune and improve classiﬁcation models and subsequent segmentation
accuracy.
The preliminary results we have presented are quite satisfactory, with an
average recall of nearly 70% and precision above 80% on the test set of a
professionally-created corpus of TV cartoon programs in Basque.
In future work, we will pursue experiments on additional corpora, to further evaluate the approach with diﬀerent domains. More languages will also be
tested, as diﬀerent linguistic characteristics can have an impact on segmentation
results, notably in terms of language-dependent infelicitous line endings. We will
also explore the impact of including additional features to train classiﬁers, and
evaluate the performance of diﬀerent feature sets. For instance, incorporating
perplexity scores from additional language models trained on surface forms and
morphemes might prove beneﬁciary, as the models would thus include a measure
of superﬁcial linguistic knowledge which can be assumed to further improve the
proper segmentation of subtitles.
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Abstract. In this paper, complete rich transcription and automatic subtitling systems for Basque and Spanish are described. They enable the
automatic transcription and/or subtitling of bilingual contents, through
the integration of a language tracker that discriminates between segments
spoken in Basque and Spanish. The technology is accessible through a
web platform hosted on the Internet. The paper details the architecture
of the systems and focuses on the description and evaluation of each
technological component. Performance results are reported for the parliamentary domain.

1

Introduction

The new Digital Era has driven a huge increase of the amount of contents that
are created and publicly shared on a daily basis. These contents may include
text, images, video and/or audio. The generation of such vast amount of contents has led to the progress of technology for their optimal analysis and for
the automatic extraction of semantic information in several domains, such as
security, surveillance, information retrieval, the audiovisual sector and forensics,
among others.
Concerning audio content analysis, both rich transcription and automatic
subtitling systems based on Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition
(LVCSR) technology have been turned into promising solutions for many applications in different fields. On the one hand, rich transcription systems have become
widely used for tasks such as spoken document retrieval, spoken term detection,
summarization, semantic navigation, speech data mining or annotated automatic
transcription. These systems allow the automatic generation of a transcript from
an audio clip along with metadata to enrich the word stream with useful information such as punctuation, capitalization, speaker identification, sentence units
or proper names. On the other hand, the increasing use of multimedia and the
accessibility policies promoting the subtitling of broadcast contents at European and national levels have increased the subtitling demand in recent years
and LVCSR technology-aid solutions such as re-speaking or automatic subtitling
have arisen as alternatives more productive than manual subtitling [2].
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In this paper, our proprietary systems for the rich transcription and automatic subtitling of audiovisual contents in Basque and Spanish are presented.
They are the result of the research work carried out within many European
and Local R&D projects and have already been transferred to several companies which have integrated them in their internal workflows. In addition, a web
platform that enables potential interested users to directly obtain automatic
transcriptions and/or subtitles of their own contents during a trial period is also
presented. The reported results correspond to the parliamentary domain.
In the following Section 2, a description of the state-of-the-art of the common technological components involved is given. Besides, other existing solutions
focused on related tasks are enumerated. The corpora used for training and testing purposes is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the developed systems,
toghether with the performance results of each component. Finally, the web
platform aiming to make the technology accessible through the Internet for trial
purposes is described in Section 5 and conclusions and future lines are given in
Section 6.

2

Background

Rich transcription and automatic subtitling systems share several components
which work like a pipeline of technological modules, including a speech-non
speech front-end, a LVCSR engine, capitalization and punctuation modules,
speaker diarization and/or identification, text normalization and, in the case
of subtitling, a module for proper segmentation and presentation of subtitles.
The core technology corresponds to the LVCSR engine, being the field in
which more research work has been carried out during the last decades. Such
research has triggered significant improvements in LVCSR technology over the
last few years, mainly through the use of Deep Learning. Thereby, different research groups have shown that DNNs (Deep Neural Networks) can outperform
traditional GMMs (Gaussian Mixture Models) at acoustic modeling for speech
recognition on a variety of data sets [12]. Moreover, RNN (Recurrent Neural Networks) based language models have proven to outperform traditional N-grams
in several challenges [16]. All these technological advances and the availability of
toolkits such as Kaldi [21], which includes recipes for acoustic modeling following
the latest paradigms, plus other tools such as RNNLM [17] that allow the estimation of RNN language models, have fostered the development of sophisticated
LVCSR engines, enabling their integration into rich transcription and automatic
subtitling systems with low error rates in bounded domains.
The raw text output of the LVCSR engines is further enriched with capitalization and punctuation marks. Automatic capitalization is commonly contextdependent and has been studied in many works through several approaches based
on language models [10], rule-based taggers [5], maximum entropy Markov models [6] and Condition Random Fields (CRF) [26]. However, the ambiguity of the
context and unseen words during training usually produce more errors than desired, especially in open domains. On the other hand, autopunctuation is even
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more domain-dependent than capitalization, especially with different types of
speech (expressive, planned, dictation, etc.) and if acoustics and prosody are
employed as features to train models. Despite different punctuation marks can
be used, most studies have focused on recovering the most frequent full stop and
comma, although comma is quite problematic due to its multi-functionality [4].
Concerning speaker segmentation and identification, recent work in the field
is mainly focused on two main open challenges: (1) how to speed up the diarization process and (2) the way to perform cross-show speaker diarization [8] correctly. Instead of the traditional GMMs, factor-analysis based techniques, such
as i-vectors, which are popular in the speaker verification domain, have been
adapted recently to the speaker diarization task with the aim of discriminating the variability posed by channel characteristics, ambient noises and spoken
phonemes [27].
The Text Normalization module aims at converting numbers, numerals, dates
and amounts (e.g. money and percentage) to their digit representation, and it is
commonly performed using rule-based functions.
Regarding the automatic segmentation of subtitles, it can be considered a
novel research field which aims at providing syntactically coherent breaks so
that viewers can read subtitles as quick as possible. In this sense, the works
presented in [1] and [2] present automatic alternatives to the Counting Character
technique, which is the main technique employed in most automatic subtitling
systems currently.
Finally, advances related to LVCSR technology have driven the development
of commercial solutions for rich transcription and automatic subtitling. Recently,
Google has started supporting the automatic generation of time-aligned draft
transcriptions and subtitles of the videos uploaded to Youtube [9, 14]. Nevertheless, for the moment Youtube’s automatic transcriptions do not include punctuation and capitalization marks nor follow standard professional subtitling practices [3]. Other companies such as Koemei1 , SailLabs2 , Vecsys3 and Verbio4
commercialize automated transcription solutions for varying pools of languages
and application scenarios, but do not produce subtitles. In the subtitling field,
Audimus [18] can be considered a pioneer and reference system, as it provides a
complete framework for automatic subtitling in both batch and live modes for
several languages [3].

3

Data resources

Two corpora have been used to train and evaluate the technological components of the systems in the parliament domain: the SAVAS corpus and a Basque
Parliament corpus.
1
2
3
4

https://koemei.com/
https://www.sail-labs.com/
https://www.bertin-it.com/vecsys/
http://www.verbio.com
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The SAVAS corpus [22] was compiled during the European SME-DCL SAVAS5
project, whose aim was to collect and annotate a huge amount of audio and text
corpora in the news domain for several European languages to develop LVCSR
engines for automatic transcription and subtitling. For Basque and Spanish, 200
hours of broadcast news audios were collected and annotated per language. Regarding texts, 329 million words and more than one billion words of text were
gathered from digital newspapers in Basque and Spanish respectively.
The second corpus was composed by audios and texts from the Basque Parliament. In terms of acoustic data, a total amount of 10 hours and 19 minutes for
Basque, and 13 hours and 44 minutes for Spanish were collected and manually
annotated. Annotations were done at transcription, name entity, background
and speaker levels. With regard to the text corpus, texts containing 7.2 and 12.3
million words were gathered from sessions transcribed manually over the last 6
years.
The following Table 1 summarizes the audio and text data of the SAVAS and
Basque Parliament corpora for each language.
Table 1. The SAVAS and Basque Parliament corpora for Basque and Spanish
Language
Variant
Corpus
Domain
Audio
Basque
Standard Basque
SAVAS
News
200 H
Spanish
European
SAVAS
News
200 H
Basque
Standard Basque Basque Parliament Politics 10 H + 19 mins
Spanish
European
Basque Parliament Politics 13 H + 44 mins

Text
329 M
1009 M
7.2 M
12.3 M

As further detailed in Section 4, the SAVAS corpus was mainly used to construct the acoustic models of the LVCSR engines, while the remaining components, including the language models and lexicons, were built and adapted
exploiting the in-domain corpus of the Basque Parliament.

4

Description of the systems

The development of the rich transcription and automatic subtitling systems has
been performed employing the methods integrated in Vicomtech-IK4’s proprietary Transkit-SDK6 tool, which includes functions to train, build and evaluate
all the technological components involved in these type of systems.
There are several components that both the rich transcription and automatic subtitling systems share. Such components correspond to the Speech/NonSpeech front-end, the LVCSR engine, the Capitalization and Punctuation module, the Speaker Segmentation and Identification module, and the Text Normalization module, which are described in Subsection 4.1. In addition, given the
5
6

http://www.fp7-savas.eu/
http://www.vicomtech.org/resources/archivosbd/sdks documentos/Transkit.pdf
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bilingual nature of the Basque Parliament’s sessions, where Basque and Spanish
languages are mixed interchangeably in the same audio track, a module for Language Tracking was also implemented. The component in charge of generating
proper segmentation of subtitles is explained in Subsection 4.2.
4.1

Rich Transcription systems

In Figure 1, the bottom-up pipeline of our rich transcription system is shown.
As it can be seen, its architecture has been designed to process bilingual audio
tracks. In a first step, input audio is split into homogeneous portions containing
speech and non-speech segments. The Language Tracker module is then in charge
of segmenting and classifying each speech segments into Basque and Spanish. At
this point, each segment is processed by a different language-dependent LVCSR
engine to obtain draft transcriptions. These raw outputs are then enriched with
capitalization and punctuation marks through separate technology trained for
each language. Afterwards, the different speakers of the Basque Parliament are
identified applying language-independent Speaker Identification technology and
finally, output text is normalized converting numerals, dates and amounts into
their digit representation.

Fig. 1. Bottom-up pipeline of the bilingual Rich Transcription system

– Regarding Speech-Non Speech discrimination, our system has been built using the UBM/GMM (Universal Background Model/Gaussian Mixture Model)
approximation described in [24]. This module is capable of discriminating between speech, silence and noise and it was trained using 2 hours per class
taken from the Basque Parliament corpus. An accuracy of 94.1% at segment
level in an in-domain test set with a total duration of 105 minutes has been
reached.
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– Language Tracker. Our phonotactic-based language tracker aims to identify
phoneme boundaries which could be candidates of language turns, following the work presented in [15]. The followed technical approach consists in
constructing an unique phone decoder combining the languages involved.
To this end, an hybrid DNN-HMM acoustic model has been trained using
86 hours of audios (39 hours of Basque and 47 hours of Spanish) from the
SAVAS corpus, while the LM is a trigram model at phone level estimated
using bilingual texts composed of 4.3 million phones (1.9 M for Basque and
2.4 M for Spanish). The phone set is composed of all the phones in both
languages, and a distinctive language tag is added to each phone to avoid
mixing those that are shared in both languages.
We have employed Language Error Rate (LER) as evaluation metric. This
measure is computed in the same way as the well-know Diarization Error
Rate (DER) commonly used in speaker diarization systems but using languages instead of speakers. An average LER of 10.29% has been obtained on
a test set of 255 minutes, of which 92 minutes were spoken in Basque and
163 minutes in Spanish.
– Automatic Speech Recognition. LVCSR engines for Basque and Spanish have
been built using the open-source Kaldi toolkit[21]. Acoustic models were
trained using the SAVAS corpus, and following the implementation given in
[25], which corresponds to a hybrid Deep Neural Network (DNN)-Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) implementation where DNNs are trained to provide
posterior probability estimates for the HMM states. Two types of language
models (LM) were integrated per language: trigram Arpa-format LM for
decoding and 9-gram constant Arpa-format LM for rescoring of the final
lattices, both trained using the in-domain text gathered from the Basque
Parliament. The decoding LM were estimated with Kneser-Ney modified
smoothing using the KenLM [11] toolkit. Word Error Rate (WER) values of
16.73% and 9.47% were achieved for Basque and Spanish over an in-domain
test set.
– Capitalization and Punctuation. The Capitalization module aims to re-case
the lower-cased text output of the LVCSR engine. Our automatic capitalization models have been estimated using the recasing tool provided by the
Moses open-source toolkit [13]. The Basque and Spanish models were trained
using the texts collected from the SAVAS and Basque Parliament corpora.
F1-score values of 82.80% and 89.94% were achieved on a test set of 10K
and 28K words for Basque and Spanish, respectively.
We have turned the Punctuation problem into a text sequence labelling
task. To this end, our automatic punctuation module is constructed on top
of a CRF model, in which each token is tagged with one category (NP: No
punctuation; CO: Comma; FS: Full Stop) depending on whether the next
token corresponds to a punctuation mark or not. The following acoustic and
linguistic features are exploited: (1) the current and the surrounding 2 words
on the left and right (5 words), (2) the current and the surrounding 2 words’
POS information on the left and right (5 categories), (3) time between the
current and the next word (1 feature), (4) Speaker Change (1 Boolean), and
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(5) Language Change (1 feature). The CRF models were estimated using the
corpora of the Basque Parliament, obtaining F1-score values of 65.89% and
64.34% for Basque and Spanish respectively over an in-domain test set of 2
hours per language. CRF models were constructed using the CRFSuite tool
[19].
– Speaker Identification. This modules takes the speech segments resulting
from the Speech-Non Speech module as input and applies the generalized
likelihood ratio (GLR) distance measure to detect close speaker changes
within each segment. Each individual portion is then modeled using an ivector representation, for which an UBM and a TV (Total Variability) matrix, compensated with the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) method,
have been previously estimated using the corpus composed of 105 speakers from the Basque Parliament. A probabilistic linear discriminant analysis
(PLDA) back-end computed the i-vector similarity. With this approach, an
accuracy of 85.34% was achieved on an in-domain test set of 160 minutes.
– Normalization. Comprises all the tasks related to converting numbers into
their digit representation, removing filled pauses and generating abbreviations. It is implemented using rule-based functions defined for each language.

4.2

Automatic Subtitling systems

The automatic subtitling systems developed for Basque and Spanish include
all the technological components described above plus an additional module
responsible of generating well-segmented subtitles. The importance of quality
segmentation is supported by several works [23, 2] and by psycholinguistic studies
on the readability and cognitive effort associated to a poor segmentation [20].
The Subtitle Segmentation component has been developed using CRF models,
for which several categories have been defined to describe the function of each
word within each subtitle and connected through a graphical dependence model.
The categories defined represent the function of the first word of a subtitle (BSU), the end word of a line (E-LI), the first word of the second line (B-LI), the
final word of a subtitle (E-SU), inline words (I-LI), a single word in a subtitle
(BE-SU), single word in the first line (BS-EL), and single word in the second
line (BL-ES). The feature vectors used to describe the information extracted
from each word are composed of 15 characteristics related to the words, Partof-Speech information, Speaker Change information, time differences between
surrounding words and two parameters to control the amount of characters per
line and subtitle. The CRF models were trained over a corpus containing 109,006
subtitles for Basque and 81,802 for Spanish. In both corpora, subtitles were
manually created by professionals following specific segmentation rules to keep
linguistic and syntactic coherence. The corpora were split into train and test sets
(80% and 20%), and F1-scores of 83% and 80.7% were obtained for Basque and
Spanish respectively.
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Web platform for Rich Transcription and Automatic
Subtitling

The goal of this web platform is to provide interested users an online service to
test by themselves if the rich transcription and automatic subtitling technology
may help improve their internal services. As it can be seen in Figure 2, the
technology is hosted in an server within Vicomtech-IK4’s internal network, while
the web platform is installed in a server allocated on the Internet, so that it can
be accessed by external users. A monitoring daemon continuously checks a shared
folder where the uploaded contents are saved. When a new content is detected,
it is copied to the internal server to be processed automatically. The result is
then sent back to the user via email.

Fig. 2. Architecture of the Web Platform for Rich Transcription and Automatic Subtitling

Users can accesses the platform through a web application7 that stays operational for them to directly test the performance of the Rich Transcription and
Automatic Subtitling systems on their contents.

6

Conclusions and future work

Complete systems for rich transcription and automatic subtitling in Basque and
Spanish have been presented and their performance reported for the parliamentary domain. Several local companies are already using the systems described to
speed up the manual transcription of the parliament sessions and automatically
subtitle political videos that are published on the Internet.
Future work will involve improving the components with lowest performance.
New methods to improve automatic punctuation will be investigated following
recent advances in Natural Language Processing with Neural Networks for sentence boundary detection [7]. Besides, the enhancement of subtitle segmentation
will be explored using more parameters such as stop words, syntactic functions
7

http://212.81.220.68:8086/SDK web/
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or grammatical relations and experimenting with RNNs for this task. Finally,
ongoing work will continue focusing on optimizing the technology for real-time
scenarios.
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for Spanish and Basque languages, using an affective database.
This study is based on two previous works and its main objective is
to analyse the results using the whole set of features which come
from both of them. Moreover, it tries to extract the most relevant
features related with the emotions in speech. Although all studies
have started being speaker-dependent, in the extraction of relevant
features the aim is to achieve a speaker-independent recognizer.
The three phases are the following: (a) using a group of 32
speech features [6]; (b) using a different group containing a total of
91 features [7]; and (c) finally, merging both groups, adding up a
total of 123 different features.
Several Machine Learning (ML) techniques have been applied
to evaluate their usefulness for SER. In this particular case,
techniques based on evolutionary algorithms (EDA) have been
used in all phases to select feature subsets that noticeably optimize
the automatic emotion recognition success rate.

Introduction
Affective computing, a discipline that develops devices for
detecting and responding to user’s emotions [1], is a growing
research area [2] in Human Computer Interaction (HCI). The
main objective of affective computing is to capture and process
affective information with the aim of enhancing and naturalizing
the communication between the human and the computer. Within
affective computing, affective mediation uses a computer-based
system as intermediary in the communication of people, reflecting
the emotion the interlocutors may have [1]. Affective mediation
tries to minimize the filtering of affective information carried out
by communication devices, because they are usually devoted to the
transmission of verbal information and therefore, miss nonverbal
information [3]. There are other applications in this type of
mediated communication, for example, textual telecommunication
(affective electronic mail, affective chats, etc.). Speech Emotion
Recognition (SER) is also a very active research field in HCI [4].
Concerning to this topic, Ramakrishnan and El Emary [5]
propose several types of applications to show the importance of
techniques used in SER.
Affective databases are a good chance for developing affective
applications, either for affective recognizers or either for affective
synthesis. This paper presents a study aimed for giving a new step
towards searching relevant speech features in automatic SER area
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Related work
Theories of emotions proposed by cognitive psychologists are a
useful starting point for modelling human emotions. Although
several theoretical emotional models exist, the most commonly
used models of emotions are dimensional [8] and categorical
[9,10] ones. For practical reasons, categorical models of emotions
have been more frequently used in affective computing. For
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RekEmozio database is a multimodal bilingual database for
Spanish and Basque [25], which also stores information that came
from processes of some global speech features extraction for each
audio recording. Some of these features are prosodic features while
others are quality features.
As in the case of affective databases, most emotional speech
recognition systems are related to English. For languages such as
Basque and Spanish much less emotional speech recognition
systems have been developed. For Basque, the work of Luengo et
al. [26] is noticeable. For Spanish, works such as [27] can be found
in the literature. Another example is the work of Hozjan and
Kačič [28], which studies multilingual emotion recognition and
includes Spanish language. In this work, 26 high-level (AHL)
features and 14 database-specific emotional (DSE) features were
used. AHL are statistical presentations of low-level features (lowlevel features are composed from pitch, derivative of pitch, energy,
derivative of energy, and duration of speech segments). DSE
features are a set of speaker specific emotional features. Emotion
recognition was performed using artificial neural networks and
results were obtained using the max-correct evaluation method.
Taking speaker-dependent emotion recognition into account, the
average of max-correct with AHL features was 55.21% and for
recognition with DSE features 45.76%. An aspect to consider is
whether cultural and linguistic variations can modify emotional
speech features. This aspect has been analysed in studies such as
[29], [12] and [30]. In [29], an experimental study is performed
comparing Spanish and Swedish cultures. However, it must be
highlighted that no reference has been found in literature about
Basque language being analysed in the context of cross-cultural
studies related to speech. It must also be stated that few common
speech features are provided in studies where Spanish language is
present and that most cross-cultural studies found in literature are
based on facial expression analysis.
ML paradigms take a principal role in some works related to
SER found in the literature [31]. Some papers describe works
performed using several classification methods. Support Vector
Machines (SVM) and Decision Trees (DT) are compared to
identify relevant emotional states from prosodic, disfluency and
lexical cues extracted from the real-life spoken human-human
interactions in [32]. Authors such as Pan et al. [33] also apply the
SVM method to classify emotions in speech, using two emotional
speech databases: Berlin German and Chinese. In [34], authors
developed a hybrid system capable of using information from faces
and voices to recognize people’s emotions. Three ML approaches
are considered by Shami and Verhelst [35], K-nearest neighbours
(KNN), SVM and Ada-boosted decision trees, applied to four
emotional speech databases: Kismet, BabyEars, Danish, and
Berlin. Rani et al. [36] presents a comparative study of four ML
methods (KNN algorithm, Regression Trees (RT), Bayesian
Networks and SVM) applied to the affect recognition domain
using physiological signals. In [37] a system that recognizes human
speech emotional states using a neural network classifier is
proposed.
Different types of features (spectral, prosodic) for laughter
detection were investigated by Truong and van Leeuwen [38]
using different classification techniques (Gaussian Mixture Models,
SVM, Multi Layer Perceptron). In [12] a large-scale data mining
experiment about the automatic recognition of basic emotions in
informal everyday short utterances is presented. A large set of ML
algorithms is compared, ranging from Neural Networks, SVM or
DT, together with 200 features, using a large database of several
thousand examples, showing that the difference of performance
among learning schemes can be substantial, and that some features
which were previously unexplored are of crucial importance;

example, in [11] several algorithms that recognize eight categories
of emotions based on facial expressions are implemented. Oudeyer
[12] has developed such algorithms for production and recognition
of five emotions based on speech features. Authors such as Ekman
and Friesen [13] suggest the universality of six basic categorical
emotions and think that facial expressions for these six emotions
are expressed and recognized in all cultures.
In [14], a study about the words that Basque-speaking people
understand as emotions-related ones is presented and the
hierarchical and family resemblance structure of the most
prototypical 124 concepts that are represented as emotions are
mapped. The hierarchical cluster analysis of collected data reveals
two large superordinate categories (positive and negative) and five
large basic level categories (love, happiness, anger, fear and
sadness), which contain several subordinate level categories. They
notice that those basic categories can also be found in similar
studies made in Indonesia and United States of America.
Apart from models, there are also some studies related to
expression and detection of emotions. In this way, Lang [8]
proposed that three different systems would be implied in the
expression of the emotions and that could serve like indicators to
detect the emotion of the user:

N
N
N

Verbal information: reports about perceived emotions described by users.
Behavioural information: facial and postural expressions and
speech paralinguistic features.
Psychophysiological answers: such as heart rate, galvanic skin
response -GSR-, and electroencephalographic response.

Verbal, behavioural and psychophysiological correlates of
emotions should be taken into account when possible. Correlations
among these three systems can help computers interpreting
ambiguous emotions. For instance, a person with apraxia could
have problems in the articulation of facial gestures, but subjective
information written down with assistive technology can be used by
a computer to interpret her/his emotional state. In that sense,
more specific models or theories which describe the components of
each system of expression can be found in the literature and
selected according to the particular case, such as a dictionary of
emotional speech [15], acoustic correlates of speech [10], subsyllabic and pitch spectral features [16] or facial expressions [9].
On the other hand, affective resources, such as affective stimuli
databases, provide a good opportunity for training affective
applications, either for affective synthesis or for affective recognizers based on classification via Artificial Neural Networks,
Hidden Markov Models, Genetic Algorithms (GAs), or similar
techniques (see for example, [17] and [18]). These type of
databases usually record information such as images, sounds,
psychophysiological values, etc. There are some references in the
literature that present affective databases and their characteristics.
Cowie et al. [19] listed the major contemporary databases,
emphasising those which are naturalistic or induced, multimodal,
and influential. Other interesting reviews are the ones provided in
[20] and [21].
Most of these references of affective databases are related to
English, while other languages have less resources developed,
especially the ones with relatively low number of speakers; this is
the case of Basque Language. To our knowledge, the first affective
database in Basque is the one presented by Navas et al. [22].
Concerning to Spanish, the work of Iriondo et al. [23] stands out;
and relating to Mexican Spanish, the work of Caballero-Morales
[24] can be highlighted.
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several schemes are emerging as candidates for describing
pervasive emotion.
It has to be pointed out the work by Schröder [39], which
provides a wide list of references concerning emotional speech
features. Most of these references are related to English and the
features used by referenced authors are the most commonly found
in the literature. In terms of emotional speech features for Basque,
to authors’ knowledge, the work of Navas et al. [40] is the unique
work and it also uses some of the most common features found.
This situation is similar for Spanish, there are few references and
some of most common features tend to be used [23,41,42]. On the
other hand, in [43] and [44], a different approach of how to treat
the signal that adds new and interesting features for the study of
the emotions in the voice is presented.
Some works about feature selection for emotion recognition
have been found in literature: in [45] Fast Correlation Based Filter
is applied to select the attributes that take part in a Neural
Network classifier; in [46], selection is performed by an expert; in
[47] a non-linear dimensionality reduction is used to carry out the
recognition process; Picard et al. [48] present and compare
multiple algorithms for feature-based recognition of emotional
state from this data; the work by Cowie et al. [19] is related with
this paper in the sense that a Feature Selection method is used in
order to apply a Neural Network to emotion recognition in spoken
English, although both, the method chosen to perform the Feature
Subset Selection (FSS) and the learning paradigms are different.

and non-semantically relevant) trying to express emotional
categories by means of voice intonation and facial expression.
Regarding to spoken material, in Table 2, the amount of text used
is pointed out, while Table 3 shows the length of the recordings
(see [25] for more details).
It should be noted that the database is validated [21]. It is
considered that training affective recognizers with subject validated databases will enhance the effectiveness of recognition
applications. Fifty-seven volunteers participated in the validation,
and results of the categorical test allowed to conclude that the 78%
of audio stimuli were valid to express the intended emotion as the
recognition accuracy percentage was over 50%.

Emotional feature extraction
One of the most important questions for automatic SER is
which features should be extracted from the voice signal. Previous
studies show that it is difficult to find specific voice features valid as
reliable indicators of the emotion present in the speech [49].
Therefore, as a first step, an in-depth literature review of
emotional speech features was carried out. After reviewing the
state-of-the-art, in the first phase, a number of features which had
been frequently used in other similar studies [40,23,41], where
selected and checked. Using a 20 ms frame-based analysis, with an
overlapping of 10 ms, information related to prosody, such as the
fundamental frequency, energy, intensity and speaking rate, was
extracted obtaining a total of 32 features. In this phase,
encouraging results were obtained applying ML classification
techniques.
In a second phase it was decided to study additional features
that could provide information about the emotion expressed in the
speech. Tato et al. [43] proposed new interesting formulas to
extract information regarding emotions from speech, and also
defined a novel technique for signal treatment, not only extracting
information by frames, but by regions consisting of more than
three consecutive frames, either for the analysis of voice and
unvoiced parts. Before adding this information consisting of 91
new features to those used in the first phase, the effectiveness of
these new features was tested using the same ML paradigms, to
compare the results obtained in both phases.
After verifying the effectiveness of the classification procedures
and the features selected in the first two phases, it was decided to
compile all the features concerning emotional information in a
third and final phase, obtaining a final set of 123 speech features as
input for the previous ML paradigms.
All these features are divided as follows:

Materials and Methods
As it is mentioned before, several ML techniques have been
applied to evaluate their usefulness for SER and to obtain relevant
emotional speech features. To fulfil this objective, a corpus has
been used to extract several features. Next subsections describe this
corpus and the ML paradigms used for classification purposes
during the experimental phase.

Corpus
There are few affective corpuses developed for Spanish
language, and even less for Basque. The database used in this
work has been Rekemozio, that contains instances of both
languages and is the only alternative found for Basque. The
creation and validation of this multimedia database, that includes
video and audio recordings, is described in [21]. In our work, we
only use the spoken material. Rekemozio uses a categorical model
based on Ekman’s six basic emotions [13] (Sadness, Fear, Joy,
Anger, Surprise and Disgust), and also considers a Neutral
emotion category. In their work Ekman and Friesen suggested
that they are universal for all cultures. Table 1 summarizes the
scope of RekEmozio database, presenting its relevant features.
RekEmozio database recordings were carried out by skilled
actors and actresses, and contextualized by means of audiovisual
stimuli (154 audio stimuli and 6 video stimuli per actor). They
were asked to read a set of words and sentences (both semantically

N
N

Prosodic Features: model the F0, energy, voiced and unvoiced
regions, pitch derivative curve and the relations between the
features as is proposed in [50] and [44] (see Table 4).
Spectral Features: formants and energy band distribution (see
Table 5).

Table 1. Summary of RekEmozio database scope for recordings.

Language

#Actors

Mean Age (std dev)

#male/#female

Basque

7

4/3

31.3 (5.2)

Spanish

10

5/5

30.7 (4.1)

Overall

17

9/8

30.9 (4.4)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t001
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Table 2. Amount of text used for both Spanish and Basque languages.

Text unit

Specific for
each emotion

Used in all
emotions

Total

Per actor

Words

35

5

40

70

Sentences

21

3

24

42

Paragraphs

21

3

24

42

Total

77

11

88

154

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t002

N

the IB paradigm is used, an inducer developed in the MLC++
project [56] and based on the works of Aha et al. [57] and
Wettschereck [58].
Naive Bayes classifiers. The Naive-Bayes (NB) rule [59]
uses the Bayes theorem to predict the class for each case, assuming
that the predictive genes are independent given the category. To
classify a new sample characterized by d genes X = (X1,X2,…,Xd),
the NB classifier applies the following rule:

Quality Features: related with the voice quality, such as
harmonicity to noise ratio and active level in speech (see
Table 6).

Machine Learning standard paradigms used
In the supervised learning task, the main goal is to construct a
model or a classifier able to manage a classification task with an
acceptable accuracy. With this aim, some variables are to be used
in order to identify different elements, the so called predictor
variables. In the present problem, each sample is composed by a
set of speech related values, while the label value is one of the
seven emotions identified.
We brieflyintroduce the single paradigms used in our experiments. These paradigms come from the ML family and are 4 wellknown supervised classification algorithms. As seen before, the
number of choices when selecting a classifier is very large, and in
this work, being the main goal the feature selection for Speech
Emotion Recognition, we have chosen to use simple paradigms,
with long tradition in different classification tasks and with
different approaches to learning.
Decision Trees. A Decision Tree consists of nodes and
branches to partition a set of samples into a set of covering
decision rules. In each node, a single test or decision is made to
obtain a partition. The starting node is usually referred as the root
node. In each node, the goal is selecting an attribute that makes
the best partition between the classes of the samples in the training
set [51] and [52]. In our experiments, two well-known decision
tree induction algorithms are used, ID3 [53] and C4.5 [54].
Instance-Based Learning. Instance-Based Learning (IBL)
has its root in the study of Nearest Neighbour algorithm [31] in
the field of ML. The simplest form of Nearest Neighbour (NN) or
KNN algorithms simply store the training instances and classify a
new instance by predicting the same class its nearest stored
instance has or the majority class of its k nearest stored instances
have, respectively, according to some distance measure as
described in [55]. The core of this non-parametric paradigm is
the form of the similarity function that computes the distances
from the new instance to the training instances, to find the nearest
or k-nearest training instances to the new case. In our experiments

d

cNB ~ arg max p(cj )
cj [C

p(xi jcj )
P
i~1

ð1Þ

where cNB denotes the class label predicted by the NB classifier
and the possible classes of the problem are grouped in
C = {c1,…,cn}. A normal distribution is assumed to estimate the
class conditional densities for predictive genes. Despite its
simplicity, the NB rule has obtained better results than more
complex algorithms in many domains.

Increasing the Accuracy by Feature Subset Selection
The goal of a supervised learning algorithm is to induce a
classifier that allows us to classify new examples E* = en+1,…,en+m
that are only characterized by their d descriptive features. To
generate this classifier we have a set of n samples E = e1,…,en,
characterized by d descriptive features X = X1,…,Xd and the class
label C = w1,…,wn to which they belong. ML can be seen as a
data-driven process where, putting little emphasis on prior
hypotheses a general rule is induced for classifying new examples
using a learning algorithm. Many representations with different
biases have been used to develop this classification rule. Here, the
ML community has formulated the following question: ‘‘Are all of
these d descriptive features useful for learning the classification
rule?’’ Trying to respond to this question the FSS approach
appears, which can be reformulated as follows: given a set of
candidate features, select the best subset under some learning
algorithm.
This dimensionality reduction made by a FSS process can carry
out several advantages for a classification system in a specific task:

Table 3. Lengths of RekEmozio database’s audio recordings.

Language

Recording’s lengths

Basque

130’41’’

Spanish

166’17’’

Total

296’58’’

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t003
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Table 4. Prosodic Features extracted for each validated recording.

Feature class

Description

Computed values

Fundamental
Frequency

F0 curve in the
voiced parts.
Estimation based
on Sun algorithm.

Maximum and its position, minimum and its position, mean, variance, standard deviation,
maximum positive slope in contour, regression coefficient and its mean square error.

Pitch derivative based features: maximum, minimum, mean, variance, regression coefficient and its
mean square error.
Energy

Energy, RMS
energy and
Loudness.

Maximum and its position, minimum and its position, mean, variance, regression coefficient and its
mean square error.
RMS: maximum, minimum, mean, range, variance and standard deviation.
Loudness: absolute loudness based on Zwicker’s model.

Voiced/Unvoiced

Features based
on Voiced and
Unvoiced frames
and regions.

F0 value of the first and last voiced frames, number of voiced and unvoiced frames and regions,
length of the longest voiced and unvoiced regions, ratio of number of voiced and unvoiced frames
and regions.

Relations

Relations among
several features.

Mean, variance, mean of the maximum, variance of the maximum, mean of the pitch ranges and
mean of the flatness of the pitch based on every voiced region pitch values.
Pitch increasing and decreasing in voiced parts as well as the mean of the voiced regions duration.
Many features related with the energy among the voiced regions, such as global energy mean,
vehemence, mean of the flatness and tremor in addition to others.

Rhythm

Alternation between
speech and silence.

Duration of voice, silence, maximum voice, minimum voice, maximum silence and minimum
silence in the whole utterance are computed.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t004

N
N
N
N

the possible features of the task. Exhaustive evaluation of possible
feature subsets is usually unfeasible in practice because of the large
amount of computational effort required. Many search techniques
have been proposed to solve FSS problem when there is no
knowledge about the nature of the task, carrying out an intelligent
search in the space of possible solutions. As randomized,
evolutionary and population-based search algorithm, Genetic
Algorithms (GAs) have long been used as the search engine in the
FSS process. GAs need crossover and mutation operators to make
the evolution possible.
Feature Subset Selection. As reported by Aha and Bankert
[60], the objective of feature subset selection in ML is to ‘‘reduce
the number of features used to characterize a dataset so as to
improve a learning algorithm’s performance on a given task’’. The
objective will be the maximization of the classification accuracy in
a specific task for a certain learning algorithm; as a collateral effect
the number of features to induce the final classification model will
be reduced. The feature selection task can be exposed as a search
problem, each state in the search space identifying a subset of

Reduction in the cost of data acquisition
Improvement of the comprehensibility of the final classification
model
Faster induction of the final classification model
Improvement in classification accuracy

The attainment of higher classification accuracies is the usual
objective of ML processes. It has been long proved that the
classification accuracy of ML algorithms is not monotonic with
respect to the addition of features. Irrelevant or redundant
features, depending on the specific characteristics of the learning
algorithm, may degrade the predictive accuracy of the classification model. In this work, FSS objective will be the maximization of
the performance of the classification algorithm. In addition, with
the reduction in the number of features, it is more likely that the
final classifier is less complex and more understandable by
humans.
Once the objective is fixed, FSS can be viewed as a search
problem, with each state in the search space specifying a subset of

Table 5. Spectral Features extracted for each validated recording.

Feature class

Description

Computed values

Formants

Resonance characteristics
of the vocal tract.

Mean of the first, second and third formant frequencies and their bandwidths among all
voiced region as well as the mean, maximum and range of the second formant ratio.

Critical Bands

Energy in several
frequency bands,
using two different
spectral distributions.

Energy in three frequency bands: low band (0–1300 Hz), medium band (1300–2600 Hz) and
high band (2600–4000 Hz).

Energy in four frequency bands: (0 - F0 Hz), (0–1000 Hz), (2500–3500 Hz) and (4000–5000 Hz).
Relative energy in each band for voiced parts of utterance.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t005
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Table 6. Quality Features extracted for each validated recording.

Feature class

Description

Computed values

Harmonicity to noise ratio

Ratio of the energy of
harmonic frames to the
energy of remaining
part of the signal.

Maximum harmonicity, minimum, mean, range and standard
deviation.

Jitter

Pitch perturbation
in vocal chords
vibration.

Cycle-to-cycle variation of pitch.

Shimmer

Energy perturbation
in vocal chords
vibration.

Cycle-to-cycle variation of energy.

Active level

Signal active
level features.

Maximum, minimum, mean and variance of the speech active level
among the voiced regions.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t006

possible features. A partial ordering on this space, with each child
having exactly one more feature than its parents, can be stated.
In order to state the FSS as a search problem, the following
aspects must be identified:

N

N

N

Estimation of Distribution Algorithms as searching
paradigm. Genetic Algorithms [65] are one of the best known

techniques for solving optimization problems. Their use has
reported promising results in many areas but there are still some
problems where GAs fail. These problems, known as deceptive
problems, have attracted the attention of many researchers and as
a consequence there has been growing interest in adapting the
GAs in order to overcome their weaknesses.
The GA is a population based search method. First, a set of
individuals (or candidate solutions to our optimization problem) is
generated (a population), then promising individuals are selected,
and finally new individuals which will form the new. population
are generated using crossover and mutation operators.
An interesting adaptation of this is the Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) [66] (see Figure 1). In EDA, there are
neither crossover nor mutation operators, the new population is
sampled from a probability distribution which is estimated from
the selected individuals.
In this way, a randomized, evolutionary, population-based
search can be performed using probabilistic information to guide
the search. It is shown that although EDA approach process
solutions in a different way to GAs, it has been empirically proven
that the results of both approaches can be very similar [67]. In this
way, both approaches do the same except that EDA replaces
genetic crossover and mutation operators by means of the
following two steps:

The starting point in the space. It determines the direction of
the search. One might start with no features and successively
add them, or one might start with all the features and
successively remove them. One might also select an initial state
somewhere in the middle of the search space.
The organization of the search. It determines the strategy of
the search in a space of size 2d, where d is the number of
features in the problem. Roughly speaking, the search
strategies can be optimal or heuristic. Two classic optimal
search algorithms which exhaustively evaluate all possible
subsets are depth-first and breadth-first [61]. Otherwise,
Branch & Bound search [62] guarantees the detection of the
optimal subset for monotonic evaluation functions without the
systematic examination of all subsets.
The evaluation function. It measures the effectiveness of a
particular subset of features after the search algorithm has
chosen it for examination. Being the objective of the search its
maximization, the search algorithm utilizes the value returned
by the evaluation function to help guide the search. Many
measures carry out this objective regarding only the characteristics of the data, capturing the relevance of each feature or
set of features to define the target concept. As reported by John
et al. [63], when the goal of FSS is the maximization of the
accuracy, the features selected should depend not only on the
features and the target concept to be learned, but also on the
learning algorithm.

N
N

The main problem of EDA resides on how the probability
distribution pl(x) is estimated. Obviously, the computation of 2n
probabilities (for a domain with n binary variables) is impractical.
This has led to several approximations where the probability
distribution is assumed to factorize according to a probability
model (see [67] or [68] for a review).
The simplest way to estimate the distribution of good solutions
assumes the independence between the features of the domain.
New candidate solutions are sampled by only regarding the
proportions of the values of all features independently to the
remaining solutions. Population Based Incremental Learning
(PBIL) [69], Compact Genetic Algorithm (cGA) [70] and
Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm (UMDA) [71] are
three algorithms of this type. They have worked well under
artificial tasks with no significant interactions among features and

Two factors can make difficult the implementation of FSS [64]:
the number of features and the number of instances. One must
bear in mind that the learning algorithm used in the searching
scheme requires a training phase for every possible solution visited
by the FSS search engine and this can be very time consuming.
One of the first approximations to FSS mentioned in the
literature consists of performing a greedy (or Hill Climbing)
search. Taking an empty as the initial variable set, the method
attempts to include the variable that, at each step, maximizes the
accuracy. The process stops when the inclusion of any variable
does not show an improvement in the accuracy. This method is
known as FSS-Forward.
More complex approximations for feature selection use genetic
based operators as main searching engines.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 1. Main scheme of the Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDA) approach.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.g001

so, the need for covering higher order interactions among the
variables is seen for more complex or real tasks.

Compared to previous phase, accuracy is increased in a 10.62%
for Basque and a 7.01% for Spanish.

Results and Discussion

Third phase
In this experiment, a set of 123 predictor features is used. Here,
ID3 results show a small increase of performance without FSS
(1.84% Basque and 3.01% Spanish), but improvement obtained
after applying FSS to this whole set is more impressive. The
classification accuracy is 4.55% higher for Basque and 4.09%
higher for Spanish compared to previous phase, rising the overall
performance up to 80.05% (Basque) and 74.82% (Spanish) (see
Tables 15 to 18).
Tables 19 to 22 show the Confusion Matrices corresponding to
the best results obtained for each gender and language. As it could
be seen, very few errors are found in the classification process after
FSS is performed.

The abovementioned methods have been applied over the
crossvalidated datasets using the MLC++ library [56]. Each
dataset corresponds to a single actor. As previously mentioned,
experiments were carried out within three different phases. At first
the initial 32 features have been employed; then, the second set of
91 new features has been used; finally, both sets have been joined
completing a global set of 123 features. The datasets corresponding to the 17 actors can be found in Files S1–S17, each of them
containing a feature matrix with 123 columns. Tables 7 to 18
show the results obtained for the three phases, applying the ML
classifiers mentioned in previous section with and without FSS.
Each column in these Tables represents a female (Fi) or male (Mi)
actor, and mean values corresponding to each classifier/gender
are also included. Last column presents the total average for each
classifier in each language. Confusion Matrices corresponding to
the best results obtained for each gender and language are also
shown in Tables 19 to 22. In order to check the validity of
proposed process, a greedy searching approach (FSS-Forward) has
been applied. Tables 23 and 24 show the results obtained applying
this method. A comparison among different phases and ML
paradigms used is also provided (Figures 2 to 5). Finally, some
statistical tests have been applied to check the significance of the
results obtained in the third phase (Tables 25 and 26).

FSS-Forward
To show the EDA searching process goodness, a greedy FSS
searching approach (FSS-Forward) has also been applied. This
method has only been tested for the third phase feature set, as it is
only presented for comparison purposes. Obtained results are
shown in Tables 23 and 24. The best results seem to be obtained
with NB classifier for both languages, but classification performances are disappointing, as far as they are similar to those
obtained using the initial set of 32 features without FSS.

Results comparison among different phases
The bar diagram in Figure 2 compares the performance of the
four ML paradigms used (IB, ID3, C4.5, NB) without any kind of
FSS, for the Basque language. Same comparison is shown for the
Spanish language in Figure 3. It can be seen how ID3 outstands
for both languages; results obtained using the full set are 50.53%
for Basque and 45.47% for Spanish.
Figures 4 and 5 make the same comparison (Basque and
Spanish, respectively) but this time, the improvements obtained
after applying FSS to the different feature subsets are shown. The
first three bars in each classifier column correspond to EDA-FSS,
while the fourth one represents the FSS-Forward approach. Here,
IB outperforms the rest of the classifiers for both languages and
best results are obtained when EDA-FSS is applied to the whole
set of features.
It is worth emphasizing that the difference between the
classification accuracies obtained with the initial set of 32 features
without FSS and those obtained with the whole set of 123 features
after applying FSS sum up a notable increase in average of

First phase
Tables 7 and 8 show the results obtained for the first phase,
without FSS for Basque and Spanish languages respectively, while
Tables 9 and 10 show the improvement obtained by selecting
relevant features. Here, IB paradigm with FSS outperforms both
Basque and Spanish results, improving previous ones in 16.75%
and 21.95% respectively.

Second phase
Results obtained using the second set of 91 features are reflected
in Tables 11 and 12 (without FSS) and in Tables 13 and 14 (with
FSS). ID3 is the best classifier for both languages when no FSS is
applied. The results are slightly better than those obtained without
FSS for the first phase, although the difference is not very
significant. On the contrary, when FSS is applied to these second
set of features the emotion classification performance is highly
increased. Again, IB classifier stands out with an accuracy of
75.5% and 70.73% for Basque and Spanish, respectively.

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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41.52

42.95

ID3

C4.5

NB

48.79

45.76

52.20

45.45

35.23

37.65

35.00

44.70

42.12

8

36.36

30.91

38.18

ID3

C4.5

NB

42.73

50.00

52.73

43.64

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t008

34.55

IB

49.09

46.36

49.09

54.55

40.00

43.64

47.27

54.55

F4

42.73

42.73

42.73

38.18

F5

42.54

24.55

29.09

20.91

45.63
42.72

25.45

45.09

mean

M1

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

52.20

60.38

46.67

42.95
42.90

44.17

39.80

Table 8. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of first phase for actors in Spanish.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t007

35.38

38.71

IB

mean

M1

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 7. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of first phase for actors in Basque.

44.09

53.26

46.97

49.32

M2

30.91

31.82

30.91

33.64

M2

49.09

46.36

40.91

51.82

M3

36.21

45.08

43.26

36.89

M3

45.45

42.73

47.27

47.65

M4

41.44

49.47

51.14

40.91

M4

34.55

35.45

40.00

33.64

M5

mean
38.44

36.91

37.09

36.00

39.73

39.91

40.82

41.77

Total

42.90

48.13

43.48

45.27

52.04

41.52

Total

47.01

42.82

mean
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64.47

NB

65.98

64.55

59.32

48.94

60.00

65.45

59.32

62.07

62.88

74.55

71.82

72.65

62.50

62.80

61.97

67.35

M2

9

54.55

NB

59.09

62.73

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t010

57.27

C4.5

66.36

66.36

68.18

64.55

66.36

75.45

65.45

65.45

60.00

71.82

60.00

63.64

61.81

68.18

61.45

62.72

62.72

40.91

43.64

42.73

42.73

ID3

68.72

61.82

59.09

IB

F5

M1

F4

mean

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 10. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of first phase for actors in Spanish applying EDA-FSS.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t009

60.23

C4.5

60.48

68.03

72.65

ID3

63.46

63.03

62.73

IB

M1

mean

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 9. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of first phase for actors in Basque applying EDA-FSS.

48.18

56.36

51.82

57.27

M2

64.55

65.45

66.36

69.09

M3

62.73

60.08

56.52

60.98

M3

59.09

64.55

61.82

63.64

M4

60.00

63.56

62.65

62.80

M4

51.82

56.36

60.00

60.91

M5

64.94

64.56

63.44

65.94

mean

52.91

57.27

56.54

58.72

mean

57.18

60.00

59.63

63.72

Total

62.53

63.49

63.20

64.88

Total
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42.73

39.82

ID3

C4.5

NB

42.91

31.00

40.09

45.91

33.91

46.45

42.73

46.78

39.09

60.36

60.36

54.27

47.38
41.85

56.18

36.94

10

42.73

34.55

ID3

C4.5

NB

41.92

34.45

48.18

47.27

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t012

36.46

38.18

IB

41.92

40.91

50.91

55.45

32.73

50.91

43.64

43.64

F4

31.82

45.45

44.55

33.64

F5

34.89

20.91

21.82

47.64

30.00
24.55

45.82

39.52

mean

M1

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 12. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of second phase for actors in Spanish.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t011

34.00

49.45

IB

mean

M1

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 11. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of second phase for actors in Basque.

39.09

39.09

40.00

36.46

M2

29.91

39.55

44.00

41.00

M2

40.00

46.36

50.00

44.55

M3

36.91

48.45

51.45

36.91

M3

35.45

48.18

46.36

36.46

M4

41.44

37.82

49.45

36.82

M4

21.82

27.27

34.55

30.00

M5

31.45

33.17

42.00

42.46
36.54

37.51
39.09

Total

40.84

44.54

48.75

40.25

Total

35.49

mean

42.16

46.55

49.79

42.73

mean
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73.00

NB

75.91

77.73

62.27

63.36

68.09

66.64

71.36

70.58

69.79

89.45

76.73

78.73

67.27

65.82

65.82

73.00

M2

11

75.45

NB

73.64

75.45

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t014

70.91

C4.5

75.45

72.73

68.18

74.55

73.64

80.91

67.27

64.55

72.73

76.36

64.55

66.36

68.18

64.55

69.82

70.36

71.45

50.00

54.55

51.82

58.18

ID3

73.46

72.73

67.27

IB

F5

M1

F4

mean

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 14. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of second phase for actors in Spanish applying EDA-FSS.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t013

67.73

C4.5

71.73

79.73

91.36

ID3

71.52

72.55

71.00

IB

M1

mean

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 13. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of second phase for actors in Basque applying EDA-FSS.

60.00

63.64

63.64

72.73

M2

76.36

80.91

76.36

76.36

M3

66.18

69.91

72.64

77.82

M3

68.18

66.36

69.09

70.00

M4

65.36

68.91

66.91

71.82

M4

58.18

56.36

59.09

62.73

M5

72.07

70.34

71.03

78.50

mean

62.54

64.36

64.00

68.00

mean

66.18

67.35

67.72

70.73

Total

71.76

70.44

70.50

75.50

Total
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50.73

43.73

ID3

C4.5

NB

46.82

40.91

47.36

47.64

33.82

40.91

35.82

39.91

41.85

12

44.55

30.91

ID3

C4.5

NB

36.36

38.18

51.82

50.00

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t016

32.73

35.45

IB

48.18

44.55

57.27

55.45

32.73

49.09

41.92

45.45

F4

40.91

45.45

50.91

40.00

F5

37.46

20.91

25.45

49.64

28.18
30.00

46.75

40.54

mean

M1

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

58.36

63.91

61.00

45.70
44.64

59.45

38.88

Table 16. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of third phase for actors in Spanish.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t015

36.00

49.55

IB

mean

M1

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 15. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of third phase for actors in Basque.

37.09

35.09

49.27

44.36

M2

37.27

44.55

49.09

40.91

M2

46.36

46.36

55.45

47.27

M3

46.64

48.18

53.36

40.45

M3

40.91

45.45

47.27

37.27

M4

40.82

38.64

50.36

36.55

M4

26.36

34.55

39.09

31.82

M5

45.73

46.46

54.25

45.20

mean

34.36

35.91

44.46

45.47
39.27

38.82
44.18

Total

37.09

mean

44.07

45.68

50.59

42.49

Total
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74.82

NB

77.73

82.55

73.73

67.27

68.09

71.64

74.88

71.88

71.79

91.27

78.64

78.82

78.73

64.91

69.55

84.27

M2

13

70.00

NB

77.27

73.64

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t018

67.27

C4.5

75.45

77.27

78.18

80.00

80.00

80.91

77.27

71.82

70.00

80.91

62.73

70.91

75.45

78.18

73.09

72.73

73.82

51.82

52.73

50.00

59.09

ID3

77.82

71.82

68.18

IB

F5

M1

F4

mean

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 18. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of third phase for actors in Spanish applying EDA-FSS.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t017

69.82

C4.5

75.64

82.55

90.45

ID3

77.21

75.36

68.09

IB

M1

mean

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 17. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy of third phase for actors in Basque applying EDA-FSS.

63.64

70.00

70.00

73.64

M2

74.55

76.36

80.00

80.91

M3

67.91

66.91

73.73

76.27

M3

69.09

75.45

72.73

74.55

M4

74.73

71.45

69.73

77.73

M4

60.00

66.36

67.27

69.09

M5

78.16

70.48

72.96

82.18

mean

63.82

68.18

68.00

71.42

mean

68.46

70.46

70.91

74.82

Total

76.75

71.04

72.46

80.05

Total
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1
0

0
1
5

Neutral

14

0

2

0

0

0
0

1
0
9

Neutral

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t020

0

0

Disgust

0
0

0

0

0

2

8

0
0

0

0

2

0
0

0

22

1

0

0

2

0

Surprise

0

0

0

13

0

0

Anger

0

0

0

0

Joy

0

1

0

Fear
16

18

1

Sadness
0

Neutral

21

0

Disgust

0

0

Surprise

0

7

Anger

0

0

Joy

0

1

Fear

0

0

Sadness

Table 20. Confusion Matrix of the M1 Basque actor.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t019

2

1

Disgust

1

2
5

0
1

0

1

0

0

Surprise

0

0

0

14

0

1

Anger

0

0

0

0

Joy

0

1

0

Fear
14

20

0

Sadness
0

Neutral

1

Disgust

0

Surprise

6

Anger

0

Joy

Fear

Sadness

Table 19. Confusion Matrix of the F2 Basque actor.
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0
3

0
1
4

Neutral

15

0

1

0

0

1
0

2
2
3

Neutral

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t022

0

0

Disgust

0
0

0

3

0

1

10

0
1

0

1

1

2
0

0

20

0

1

0

1

0

Surprise

0

1

0

14

0

0

Anger

1

0

0

0

Joy

0

0

0

Fear
18

17

0

Sadness
1

Neutral

20

2

Disgust

0

0

Surprise

0

7

Anger

0

0

Joy

0

0

Fear

0

1

Sadness

Table 22. Confusion Matrix of the M3 Spanish actor.
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1

0

Disgust

2

1
11

0
0

2

0

1

0

Surprise

0

1

0

16

0

0

Anger

0

1

0

2

Joy

0

2

0

Fear
14

17

0

Sadness
0

Neutral

2

Disgust

0

Surprise

7

Anger

0

Joy

Fear

Sadness

Table 21. Confusion Matrix of the F3 Spanish actor.
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47.18

47.45

ID3

C4.5

NB

46.55

62.09

49.45

43.55

44.00

31.09

36.00

52.45

43.15

66.18

63.00
69.73

46.88

59.27

44.21

46.24

16

35.45

45.45

ID3

C4.5

NB

46.36

54.55

46.36

45.45

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t024

45.45

38.18

IB

56.36

53.64

57.27

60.00

61.72

55.45

48.18

52.73

F4

40.91

39.09

45.45

32.73

F5
23.64

29.09
28.18

51.25

26.36

46.72

47.45

46.73

mean

M1

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

Table 24. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Spanish using FSS-FORWARD to the whole set.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t023

38.91

42.73

IB

mean

M1

F3

F1

F2

Male

Female

56.18

33.73

42.82

51.45

M2

Table 23. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Basque applying FSS-FORWARD to the whole set.

38.18

28.18

40.91

26.36

M2

53.64

44.55

44.55

47.27

M3

46.45

39.64

49.36

47.45

M3

49.09

35.45

42.73

44.55

M4

50.36

43.64

45.45

48.55

M4

34.55

37.27

40.00

35.45

M5

55.68

45.00

49.23

53.41

mean

40.73

34.91

38.91

35.45

mean

45.99

40.82

43.18

41.09

Total

51.91

44.66

47.95

49.01

Total
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Figure 2. Results for the Basque Language without Feature Subset Selection. Performance comparison between four Machine Learning
paradigms (IB: Instance Based, ID3: Decision Tree, C4.5: Decision Tree, NB: Naive-Bayes) without any kind of FSS. Mean accuracy obtained in the three
phases, for the Basque language, is shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.g002

Figure 3. Results for the Spanish Language without Feature Subset Selection. Performance comparison between four Machine Learning
paradigms (IB: Instance Based, ID3: Decision Tree, C4.5: Decision Tree, NB: Naive-Bayes) without any kind of FSS. Mean accuracy obtained in the three
phases, for the Spanish language, is shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.g003
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Figure 4. Results for the Basque Language using EDA Feature Subset Selection. Performance comparison between four Machine Learning
paradigms (IB: Instance Based, ID3: Decision Tree, C4.5: Decision Tree, NB: Naive-Bayes) using EDA-FSS. Mean accuracy obtained in the three phases,
for the Basque language, is shown. Results obtained with a standard FSS-Forward approach are also shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.g004

Figure 5. Results for the Spanish Language using EDA Feature Subset Selection. Performance comparison between four Machine Learning
paradigms (IB: Instance Based, ID3: Decision Tree, C4.5: Decision Tree, NB: Naive-Bayes) using EDA-FSS. Mean accuracy obtained in the three phases,
for the Basque language, is shown. Results obtained with a standard FSS-Forward approach are also shown.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.g005
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Table 25. p-values obtained with Wilcoxon test comparing FSS methods.

Classifier

FSS-FWD . without FSS ?

EDA . FSS-FWD ?

All

0,03667

3,89e-13

IB

0,02323

0,00016

ID3

0,95359

0,00016

C4.5

0,92620

0,00016

NB

0,00174

0,00016

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t025

30.62% for the Basque language and 30.61% for the Spanish
language.

IB and C4.5. Finally, when EDA-FSS is applied, IB clearly
outperforms all the other classifiers.

Statistical tests

Most relevant features

As seen in previous subsections, EDA based FSS clearly
improves classification accuracies for all subjects, in both
languages, and with all the classifiers, but to extract other
interesting conclusions about the goodness of classifiers and FSSForward procedure, the mean values for all subjects are not
sufficiently significant, and some type of statistical test should be
made.
We have used Wilcoxon signed-rank test [72], that is a nonparametric paired difference test, used to assess whether two
population mean ranks differ. Specifically, we have used the rightsided version, which tests a hypothesis of the form X.Y?
Tables 25 and 26 show the p-values obtained by applying the
test to various hypotheses. Only third phase feature set has been
used for tests, and in all cases the sample to test is constructed
using the classification accuracies obtained for all subjects (17
without distinguishing languages), for a given classifier and FSS
strategy. In some cases we have put together the four types of
classifiers, working with samples of 61 values.
A p-value is a nonnegative scalar from 0 to 1 that represents the
probability of observing, under the null hypothesis, data as or
more extreme than the obtained values. If the p-value is less than a
certain significance level we say that the hypothesis is significantly
valid. In tables 25 and 26, significant values (,5%) are in bold.
In Table 25 the improvement obtained with the different FSS
strategies are compared. The second column shows that if we do
not distinguish between classifiers, FSS-forward is significantly
better than not using FSS, but the p-value is just down 5%. In fact,
its behaviour depends strongly on the classifier, obtaining the best
results for NB, but not improving significantly with ID3 and C4.5.
The third column shows, as we already knew, that EDA-FSS
significantly improves the results of FSS-forward in all cases.
In Table 26, the classifier with best results for each FSS
methods is compared with the others. Without FSS, ID3 is
significantly better than IB and NB. When features are selected
with greedy FSS-forward method, NB is significantly better than

The procedure employed to extract the most relevant features is
based on the results and the features used in the third phase, where
the best classification rates have been obtained and the whole set
of features have been employed.
EDA based FSS has been applied for each of previous described
ML paradigms, so each classifier has found its own relevant
features for each actor. In order to identify the most relevant
speech features for SER this estimation has been based on the
paradigm which obtains the higher classification rate after
applying FSS. As mentioned before, the classifier with the best
results in most of the cases is the IB paradigm, except in a case of a
male actor (M1) for Basque language (see Table 17). As overall IB
can be considered the most adequate option for the defined task,
IB paradigm resulting features have been taken into account to
select the most relevant features, which have been extracted
separately for Spanish and Basque languages on one hand and for
gender on the other (see Tables 27 and 28).
This information concerns to the features that EDA evolutionary algorithm selects more frequently for each actor. Given that
the classification is speaker dependent, each actor may have
different relevant features for each ML paradigm. These relevant
features have been analyzed grouping actors by language and
gender aiming at a partial independence of the actor. The purpose
of this grouping is to shed more light on the impact that gender
and language can have in the final features of each subgroup. The
criterion to consider relevant a feature in a subgroup is that more
than the 50% of the actors have that feature selected by the
algorithm.
It must be highlighted that several features are common for all
the categories, both for Spanish and Basque languages and for
male and female gender, principally the prosodic features related
with the Fundamental Frequency - the mean, variance, the mean
square error of the regression coefficient and mean of the pitch
means in every voiced region; Energy - maximum, mean and
variance; RMS energy - maximum and mean - and Loudness. The
features related with the voice quality and shared by all the

Table 26. p-values obtained with Wilcoxon test comparing the best classifier for each FSS method with the others classifiers.

FSS method

Classifier

. IB ?

. ID3 ?

. C4.5 ?

. NB ?

None

ID3

0,00038

1

0,06477

0,00019

Forward

NB

0,00930

0,05119

0,00260

1

EDA

IB

1

0,00016

0,00019

9,155e-05

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t026
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Table 27. The most relevant features using the IB paradigm with EDA for Basque.

Feature class

Female

Male

Fundamental
Frequency

Position of the
maximum, minimum and
its position, mean, variance
and mean square error of
the regression coefficient.

Mean, variance, maximum positive slope in contour,
mean square error of the regression coefficient.

Mean of the derivative and mean square error of the
regression coefficient of the derivative.
Energy

Maximum, mean, variance
and regression coefficient.

Maximum, minimum, mean, variance, mean square error
of the regression coefficient.

RMS maximum and mean.

RMS maximum and mean.

Loudness.

Loudness

Voiced/Unvoiced

F0 value of the first and
last voiced frames and
length of the longest
unvoiced region.

Ratio of number of voiced and unvoiced frames and
number of frames.

Relations

Mean of the pitch means
in every regions and
duration from beginning
to pitch maximum.

Mean of the pitch means in every regions.

Ratio of the energy maximum.
Formants

Mean of the second and
third formant frequency,
the bandwidths of the first
and second formants and
mean of the second formant ratio.

Mean of the first, second and third formant frequency
and the bandwidths of the first and second formants

Critical Bands

Energy in bands
(0–1300 Hz),
(0 - F0 Hz) and
(2500–3500 Hz).

Energy in band (1300–2600 Hz). Energy in band (2500–
3500 Hz) of whole the utterance divided by the energy
over all frequencies

Rate of the energy of the
longest region and energy
over all the utterance.

Rate of energy in longest region and energy over all the
utterance.

Harmonicity to
noise ratio

Range.

Range.

Jitter

Cycle-to-cycle
variation of pitch.

Shimmer

Cycle-to-cycle
variation of energy.

Active level

Maximum and mean.

Maximum and mean.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t027

categories are less than the prosodic and they specially refer to the
third formant mean, the first and second formants bandwidth and
the level of the activation of the speech signal; in this case, the
maximum and mean stand out among all the voiced regions.
These common features in all groups could be considered as the
more relevant in order to design a system that intends to achieve
full speaker independence. This system should be able to classify
automatically emotions no matter who the speaker is.
The non-shared features in each subgroup should be analyzed
in order to establish the relationships between these features and
language and gender dependent characteristics.

Moreover, feature subset selection was applied at each phase in
order to seek for the most relevant feature subset. The three phases
approach has proven to be useful in order to check which ML
paradigms provide the best results in emotion automatic recognition and provide initial results with different sets of features.
Results show an encouraging improvement in the accuracies
obtained. From an initial emotion classification performance of
about 48% for the initial set of 32 features, performance has
increased up to 80% when EDA-FSS is applied to the whole set of
features for the case of Basque language. For the Spanish
language, although a bit smaller, the performance has also shown
a noticeable increase from 41% up to almost 75%. It is worth
noting that achieved results are approaching the emotion
recognition rate obtained by humans when validating RekEmozio
database.
Therefore, emotion recognition rates have been improved using
the features defined in this paper, but it must also be taken into
account that such improvement has been achieved after applying
EDA for FSS. Concerning the classifiers used, accuracies have

Conclusions and Future Work
This paper shows an attempt to select the most significant
features for emotion recognition in spoken Basque and Spanish
Languages. RekEmozio database was used as experimental data
set. Several ML paradigms were used for the emotion classification
task. Experiments were executed in three different phases, using
different sets of features as classification variables in each phase.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Table 28. The most relevant features using the IB paradigm with EDA for Spanish.

Feature class

Female

Male

Fundamental Frequency

Minimum, mean, variance
and regression coefficient
and its mean square error.

Maximum, minimum, mean, variance and mean square error of
the regression coefficient.

Maximum, mean and mean
square error of the
regression coefficient
of the derivative

Mean of the derivative.

Maximum, minimum,
mean, variance and
regression coefficient
and its mean square error.

Maximum and mean.

RMS maximum,
minimum and mean.

RMS value, maximum, mean.

Energy

Loudness.

Loudness.

Voiced/Unvoiced

F0 value of the first and
last voiced frames and
length of the longest unvoiced
region, ratio of number
of voiced frames and
number of frames.

F0 value of the first voiced frame, number of unvoiced frames,
length of the longest unvoiced region, ratio of unvoiced
regions.

Relations

Mean and variance of the pitch means in every regions.

Mean, variance, variance of the maximum, mean of the pitch
ranges and mean of the flatness of the pitch based on every
voiced region pitch values.

Rhythm

Duration of silence and
maximum voiced parts.

Duration of silence parts.

Formants

Mean of the first, second
and third formant frequency
and the bandwidths of the
second and third formants.

Mean of the first formant frequency and the bandwidths of the
first, second and third formants.

Critical Bands

Energy in bands (0–1300 Hz)
and (2600–4000 Hz).
Energy in bands (0–1000 Hz),
(2500–3500 Hz)
and of whole the
utterance divided by
the energy over all
frequencies.

Energy in bands (0–1300 Hz) and (2600–4000 Hz). Energy in
band (4000–5000 Hz) of whole the utterance divided by the
energy over all frequencies.

Rate of the energy
of the longest
region and energy
over all the utterance.

Rate of the energy of the longest region and energy over all the
utterance.

Global energy mean among voiced regions

Harmonicity to
noise ratio

Minimum

Shimmer
Active level

Perturbation cycle to cycle of the energy.
Maximum, minimum,
mean and variance.

Maximum, mean and variance.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108975.t028

physiological information) and also, other models such as user
context models. In the future, the authors will perform studies
related with the meaning of the utterances, comparing the results
with semantically meaningful content and with non-semantically
meaningful content. Moreover, more languages will be taken into
account (such as the Catalan language).

clearly improved over the results obtained using the full set of
features. IB appears as the best classifier in most experiments, if
EDA-FSS is applied, and ID3 when no FSS is applied. In order to
check the validity of achieved results, a greedy FSS searching
approach (FSS-Forward) has been applied, but providing disappointing classification performances, and showing the best results
when NB classifier is used. As future work, the authors will extend
the study to other classifiers (SVM,…) and other methods of
feature selection.
Authors have developed affective recognizers for speech using
the categorical theory of emotions. However, currently they are
studying emotions according to dimensional and appraisal models,
information from other modalities (such as verbal and psycho
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Abstract. Study of emotions in human-computer interaction is a growing
research area. Focusing on automatic emotion recognition, work is being
performed in order to achieve good results particularly in speech and facial
gesture recognition. This paper presents a study where, using a wide range of
speech parameters, improvement in emotion recognition rates is analyzed.
Using an emotional multimodal bilingual database for Spanish and Basque,
emotion recognition rates in speech have significantly improved for both
languages comparing with previous studies. In this particular case, as in
previous studies, machine learning techniques based on evolutive algorithms
(EDA) have proven to be the best emotion recognition rate optimizers.

1 Introduction
Affective computing, a discipline that develops devices for detecting and responding
to users’ emotions [20], is a growing research area [22]. The main objective of
affective computing is to capture and process affective information with the aim of
enhancing and naturalizing the communication between the human and the computer.
Development of affective systems is a challenge that involves analysing different
multimodal data sources. A large amount of data is needed in order to include a wide
range of emotionally significant material. Affective databases are a good chance for
developing such applications, either for affective recognizers or either for affective
synthesis.
This papers presents a study aimed at giving a new step towards researching
relevant speech parameters in automatic speech recognition area. Based on the same
classification techniques used in [1], where basic speech parameters were used,
a wide group of new parameters have been used in order to analyse if emotion
recognition rates have improved. This work has also served to check the efficiency of
these new parameters in the study of emotions.
After a brief review on related work, corpus, speech parameters and machine
learning techniques used for this study are detailed. Achieved experimental results are
shown next. Finally, some conclusions and future work are highlighted.
V. Matoušek and P. Mautner (Eds.): TSD 2007, LNAI 4629, pp. 423–430, 2007.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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2 Related Work
Affective resources, such as affective databases, provide a good opportunity for
training affective applications, either for affective synthesis or for affective
recognizers based on classification via artificial neural networks, Hidden Markov
Models, genetic algorithms, or similar techniques (e.g., [2, 8]). There are some
references in the literature that present affective databases and their characteristics. [4]
carried out a wide review of affective databases. Other interesting reviews are the
ones provided in [11] and [16].
Most of these references are related to English, while other languages have less
resources developed, especially the ones with relatively low number of speakers. This
is the case of Standard Basque. To our knowledge, the first affective database in
Standard Basque is the one presented by [18]. Concerning to Spanish, the work of
[12] stands out.
This type of databases usually record information such as images, sounds,
psychophysiological values, etc. RekEmozio database is a multimodal bilingual
database for Spanish and Basque [17], which also restores information came from
processes of some global speech parameters extraction for each audio recording.
Some of these parameters are prosodic features while others are quality features.
Machine Learning (ML) paradigms take a principal role in some works related to
emotion recognition that can be found in literature. [5] presented a good reference
paper. The Neural Networks Journal devoted special issue to emotion treatment from
a Neural Networks perspective [23]. The work by [4] is related with this paper in the
sense of using a Feature Selection method in order to apply a Neural Network to
emotion recognition in spoken English, although both the methods to perform the FSS
and the paradigms are different. In this line it has to be pointed out the work by [10]
which uses a reduced number of emotions and a greedy approach to select the
features.

3 Study of Automatic Emotion Recognition Relevant Parameters
Using Machine Learning Paradigms
3.1 Corpus
The emotions used were chosen based on Ekman’s six basic emotions [6], and neutral
emotion was added. RekEmozio database has been used for this study. Its
characteristics are described in [17].
3.2 Emotional Feature Extraction
One of the most important questions for automatic recognition of emotions in speech
is which features should be extracted from the voice signal. Previous studies show
that it is difficult to find specific voice features that could be used as reliable
indicators of the emotion present in the speech [14]. In order to improve the results of
previous works, new parameters have been calculated using the same recordings.
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These parameters have been collected from the work carried out of [7] and consist of
a total of 91. Parameters are divided in this way:
3.2.1 Prosodic Features
Many parameters have been computed that model the F0, energy, voiced and
unvoiced regions, pitch derivative curve and the relations between the features as
proposed in [3, 21].
•
•
•

•
•

F0 based features: Values of the F0 curve in the voiced parts. Maximum,
position of the maximum, minimum, position of the minimum, mean,
variance, regression coefficient and its mean square error are computed.
Energy: maximum and its position curve in the whole utterance, minimum
and its relative time position, mean, variance, regression coefficient and its
mean square error values are computed.
Voiced/unvoiced regions based features: F0 value of the first and last voiced
frames, number of regions with more than three successive voiced and
unvoiced frames, amount of voiced and unvoiced frames in the utterance,
length of the longest voiced and unvoiced regions, ratio of number of voiced
and voiced regions and the ratio of number of voiced and unvoiced frames in
the whole utterance are computed.
Pitch contour derivative based features: Based on the derivative of the F0,
maximum, minimum, mean, variance, regression coefficient and its mean
square error values are computed.
Relations among features: Mean, variance, mean of the maximum, variance
of the maximum, mean of the pitch ranges and mean of the flatness of the
pitch based on every voiced region pitch values are computed. The pitch
increasing and decreasing in voiced parts and in the whole utterance is also
measured as well as the mean of the voiced regions duration. Many features
related with the energy among the voiced regions have been taken account,
like global energy mean, vehemence, mean of the flatness and tremor in
addition to others.

3.2.2 Quality Features
Features have been computed related with the voice quality parameters, such as
formants, energy band distribution, harmonicity to noise ratio and active level in
speech.
•
•

Formant frequency based features: Mean of the first, second and third
formant frequencies and their bandwidths among all voiced region are
computed as well as the maximum and the range of the second formant ratio.
Energy band distribution: The four frequency bands used are the following: 0
Hz to F0 Hz, 0Hz to 1000 Hz, 2500 Hz to 3500 Hz and 4000 Hz to 5000 Hz.
The energy contained in the corresponding band is calculated for all voiced
parts and divided by the energy over all frequencies of the voiced parts of
utterance. The longest region is calculated and the energy values are also
computed in that region as well as rate and relative energy contained in
voiced regions and energy over all utterance.
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•

•

Harmonicity to noise ratio: The ratio of the energy of the harmonic frames to
the energy of the remaining part of the signal is computed. In this sense,
maximum harmonicity, minimum, mean, range and standard deviation have
been analysed.
Active level features: Maximum, minimum, mean and variance of the speech
active level among the voiced regions are computed.

3.3 Machine Learning Standard Paradigms Used
The models that have been constructed to solve this problem of classification made up
of 91 speech related values for each sample are constructed for the previous study,
while the label value is one of the seven emotions identified. Therefore, Decision
Trees, Instance-Based Learning and Naive Bayes compose the sort of classifiers.
Most of the supervised learning algorithms perform rather poorly when faced with
many irrelevant or redundant features (depending on the specific characteristics of the
classifier). Bearing it in mind, Feature Subset Selection (FSS) [15] is applicated, as it
can be reformulated as follows: given a set of candidate features, select the ‘best’
subset in a classification problem. In this case, the ‘best’ subset will be the one with
the best predictive accuracy. The FSS proposes additional methods to reduce the
number of features so as to improve the performance of the supervised classification
algorithm.
For applicating FSS, an Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) [19] has been
used having model accuracy as fitness function. It is necessary to clarify that given
the number of dimensions of the classification problem (search space for EDA is
2^91=2,4758E27), it is not possible to consider all the possibilities.

4 Experimental Results
The above mentioned methods have been applied over the crossvalidated data sets
using the MLC++ library [13]. Each dataset corresponds to a single actor.
Experiments were carried out with and without FSS in order to extract the accuracy
improvement introduced by the feature selection process and then comparated with
the results obtained in the previous study. The first two tables show classification
results obtained using the whole set of variables, for Basque and Spanish languages
respectively. First column presents used Machine Learning paradigms (as Decision
Trees classifiers, ID3 and C4.5 paradigms; as Instance-Based Learning classifiers, IB
paradigm; and finally, Naive Bayes classifier (NB) have been used). Last column
presents the total average for each classifier. Each remaining column represents
a female (Fi) or male (Mi) actor, and mean values corresponding to each
classifier/gender are also included.
Results do not seem very impressive. In fact, as it can be see in Figure 1, results
from previous studies are not improved, except for one case. For both Basque and
Spanish languages, ID3 best classifies emotions for female actresses, as well as for
male actors for Basque. IB appears as the best classifier for Spanish for male actors.
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Table 1. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Basque using the whole variable set
Female
F2
F3
42.91
33.91
45.91
46.78
40.09
42.73
31.00
46.45

F1
34.00
49.45
42.73
39.82

IB
ID3
C4.5
NB

mean
36.94
47.38
41.85
39.09

M1
56.18
54.27
60.36
60.36

Male
M3
36.91
51.45
48.45
36.91

M2
41.00
44.00
39.55
29.91

Total
M4
36.82
49.45
37.82
41.44

mean
42.73
49.79
46.55
42.16

40.25
48.75
44.54
40.84

Table 2. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Spanish using the whole variable set

IB
ID3
C4.5
NB

F1
36.46
38.18
42.73
34.55

F2
41.92
47.27
48.18
34.45

Female
F3
F4
41.92 43.64
55.45 43.64
50.91 50.91
40.91 32.73

Basque no FSS

F5
33.64
44.55
45.45
31.82

Previous

mean
39.52
45.82
47.64
34.89

M1
30.00
24.55
21.82
20.91

M2
36.46
40.00
39.09
39.09

Male
M3
M4
44.55 36.46
50.00 46.36
46.36 48.18
40.00 35.45

Spanish no FSS

New

Total
M5
30.00
34.55
27.27
21.82

mean
35.49
39.09
36.54
31.45

Previous

37.51
42.46
42.00
33.17

New

45

60

40
35

Total average

Total average

50
40
30
20

30
25
20
15
10

10

5
0

0
IB

ID3

C4.5

IB

NB

ID3

C4.5

NB

ML paradigms

ML paradigms

Fig. 1. Comparison between previous and new results in all classifiers using the whole variable set

Results obtained after applying FSS are more appealing, as it can be seen in
Tables 3 and 4. In fact, there is a substantial improvement in all cases with regard to
previous results. IB classifier appears once again as the best paradigm for all
categories, both female and male, and Basque and Spanish languages. Moreover, as it
can be seen in Figure 2, accuracies outperform previous ones between 6 and 10%. It
must also be highlighted once more that FSS improves the well classified rate for all
ML paradigms.
Table 3. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Basque using FSS

IB
ID3
C4.5
NB

F1
72.55
71.00
67.73
73.00

Female
F2
F3
79.73
62.27
71.73
66.64
75.91
68.09
77.73
63.36

mean
71.52
69.79
70.58
71.36

M1
91.36
78.73
76.73
89.45

M2
73.00
65.82
65.82
67.27

Male
M3
M4
77.82
71.82
72.64
66.91
69.91
68.91
66.18
65.36

Total
mean
78.50
71.03
70.34
72.07

75.50
70.50
70.44
71.76
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Table 4. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Spanish using FSS

F1
IB 72.73
ID3 67.27
C4.5 70.91
NB 75.45

F2
72.73
75.45
75.45
73.64

Female
F3
F4
80.91 76.36
73.64 72.73
74.55 64.55
68.18 67.27

Previous

mean
73.46
71.45
70.36
69.82

M1
58.18
51.82
54.55
50.00

M2
72.73
63.64
63.64
60.00

80

80

70

70

60

60

50
40
30

Total
M5
62.73
59.09
56.36
58.18

Previous

mean
68.00
64.00
64.36
62.54

70.73
67.72
67.35
66.18

New

50
40
30

20

20

10

10

0

Male
M3
M4
76.36 70.00
76.36 69.09
80.91 66.36
76.36 68.18

Spanish FSS

New

Total average

Total average

Basque FSS

F5
64.55
68.18
66.36
64.55

0

IB

ID3

C4.5

ML paradigms

NB

IB

ID3

C4.5

NB

ML paradigms

Fig. 2. Improvement with new parameters in Basque and Spanish languages using FSS

4.1 Most Relevant Features
In case of new parameters, the ones that appear most times in best subsets for each
actor after using EDA are selected. These parameters consider both languages and are
different for men and women.
• Most used parameters for men (Basque and Spanish languages): regression
coefficient for F0 and its mean square error, variance of the pitch values over the
voiced regions, mean of the pitch means in every voiced regions, variance of the
pitch means in every voiced regions, mean of the flatness of the pitch for every
voiced regions, relation between the maximum of the energy in all voiced regions
and the maximum of the utterance, maximum of the energy curve, slope coefficient
of the regression line for the energy curve and its mean square error, variance of
the energy curve, F0 value for the first voiced frame, number of voiced frames in
the utterance, maximum, mean and variance of the active level in the speech
signal over the voiced regions.
• Most used parameters for women (Basque and Spanish languages): mean F0 value
calculated over the voiced regions of the utterance, relation between the maximum
of the energy in all voiced regions and the maximum of the utterance, tremor or
number of zero-crossings over a window of the energy curve derivative, maximum
and minimum of the energy curve in the whole utterance, regression coefficient for
the energy curve values and its mean square error, mean and variance of the
energy values over the whole utterance, ratio of number of voiced frames vs.
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number of all frames, mean of the harmonicity to noise ratio, mean and variance
of the active level in speech signal in every voiced regions.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
Affective databases have been very useful for developing affective computing
systems, being primarily used for training affective recognition systems. RekEmozio
database is being used to training some automatic recognition systems applied to the
localization where authors make their research.
Emotion recognition rates have improved using the parameters defined in this
paper, but it must also be taken into account that such improvement has been achieved
after applying EDA for FSS. In the future, new voice features related to emotions are
expected be taken into account, with the aim of improving current results. Another
option in order to improve emotion recognition rate would be to merge all parameters
in one single classification.
This paper also describes how results obtained by Machine Learning techniques
applied to emotion classification can be improved automatically by selecting an
appropriate subset of classifying variables by FSS. Classification accuracies, although
not very impressive yet, are clearly improved over the results obtained using the full
set of variables. Still, an analysis of the features selected by FSS is required as an
effort to extract meaningful information from selected set. Merging or combining
information from multiple sources by means of a multiclassifier model [9] can help
obtaining better classification accuracies.
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Abstract. The study of emotions in human-computer interaction is a
growing research area. Focusing on automatic emotion recognition, work
is being performed in order to achieve good results particularly in speech
and facial gesture recognition. In this paper we present a study performed
to analyze diﬀerent machine learning techniques validity in automatic
speech emotion recognition area. Using a bilingual aﬀective database, diﬀerent speech parameters have been calculated for each audio recording.
Then, several machine learning techniques have been applied to evaluate their usefulness in speech emotion recognition, including techniques
based on evolutive algorithms (EDA) to select speech feature subsets
that optimize automatic emotion recognition success rate. Achieved experimental results show a representative increase in the success rate.
Keywords: Aﬀective computing, Machine Learning, speech features
extraction, emotion recognition in speech.

1

Introduction

Human beings are eminently emotional, as their social interaction is based on
the ability to communicate their emotions and perceive the emotional states
of others [1]. Aﬀective computing, a discipline that develops devices for detecting and responding to users’ emotions [2], is a growing research area [3]. The
main objective of aﬀective computation is to capture and process aﬀective information with the aim of enhancing the communication between the human
and the computer. Within the scope of aﬀective computing, the development of
aﬀective applications is a challenge that involves analyzing diﬀerent multimodal
data sources. In order to develop such applications, a large amount of data is
needed in order to include a wide range of emotionally signiﬁcant material. Aﬀective databases are a good chance for developing aﬀective recognizers or aﬀective
synthesizers. In this paper diﬀerent speech paralinguistic parameters have been
calculated for the analysis of the human emotional voice, using several audio
recordings. These recordings are stored in a bilingual and multimodal aﬀective
database. Several works have already been done in which the use of Machine
Learning paradigms takes a principal role.
M. Chetouani et al. (Eds.): NOLISP 2007, LNAI 4885, pp. 273–281, 2007.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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Related Work

As previously mentioned aﬀective databases provide a good opportunity for
training aﬀective applications. This type of databases usually record information such as images, sounds, psychophysiological values, etc. There are some
references in the literature that present aﬀective databases and their characteristics [4],[5],[6]. Many studies have been focused on the diﬀerent features used in
human emotional speech analysis [7],[8]. The number of voice features analysed
varies among the studies, but basically most of these are based in fundamental
frequency, energy and timing parameters, such as speech rate or mean phone
duration. Works where the use of Machine Learning paradigms take a principal
role can also be found in the literature [9],[10]. The work by [4] is related with
this paper in the sense of using a Feature Selection method in order to apply a
Neural Network to emotion recognition in speech, although both, the methods
to perform the FSS and the paradigms used, are diﬀerent. In this line it has to
be pointed out the work by [11] which uses a reduced number of emotions and
a greedy approach to select the features.

3
3.1

Study of Automatic Emotion Recognition Relevant
Parameters Using Machine Learning Paradigms
RekEmozio Database

The RekEmozio bilingual database was created with the aim of serving as an information repository for performing research on user emotion, adding descriptive
information about the performed recordings, so that processes such as extracting
speech parameters and video features could be carried out on them. Members of
diﬀerent work groups involved in research projects related to RekEmozio have
performed several processes for extracting speech and video features; this information was subsequently added to the database. The emotions used were chosen
based on [12], and the neutral emotion was added. The characteristics of the
RekEmozio database are described in [13]. The languages that are considered in
RekEmozio database are Spanish and Basque.
3.2

Emotional Feature Extraction

For emotion recognition in speech, one of the most important questions is which
features should be extracted from the voice signal. Previous studies show that it
is diﬃcult to ﬁnd speciﬁc voice features that could be used as reliable indicators
of the emotion present in the speech [14]. In this work, RekEmozio database
audio recordings (stereo wave ﬁles, sampled at 44100 Hz) have been processed
using standard signal processing techniques (windowing, Fast Fourier Transform,
auto-correlation...) to extract a wide group of 32 features which are described
below. Supposing that each recording in the database corresponds to one single
emotion, only one global vector of features has been obtained for each recording
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by using some statistical operations. Parameters used are calculated over entire
recordings. Selected features are detailed next (in italics):
- Fundamental Frequency (F0): The most common feature analyzed in
several studies [7],[8]. For F0 estimation we used Sun algorithm [15] and
statistics are computed: Maximum, Minimum, Mean, Range, Variance,
Standard deviation and Maximum positive slope in F0 contour.
- RMS Energy: The mean energy of speech quantiﬁed by calculating root
mean square (RMS) value and 6 statistics: Maximum, Minimum, Mean,
Range, Variance and Standard Deviation.
- Loudness: Absolute loudness based on Zwicker’s model [16].
- Spectral distribution of energy: Each emotion requires a diﬀerent eﬀort
in the speech and it is known that the spectral distribution of energy varies
with speech eﬀort [7]. We have computed energy in Low band, between 0
and 1300 Hz, Medium band, between 1300 and 2600 Hz and High band from
2600 to 4000 Hz [17].
- Mean Formants and Bandwidth: Energy from the sound source (vocal
folds) is modiﬁed by the resonance characteristics of the vocal tract (formants). Acoustic variations dues to emotion are reﬂected in formants [18].
The ﬁrst three mean Formants, and their corresponding mean Bandwidths.
- Jitter: Perturbation in vibration of vocal chords. It is estimated based on
the model presented by [19].
- Shimmer: Perturbation cycle to cycle of the energy. Its estimation is based
on the previously calculated absolute loudness.
- Speaking Rate: Rhythm is known to be an important aspect in recognition
of emotion in speech. Progress has been made on a simple aspect of rhythm,
the alternation between speech and silence [7]. The speaking rate estimation
has been divided in 6 values based on their duration with respect to the
whole elocution: Duration of voice part, Silence part, Maximum voice part,
Minimum voice part, Maximum silence part and Minimum silence part.
3.3

Machine Learning Standard Paradigms Used

In the supervised learning task, a classiﬁcation problem has been deﬁned where
the main goal is to construct a model or a classiﬁer able to manage the classiﬁcation itself with acceptable accuracy. With this aim, some variables are to be
used in order to identify diﬀerent elements, the so called predictor variables. For
the current problem, each sample is composed by the set of 32 speech related
values, while the label value is one of the seven emotions identiﬁed. The single paradigms used in our experiments that come from the family of Machine
Learning (ML) are brieﬂy introduced:
- Decision trees: A decision tree consists of nodes and branches to partition
a set of samples into a set of covering decision rules. In each node, a single
test or decision is made to obtain a partition. The starting node is usually referred as the root node. In each node, the goal is to select an attribute that
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makes the best partition between the classes of the samples in the training set [20],[21]. In our experiments, two well-known decision tree induction
algorithms are used, ID3 [22] and C4.5 [23].
- Instance-Based Learning: Instance-Based Learning (IBL) has its root in
the study of nearest neighbor algorithm [24] in the ﬁeld of machine learning.
The simplest form of nearest neighbor (NN) or k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithms simply stores the training instances and classiﬁes a new instance by
predicting the same class its nearest stored instance has or the majority class
of its k nearest stored instances have, respectively, according to some distance
measure as described in [25]. The core of this non-parametric paradigm is the
form of the similarity function that computes the distances from the new instance to the training instances, to ﬁnd the nearest or k-nearest training instances to the new case. In our experiments the IB paradigm is used, an inducer
developed in the MLC++ project [26] and based on the works of [27] and [28].
- Naive Bayes classiﬁers: The Naive-Bayes (NB) rule [29] uses the Bayes
theorem to predict the class for each case, assuming that the predictive genes
are independent given the category. To classify a new sample characterized
by d genes X = (X1 ,X2 , ... ,Xd ), the NB classiﬁer applies the following rule:
cN B = arg max p(cj )

d


i=1

p(xi |cj )

(1)

where cN B denotes the class label predicted by the Naive-Bayes classiﬁer
and the possible classes of the problem are grouped in C = c1 , ... , cl . A
normal distribution is assumed to estimate the class conditional densities
for predictive genes. Despite its simplicity, the NB rule obtains better results
than more complex algorithms in many domains.
- Naive Bayesian Tree learner: The naive Bayesian tree learner, NBTree
[30], combines naive Bayesian classiﬁcation and decision tree learning. It uses
a tree structure to split the instance space into sub-spaces deﬁned by the paths
of the tree, and generates one naive Bayesian classiﬁer in each sub-space.
Feature Subset Selection by Estimation of Distribution Algorithms.
The basic problem of ML is concerned with the induction of a model that classiﬁes a given object into one of several known classes. In order to induce the
classiﬁcation model, each object is described by a pattern of d features. Here,
the ML community has formulated the following question: are all of these d
descriptive features useful for learning the ‘classiﬁcation rule’ ? On trying to respond to this question, we come up with the Feature Subset Selection (FSS)
[31] approach which can be reformulated as follows: given a set of candidate features, select the ‘best’ subset in a classiﬁcation problem. In our case, the ‘best’
subset will be the one with the best predictive accuracy. Most of the supervised
learning algorithms perform rather poorly when faced with many irrelevant or
redundant (depending on the speciﬁc characteristics of the classiﬁer) features. In
this way, the FSS proposes additional methods to reduce the number of features
so as to improve the performance of the supervised classiﬁcation algorithm. FSS
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can be viewed as a search problem [32], with each state in the search space
specifying a subset of the possible features of the task. Exhaustive evaluation of
possible feature subsets is usually unfeasible in practice due to the large amount
of computational eﬀort required. In this way, any feature selection method must
determine the nature of the search process. In the experiments performed, an
Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) has been used which has the model
accuracy as ﬁtness function. To assess the goodness of each proposed gene subset for a speciﬁc classiﬁer, a wrapper approach is applied. In the same way as
supervised classiﬁers when no gene selection is applied, this wrapper approach
estimates, by using the 10-fold crossvalidation [33] procedure, the goodness of
the classiﬁer using only the variable subset found by the search algorithm.
Other Feature Subset Selection Approaches. Several approaches have
been developed to search a good attribute selection. On Filter Based approach
the attribute selection takes a statistical measure of each variable and sorts them
according to the obtained value. Among them, Principal Component analysis
takes a measure of the correlation and covariance among the predictor variables
and the class. Transformation based Feature Selection is a second approach which
transforms the representation space to obtain a reduced one. For instance, Singular Value Decomposition transforms the classiﬁcation problem in another one
after projecting the variables through a Matrix, while the number of singular
selected values determines the dimension (size) of the vectors.
Another Feature Subset Selection technique, the one used in this paper, is the
so called Wrapper approach in which a subset of variables is selected based on
the accuracy of the classiﬁer itself. Two simple ways to perform this selection
are the following:
- Forward: starts with an empty set of variables and adds to the set, at
each step, the variable which most increases the obtained accuracy, until no
increase is obtained.
- Backward: starts with all the variables and deselects variables while no
decrease is produced.
These approaches are outperformed by a more powerfull method based on Evolutionary Algorithms; such as EDA. As it can be seen, the rest of the approaches
are local guided, while the used one is a more sophisticated search engine, which
is supposed to outperform the rest of the approaches. In fact, this happens with
any greedy search when compared to an evolutionary one when applied to the
same search problem.

4

Experimental Results

The above mentioned methods have been applied over the crossvalidated data
sets using the MLC++ library [26]. Each dataset corresponds to a single actor.
Experiments were carried out with and without FSS in order to extract the accuracy improvement introduced by the feature selection process. Tables 1 and 2
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show the classiﬁcation results obtained using the whole set of variables, for
Basque and Spanish languages respectively. Each column represents a female
(Fi) of male (Mi) actor, and mean values corresponding to each classiﬁer/gender
are also included. Last column presents the total average for each classiﬁer.
Results don’t seem very impressive. ID3 best classiﬁes the emotions for female actresses, for both Basque and Spanish languages, while C4.5 outstands
for Basque male actors and IB for Spanish male actors. Results obtained after
applying FSS are more appealing, as can be seen in Tables 3 and 4. There, classiﬁer IB appears as the best paradigm for all the categories, female and male, and
Basque and Spanish languages. Moreover, the accuracies outperform the previous ones in more than 15%. It must also be highlighted that FSS improves the
well classiﬁed rate for all the ML paradigms, as it can be seen in Figure 1.
Table 1. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Basque language using the whole variable
set

IB
ID3
C4.5
NB
NBT

F1
35.4
38.7
41.5
42.9
42.3

Female
F2 F3 mean
48.8 35.2 39.8
45.5 44.7 43.0
52.2 35.0 42.9
45.8 37.7 42.1
39.8 35.2 39.1

M1
44.2
46.7
60.4
52.2
53.1

Male
M2 M3 M4
49.3 36.9 40.9
46.9 43.3 51.1
53.3 45.1 49.5
44.1 36.2 41.4
46.2 45.2 43.3

Total
mean
42.8
47.0
52.0
43.5
46.9

41.5
45.3
48.1
42.9
43.6

Table 2. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Spanish language using the whole variable
set

IB
ID3
C4.5
NB
NBT

F1
34.6
36.4
30.9
38.2
42.7

F2
43.6
52.7
50.0
42.7
43.6

Female
F3 F4 F5
54.6 54.6 38.2
49.1 47.3 42.7
46.4 43.6 42.7
49.1 40.0 42.7
49.1 50.0 39.1

mean
45.1
45.6
42.7
42.5
44.9

M1
25.5
20.9
29.1
24.6
18.2

M2
33.6
30.9
31.8
30.9
27.3

Male
M3 M4
51.8 47.7
40.9 47.3
46.4 42.7
49.1 45.5
40.9 48.2

Total
M5
33.6
40.0
35.5
34.6
42.7

mean
38.4
36.0
37.1
36.9
35.5

41.8
40.8
39.9
39.7
40.2

Table 3. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Basque language using FSS

IB
ID3
C4.5
NB
NBT

F1
63.0
62.7
60.2
64.5
58.6

Female
F2 F3 mean
68.0 59.3 63.5
60.5 65.5 62.9
66.0 60.0 62.1
64.6 48.9 59.3
61.1 54.8 58.1

M1
72.7
72.7
71.8
74.6
74.4

Male
M2 M3 M4
67.4 61.0 62.8
62.0 56.5 62.7
62.8 60.1 63.6
62.5 62.7 60.0
59.9 62.7 59.4

Total
mean
65.9
63.4
64.6
64.9
64.1

64.9
63.2
63.5
62.5
61.6
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Table 4. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Spanish language using FSS

IB
ID3
C4.5
NB
NBT

F1
61.8
59.1
57.3
54.6
53.6

F2
66.4
66.4
62.7
59.1
66.4

Female
F3 F4 F5
75.5 71.8 68.2
66.4 60.0 61.8
64.6 65.5 63.6
68.2 65.5 60.0
63.6 58.2 60.0

mean
68.7
62.7
62.7
61.5
60.4

M1
42.7
42.7
43.6
40.9
38.2

M2
57.3
51.8
56.4
48.2
47.3

Male
M3 M4
69.1 63.6
66.4 61.8
65.5 64.6
64.6 59.1
60.0 63.6

Total
M5
60.9
60.0
56.4
51.8
59.1

mean
58.7
56.5
57.3
52.9
53.6

63.7
59.6
60.0
57.2
57.0

Fig. 1. Improvement in Basque and Spanish languages using FSS in all classiﬁers

5

Conclusions and Future Work

RekEmozio database has been used to training some automatic recognition systems. In this paper we have shown that applying FSS enhances classiﬁcation
rates for the ML paradigms that we have used (IB, ID3, C4.5, NB and NBTree).
An analysis of the selected features by FSS is required. Moreover, the speech
data should be combined with visual information. This combination could be
performed by means of a multiclassiﬁer model [34].
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Abstract. The study of emotions in human-computer interaction is a growing research area. Focusing on automatic emotion recognition, work is being performed in
order to achieve good results particularly in speech and facial gesture recognition. In
this paper we present a study performed to analyze different Machine Learning techniques validity in automatic speech emotion recognition area. Using a bilingual affective database, different speech parameters have been calculated for each audio recording. Then, several Machine Learning techniques have been applied to evaluate their
usefulness in speech emotion recognition. In this particular case, techniques based on
evolutive algorithms (EDA) have been used to select speech feature subsets that optimize automatic emotion recognition success rate. Achieved experimental results show
a representative increase in the abovementioned success rate.

1

Introduction

Human beings are eminently emotional, as their social interaction is based on the ability to
communicate their emotions and perceive the emotional states of others [3]. Affective computing, a discipline that develops devices for detecting and responding to users emotions [27]
is a growing research area [35]. The main objective of affective computation is to capture
and process affective information with the aim of enhancing the communication between the
human and the computer. Within the scope of affective computing, the development of affective applications is a challenge that involves analyzing different multimodal data sources.
In order to develop such applications, a large amount of data is needed in order to include
a wide range of emotionally significant material. Affective databases are a good chance for
developing such applications, either for affective recognizers or either for affective synthesis.
In this paper different speech paralinguistic parameters have been calculated for the analysis
of the human emotional voice, using several audio recordings. This recordings are stored in a
bilingual and multimodal affective database. Several works have already been done in which
the use of Machine Learning paradigms take a principal role.

2

Related Work

As previously mentioned, affective databases provide a good opportunity for training
affective applications. This type of databases usually record information such as images,
Petr Sojka, Ivan Kopeček and Karel Pala (Eds.): TSD 2006, LNAI 4188, pp. 565–572, 2006.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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sounds, psychophysiological values, etc. There are some references in the literature that
present affective databases and their characteristics. [4] carried out a wide review of
affective databases. Other interesting reviews are the ones provided in [12] and [19]. Most
references found in literature are related to English, while other languages have less resources
developed, especially the ones with relatively low number of speakers. This is the case
of Standard Basque. To our knowledge, the first affective database in Standard Basque is
the one presented by [25]. Concerning to Spanish, the work of [30] stands out. Several
studies have been realized about the different features used in human emotional speech
analysis [5,32]. However, the studies related to languages such as Standard Basque and
Spanish are not numerous. In one hand, the works by [14] and [24] can be emphasized
on Spanish language; on the other hand, the study presented by [25] related to Standard
Basque is remarkable. The number of voice features analysed varies among the studies, but
basically most of these are based in fundamental frequency, energy and timing parameters,
like speech rate or mean phone duration. The use of Maching Learning paradigms takes a
principal role in some works that can be found in literature. [7] presented a good reference
paper. The Neural Networks Journal recently devoted special issue to emotion treatment from
a Neural Networks perspective [36]. The work by [4] is related with this paper in the sense of
using a Feature Selection method in order to apply a Neural Network to emotion recognition
in spoken English, although both the methods to perform the FSS and the paradigms are
different. In this line it has to be pointed out the work by [11] which uses a reduced number
of emotions and a greedy approach to select the features.

3

Study of Automatic Emotion Recognition Relevant Parameters
Using Machine Learning Paradigms

3.1 RekEmozio Database
The RekEmozio database was created with the aim of serving as an information repository
for performing research on user emotion. The aim when building the RekEmozio resource
was to add descriptive information about the performed recordings, so that processes such
as extracting speech parameters and video features could be carried out on them later.
Members of different work groups involved in research projects related to RekEmozio
performed several processes for extracting speech and video features; this information was
subsequently added to the database. The emotions used were chosen based on Ekman’s six
basic emotions [8], and neutral emotion was added. The characteristics of the RekEmozio
database are described in [20]. A normative study of affective values in the RekEmozio
database has been performed with the aim of finding out which recordings obtained better
emotion recognition rates with experimental subjects [19]. Validation of the RekEmozio
database attempts to extract recordings with relevant affective information in order to assist
in the development of affective applications applied to local culture and languages. In this
particular case, only recordings in which emotion detection success rate was over 50% were
used in later work.
3.2 Emotional Feature Extraction
For recognition of emotions in speech, the most important question is which features
should be extracted from the voice signal. Previous studies show us that it is difficult
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to find specific voice features that could be used as reliable indicators of the emotion
present in the speech [17]. In this work, RekEmozio database audio recordings (stereo
wave files, sampled at 44100 Hz) have been processed using standard signal processing
techniques (windowing, Fast Fourier Transform, auto-correlation,. . . ) to extract a wide
group of 32 features which are described below. Supposing that each recording in database
corresponds to one single emotion, one global vector of features has been obtained for each
recording, using some statistical operations. Parameters used are global parameters calculated
over entire recordings. Selected features are described next (in italics):
– Fundamental Frequency F0: Is the most common feature analyzed in several studies [5,32]. For F0 estimation we have used Sun algorithm [34] and statistics are computed: maximum, minimum, mean, range, variance, standard deviation and maximum
positive slope in F0 contour.
– RMS Energy: The mean energy of speech quantified by calculating root mean square
value (RMS) and 6 statistics maximum, minimum, mean, range, variance and standard
deviation.
– Loudness: absolute loudness based on Zwicker’s model [9].
– Spectral distribution of energy: Each emotion requires a different effort in the speech
and it is known that the spectral distribution of energy varies with speech effort [5].
Effortful speech, like anger or surprise tends to contain relatively greater energy in low
and mid spectral bands than the speech that does not need as much effort, like sadness or
neutral. We have computed energy in low band, between 0 and 1300 Hz, medium band,
between 1300 and 2600 Hz and high band from 2600 to 4000 Hz [15].
– Mean Formants and Bandwidth: Energy from the sound source (vocal folds) is
modified by the resonance characteristics of the vocal tract (formants). Acoustic
variations dues to emotion are reflected in formants [2]. We have computed the first
three mean formants, and their corresponding mean bandwidths.
– Jitter: Defined as the perturbation in vocal chords vibration. Its estimation is based on
the model presented by [31].
– Shimmer: Perturbation cycle to cycle of the energy. We based its estimation on the
previously calculated absolute loudness.
– Speaking Rate: Progress has been made on a simple aspect of rhythm, the alternation
between speech and silence [5]. We divided the speaking rate estimation in 6 values
based on their duration with respect to the whole elocution: duration of voice, silence,
maximum voice, minimum voice, maximum silence and minimum silence.
3.3 Machine Learning Standard Paradigms Used
In the supervised learning task, we have defined a classification problem where the main goal
is constructing a model or a classifier able to manage the classification itself with acceptable
accuracy. With this aim, some variables are to be used in order to identify different elements,
the so called predictor variables. In the present problem, each sample is composed by the set
of 32 speech related values, while the label value is one of the seven emotions identified. We
briefly introduce the single paradigms used in our experiments. These paradigms come from
the family of Machine Learning (ML). A state of the art description and deep explanation
about FSS methods can be found in [13] and [18].
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Decision Trees. A decision tree consists of nodes and branches to partition a set of samples
into a set of covering decision rules. In each node, a single test or decision is made to obtain
a partition. The starting node is usually referred as the root node. In each node, the goal
is selecting an attribute that makes the best partition between the classes of the samples in
the training set [21] and [22]. In our experiments, two well-known decision tree induction
algorithms are used, ID3 [28] and C4.5 [29].
Instance-Based Learning. Instance-Based Learning (IBL) has its root in the study of nearest
neighbor algorithm [6] in the field of Machine Learning. The simplest form of nearest
neighbor (NN) or k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithms simply stores the training instances
and classifies a new instance by predicting the same class its nearest stored instance has
or the majority class of its k nearest stored instances have, respectively, according to some
distance measure as described in [37]. The core of this non-parametric paradigm is the
form of the similarity function that computes the distances from the new instance to the
training instances, to find the nearest or k-nearest training instances to the new case. In our
experiments the IB paradigm is used, a inducer developed in the MLC ++ project [16] and
based on the works of [1] and [38].
Naive Bayes Classifiers. The Naive-Bayes (NB) rule [23] uses the Bayes theorem to predict
the class for each case, assuming that the predictive genes are independent given the category.
To classify a new sample characterized by d genes X = (X 1, X 2, . . . , Xd), the NB
classifier applies the following rule:

C N − B = arg max p(c j )
c j ∈C

d


p(x i |c j )

i=1

where c N − B denotes the class label predicted by the Naive-Bayes classifier and the possible
classes of the problem are grouped in C = {c1 , · · · , cl }. A normal distribution is assumed
to estimate the class conditional densities for predictive genes. Despite its simplicity, the NB
rule has obtained better results than more complex algorithms in many domains.
Feature Subset Selection by Estimation of Distribution Algorithms. The basic problem
of ML is concerned with the induction of a model that classifies a given object into one of
several known classes. In order to induce the classification model, each object is described by
a pattern of d features. Here, the ML community has formulated the following question: are
all of these d descriptive features useful for learning the “classification rule”? On trying to
respond to this question, we come up with the Feature Subset Selection (FSS) [18] approach
which can be reformulated as follows: given a set of candidate features, select the “best”
subset in a classification problem. In our case, the “best” subset will be the one with the best
predictive accuracy. Most of the supervised learning algorithms perform rather poorly when
faced with many irrelevant or redundant (depending on the specific characteristics of the
classifier) features. In this way, the FSS proposes additional methods to reduce the number
of features so as to improve the performance of the supervised classification algorithm. FSS
can be viewed as a search problem [13], with each state in the search space specifying a
subset of the possible features of the task. Exhaustive evaluation of possible feature subsets
is usually unfeasible in practice due to the large amount of computational effort required. In
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this way, any feature selection method must determine the nature of the search process. In the
experiments performed, an Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) [26] has been used
which has the model accuracy as fitness function. To assess the goodness of each proposed
gene subset for a specific classifier, a wrapper approach is applied. In the same way as
supervised classifiers when no gene selection is applied, this wrapper approach estimates,
by the 10-fold crossvalidation [33] procedure, the goodness of the classifier using only the
variable subset found by the search algorithm.

4

Experimental Results

The above mentioned methods have been applied over the crossvalidated data sets using the
MLC ++ library [16]. Each dataset corresponds to a single actor. Experiments were carried
out with and without FSS in order to extract the accuracy improvement introduced by
the feature selection process. Tables 1 and 2 show the classification results obtained using
the whole set of variables, for Standard Basque and Spanish languages respectively. Each
column represents a female (Fi) of male (Mi) actor, and mean values corresponding to each
classifier/gender is also included. Last column presents the total average for each classifier.
Results don’t seem very impressing; ID3 best classifies the emotions for female actresses,
both Standard Basque and Spanish, while C4.5 outstands for Standard Basque male actors
and IB for Spanish male actors.
Table 1. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Standard Basque Language using the whole variable set

IB
ID3
C4.5
NB

F1
35,38
38,71
41,52
42,95

Female
F2
F3
48,79 35,23
45,45 44,70
52,20 35,00
45,76 37,65

mean
39,80
42,95
42,90
42,12

M1
44,17
46,67
60,38
52,20

M2
49,32
46,97
53,26
44,09

Male
M3
36,89
43,26
45,08
36,21

Total
M4
40,91
51,14
49,47
41,44

mean
42,82
47,01
52,04
43,48

41,52
45,27
48,13
42,90

Table 2. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Spanish Language using the whole variable set

F1
IB 34,55
ID3 36,36
C4.5 30,91
NB 38,18

F2
43,64
52,73
50,00
42,73

Female
F3
F4
54,55 54,55
49,09 47,27
46,36 43,64
49,09 40,00

F5
38,18
42,73
42,73
42,73

mean
45,09
45,63
42,72
42,54

M1
25,45
20,91
29,09
24,55

M2
33,64
30,91
31,82
30,91

Male
M3
M4
51,82 47,65
40,91 47,27
46,36 42,73
49,09 45,45

Total
M5
33,64
40,00
35,45
34,55

mean
38,44
36,00
37,09
36,91

38,40
36,81
36,36
36,27

Results obtained after applying FSS are more appealing, as can be seen in Tables 3 and 4.
There, classifier IB appears as the best paradigm for all the categories, female and male, and
Standard Basque and Spanish languages. Moreover, the accuracies outperform the previous
ones in more than 15%. It must also be highlighted that FSS improves the well classified rate
for all the ML paradigms.
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Table 3. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Standard Basque Language using FSS

IB
ID3
C4.5
NB

F1
63,03
62,73
60,23
64,47

Female
F2
F3
68,03 59,32
60,48 65,45
65,98 60,00
64,55 48,94

mean
63,46
62,88
62,07
59,32

M1
72,65
72,65
71,82
74,55

M2
67,35
61,97
62,8
62,5

Male
M3
60,98
56,52
60,08
62,73

Total
M4
62,80
62,65
63,56
60,00

mean
65,94
63,44
64,56
64,94

64,88
63,20
63,49
62,53

Table 4. 10-fold crossvalidation accuracy for Spanish Language using FSS

F1
IB 61,82
ID3 59,09
C4.5 57,27
NB 54,55

5

F2
66,36
66,36
62,73
59,09

Female
F3
F4
75,45 71,82
66,36 60,00
64,55 65,45
68,18 65,45

F5
68,18
61,81
63,64
60,00

mean
68,72
62,72
62,72
61,45

M1
42,73
42,73
43,64
40,91

M2
57,27
51,82
56,36
48,18

Male
M3
M4
69,09 63,64
66,36 61,82
65,45 64,55
64,55 59,09

Total
M5
60,91
60,00
56,36
51,82

mean
58,72
56,54
57,27
52,91

57,63
53,63
54,36
52,00

Conclusions and Future Work

Affective databases have been very useful for developing affective computing systems,
being primarily used for training affective recognition systems. RekEmoziodatabase, either
validated or not, is being used to training some automatic recognition systems applied to
the localization where authors make their research. In the future, new voice features related
to emotions will be taken into account, with the aim of to improve the current results. This
paper describes how results obtained by Machine Learning techniques applied to emotion
classification can be improved automatically selecting the appropriate subset of classifying
variables by FSS. The classification accuracies, although not very impressive yet, are clearly
improved over the results obtained using the full set of variables. Still, an analysis of the
features selected by FSS is required as an effort to extract meaningful information from that
set. Merging or combining information from multiple sources by means of a multiclassifier
model [10] could help to obtain better classification accuracies.
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Abstract: In this paper, a new supervised classification paradigm, called classifier subset selection
for stacked generalization (CSS stacking), is presented to deal with speech emotion recognition.
The new approach consists of an improvement of a bi-level multi-classifier system known as
stacking generalization by means of an integration of an estimation of distribution algorithm
(EDA) in the first layer to select the optimal subset from the standard base classifiers. The good
performance of the proposed new paradigm was demonstrated over different configurations and
datasets. First, several CSS stacking classifiers were constructed on the RekEmozio dataset, using
some specific standard base classifiers and a total of 123 spectral, quality and prosodic features
computed using in-house feature extraction algorithms. These initial CSS stacking classifiers were
compared to other multi-classifier systems and the employed standard classifiers built on the
same set of speech features. Then, new CSS stacking classifiers were built on RekEmozio using
a different set of both acoustic parameters (extended version of the Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic
Parameter Set (eGeMAPS)) and standard classifiers and employing the best meta-classifier of the
initial experiments. The performance of these two CSS stacking classifiers was evaluated and
compared. Finally, the new paradigm was tested on the well-known Berlin Emotional Speech
database. We compared the performance of single, standard stacking and CSS stacking systems
using the same parametrization of the second phase. All of the classifications were performed at the
categorical level, including the six primary emotions plus the neutral one.
Keywords: affective computing; machine learning; speech emotion recognition

1. Introduction
Affective computing is an emerging area that tries to make human-computer interaction
(HCI) more natural to humans. This area covers topics, such as affect or emotion recognition,
understanding and synthesis. Computing systems can better adapt to human behavior taking
non-verbal information into account. As Mehrabian suggested [1], verbal information comprises
around 10% of the information transmitted between humans, while around 90% is non-verbal. This is
why the inclusion of emotion-related knowledge in HCI applications improves the interaction by
increasing the level of understanding and decreasing the ambiguity of the messages.
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The expression of emotions by humans is multimodal [2]. Apart from verbal information (written
or spoken text), emotions are expressed through speech [3–5], facial expressions [6], gestures [7]
and other nonverbal clues (mainly psycho-physiological). With regard to the speech communication
modality, the literature shows that several parameters (e.g., volume, pitch and speed) are appropriate
to generate or recognize emotions [8]. This knowledge is important either to emulate diverse moods
reflecting the user’s affective states or, in the case of a recognizer, to create patterns for classifying the
emotions transmitted by the user.
Affective speech analysis refers to the analysis of spoken behavior as a marker of emotion, with a
focus on the nonverbal aspects of speech [9]. Speech emotion recognition is particularly useful for
applications that require natural human-machine interaction, in which the response to the user may
depend on the detected emotion. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that emotion recognition
through speech can also be helpful in a wide range of other several scenarios, such as e-learning,
in-card board safety systems, medical diagnostic tools, call centers for frustration detection, robotics,
mobile communication or psychotherapy, among others.
Nevertheless, recognizing emotions from a human’s voice is a challenging task due to multiple
issues. First, it must be considered that emotions’ expression is highly speaker, culture and language
dependent. In addition, one spoken utterance can include more than one emotion, either as a
combination of different underlying emotions in the same portion or as an individual expression
of each emotion in different speech segments. Another interesting aspect is that there is no definitive
consensus among the research community regarding which are the most useful speech features for
emotion recognition. One possible cause may be the high impact of the variability introduced by
the different speakers in commonly-used prosodic features. Finally, selecting the set of emotions to
classify is an important decision, which can affect the performance of the speech emotion recognizer.
Many works on the topic agree that any emotion is a combination of primary emotions. The primary
six emotions include anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and surprise [10].
In this paper, we present a study on emotion recognition based on two different sets of speech
features extracted from emotional audio signals recorded by professional actors. The analysis was
performed on two datasets called RekEmozioand the Berlin Emotional Speech (Emo-DB) database.
RekEmozio contains bilingual utterances in Basque and Spanish languages [11], whilst Emo-DB [12]
includes sentences recorded in German. Both databases were designed to cover the six primary
emotions plus the neutral one, and each recording contained one acted emotion. The classification
approach was focused on the categorical recognition of the seven emotions included in the open
Emo-DB and the RekEmozio dataset, which is currently in the process of becoming publicly available
to the community.
The experiments were divided into three main phases. The first phase corresponded to the
construction and evaluation of 10 base supervised classifiers, multi-classifier systems (bagging,
boosting and standard stacking generalization) and bi-level multi-classifiers based on the classifier
subset selection for stacked generalization (CSS stacking) method on the RekEmozio dataset. For this
end, local and global speech parameters containing prosodic, quality and spectral information
were computed from each recording through in-house feature extraction algorithms. The selected
supervised classifiers for this phase were the following: Bayesian Network (BN), C4.5, k-Nearest
Neighbors (kNN), KStar, Naive Bayes Tree (NBT), Naive Bayes (NB), One Rule (OneR), Repeated
Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER), Random Forest (RandomF) and Support
Vector Machines (SVM). These classifiers were also used to build the CSS stacking classifiers in this
first phase.
The aim of the second phase was to verify the efficiency of the CSS stacking classification
paradigm on the RekEmozio dataset using: (1) a well-known set of acoustic parameters (extended
version of the Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set (eGeMAPS)); and (2) different base
classifiers in the first layer. For this purpose, CSS stacking classifiers were built using the best
meta-classifier of the first phase. In the second phase, we applied the following base classifiers in the
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first layer: MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), Radial Basis Function network (RBF), Logistic Regression
(LR), C4.5, kNN, NB, OneR, RIPPER, RandomF and SVM. Hence, the MLP, RBF and LR classifiers
were added with respect to the first phase, and the BN, KStar and NBT were discarded.
The third phase consisted of testing the CSS stacking paradigm over the well-known and open
Emo-DB. To this end, the same standard classifiers and acoustic features (eGeMAPS) of the second
phase were used to build single, standard stacking and CSS stacking classifiers. We decided to leave
out the bagging and boosting classifiers because of their poor performance in the first phase.
The paper presents the results from three phases. Regarding the first phase, the results obtained
when applying each classification method to each actor were presented, providing a comparison and
discussion between each of the several classification paradigms proposed. Concerning the second
phase, the results obtained with the CSS stacking classifier are given for each actor, and a comparison
with the CSS stacking classifiers from the first phase is also provided. Finally, in the third phase,
only the three classifiers with a better score have been presented for each of the constructed systems
(single, standard stacking and CSS stacking). The performances of these classifier systems have
been compared to each other and to other results obtained in related works in the literature over
the same Emo-DB.
In addition, this paper aims to serve as a forum to announce that the RekEmozio dataset will be
publicly available soon for research purposes. The aim is to provide the scientific community a new
resource to make experiments in the speech emotion recognition field over audio and video acted
recordings, several made by actors, others by amateurs, in the Spanish and Basque languages.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3
details the RekEmozio and Emo-DB datasets, in addition to the two sets of speech features used
in this work. In Section 4, how EDA was applied for the stacking classification method is explained.
Section 5 describes how the experiments that have been carried out were performed, specifying which
techniques have been used in each step of the process. Section 6 explains the obtained results and
provides a discussion. Section 7 concludes the paper and presents future work.
2. Related Work
Many studies in psychology have examined vocal expressions of emotions. Eyben et al. [8],
Schuller et al. [3,9], Scherer [4] and Scherer et al. [5] provide reviews of these works. Besides,
during recent years, the field of emotional content analysis of speech signals has been gaining
growing attention. Scherer [4] described the state of research on emotion effects on voice and speech
and discussed issues for future research efforts. The analyses performed by Sundberg et al. [13]
suggested that the emotional samples could be better described by three physiological mechanisms,
namely the parameters that quantified subglottal pressure, glottal adduction and vocal fold length
and tension. Ntalampiras and Fakotakis [14] presented a framework for speech emotion recognition
based on feature sets from diverse domains, as well as on modeling their evolution in time.
Wu et al. [15] proposed modulation spectral features (MSFs) for the automatic recognition of human
affective information from speech. More recently, [16] proposed a novel feature extraction based on
multi-resolution texture image information (MRTII), including a BS-entropy-based acoustic activity
detection (AAD) module and using an SVM classifier. They improve the performance of other
systems based on Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), prosodic and low-level descriptor
(LLD) features for three artificial corpora (Emo-DB, eNTERFACE, KHUSC-EmoDB) and a mixed
database. There have been several challenges on emotion and paralinguistics in INTERSPEECH,
as shown in [3,9].
An important issue to be considered in the evaluation of an emotional speech recognizer is
the quality of the data used to assess its performance. The proper design of emotional speech
databases is critical to the classification task. Work in this area has made use of material that
was recorded during naturally-occurring emotional states of various sorts, that recorded speech
samples of experimentally-induced specific emotional states in groups of speakers and that recorded
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professional or lay actors asked to produce vocal expressions of emotion as based on emotion labels
and/or typical scenarios [4].
Several reviews on emotional speech databases have been published. Douglas-Cowie et al. [17]
provided a list of 19 data collections, while El Ayadi et al. [18] and Ververidis and Kotropoulos [19]
provided a record of an overview of 17 and 64 emotional speech data collections, respectively.
Most of these references of affective databases are related to English, while fewer resources have
been developed for other languages. This is particularly true to languages with a relatively low
number of speakers, such as the Basque language. To the authors’ knowledge, the first affective
database in Basque is the one presented by Navas et al. [20]. Concerning Spanish, the work of
Iriondo et al. [21] stands out; and relating to Mexican Spanish, the work of Caballero-Morales [22]
can be highlighted. On the other hand, the RekEmozio dataset is a multimodal bilingual database
for Spanish and Basque [11], which also stores information that came from processes of some global
speech feature extractions for each audio recording.
Popular classification models used for emotional speech classification include, among others,
different decision trees [23], SVM [8,24–26], neural networks [27] and hidden Markov models
(HMM) [28,29]. Which one is the best classifier often depends on the application and corpus [30].
El Ayadi et al.[18] and Ververidis and Kotropoulos [19] provide a review of appropriate techniques in
order to classify speech into emotional states.
In order to combine the benefits of different classifiers, classifier fusion is starting to become
common, and several different examples can be found in the literature [31]. Pfister and Robinson [30]
proposed an emotion classification framework that consists of n(n-1)/2 pairwise SVMs for n labels,
each with a differing set of features selected by the correlation-based feature selection algorithm.
Arruti et al. [32] used four machine learning paradigms (IB, ID3, C4.5, NB) and evolutionary
algorithms to select feature subsets that noticeably optimize the automatic emotion recognition
success rate. Schuller et al. [24] combined SVMs, decision trees and Bayesian classifiers to yield
higher classification accuracy. Scherer et al. [33] combined three different KNN classifiers to improve
the results. Chen et al. [34] proposed a three-level speech emotion recognition model combining
Fisher rate, SVM and artificial NN in comparative experiments. Attabi and Dumouchel [35] proved
that, in the context of highly unbalanced data classes, back-end systems, such as SVMs or a
multilayer perceptron (MLP), can improve the emotion recognition performance achieved by using
generative models, such as Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), as front-end systems, provided that an
appropriate sampling or importance weighting technique is applied. Morrison et al. [36] explored two
classification methods that had not previously been applied in affective recognition in speech: stacked
generalization and unweighted vote. They showed how these techniques can yield an improvement
over traditional classification methods. Huang et al. [37] developed an emotion recognition system for
a robot pet using stacked generalization ensemble neural networks as the classifier for determining
human affective state in the speech signal. Wu and Liang [38] presented an approach to emotion
recognition of affective speech based on multi-classifiers using acoustic-prosodic information (AP)
and semantic labels. Three types of models, GMMs, SVMs and MLPs, are adopted as the base-level
classifiers. A meta decision tree (MDT) is then employed for classifier fusion to obtain the AP-based
emotion recognition confidence. Several methods have been used for decision fusion in speech
emotion recognition. Kuang and Li [39] proposed the Dempster–Shafer evidence theory to execute
decision fusion among the three kinds of emotion classifiers to improve the accuracy of the speech
emotion recognition. Huang et al. [40] used FoCalfusion, AdaBoost fusion and simple fusion on their
studies of the effects of acoustic features, speaker normalization methods and statistical modeling
techniques on speaker state classification.
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3. Case Study
In this section, the main characteristics of the RekEmozio and Emo-DB datasets used for the
experiments are presented first. In addition, the speech features used to train and test classifiers
are described.
3.1. RekEmozio Dataset
The RekEmozio dataset was created with the aim of serving as an information repository to
perform research on user emotions. The RekEmozio dataset is based on data acquired through user
interaction and metadata used to describe and label each interaction and provides access to the data
stored and the faculty of performing transactions over them, so new information can be added to
the dataset by analyzing the data included in it. When building the RekEmozio dataset, the aim
was adding descriptive information about the performed recordings, so processes, such as extracting
speech parameters and video features, may be done currently on them.
The RekEmozio dataset is composed of audio and video acted recordings, several made by
professional actors, while others are by amateurs. In this study, we use the audio recordings made by
professional actors. Those recordings are either in the Basque or Spanish languages.
The classification of emotions was performed at the categorical level. For this purpose, seven
emotions were used: the six basic emotions described by [6], that is sadness, fear, joy, anger, surprise
and disgust, and a neutral emotion. The selection of these specific emotions was based on the work
by Ekman and Friesen [6], which suggested that these emotions are universal for all cultures. This is
interesting considering the bilingualism of the RekEmozio dataset.
There are 88 different sentences with 154 recordings over them for each actor. Seven actors
recorded sentences for Basque, while 10 recorded for Spanish. The total length of the audio recordings
was 1300 4100 for Basque and 1660 1700 for Spanish.
A validation for normative study was performed by experimental subjects in order to obtain
affective values for each recording and to see what the validity of the recorded material and the
affective values for each recording are [41]. Achieved results show that the material recorded in the
RekEmozio database was correctly identified by 57 experimental subjects, with a mean accuracy of
66.5% for audio recordings. In Table 1, audio recognition accuracy percentages for the different types
of utterances (depending on the language) are presented. It has also to be noted that several automatic
emotion recognition systems have used the RekEmozio dataset in previous works, such as [32,42].
Table 1. Human recognition accuracy percentages for utterances as a function of language and
emotions (taken from [41]).

Spanish
Basque

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

75%
77%

51%
52%

78%
68%

71%
74%

66%
59%

52%
51%

80%
77%

The RekEmozio dataset is currently in the process of being made publicly available (until the
process is completed and as the RekEmozio dataset remains unavailable from a public repository,
anyone interested can contact Karmele López de Ipiña or the co-author Nestor Garay-Vitoria with the
aim of the community having access to the dataset for research purposes.
A complete description of the RekEmozio dataset characteristics can be seen in [11].
3.2. Emo-DB
The widely extended German Emo-DB [12] is composed of recordings of 10 actors (five female
and five male), which simulated the six primary emotions defined by [6] plus the neutral one. The
complete database was evaluated through a perception test with 20 subjects, achieving a human
performance of 84% accuracy [43]. The Emo-DB is publicy available via the Internet.
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3.3. Speech Features
The selection of suitable features to extract from the voice signal is one of the most difficult and
important decisions to be made in the speech emotion recognition task. It is even more critical when
pattern recognition techniques are involved, since they are highly dependent on the domain and
training material. The voice characteristics most commonly employed in the literature involve the
computation of prosodic and continuous features, qualitative features, spectral features and Teager
energy operator (TEO)-based features. A deep description of these categories is given in the survey
on speech emotion recognition presented in [18]. With the aim of creating a common baseline and
agreed set of speech features to use by the speech emotion recognition community, a minimalistic set
of voice parameters were recently compiled and presented in [8].
The feature extraction method is also a regular topic of discussion within the speech emotion
recognition field. Because of the non-stationary nature of speech signals, the features are usually
extracted from overlapped small frames, which consist of a few milliseconds portions of signal.
The features extracted at the frame level are known as local features. Using these local features and
computing statistics among them, global features are also usually calculated at the utterance level.
Even if the best results were obtained in many works [44–46] using global features instead of local
features, it is not clear whether global features performed better for any emotion classification. In
fact, in the work presented in [28], they proved that global features do not perform correctly when
recognizing emotions with similar arousal, e.g., happiness and anger.
In this work, two sets of speech features were computed along the three phases. In the first phase,
local and global features containing prosodic, spectral and quality information were extracted using
in-house algorithms, considering a total set of 123 features for each spoken utterance. The extraction
of local features was done at both the frame and region levels. In the first case, a 20-millisecond
frame-based analysis window was used, with an overlapping of 10 milliseconds. Concerning the
feature extraction at the region level, the work presented in Tato et al. [47] was followed. They
defined a technique for signal treatment and information extraction from emotional speech, not only
extracting information by frames, but also by regions consisting of more than three consecutive
speech frames. With regard to global features, statistics containing measures, such as the mean,
variance, standard deviation and the maximum and minimum values and their positions, were
computed, among others. The full set of the 123 features we used in the first phase of this work,
including local characteristics and their correlated global statistics, were described in more detail
in [32].
With regard to the second and third phases, the extended version (eGeMAPS) of the Geneva
Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set (GeMAPS) was used to extract a different set of speech
features. The complete description of the parameters involved in the eGeMAPS set is given in [8].
The extraction of this set of features was done through the OpenSMILE toolkit presented in [48].
4. Classifier Subset Selection to Improve the Stacked Generalization Method
One of the main goals of this work was the construction of a multi-classifier system with optimal
selection of the base classifiers in the speech emotion recognition domain. For this purpose, a method
proposed in [49] was applied to select an optimal classifier subset by means of the estimation of
distribution algorithms (EDAs).
In order to combine the results of the base classifiers, we employed stacked generalization (SG)
as a multi-classifier system. Stacked generalization is a well-known ensemble approach, and it is
also called stacking [50,51]. While ensemble strategies, such as bagging or boosting, obtain the final
decision after a vote among the predictions of the individual classifiers, SG applies another individual
classifier to the predictions in order to detect patterns and improve the performance of the vote.
As can be seen in Figure 1, SG is divided into two levels: for Level 0, each individual classifier
makes a prediction independently, and for Level 1, these predictions are treated as the input values
of another classifier, known as the meta-classifier, which returns the final decision.
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The data for training the meta-classifier is obtained after a validation process, where the outputs
of the Level 0 classifiers are taken as attributes, and the class is the real class of the example.
This implies that a new dataset is created in which the number of predictor variables corresponds
to the number of classifiers of the bottom layer, and all of the variables have the same value range as
the class variable.
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CL
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Meta-classifier

KNN

CL
AS
SI

NB

BA
SE

C4.5

FIE
RS

SVM

...

BN

New Case
(to be classified)

Figure 1. Stacked generalization schemata.

Within this approach, using many classifiers can be very effective, but selecting a subset of them
can reduce the computational cost and improve the accuracy, assuming that the selected classifiers
are diverse and independent. It is worth mentioning that a set of accurate and diverse classifiers is
needed in order to be able to improve the classification results obtained by each of the individual
classifiers that are to be combined. This fact has been taken into account to select the classifiers that
take part in the first layer of the stacked generalization multi-classifier used.
In [49], an extension of the staking generalization approach is proposed, reducing the number of
classifiers to be used in the final model. This new approach is called classifier subset selection (CSS),
and a graphical example is illustrated in Figure 2. As can be seen, an intermediate phase is added
to the multi-classifier to select a subset of Level 0 classifiers. The classification accuracy is the main
criterion to make this selection. As can be seen in Figure 2, discarded classifiers, those with an X, are
not used in the multi-classifier.
The method used to select the classifiers could be any, but in this type of scenario, evolutionary
approaches are often used. Currently, some of the best known evolutionary algorithms for
feature subset selection (FSS) are based on EDAs [52]. EDA combines statistical learning with
population-based search in order to automatically identify and exploit certain structural properties of
optimization problems. Inza et al. [53] proposed an approach that used an EDA called the estimation
of Bayesian network algorithm (EBNA) [54] for an FSS problem. Seeing that in [55], EBNA shows
better behavior than genetic and sequential search algorithms for FSS problems (and hence, for CSS
in this approach), we decided to use EBNA. Moreover, EBNA has been selected as the model in the
recent work that analyses the behavior of the EDAs [56].
In our approach, an individual in the EDA algorithm is defined as an n-tuple with 0, 1 binary
values, so-called binary encoding. Each position in the tuple refers to a concrete base classifier, and the
value indicates whether this classifier is used (1 value) or not (0 value). An example with 10 classifiers
(the value used in this paper) can be seen in Figure 3. In this example, Classifiers 1, 4 and 7 (Cl1, Cl4
and Cl7) are the selected classifiers, and the remaining seven are not used.
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Figure 2. Classifier subset selection stacked generalization.

Individual: 10 base classifiers
Cl1 Cl2

Cl4

Cl7

Cl10

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Selected Classifiers:
Cl1, Cl4, Cl7
Figure 3.
The combinations of base classifiers as the estimation of distribution algorithm
(EDA) individuals.

Once an individual has been sampled, it has to be evaluated. The aim is to consider the predictive
power of each subset of base classifiers. To this end, a multi-classifier is built for each individual
using the corresponding subset of classifiers, and the obtained validated accuracy is used as the
fitness function. Thus, when looking for the individual that maximizes the fitness function, the EDA
algorithm is also searching the optimal subset of base classifiers.
5. Experiments
In this section, the whole experimental design is described. Firstly, the single classifiers
employed in all phases are presented, followed by the definition of the experiment steps. In the end,
the experimental setup and the main measure used for the analysis of the obtained results are detailed.
5.1. Base Classifiers
5.1.1. First Phase
The experiments of the first phase were carried out over 10 well-known machine-learning
(ML) supervised classification algorithms through the Weka software package [57], which includes a
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collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. A brief description of the classifiers
of the first phase is presented below.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bayesian Networks (BN): A Bayesian network [58], belief network or directed acyclic graphical
model is a probabilistic graphical model that represents a set of random variables and their
conditional independencies via a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
C4.5: C4.5 [59] represents a classification model by a decision tree. The tree is constructed in a
top-down way, dividing the training set and beginning with the selection of the best variable in
the root of the tree.
k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN): This algorithm is a case-based, nearest-neighbor classifier [60]. To
classify a new test sample, a simple distance measure is used to find the training instance closest
to the given test instance, and then, it predicts the same class as this nearest training instance.
KStar: This classifier is an instance-based algorithm that uses an entropy-based distance
function [61].
Naive Bayes Tree (NBT): This classification method uses a decision tree with naive Bayes
classifiers at the leaves [62].
Naive Bayes (NB): The naive Bayes rule [63] uses the Bayes theorem to predict the class for each
case, assuming that the predictive genes are independent given the category. To classify a new
sample characterized by d genes X = ( X1 , X2 , ..., Xd ), the NB classifier applies the following rule:
d

c NB = arg max p(c j ) ∏ p( xi |c j )
c j ∈C

•
•

•
•

i =1

where c NB denotes the class label predicted by the naive Bayes classifier, and the possible classes
of the problem are grouped in C = {c1 , . . . , cl }.
One Rule (OneR): This simple classification algorithm is a one-level decision tree, which tests
just one attribute [64]. The chosen attribute is the one that produces the minimum error.
Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER): The rule-based learner
presented in [65] forms rules through a process of repeated growing (to fit training data) and
pruning (to avoid overfitting). RIPPER handles multiple classes by ordering them from least to
most prevalent and then treating each in order as a distinct two-class problem.
Random Forest (RandomF): This constructs a combination of many unpruned decision trees [66].
The output class is the mode of the classes output by individual trees.
Support Vector Machines (SVM): These are a set of related supervised learning methods used for
classification and regression [67]. Viewing input data as two sets of vectors in a n-dimensional
space, an SVM will construct a separating hyperplane in that space, one that maximizes the
margin between the two datasets.

5.1.2. Second and Third Phases
For the second and third phases, the BN, K-Star and NBT classifiers of the first phase were
discarded, the rest of the base classifiers were kept, and three new classifiers were included
for experimentation, including multilayer perceptron, radial basis function networks and logistic
regression, as they are described below.
•

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP): A multilayer perceptron is a feedforward artificial neural network
model to map sets of input data onto a set of appropriate outputs [68]. An MLP consists
of multiple layers of nodes in a directed graph, with each layer fully connected to the
next one. Except for the input nodes, each node is a processing element with a nonlinear
activation function.
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Radial Basis Function (RBF) network: A radial basis function network is an artificial neural
network using radial basis functions as activation functions [69]. The output of the network
is a linear combination of radial basis functions of the inputs and neuron parameters.
Logistic Regression: A logistic regression (also known as logit regression or logit model ) [70] is
considered in statistics a regression model where the dependent variable is categorical.

As it can be seen from the three phases, classifiers with different approaches for learning and
widely used in different classification tasks were selected. The goal was to combine them in a
multi-classifier to maximize the benefits of each modality by intelligently fusing their information
and by overcoming the limitations of each modality alone.
5.2. Experimental Steps
As described above, the experiments were organized in three phases. In the first phase,
single classifiers, standard multi-classifier systems and CSS stacking classifiers were built over the
RekEmozio dataset and compared. During the second phase, new CSS stacking classifiers were built
for each of the 17 actors in the same dataset, using new parametrization and configuration of the base
classifiers in the first layer. These CSS stacking systems were compared to the CSS stacking classifiers
of the first phase. Finally, new single, standard stacking and CSS stacking classifiers were built on the
Emo-DB, employing the same acoustic features and standard classifiers of the second phase.
5.2.1. First Phase
1.

2.

3.

Single classifiers: build 10 classifiers on the RekEmozio dataset, applying the 10 base
machine learning algorithms of the first phase to the training dataset and get validated
classification accuracies.
Standard multi-classifiers: build one classifier on the RekEmozio dataset applying bagging,
another one applying boosting and ten more applying stacking generalization, one for each base
classifier at Level 1, and get validated classification accuracies.
Classifier subset selection for stacked generalization: build 10 stacking generalization classifiers
on the RekEmozio dataset, one for each base classifier acting as a meta-classifier at Level 1, and
select, by means of an evolutionary algorithm, a subset of the ten classifiers to participate in the
Level 0 layer.

It is worth mentioning that in all of the experiments, a 10-fold cross-validation technique was
used. In the case of the classifier subset selection method, this validation was also employed to select
the classifier configuration that performed better on average.
5.2.2. Second Phase
1.

Classifier subset selection for stacked generalization: build one stacking generalization classifier
on the RekEmozio dataset, using the best meta-classifiers from the first phase, and select, by
means of an evolutionary algorithm, a subset of the ten classifiers to participate in the Level
0 layer.

5.2.3. Third Phase
1.
2.
3.

Single classifiers: build 10 classifiers on the Emo-DB, applying the 10 base machine learning
algorithms of the second phase to the training dataset, and get validated classification accuracies.
Standard multi-classifiers: build ten classifiers applying stacking generalization, one for each
base classifier at Level 1, and get validated classification accuracies.
Classifier subset selection for stacked generalization: build 10 stacking generalization classifiers
on the Emo-DB, one for each base classifier acting as the meta-classifier at Level 1, and select, by
means of an evolutionary algorithm, a subset of the classifiers to participate in the Level 0 layer.
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5.3. Experimental Setup
In all of the experiments, 10-fold cross-validation [71] was applied to get a validated classification
accuracy (well-classified rate), and this accuracy has been the criterion to define the fitness of an
individual, inside the evolutionary algorithm.
For classifier subset selection, the selected EDA algorithm was EBNA, with Algorithm B [72] for
structural learning of the Bayesian network. Population size N was set to 50 individuals, representing
50 combinations of classifiers; the number S of selected individuals at each generation was 20 (40% of
the population size); and the maximum number of generations of new individuals was set to 10.
5.4. Obtained Results Analysis
The main measure that has been used in this study to evaluate classification methods was the
accuracy. The accuracy reflects how many times the emotions are recognized, comparing this to the
metadata stored in the RekEmozio and Emo-DB datasets. Accuracy is expressed as a percentage with
respect to the total of the recordings.
6. Results and Discussion
6.1. First Phase
Table 2 presents the results obtained for each of the 17 actors in the first phase when a single
classification is applied for categorical emotion recognition, in addition to the mean values and
standard deviation (SD) of each classifier in the last two rows. The best accuracies obtained per actor
are highlighted in bold. The results suggest that SVM is the classifier that performs better when the
single classifier method is applied, as for 13 of the 17 actors, the SVM classifier obtains the best results
compared to the rest of the single classifiers, and its mean value is 6.43 percentage points higher than
the second mean value. Only BN and RandomF get the better accuracies than SVM in the single
classification, in the case of two actors for each one. The best accuracy (73.79%) is achieved for the
actor P1. The rest of best accuracies for each actor range from 41.82% (P8) to 68.93% (P6).
Table 2. First phase. Accuracy percentages for each person using single classifiers. Mean and SD
rows denote the average and standard deviation for each classifier considering all of the actors. BN,
Bayesian network; NBT, naive Bayes tree; OneR, one rule; RIPPER, repeated incremental pruning to
produce error reduction; RandomF, random forest.

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
Mean
SD

BN

C4.5

KNN

KStar

NBT

NB

OneR

RIPPER

RandomF

SVM

69.90%
58.25%
46.60%
59.22%
52.43%
53.40%
42.72%
18.18%
44.55%
54.55%
56.36%
44.55%
44.55%
64.55%
51.82%
58.18%
50.91%
51.22%
10.98

64.08%
45.63%
45.63%
43.69%
42.72%
48.54%
33.98%
29.09%
43.64%
43.64%
42.73%
32.73%
40.91%
51.82%
53.64%
48.18%
46.36%
44.53%
7.91

65.05%
49.51%
49.51%
39.81%
41.75%
46.60%
32.04%
29.09%
37.27%
50.91%
37.27%
37.27%
33.64%
37.27%
53.64%
47.27%
40.91%
42.87%
8.83

54.37%
36.89%
36.89%
35.92%
36.89%
38.83%
25.24%
20.91%
33.64%
26.36%
28.18%
27.27%
35.45%
31.82%
37.27%
36.36%
23.64%
33.29%
7.57

55.34%
44.66%
44.66%
43.69%
54.37%
56.31%
41.75%
29.09%
40.00%
52.73%
50.00%
31.82%
44.55%
54.55%
52.73%
50.00%
45.45%
46.57%
7.69

61.17%
39.81%
39.81%
34.95%
49.51%
38.83%
37.86%
19.09%
38.18%
55.45%
43.64%
27.27%
27.27%
35.45%
40.91%
40.91%
37.27%
39.26%
9.72

53.40%
34.95%
34.95%
45.63%
42.72%
43.69%
38.83%
12.73%
30.00%
30.00%
38.18%
38.18%
45.45%
40.00%
40.00%
43.64%
40.00%
38.37%
8.52

48.54%
46.60%
46.60%
33.01%
48.54%
46.60%
38.83%
12.73%
36.36%
41.82%
42.73%
39.09%
42.73%
45.45%
57.27%
54.55%
40.91%
42.49%
9.51

64.08%
53.40%
34.95%
54.37%
52.43%
63.11%
50.49%
26.36%
43.64%
58.18%
55.45%
37.27%
50.91%
60.00%
62.73%
53.64%
53.64%
51.45%
10.13

73.79%
66.02%
53.40%
59.22%
68.93%
66.99%
45.63%
41.82%
52.73%
64.55%
54.55%
45.45%
61.82%
56.36%
62.73%
59.09%
50.91%
57.88%
8.69
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Table 3. First phase. Accuracy percentages for each person using stacking and bagging and boosting
multi-classifiers. Mean and SD rows denote the average and standard deviation for each standard
multi-classifier considering all of the actors.

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
Mean
SD

BN

C4.5

KNN

KStar

NBT

NB

OneR

RIPPER

RandomF

SVM

Bagging

Boosting

64.08%
47.57%
49.51%
49.51%
51.46%
59.22%
46.60%
31.82%
45.45%
55.45%
49.09%
39.09%
39.09%
50.00%
44.55%
55.45%
41.82%
48.22%
7.44

59.22%
54.37%
44.66%
48.54%
45.63%
56.31%
33.98%
23.64%
41.82%
55.45%
48.18%
35.45%
41.82%
56.36%
57.27%
45.45%
44.55%
46.63%
9.05

72.82%
42.72%
48.54%
41.75%
48.54%
53.40%
41.75%
30.91%
47.27%
53.64%
43.64%
36.36%
34.55%
57.27%
50.91%
49.09%
38.18%
46.55%
9.33

57.28%
36.89%
41.75%
33.98%
32.04%
42.72%
39.81%
24.55%
36.36%
40.91%
39.09%
20.91%
30.91%
40.91%
40.91%
40.91%
38.18%
37.54%
7.53

67.96%
60.19%
46.60%
53.40%
55.34%
59.22%
46.60%
29.09%
49.09%
56.36%
49.09%
38.18%
42.73%
63.64%
57.27%
50.00%
46.36%
51.24%
9.04

61.17%
47.57%
58.25%
45.63%
50.49%
54.37%
44.66%
25.45%
45.45%
48.18%
40.91%
48.18%
43.64%
62.73%
52.73%
49.09%
44.55%
48.41%
8.08

43.69%
36.89%
45.63%
39.81%
41.75%
55.34%
37.86%
19.09%
41.82%
37.27%
39.09%
30.91%
40.91%
37.27%
37.27%
40.00%
36.36%
38.88%
6.82

62.14%
49.51%
46.60%
42.72%
52.43%
54.37%
41.75%
20.91%
36.36%
52.73%
50.00%
35.45%
46.36%
56.36%
50.91%
48.18%
43.64%
46.50%
8.96

66.99%
49.51%
52.43%
50.49%
55.34%
59.22%
46.60%
23.64%
50.91%
60.91%
55.45%
35.45%
40.91%
60.00%
56.36%
54.55%
43.64%
50.73%
9.86

73.79%
52.43%
49.51%
44.66%
55.34%
55.34%
40.78%
24.55%
46.36%
55.45%
52.73%
43.64%
40.91%
60.00%
59.09%
48.18%
50.00%
50.16%
9.86

65.05%
57.28%
49.51%
55.34%
54.37%
52.43%
48.54%
30.91%
50.91%
54.55%
58.18%
47.27%
44.55%
44.55%
60.91%
56.36%
43.64%
51.43%
7.53

34.95%
30.10%
35.92%
33.01%
32.04%
32.04%
37.86%
17.27%
30.91%
35.45%
35.45%
35.45%
34.55%
34.55%
36.36%
32.73%
30.91%
32.91%
4.32

The performance of the standard multi-classifiers systems for all of the actors in the first phase
is presented in Table 3, with mean and SD values in the last two rows. In the first 10 columns, the
results obtained by the stacked generalization method with the single classifiers as meta classifiers
are presented. In addition, the accuracy achieved by the bagging and boosting multi-classifiers are
shown in the last two columns. The best results per actor are marked in bold. In contrast to single
classifiers, there is no meta classifier that performs much better than the others. This is evident looking
at their mean values, with four classifiers in the range from 50.16% to 51.43%, showing low differences
between them. For seven actors, the best accuracies are reached using the bagging multi-classifier;
RandomF gets the best accuracies for five actors, SVM for four actors, NBT for three actors, BN for two
actors, and NB and RIPPER get the best accuracy for one actor each. This happens because in some
cases, there are several meta-classifiers that get the best accuracies for a given actor (for example,
P5). On the other hand, for 14 actors, the worst results are obtained with the boosting multi-classifier.
Compared to the results from the single classifiers in Table 2, only for three of the 17 actors (P3, P11
and P12) are improvements achieved on their best classification results using multi-classifiers. For
the rest of the actors, the accuracies are lower when compared to single classifiers.
The results reached by CSS stacking classifiers in the first phase are shown in Table 4, including
their mean and SD values. If we focus on the highlighted values, which correspond to the best
accuracies for each of the actors, the SVM classifier achieves the best scores, on average, when it is
used as a meta classifier (an increase of 2.22 percentage points over the second one) and for 13 actors.
The other actors obtained best accuracies with C4.5, NBT, NB and RIPPER meta-classifiers. In general,
the best accuracies are improved using the CSS stacking classification method against the standard
multi-classifiers. Besides, if we compared the results from CSS stacking with the best accuracies
achieved by the single classifiers, 13 of the 17 actors obtain higher classification results. This point
is clearly demonstrated in Table 5, where the best accuracies obtained per actor are presented for
each of the classification methods, including single classifiers, multi-classifiers (boosting, bagging
and stacking) and CSS stacking classifiers. In addition, two columns are presented that show the
differences obtained when comparing the best accuracies achieved by multi-classifiers against the
single classifiers (Differences_1), and the ones obtained by the CSS stacking classifiers against the
best between the single and multi-classifiers (Differences_2).
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Table 4. First phase. Accuracy percentages for each person applying CSS stacking with the EDA
classification method. Mean and SD rows denote the average and standard deviation for each
classifier working as meta classifiers and considering all of the actors.

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
Mean
SD

BN

C4.5

KNN

KStar

NBT

NB

OneR

RIPPER

RandomF

SVM

71.84%
66.02%
57.28%
55.34%
55.34%
64.08%
51.46%
30.91%
48.18%
58.18%
53.64%
34.55%
47.27%
50.91%
58.18%
55.45%
48.18%
53.34%
9.57

70.87%
70.87%
70.87%
60.19%
63.11%
66.99%
47.57%
34.55%
50.91%
60.91%
53.64%
49.09%
59.09%
62.73%
62.73%
50.91%
50.91%
58.00%
9.34

73.79%
73.79%
73.79%
51.46%
57.28%
59.22%
51.46%
35.45%
48.18%
58.18%
54.55%
45.45%
51.82%
64.55%
59.09%
59.09%
52.73%
57.05%
9.73

72.82%
72.82%
72.82%
53.40%
49.51%
58.25%
41.75%
30.00%
47.27%
56.36%
54.55%
42.73%
54.55%
59.09%
59.09%
53.64%
45.45%
54.36%
10.87

68.93%
60.19%
65.05%
51.46%
51.46%
50.49%
39.81%
43.64%
46.36%
45.45%
46.36%
32.73%
52.73%
55.45%
50.00%
44.55%
45.45%
50.01%
8.40

70.87%
70.87%
70.87%
62.14%
62.14%
54.37%
51.46%
34.55%
45.45%
60.91%
55.45%
49.09%
52.73%
64.55%
60.91%
60.00%
49.09%
57.38%
9.26

44.66%
36.89%
45.63%
39.81%
42.72%
57.28%
37.86%
26.36%
42.73%
37.27%
41.82%
40.91%
40.91%
38.18%
37.27%
40.91%
37.27%
40.50%
5.75

68.93%
68.93%
68.93%
51.46%
58.25%
60.19%
47.57%
33.64%
47.27%
61.82%
50.91%
41.82%
52.73%
64.55%
59.09%
52.73%
44.55%
54.90%
9.63

71.84%
71.84%
71.84%
59.22%
62.14%
66.02%
50.49%
33.64%
50.00%
60.91%
56.36%
49.09%
50.91%
63.64%
59.09%
56.36%
48.18%
57.74%
9.55

73.79%
73.79%
73.79%
61.17%
65.05%
59.22%
52.43%
32.73%
54.55%
60.91%
60.00%
51.82%
59.09%
66.36%
63.64%
60.91%
54.55%
60.22%
9.37

The results from Table 5 show that using multi-classifiers does not outperform the classification
accuracies in this classification problem. Nevertheless, when applying the CSS stacking classification
method, the improvements are noticeable for many of the actors. As is detailed in the last column
Differences_2, 11 actors outperform the best accuracies when compared to the ones obtained with
the single and multi-classifiers, giving a mean increase of 1.48 percentage points. The highest
improvement is achieved by the actor P3, which increases the accuracy by 15.54 percentage points.
The rest of the improvements are in the range from 0.91 to 7.77 points. In addition, two of the actors
(P1 and P6) reached the same best accuracy with no significant improvements, and there are four
cases (P5, P8, P10 and P13) where the single classifiers reach the best accuracies. A comparison of the
best accuracies obtained per actor for each of the classification methods is presented in Figure 4.
Table 5. First phase. Best accuracy per person by using each classification method. Improvements
comparing the best accuracy from multi-classifiers (bagging, boosting and stacking) against single
classifiers are presented in the Differences_1 column. In addition, the improvements between the
CSS stacking with EDA and the best accuracy from both single and standard multi-classifiers are
shown in the Differences_2 column. Mean and SD rows denote the average and standard deviation
for each classification method and the type of differences considering all of the actors. Differences are
expressed in percentage points.

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
Mean
SD

Single

Bagging

Boosting

Stacking

Differences_1

CSS Stacking

Differences_2

73.79%
66.02%
53.40%
59.22%
68.93%
66.99%
50.49%
41.82%
52.73%
64.55%
56.36%
45.45%
61.82%
64.55%
62.73%
59.09%
53.64%
58.92%
8.30%

65.05%
57.28%
49.51%
55.34%
54.37%
52.43%
48.54%
30.91%
50.91%
54.55%
58.18%
47.27%
44.55%
44.55%
60.91%
56.36%
43.64%
51.43%
7.75%

34.95%
30.10%
35.92%
33.01%
32.04%
32.04%
37.86%
17.27%
30.91%
35.45%
35.45%
35.45%
34.55%
34.55%
36.36%
32.73%
30.91%
32.91%
4.45%

73.79%
60.19%
58.25%
53.40%
55.34%
59.22%
46.60%
31.82%
50.91%
60.91%
55.45%
48.18%
46.36%
63.64%
59.09%
55.45%
50.00%
54.62%
8.77%

0.00
−5.83
+4.85
−3.88
−13.59
−7.77
−1.95
−10.00
−1.82
−3.64
+1.82
+2.73
−15.45
−0.91
−1.82
−2.73
−3.64
−3.74
5.28

73.79%
73.79%
73.79%
62.14%
65.05%
66.99%
52.43%
35.45%
54.55%
61.82%
60.00%
51.82%
59.09%
66.36%
63.64%
60.91%
54.55%
60.95%
9.33%

0.00
+7.77
+15.54
+2.92
−3.88
0.00
+1.94
−6.37
+1.82
−2.73
+1.82
+3.64
−2.73
+1.82
+0.91
+1.82
+0.91
+1.48
4.70
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Figure 4. First phase. Best accuracies per person considering single, multi-classifiers and CSS stacking
with EDA classification methods.

Finally, we selected one of the classifiers as the meta classifier (SVM) for both stacking and
CSS stacking classification methods and presented the results obtained per actor in Table 6 and
the mean and SD values at the end. The results prove that using the CSS stacking classification
method, the recognition accuracy is outperformed for all of the actors, except for actor P1, in which
no improvements are appreciated. The improvements using the CSS stacking classification method
range from 3.88 to 24.27 percentage points, with an average improvement of 10.06 points.
Table 6. First phase. Accuracies and improvements per person in percentage points comparing
stacking and CSS stacking with EDA classification methods using SVM as the meta classifier.
Mean and SD rows denote the average and standard deviation for each classification method and
improvements considering all of the actors.

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
Mean
SD

Stacking

CSS Stacking

Improvements

73.79%
52.43%
49.51%
44.66%
55.34%
55.34%
40.78%
24.55%
46.36%
55.45%
52.73%
43.64%
40.91%
60.00%
59.09%
48.18%
50.00%
50.16%
10.14

73.79%
73.79%
73.79%
61.17%
65.05%
59.22%
52.43%
32.73%
54.55%
60.91%
60.00%
51.82%
59.09%
66.36%
63.64%
60.91%
54.55%
60.22%
9.64

0.00
+21.36
+24.27
+16.50
+9.71
+3.88
+11.65
+8.18
+8.18
+5.45
+7.27
+8.18
+18.18
+6.36
+4.55
+12.73
+4,55
+10.06
6.42

Statistical Tests
According to [73], we employed the Iman and Davenport test to detect statistical differences
among the different classification paradigms. This test rejects the null hypothesis of equivalence
between algorithms, since the p-value (0.000216) is lower than the α-value (0.1). Thus, Shaffer post
hoc test is applied in order to find out which algorithms are distinctive among them. Table 7 shows
the statistical differences obtained. As can be seen, the new approach statistically outperforms the
results obtained with the standard multi-classifier systems (p-value <0.01). It is worth mentioning
that there were no significant differences between CSS stacking and the best single paradigm. This
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is indeed due to the selection phase of the best approach among all of the single approaches used,
before applying meta-classification, as explained in Section 4 of this paper.
Table 7. First phase. p-values of the pair-wise comparison between CSS stacking and the other
multi-classifiers.
Hypothesis

Adjusted p

CSS Stacking vs. Boosting
CSS Stacking vs. Bagging
CSS Stacking vs. Stacking

1.2094622076166072E-10
2.2567292727265824E-4
0.004635715398394891

If the comparison is done pair-wise, the new approach shows better accuracy than each of the
single classifiers used. For instance, comparing the SVM single classifier (the best one) with the new
approach obtained using SVM as the meta classifier, the new paradigm outperforms the single one in
11 up to 17 actors.
6.2. Second Phase
Table 8 presents the results obtained by the CSS stacking classification method during the second
phase, in which eGeMAPS parameters and a new combination of base classifiers in the first layer were
employed for classification. Besides, a comparison with the CSS stacking built in the first phase and
the corresponding improvements achieved are also presented. Both CSS stacking classifiers were
constructed using the SVM as the meta-classifier, as it was the best meta-classifier in the first phase.
As can be seen, the integration in the first layer of new base classifiers that performed well as single
classifiers (especially the MLP classifier) and the employment of the eGeMAPS acoustic parameters,
which also demonstrated their efficiency when comparing the results of single classifiers in both
phases, helped improve the results for most actors. The most appreciable improvements are given by
the actors P13, P12 and P8, which outperformed the previous results in the first phase by 20.70, 20.26
and 16.62 percentage points, respectively. In global terms, the average accuracy of the CSS stacking
classifiers of the second phase outperformed the mean accuracy of the first phase by 4.56 percentage
points, which demonstrated the effectiveness of the eGeMAPS parameters and the new classifiers
included in the first layer of the CSS stacking classifiers of the second phase.
Table 8. Second phase. Accuracy percentages per actor for the CSS stacking classifier systems of the
second phase (CSS stacking 2nd_Phase) and the comparison with the CSS stacking classifiers of the
first phase (CSS stacking 1st_Phase). Mean and SD rows denote the average and standard deviation
for each classifier for all of the actors.

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
Mean
SD

CSS Stacking 2nd_Phase

CSS Stacking 1st_Phase

Differences

85.06%
69.48%
75.32%
70.78%
77.27%
64.29%
47.4%
49.35%
46.01%
73.38%
66.88%
72.08%
79.87%
61.69%
59.09%
46.1%
57.14%
64.78%
12.34

73.79%
73.79%
73.79%
61.17%
65.05%
59.22%
52.43%
32.73%
54.55%
60.91%
60.00%
51.82%
59.09%
66.36%
63.64%
60.91%
54.55%
60.22%
9.94

+11.27
−4.31
+1.53
+9.61
+12.22
+5.07
−5.03
+16.62
−8.54
+12.47
+6.88
+20.26
+20.78
−4.67
−4.55
−14.81
+2.59
+4.56
10.46
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In Appendix A, the confusion matrices scored by the CSS stacking classifiers in the second phase
are presented for all of the actors.
6.3. Third Phase
In the third phase, ten classifiers were built for each of the classification systems (single, standard
stacking and CSS stacking) employed on the Emo-DB. In Table 9, the results of the three best classifiers
of each system are shown. The best result of the three classification systems is highlighted in bold per
actor. Interestingly, MLP, RandomF and SVM are the best three classifiers for each of the classification
systems.
Looking at the results, only for the A5 and A9 actors, the single classifier (RandomF) system
scored the best accuracies; 80.00% and 82.14%, respectively, whilst the standard stacking classifiers
achieved the worst results. However, the CSS stacking systems outperformed the results of single
and standard stacking classifiers for the rest of the actors. The best result is achieved by the A2 actor,
which scored an accuracy of 96.55% when the SVM acted as the meta-classifier. On average, the CSS
stacking classifier with the SVM acting as the meta-classifier reached higher results, obtaining a mean
of 82.45% accuracy for all of the actors. Considering that the human perception rate for the Emo-DB
was set to 84% [43], this mean value of 82.45% can be seen as a promising result. Moreover, this score
outperforms the results of other works in the literature over the Emo-DB, like the scores obtained
in [43,74], which reached accuracies of 79% and 77%, respectively, although these works analyzed
the whole database and used different machine learning algorithms and audio features. The overall
results demonstrate the good performance of the CSS stacking classification paradigm and confirms
the robustness of this classification system to deal with the emotion recognition in speech over several
conditions and datasets.
Table 9. Third phase. Accuracy percentages per actor for the best three classifiers of each system built
on the Berlin Emotional Speech database (Emo-DB). Mean and SD rows represent the average and
standard deviation considering all of the actors.
Single
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
Mean
SD

Standard Stacking

CSS Stacking

MLP

RandomF

SVM

MLP

RandomF

SVM

MLP

RandomF

SVM

79.59%
94.82%
74.41%
84.21%
63.63%
77.14%
78.68%
78.26%
67.85%
74.64%
77.32%
8.52

73.46%
87.93%
62.79%
84.21%
80.00%
74.28%
75.40%
75.36%
82.14%
83.09%
77.87%
7.17

77.55%
86.20%
67.44%
81.57%
72.72%
80.00%
72.13%
78.26%
66.07%
76.05%
75.80%
6.28

63.26%
79.31%
62.79%
68.42%
56.36%
71.42%
67.21%
73.91%
69.64%
73.23%
68.55%
6.56

71.42%
89.65%
67.44%
71.05%
65.45%
68.57%
70.49%
76.81%
71.42%
71.83%
72.41%
6.76

61.22%
72.41%
62.79%
68.42%
54.54%
68.57%
65.57%
78.26%
64.28%
76.05%
67.21%
7.13

79.59%
93.10%
74.42%
89.47%
67.27%
82.86%
77.05%
82.61%
76.79%
83.10%
80.63%
7.41

81.63%
94.83%
74.42%
84.21%
72.73%
82.86%
80.33%
86.96%
75.00%
80.28%
81.32%
6.57

79.59%
96.55%
76.74%
86.84%
78.18%
82.86%
78.69%
85.51%
75.00%
84.51%
82.45%
6.33

In Appendix A, the confusion matrices scored by the CSS stacking system with the SVM classifier
acting as the meta-classifier are presented for all of the actors.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
Enabling computers the ability to recognize human emotions is an emergent research area.
Continuing the authors’ previous work on the topic, in this article, different classification approaches
have been presented and compared for the speech emotion recognition task. The experimentation
was divided into three main phases, which differ from each other in: (1) the speech parametrization;
(2) the base classifiers used to construct the classification systems; and (3) the dataset employed.
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The experiments were performed over the RekEmozio and Emo-DB datasets, which contain audio
recordings in Basque, Spanish and German from several actors. As the emotional annotation in both
datasets was performed using categories, the statistical approach was also turned into a categorical
classification problem.
In the first phase, 10 single classifiers, 12 multi-classifiers (bagging, boosting and standard
stacking generalization) and 10 final CSS stacking classifiers with the EDA classification method were
built, evaluated and compared to each other. For single classifiers, the SVM became the best classifier
among the ten algorithms employed, as it obtained the best accuracy for 13 of the 17 actors. If we focus
on the performance of multi-classifiers, in most cases, they did not achieve better results compared to
single classifiers. In addition, it is noticeable that although bagging was the classifier that reached the
best results in most cases, it performed better only for seven of the 17 actors. The best accuracies for
multi-classifiers ranged between 31.82% and 73.79%.
In comparison, the CSS stacking multi-classifier with EDA achieved higher accuracies than the
single and multi-classifiers in most cases. Table 5 shows that, except for four out of 17 actors, CSS
stacking with EDA outperformed the results of all of the other single and multi-classifiers tested in
the first phase of this work. Furthermore, these results were statistically significant when comparing
pair-wise with the other multi-classifiers. Therefore, it can be concluded from this first phase that
multi-classifiers based on the CSS stacking method with EDA are a promising approach for emotion
recognition in speech.
With regard to the second phase, a new parametrization based on the eGeMAPS acoustic
parameters in addition to new base classifiers was employed to construct new CSS stacking classifiers
using the best meta-classifier of the first phase. These new CSS stacking classifiers were compared to
the CSS stacking classifiers from the first phase, in order to evaluate the impact of the new parameters
and base classifiers included. The results from Table 8 concluded that the new configuration of the
CSS stacking classifiers of the second phase outperformed the results obtained in the first phase in
most cases. This demonstrated the good performance of the acoustic parameters and the new base
classifiers employed in the second phase.
Finally, the third phase was focused on constructing single, standard stacking and CSS stacking
classifiers for each of the actors in the well-known and freely-available Emo-DB. The results confirmed
the good performance of the CSS stacking classifier system, which improved the accuracies obtained
by the other classification systems for all actors, except two.
A future work for this research will be to perform new experiments on different databases, such
as the Belfast naturalistic emotion database [10], the Vera am Mittag German audio-visual emotional
speech database [75] and the FAUAibo Emotion Corpus [76], which include spontaneous speech,
and the Berlin Database of Emotional Speech [12] and EMOVO[77] databases, in order to test out
the efficiency of the presented new classification paradigm in other dataset conditions and domains.
Besides, new standard classifiers will be explored, and a combination of data from several databases
will be used with the aim of building speaker- and language-independent classification systems.
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Appendix
Confusion Matrices for the CSS Stacking Classification Method of the Second and Third Phases
In this Appendix, one table per actor is presented, in which the confusion matrices obtained by
the CSS stacking classifiers of the second and third phases are detailed. First, the confusion matrices
from the RekEmozio database are shown from Tables A1 to A17. Results of the Emo-DB are then
presented from Tables A18 to A27.
Table A1. P1 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

19
0
0
1
0
0
1

2
20
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
18
2
3
0
0

0
0
3
17
2
2
0

0
0
1
1
17
0
0

1
1
0
1
0
20
1

0
1
0
0
0
0
20

Table A2. P2 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

16
1
0
0
0
2
0

2
20
0
0
2
1
1

0
0
17
3
7
2
0

0
0
2
19
0
0
0

0
0
3
0
13
3
1

1
1
0
0
0
5
8

3
0
0
0
0
9
12

Table A3. P3 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

18
1
0
0
0
1
3

2
18
0
0
1
2
0

0
0
10
8
2
0
0

0
0
8
14
2
0
0

0
2
4
0
16
0
0

1
1
0
0
1
16
1

1
0
0
0
0
3
18

Table A4. P4 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

21
0
0
0
0
0
2

0
16
4
1
2
2
0

0
5
12
4
2
1
0

0
0
4
13
1
2
1

0
0
2
2
14
0
0

0
1
0
0
2
15
1

1
0
0
2
1
2
18
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Table A5. P5 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

21
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
15
1
2
0
2
0

0
2
13
2
1
2
0

0
2
5
17
5
0
0

0
1
1
1
16
0
0

0
1
2
0
0
17
1

1
1
0
0
0
0
20

Table A6. P6 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

20
0
2
2
0
3
5

0
16
0
5
6
2
0

1
0
16
3
0
2
3

0
1
1
8
0
3
0

1
3
0
3
14
0
1

0
2
1
1
2
9
0

0
0
2
0
0
3
13

Table A7. P7 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

10
4
1
1
2
6
4

3
8
5
2
4
0
1

0
0
10
7
1
0
1

0
3
1
8
0
2
2

3
3
2
1
12
3
0

4
4
1
2
2
11
0

2
0
2
1
1
0
14

Table A8. P8 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

12
5
1
0
0
3
2

5
8
1
1
1
7
3

0
1
10
5
8
0
0

0
0
5
11
4
0
0

0
0
4
5
9
0
0

2
6
0
0
0
11
2

3
2
1
0
0
1
15

Table A9. P9 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

12
5
0
0
1
2
0

5
5
3
1
1
8
2

1
1
6
4
4
1
0

0
0
7
7
5
0
2

0
0
4
8
11
0
0

4
10
1
0
0
11
2

0
1
1
2
0
0
16
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Table A10. P10 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

19
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
16
1
1
1
4
0

0
1
12
3
1
3
0

0
0
4
16
0
4
0

0
1
1
0
19
1
0

1
4
4
2
0
10
1

2
0
0
0
0
0
21

Table A11. P11 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

20
0
0
2
0
0
2

0
14
2
0
3
1
0

0
3
14
4
3
2
0

1
1
4
13
0
5
0

0
2
2
1
11
2
0

0
2
0
2
4
12
1

1
0
0
0
1
0
19

Table A12. P12 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

20
1
0
0
0
2
1

0
13
1
1
0
3
0

0
1
18
2
2
0
0

0
0
2
16
3
1
0

0
0
1
2
17
1
1

1
6
0
1
0
11
4

1
1
0
0
0
4
16

Table A13. P13 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

20
2
0
0
0
1
0

1
17
1
0
3
0
1

0
1
18
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
20
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
17
1
1

1
0
0
0
0
15
3

0
0
2
1
0
4
16

Table A14. P14 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

7
2
0
0
0
5
2

1
14
1
0
2
2
0

0
1
14
2
10
0
0

0
0
2
17
3
0
0

0
2
5
2
7
0
0

7
3
0
0
0
14
1

7
0
0
1
0
1
19
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Table A15. P15 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

10
3
0
0
0
4
4

0
14
0
1
0
4
0

0
1
16
4
5
0
0

0
1
3
8
3
0
0

0
1
3
6
13
0
0

5
1
0
2
1
13
1

7
1
0
1
0
1
17

Table A16. P16 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

16
0
1
2
0
4
1

0
9
3
4
4
0
3

0
5
7
3
2
0
2

0
4
3
8
3
0
0

0
2
4
4
13
2
0

4
0
3
1
0
12
3

2
2
1
0
0
4
13

Table A17. P17 actor confusion matrix from the RekEmozio dataset in the second phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

7
1
0
0
0
3
8

1
9
2
6
2
3
0

0
2
7
7
3
0
1

0
3
9
4
2
1
0

0
4
3
5
10
5
0

8
3
1
0
5
9
2

6
0
0
0
0
1
11

Table A18. A1 actor confusion matrix from the Emo-DB in the third phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

13
0
0
3
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
7
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
7
0

0
3
0
0
0
0
9

Table A19. A2 actor confusion matrix from the Emo-DB in the third phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

11
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
10
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
6
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
11
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
9
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Table A20. A3 actor confusion matrix from the Emo-DB in the third phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

12
0
1
1
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
0
7
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
4
0

0
4
0
0
0
0
8

Table A21. A4 actor confusion matrix from the Emo-DB in the third phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

10
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
7
0
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
7
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
4
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
2

Table A22. A5 actor confusion matrix from the Emo-DB in the third phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

8
0
0
0
2
0
0

0
4
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
2
10
1
0
0

2
0
0
0
5
0
0

0
3
0
0
0
7
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
9

Table A23. A6 actor confusion matrix from the Emo-DB in the third phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

12
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
3
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
5
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
4

Table A24. A7 actor confusion matrix from the Emo-DB in the third phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

11
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
9
1
0
0
0
6

0
0
6
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
5
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
9
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
5
0

0
1
1
0
0
0
3
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Table A25. A8 actor confusion matrix from the Emo-DB in the third phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

16
0
0
0
6
0
0

0
7
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
7
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
10
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
10
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
7

Table A26. A9 actor confusion matrix from the Emo-DB in the third phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

11
0
0
2
2
0
0

0
7
0
0
0
0
2

0
0
4
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
6
2
0
0

1
0
0
0
2
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
4
1

0
1
1
0
0
0
8

Table A27. A10 actor confusion matrix from the Emo-DB in the third phase.

Sadness
Fear
Joy
Anger
Surprise
Disgust
Neutral

Sadness

Fear

Joy

Anger

Surprise

Disgust

Neutral

12
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
12
1
0
0
0
2

0
1
10
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
4
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
10
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
9
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
3
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Abstract. This paper presents the research steps that have been necessaries for
creating a mixed reality prototype called PUPPET. The prototype provides a 3D
virtual presenter that is embedded in a real TV scenario and is driven by an actor in real time. In this way it can interact with real presenters and/or public.
The key modules of this prototype improve the state-of-the-art in such systems
in four different aspects: real time management of high-realistic 3D characters,
animations generated automatically from actor’s speech, less equipment needs,
and flexibility in the real/virtual integration. The paper describes the architecture and main modules of the prototype.
Keywords: 3D virtual presenters, mixed reality, real time animation.

1 Introduction
Television is a world where technologies with some level of maturity are sooner or
later applied. And 3D computer graphics are not an exception. In fact, 3D virtual
images have been appearing together with real ones during the last years. For example, they are very common in some weather reports.
In 2006, an Australian TV channel (Channel Ten) went a step forward and broadcasted a talk-show called ‘David Tench Tonight show’, which was conducted by a 3D
virtual character. This character performed interviews to real people, in a mixed reality system shown on live [1].
Its conceptual way of working was very simple. A real actor drove the virtual presenter in real time. His voice caused a synchronized animation of the virtual
presenter’s lips and he drove the corporal animations by means of a motion capture
system. The system was developed by Animal Logic.
Although the show was cancelled some months later, it was initially successful, being one of the 10 most watched programs in Australia1.
Nowadays, the interest on this kind of mixed reality applications for TV is still
alive. For example, companies like Nazooka have created 3D characters that have
1

Statistics from eBroadcast:
http://www.ebroadcast.com.au/enews/
Third_Time_Lucky_for_Seven_180806.html

F.J. Perales and R.B. Fisher (Eds.): AMDO 2010, LNCS 6169, pp. 108–117, 2010.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2010
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been broadcasted in different TV programs via mixed reality and focus its business
model in this kind of technology [2].
However, the applicability of 3D real-time virtual presenters to the TV environment presents some lacks yet. Although most of these lacks are not appreciated by the
audience, they imply costs that could be reduced, and interfaces that are not very
comfortable for the actors. Concretely, some of the main lacks are:
─ Character flexibility. Companies provide the whole system, including the character modeling. Costs would be considerably reduced if TV producers could
(re)use characters not created exclusively for the mixed reality system.
─ Actor’s comfort. Some of current applications require the actor wear a motion
capture system or s/he needs to memorize and launch in real time a lot of facial
and corporal animations via joysticks or keyboards.
─ Equipment needs. Apart from the possible motion capture system need, some
applications require a chroma system for creating the mixed reality. It implies
space, high cost equipment and time for setting up the TV program.
─ Mixed reality flexibility. Real cameras are usually fixed when the 3D virtual
presenter appears. Cameramen cannot make zoom or change cameras while virtual character is on-screen. Being able to play with camera parameters would increase the mixed reality illusion.
This work presents a research project, called PUPPET. Its main requisites are on the
whole to improve current state-of-the-art on these applications. The initial prototype
developed solves the lacks explained above and so, it provides a low-cost and very
flexible solution.
Sections below explain the TV virtual presenter prototype in detail, going into development related research lines in depth. Section 2 present the state-of-the-art about
systems related with this prototype and section 3 explains briefly our system architecture. Sections 4, 5 and 6 explain the main modules that solve the lacks mentioned
above: section 4, the animation engine that provides character flexibility; section 5,
the speech analyzer that improves the actor’s comfort and section 6 the mixing module that reduces the equipment needs and improves the real/virtual flexibility. Finally,
section 7 explains the resulting prototype tests and section 8 presents the conclusions
and future work.

2 State of the Art
The prototype that is presented in this article involves several research fields like
mixed reality, real time animation, speech technologies, etc.
Probably the applications that mix these fields in the most related way to this prototype are the works of Nazooka [2] and the David Tench Tonight show, developed
by Animal Logic [1].
Nazooka presents some nice developments, however they present limitations regarding the change of camera parameters. That is, the camera remains fixed while the
virtual presenter is visible.
On the other hand, David Tench Tonight was initially a successful TV program
both from technological and audience level points of view. However, the actor had to
use a motion capture system for reproducing all his/her movements in real time. It
implied a complex setup and high hardware costs.
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There is not many companies and prototypes for creating the mixed reality on TV,
however, mixed reality applications are used in several fields such as marketing [3],
leisure [4], medicine [5], education [6], etc.
In this way, techniques for obtaining realistic mixing between virtual and real
world has been widely studied:
─ Lighting, for achieving the shadows of virtual objects over the real world and
vice versa. Methods like shadow mapping [7] or shadow volumes [8] are used
frequently.
─ Occlusions, for calculating virtual world elements occluding real ones and vice
versa. Different models like a 3D representation of the real world [8], stereo vision-based depth maps [9] or multi-camera 3D reconstruction [10] are used.
Each of them has their advantages and disadvantages.
Regarding speech driven animations, most of the previous works are related to the lip
synchronization and coarticulation. Phoneme analysis has to transform the speech into
phonetic sounds [11] and map them to visemes (the visual representation of each
phoneme). However, most of them concerns English [12, 13]. On the other hand,
some approaches have been presented for the generation of non-verbal facial expressions from speech. For example, works in [14, 15] generate head movements from
fundamental frequency and real time speech driven facial animation is addressed in
[16]. However, obtaining a coherent and realistic animation is a state-of-the-art field
of research yet.

3 System Overview
The PUPPET prototype system architecture is designed for achieving independence
among concrete input devices and the animation and mixed reality modules. In Fig. 1,
the conceptual schema of the architecture is presented.
Basically, the input devices are on the one hand the microphone, command devices
like keyboards, joysticks, data gloves… and, on the other hand, the cameras of the TV
studio.
Microphone input, that is, the voice signal, is managed by the Speech Analyzer
module. Command devices inputs are retrieved by the Command Manager. It is an
abstraction layer that avoids device-related dependences in the Animation Engine.
The Animation Engine creates the 3D virtual scene that is sent to the Positioning
and Mixing Module. This module creates the visually correct mixing between the
virtual scene and the real image, taking into account real camera changes. Sections
below detail the technical aspects about the modules that improve the current systems’ lacks. They are:
─ The Speech Analyzer, which provides not only the analysis for synchronizing
the real speech with the virtual presenter lips, but facial animations and expressions too.
─ The Animation Engine, which is able to load characters created by means of
commercial tools like Maya or Poser and animate them through standard BVH
files.
─ The Positioning and Mixing Module, which receives the virtual scene and the
real camera parameters in real time and creates a coherent real/virtual mixing.
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Fig. 1. Simplified architecture schema

4 Speech Analyzer
The Speech Analyzer provides the synchronization between the actor’s voice and the
avatar lips as well as some facial expressions and animations.
The analyzer captures the speech signal from the input using a microphone and
identifies the appropriate phonemes. As phonemes are recognized, they are mapped to
their corresponding visemes. In a parallel process, the speech signal is processed by a
pitch and energy tracking algorithm, in order to analyze its behavior and decide nonverbal facial movements. The virtual character is then animated in real time and synchronized with the speaker’s voice. Therefore, the speech analyzer developed in this
paper is composed of four main sub-modules:
─ The phoneme recognition system (described in the 4.1 subsection).
─ The non-verbal facial animations sub-module (described in the 4.2 subsection).
─ The sub-module that sends the input audio to the recognition system and to the
pitch/energy tracking algorithm in real-time. To develop this interface we used
the ATK API [17].
─ The communication interface between the speech application and the animation
platform that was developed with sockets, based on the TCP/IP communication
protocol. Through this module we fed the animation module with the recognized
unit and facial movements for realistic animation.
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Using this module the actor has not to get worried about the facial animation of the
virtual presenter. All the aspects including lips synchronization and facial expressions
will be automatically and coherently launched by the prototype when s/he speaks.
4.1 Real-Time Phoneme Recognition System
The main goal of this sub-module is to obtain the suitable data to animate the lips of
the virtual character in real time. To obtain these data, we trained a triphoneme model
using HTK Toolkit [18]. The corpus used for training and testing was Albayzin [19], a
phonetic database for the development and evaluation of speech recognition and processing systems. It consists of 6800 sentences and 204 speakers. We divided this corpus
in two data sets, training (4800 recordings) and test (2000 recordings). All of them are
in WAV format (16 kHz/ 16bits/ mono). The feature extraction was performed over 25
ms segments every 10 ms. The parametrization of the speech signal was based on
MFCCs, delta and delta-delta coefficients. The Spanish version of SAMPA was used
as phoneme set for the recognizer. This set contains 29 phonemes plus the silence and
short pause ones. Thiphoneme models were created, which consisted of non-emitting
start and end states and three emitting states (except from the short pause model) using
Gaussian density functions. Their number of components of these functions was increased until no further recognition improvements were observed. The states are connected left-to-right with no skips. The models were trained iteratively using the embedded Baum-Welch re-estimation and the Viterbi alignment, while the resulting was
tested using a Viterbi decoder. Algorithm results are resumed in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental results (phoneme recognition rate)

Training
Correctly Words Word Accuracy
90.41 %
84.20 %

Testing
Correctly Words Word Accuracy
81.18 %
71.23 %

4.2 Non-verbal Facial Animations Sub-module
The recognized phonemes are mapped in real-time to their corresponding visemes in
order to make the lip-synchronization process. This is the first step for the facial animation, which has been enriched using prosodic information of speech. A statistical model
adapted to current speaker is created during the first steps of the recognition, based on
the fundamental frequency (pitch) and energy of the speech signal, in addition to some
related statistics. According to the values given in real-time by both pitch and energy
trackers, some facial animations are shot, mainly related to the head and eyebrows up
and down movement, and eyes and mouth more or less expressively movements.

Fig. 2. Several facial expressions automatically generated from the actor’s voice
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5 Animation Engine
The animation engine has been designed in order to obtain high-quality real time
animations and at the same time be able to load and animate characters not exclusively created for the PUPPET system.
The animation engine is divided in two main modules, the facial animation engine
and the body animation engine.
─ The facial animation engine uses advanced morphing techniques [20] for generating a high quality animation in real time. This technique is quite extended and
it creates the resulting animation by means of the linear interpolation among a
set of predefined key faces. The animation engine includes a technique to avoid
tests among vertices that are equal to get a lower computational cost.
─ The body animation engine implements a set of techniques that aim a realistic
movements with a low computational cost. For obtaining realistic movements
the engine supports the loading of animations created by professional animators.
They are loaded in the system by means of BVH files [21], a semi-standard
format to which almost all commercial modeling applications are able to export.
Moreover, it includes a set of optimizations that achieve their execution in real
time in a standard desktop computer.
The animation is based on smooth skinning techniques. That is, the vertices
of the geometry (or geometries) that conforms the virtual presenter are affected
by a virtual skeleton. Transformations over this skeleton influence each vertex
taking into account weights assigned to this vertex. These weights provide a
way for avoiding cracks in the geometry and achieving smooth deformations.
The conceptual equation for the animation is:
vr = v + wi * Mr * vi
Where vr is the resulting vertex, v is the vertex with the previous transformations
in the hierarchy, wi is the assigned weight, Mr is the rotation matrix corresponding to current node and vi is the vertex in its initial position.
So as not to depend on specific modeling formats a separation has been established
between the geometrical and the smooth skinning information.
─ Geometrical information. The 3D character can be loaded in any common geometrical format (3ds, obj, vrml, etc.)
─ Smooth skinning information. A new file format, called SHF (Simple Hierarchical Format), has been designed for storing the skeleton and weighting information (Fig. 3). A plug-in to connect Maya [22] to SHF has been developed. It
allows designers to obtain this information from any Maya modeled character.
The animation engine relates both files in execution time and applies the BVH and
morphing animations to them. This way, smooth deformations and high-realistic animations are obtained in real time over any virtual character designed with a standard
modeling tool.
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Fig. 3. SHF format file description

6 Positioning and Mixing Module
The Positioning and Mixing Module is designed for creating the mixed reality in a
coherent way, without need of physical chroma systems or similar. It works in the
opposite way than chroma systems. The virtual presenter background is one uniform
color and the real scene replaces directly that color.
Moreover, since our application will be used in television, it would be useful to allow the cameras to translate and zoom. Then, the cameras will be able to follow either
the real presenters or the virtual characters and get a more detailed view of them,
without losing synchronization between real world and virtual worlds.
The camera is motorized and can be handled remotely. With a remote control three
parameters of the camera can be changed: pan, rotation with respect to the vertical
axis; tilt, rotation that makes the camera look up and down and zoom.

Fig. 4. Playing with the real camera parameters: changes in translation and zoom (chroma
system is not necessary; it is just for having a clean background. Virtual character’s chair is
real, non virtual).
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The robot that moves the camera is connected with the computer through a serial
port and transmits the values of the parameters to the computer in real-time. The animation engine receives those values and with simple linear transformations parameters’ values in degrees are calculated and transferred to the virtual camera.
In conclusion, the real camera is controlled remotely, but the virtual objects change
their position in the screen coherently because of the information traffic between
the real and the virtual camera. Fig. 4 shows some screenshots changing the camera
parameters.

7 PUPPET Prototype Tests
Modules described before conforms the PUPPET prototype. It has been tested by
professional actors and staff from a Basque TV production company called Pausoka[23]. They all agreed that the system is easy to use and avoids limitations and
lacks found in the state-of-the-art.
The system has been tested in a standard desktop PC and using virtual characters
from different sources. Concretely, along this paper, Fig. 2 shows some screenshots
detailing the speech-based facial animation. The virtual character has been obtained
from the Poser commercial tool [24].
Fig 4. showed changes in the parameters of the real camera, concretely translations
and zooms, and the coherence between the virtual and real images. In this case, the
virtual presenter, that is a caricature of Barack Obama, had been designed by a professional modeling company.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents a prototype that provides a 3D virtual presenter that is immersed
in a real TV scenario. It can be driven by an actor in real time and interact with real
presenters and/or public.
The prototype solves some lacks existing in state-of-the-art similar developments.
Concretely:
─ Character flexibility. There is no need to model animations or virtual characters
specifically for their use in the mixed reality platform. The platform supports
standard file formats for animating the character and a new file format that supports the smooth skinning data store has been designed.
─ Actor’s comfort. The platform does not need motion capture systems. It can
be handled just with a microphone and usual devices like keyboards or joysticks. Speech signal automates not only the lip animation but also some facial
animations.
─ Equipment needs. There is no need to use chroma systems or similar. The computer creates the real/virtual mix directly.
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─ Mixed reality flexibility. Almost all current platforms that do not use chroma
systems need to fix the camera, without moving. The platform of this work allows the cameraman to change the camera parameters (zoom, movements…) in
real time.
Next steps are to include lighting and occlusion techniques that improve the realism
and possibilities of the virtual presenter.
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Realistic Visual Speech Synthesis in WebGL
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Abstract
This paper presents the work that has been done to develop a web
application that shows the face of a virtual character pronouncing
the sentences the user sets. The level of realism was high and
the performance was fast enough. The application makes use
of WebGL, speech processing, text to speech and co-articulation
technologies to obtain the virtual pronunciation.

1 Introduction
Since the pioneer works [Parke 1972] in facial animation, hundreds
of methods have been presented to make a virtual character
pronounce a sentence, but very few [Benin et al. 2012] are based
on the emerging technology WebGL. This paper presents a project
that works in this direction, SPEEP, partly funded by the Basque
Government. The project creates a system for foreign language
pronunciation learning where the key part is the visualization of a
virtual character pronouncing the corresponding sentences in a web.
Figure 1 shows the interface designed for the project integrated
in the language learning system. Since the sentences that have
to be synthesized in the virtual character are not predefined i.e.
the user writes the desired sentence, the system cannot work with
animations that have been generated in a previous phase of the
project. Thus, we can define our project as a work in real-time
Visual Speech Synthesis.

The client receives the information about the phonemes that must
be rendered and their exact times. Then, during the rendering of
the virtual character, in each frame the co-articulation engine takes
the phonemes that surround the actual time and interpolates the
values of the Facial Animation Parameters following the method
presented by Cohen and Massaro [Cohen et al. 1993]. Besides,
several rules have been defined that change the value of some
parameters and the position of the maximum point of the phoneme
in its interval, depending on the type of syllable and the phonemes
involved. For example, the consonant of a syllable CV (consonantvowel) is placed in a different position of its interval comparing to
a consonant of a syllable VC.
A study of the computational cost of the different methods that
are called in each frame during the facial animation showed that
the most time consuming function was the skinning i.e. the
computation of the new position of the vertices according to the
transformations of their neighbor bones. So, we decided to make
use of GPU’s power and we implement the skinning using shaders,
obtaining a considerable increase in the number of frames per
second.
For the speech generation, the server takes the text written by the
user and converts it into an audio file. Then, speech and text
are automatically aligned using an acoustic model obtained by
training. Finally, in order to identify each syllable for a natural
mouth articulation of the avatar, a syllabification module was built.

3 Conclusion

Figure 1: Interface of the system.

The results obtained so far in the project SPEEP are satisfactory.
A big number of vertices are needed to obtain a realistic virtual
face and although all the vertices are not transformed in all frames,
the amount of vertices that are moved is big enough to become
a problem. Specifically, the virtual face that is used in the
project SPEEP is compound of 22802 vertices that form 43449
polygons. Nevertheless, the problems that slower performance
of web applications can cause have been overcome. Several
strategies have been implemented to make the application work
faster; fast enough even in computers with commodity graphic
card. Moreover, a high level of realism has been achieved in Visual
Speech Synthesis.
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• Journal: Euskalingua
• Year: 2013
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• Abstract: Basque is both a minority language (only a small proportion of
the population of the Basque Country speaks it) and also a less-resourced
language. Fortunately, the Basque regional government is committed to its
recovery, and has adopted policies for funding, among other things, language
technologies, a field which a language aiming to survive cannot dispense with.
BerbaTek was a 3-year (2009-2011) strategic research project on language,
speech and multimedia technologies for Basque carried out by a consortium of
five members, all prominent local organizations dedicated to research in the
above-mentioned areas, and partially funded by the Departments for Industry
and Culture of the Basque Government. Collaboration in BerbaTek allowed
to carry out a great amount of both basic and applied research. In addition,
various prototypes were developed to show the potential of integrating the
developed technologies to the language industry sector.
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• Abstract: The demand for Access Services has quickly grown over the years,
mainly due to National and International laws. This trend is expected to
consolidate for subtitling in particular, as almost every broadcaster is nowadays
working with digital content: large amounts of existing assets are going to be
digitized in the near future. In terms of accessibility, digitalization is a very
challenging task that can be turned into a profitable process if addressed with
adequate technology. In this paper we will focus on an emerging technique:
Assisted Subtitling. Assisted Subtitling consists in the application of Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) to generate transcripts of programs and to use the
transcripts as the basis for subtitles. This paper will report on recent advances
in ASR, presenting SAVAS, a novel Speaker Independent ASR technology
specifically designed for Live Subtitling. We will describe the technology and,
evaluating its performances, we will present the promising results we have so
far achieved.

7.19.3 Automatic Live Subtitling: state of the art, expectations and
current trends
• Authors: Carlo Aliprandi, Cristina Scudellari, Isabella Gallucci, Nicola Piccinini, Matteo Raffaelli, Arantza del Pozo, Aitor Álvarez, Haritz Arzelus, Renato
Cassaca, Tiago Luis, Joao Neto, Carlos Mendes, Sérgio Paulo, and Marcio
Viveiros
• Booktitle: Proceedings of NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference: Papers on
Advanced Media Technologies (Las Vegas)
• Year: 2014
• Abstract: The subtitling demand has grown quickly over the years. The path
of manual subtitling is no longer feasible, due to increased costs and reduced
production times. Assisted Subtitling is an emerging technique, consisting
in the application of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) to automatically
generate program transcripts. This paper will report on recent advances
in ASR, presenting SAVAS, a novel Speaker Independent ASR technology
specifically designed for Live Subtitling. We will describe the technology,
presenting its features and detailing language and domain-specific tunings
that we have carried out. We will also introduce the S.Scribe!, S.Live! and
S.Respeak! systems, which are based on SAVAS. S.Scribe! is a batch Speaker
Independent Transcription system for subtitling. S.Live! is a first-of-a-kind
Speaker Independent Transcription System, with real-time performances for
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online subtitling. S.Respeak! is a collaborative Respeaking System, for live
and batch production of multilingual subtitles. S.Respeak! has proven to be
sufficiently robust for programs where the acoustic conditions are challenging
and for spontaneous speech. Similar results are expected to be achieved
also for S.Live! and S.Scribe!, which are currently being tested under real
conditions at different broadcasters premises, to subtitle live programs, in
both assisted and unassisted tasks. We will finally detail performances of the
systems for 7 languages (English, Spanish, Italian, French, German, Portuguese
and Basque).

7.19.4 The reception of Intralingual and Interlingual Automatic
Subtitling: An Exploratory Study within The HBB4ALL
Project
• Authors: Anna Matamala, Andreu Oliver, Aitor Álvarez, and Andoni Azpeitia
• Booktitle: Translating and the Computer Conference
• Year: 2015
• Abstract: HBB4ALL is a EC funded project (CIP-ICT-PSP-2013-5.1.) that builds
on HbbTV, the European standard for broadcast and broadband multimedia
converged services, and looks at how HbbTV technologies may be used to
enhance access services such as subtitling. This work presents the results of
user testing on automatic subtitling carried out within the project. A first
preliminary test with 56 students allowed to: (a) compare the comprehension
of clips with automatic intralingual subtitling versus automatic interlingual
subtitles in students with low English proficiency, (b) compare the comprehension reached by students with a low level of English using subtitles to that
of students with a higher level using no subtitles, and most importantly (c)
test the methodology. A second experiment aimed to determine if intralingual
or interlingual automatic subtitling help to better understand news content.
Three breaking news clips in English automatically subtitled in English and
Spanish were used. Data from 30 volunteers exposed to the three conditions
(no subtitles/intralingual/interlingual) were analysed. Comprehension was
measured through a summarisation task and a questionnaire. An English proficiency control test as well as a demographics questionnaire were administered.
The paper presents the results of both tests and discusses methodological
issues.
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7.19.5 Interactive Multimodal Platform for Digital Signage
• Authors: Helen V. Diez, Javier Barbadillo, Sara García, María del Puy Carretero, Aitor Álvarez, Jairo R. Sánchez, and David Oyarzun
• Booktitle: Articulated Motion and Deformable Objects
• Year: 2014
• Publisher: Springer
• Abstract: The main objective of the platform presented in this paper is the
integration of various modules into Web3D technology for Digital Signage
systems. The innovation of the platform consists on the development and
integration of the following technologies; 1) autonomous virtual character
with natural behaviour, 2) text-to-speech synthesizer and voice recognition
3) gesture recognition. The integration of these technologies will enhance
the user interface interaction and will improve the existing Digital Signage
solutions offering a new way of marketing to engage the audience. The goal of
this work is also to prove whether this new way of e-commerce may improve
sales and customer fidelity.
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